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Preface 
This is the first book to describe ways of applying concepts and insights 
from folklore studies to a broad range of situations and social concerns. It 
has its antecedents in works on folklore in museums, education, and the 
public sector but differs from them in several ways. First, though it is in-
tended primarily for folklorists, the essays should be of interest and use to 
practitioners in other fields. Second, the authors of these dozen essays go 
beyond speculation or theory to describe actual applications of which they 
have direct knowledge, in most instances having been involved occupation-
ally. Third, the book is more skills-oriented than its predecessors. It identi-
fies particular knowledge, abilities, and techniques of folklorists valuable to 
many professions and useful in trying to solve a variety of problems. 
Authors of essays in Part I demonstrate how utilizing folklore can pro-
mote learning, problem solving, and the conservation and presentation of 
folklore. Judith Haut shows how a teacher can achieve the goals of pluralistic 
education by acting like a folklore fieldworker, thereby reducing intergroup 
stereotyping and increasing students' self-esteem while simultaneously de-
veloping independent learning skills. Jo Farb Hernandez examines recent 
trends in different types Of museums; she concludes with specific recom-
mendations for including folklore programming, explaining its value to 
learning. Marjorie Bard discusses the uses of narratives in diagnosis and 
intervention with homeless persons, illustrating applications for policy and 
programs. Finally, Benita Howell advocates folklore or folklife research as a 
crucial part of environmental planning. 
Writers in Part II focus on how values, concepts, and approaches from 
folklore studies can improve the quality of life. David Hufford considers 
how health care can be rendered more effective if practitioners become 
aware of a variety of ways of thinking about the causes and cures of ill-
ness-achieved in part by adopting a fieldworker's point of view when 
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interviewing patients. Kristin Congdon proposes ways to democratize art 
therapy, sensitizing the art facilitator to the value and implications of every-
day creativity and traditional aesthetics and thereby helping to improve 
communication in therapeutic settings. Sara Selene Faulds analyzes how to 
improve the design of public spaces through an emphasis on symbolic be-
havior in face-to-face interaction. Michael Owen Jones proposes taking a 
folkloristic approach to the study of organizational behavior as well as in-
corporating concepts and methods from folklore research into efforts at 
organization development. In the final essay in this section, Elke Dettmer 
explores a possible role for folklore studies in developing a more respon-
sible tourism. 
Authors in Part III discuss ways of utilizing folklore research that, for 
whatever else may be accomplished, can enhance identity and a sense of 
community. Betty Belanus reviews some of her experiences during the past 
decade as a public sector folklorist who has put folklore to use in schools, 
museums, and parks and recreation programs not only to educate but also to 
stimulate appreciation of and pride in local traditions. David Shuldiner de-
scribes folklore programming for and with the elderly in ways that promote a 
sense of self-worth. Sue Samuelson examines her experience in public rela-
tions work for a professional association, helping reflect and create a self-
image. In the last essay, Patricia Atkinson Wells sets forth an agenda for 
helping rural communities survive and even thrive. 
Of course, there are other applications of folklore and its study. Several 
journalists, including Mark Twain, George Korson, and Charles Kuralt, have 
reported folk traditions, and several folklorists with M.A. or Ph.D. degrees 
have found employment in journalism. Many librarians learn and tell myths, 
legends, and folk tales (sometimes as part of their job description); and 
individuals with advanced degrees in folklore studies have become librar-
ians. Photographers, filmmakers, and videographers often document exam-
ples of folklore and aspects of folklife, and increasingly folklorists serve as 
consultants to media projects. State humanities councils have hired folk-
lorists as program officers and selected academic folklorists to sit on their 
boards of directors. 
Space does not permit including essays on all applications. The topics 
selected include areas in which folklore has long been considered relevant 
(such as education), institutions or agencies in which many folklorists have 
been employed in recent years (e.g., the public sector, such as museums 
and arts councils), and fields that are likely to draw increasingly heavily on 
folklore studies as well as employ more folklorists in the future (e.g., health, 
aging, organization development, and environmental planning). The criteria 
used to select authors were a combination of who is noted for a particular 
application, who could provide the necessary overview and case studies (as 
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evident from earlier conference papers or publications), and who was ready 
and willing to prepare an essay. 
The volume is loosely structured. A chapter in the section on promoting 
learning, for example, is just as likely to have implications for improving the 
quality of life and enhancing identity and community. It seemed, however, 
that one or another of the three themes into which the book is divided 
dominated each article. Moreover, it made sense to move from promoting 
learning and conserving examples of folklore to questions of how this can 
improve the quality of life, essential aspects of which are self-esteem and 
closeness to others. Common principles throughout the chapters are meth-
ods of folkloristics as well as skills and abilities of folklorists that may be 
applied to another field, how one applies them, and some issues in applica-
tion. Overall, there is a deep-seated concern for appreciating and under-
standing folklore and, through it, people, and for utilizing this respect for 
tradition and understanding of symbolic behavior to help solve social issues 
and improve the world in which we live. 
One purpose of this book is to provide guidance and direction to folk-
lorists who are considering applying their training, skills, and knowledge to 
the problems of human welfare, such as aiding the homeless, caring for the 
elderly, or improving workplace conditions. Another is to inform practitio-
ners in professional fields about using folklore studies to augment their 
own specializations, thereby enhancing the quality of education, health 
care, urban planning, and other services extended to the public. 
Regardless of the type of social application, an underlying assumption is 
that knowledge of folklore is vital. People tell stories. They celebrate, ritu-
alize, play, and use figurative language. These traditional, symbolic forms 
and processes are universal in the species. Particular examples may express 
values, transmit precepts, teach and reinforce norms, or occupy leisure. Or 
they may project anxieties, express joy and satisfaction, provide meaning, 
and in other ways help people make sense of their world, cope, and act. 
Whatever their functions and consequences, the very existence of these 
forms and processes defines homo sapiens. To be effective, therefore, ef-
forts to alter conditions, attitudes, or behavior must take into account the 
presence and impact of traditions and symbolic interaction. 
As the field of folklore studies continues to gain ground in academe, 
and the number of practitioners outside the academy increases, the applica-
tions are likely to multiply and diversify. We hope this book contributes to 
these developments by showing how folklore research is being applied in a 
dozen ways in our society today. 
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Applying Folklore Studies: 
An Introduction 
MICHAEL OWEN JONES 
It implies lack of faith in your field or profession 
not to see its relation to the life around you. 
-Benjamin A. Botkin (1952) 
Folklore has been the object of curiosity, documentation, and speculation 
for centuries. Plutarch (40-120 A.D.), author of Roman Questions, wrote the 
first formal treatise on folklore, grappling with the origins and meanings of 
a people's beliefs and customs just as contemporary folklorists do. The 
eighteenth-century Scottish poet Robert Burns collected ballads and com-
posed poetry in the "folk" idiom, much as did American folksong revival-
ists in the 1960s, some of whom became well-known folklorists. The 
brothers Grimm recorded tales from the lips of their housekeeper, Frau 
Katherina Viehmann, publishing them and others in the two-volume Kinder-
und Hausmiirchen (1812-1815), in which they hypothesize the history and 
dissemination of these stories, particularly in relation to German identity. 
Despite the long interest in people's songs, stories, sayings, and rituals, 
folklore research did not exist as an academic discipline in most countries 
until recent years. Folklore was studied, however, and put to use in search 
of a usable past or for other personal, political, administrative, or humani-
tarian purposes. 
In this introduction I survey the foundations of folklore studies, set 
forth several concepts, and describe skills and knowledge of the folklorist 
that have practical application. Throughout the essay I consider issues that 
arise when folklorists engage in applied activities. My purpose is to lay the 
groundwork for the rest of the book, which presents a dozen different appli-
cations of folklore studies in the United States today. 
First, some basic terms. In 1846 the Englishman William Thoms coined 
the Anglo-Saxon compound "Folk-Lore." He intended it to replace "popu-
lar antiquities," in vogue since the eighteenth century. Among other desig-
nations are "oral traditions" (used at least as early as 1777), the French 
traditions populaires, and the German Volkskunde (an eighteenth-century 
term, literally "knowledge of the common folk"). In 1909, Sven Lampa at 
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the University of Lund lectured on folkliv (a term that appears as early as 
1847), the Swedish equivalent of the German Volksleben and the forerunner 
of "folklife" (used at least as early as 1897 when William Parker Greenough 
published Canadian Folk-life and Folk-lore [New York: G.H. Richmond)1), a 
term that Don Yoder championed in the United States in the 1950s. 
To differentiate the subject matter of folklore or folklife from its meth-
ods of documentation and analysis, "folkloristics" began to be used in the 
mid-1960s. Influenced by German scholarship, the term implies a systematic 
and disciplinary approach. Some folklorists prefer "folklore studies," sug-
gesting a field of study but perhaps not a strict discipline (others prefer 
"folklife," which they feel encompasses more than "folklore"). '~pplied 
folklore," employed occasionally in the 1940s and 1950s-particularly by 
Benjamin A. Botkin-found currency by the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
With the growing popularity in the 1980s of "folklore studies" to designate 
the field, "applied" began to be used in conjunction with this term instead 
of with "folklore" alone. '~pplied folklore studies" or "applied folkloris-
tics" suggests a discipline in its own right with theory and methods. 
Whether they use the term "folklore," "folklife," or "oral traditions," 
most folklorists probably would agree that the forms and processes studied 
have in common at least three characteristics. They are symbolic, they are 
learned or generated in people's firsthand interactions, and they are tradi-
tional, exhibiting continuities and consistencies in thought and behavior 
through time and space, respectively. 
'~ttack the problem, not the person," "If you want people to tell you 
the truth, then 'don't shoot the messenger,' " "If you want to get to know 
someone, walk a mile in his shoes," and other proverbs and traditional say-
ings are colorful, encapsulate the wisdom of many, and evoke a multiplicity 
of images and ideas. The stories that people tell are not simply a dispassion-
ate reporting of facts but dramatic performances vividly portraying some 
aspect of an event, in the process engaging teller and listener alike in a host 
of associations and possible inferences. Rituals convey meanings that tran-
scend the mundane, invoking associations and feelings that otherwise are 
often ignored, discounted, or suppressed in our workaday lives. In other 
words, something visible is taken to stand for the invisible, whether ideas, 
qualities, or feelings. Even customs are symbolic. As "our" way of doing 
things, these traditions define behavior and express identity. 
In addition, the sayings, stories, and customs called folklore arise in 
the interactions of people and therefore are shaped by participants' person-
alities, social identities and relations, and shared experiences. A "story," 
for example, is not a "text," as in literature. Rather, it is the entire perfor-
mance, including linguistic as well as paralinguistic and nonverbal behav-
ior, with "digressions," "asides," and feedback; and it is a product of an 
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interaction between the narrator and the auditors who assume particular 
social roles and identities during the storytelling event. 
Finally, because they are repeated, emulated, or reproduced, those 
symbolic behaviors labeled folklore are "traditional." That is, they have 
both a social and a historical character, exhibiting similiarities in assump-
tions, attitudes, and ways of doing th!ngs through space and time. To be 
traditional also means that customs, stories, rituals, beliefs, and other sym-
bolic forms become imbued with value-either positively or negatively-
and are perpetuated, altered, extinguished, or revived. 
Among the forms and processes of folklore are jargon, argot, proverbs, 
traditional sayings, and nicknaming; myths, legends, and anecdotes; jokes 
and kidding; rumors and gossip; costume, the making of personal items at 
work, and the personal decoration of space; recreation, games, and play; 
celebrations, festive events, parties, and cooperative work efforts; traditional 
expressions of belief; ceremonies, rituals, and rites of passage; and customs 
and social routines. Much could be added to this list. There are dozens of 
kinds of stories, for instance, from exempla to sagas, floating legends, memo-
rates, and personal experience narratives; and there are many types of rites 
and rituals. In addition, folklorists have identified such phenomena as ethnic 
display events, small group festive gatherings, and the proto festival (a cele-
bration that may become institutionalized as an annual community event). 
In their work, folklorists consciously seek evidence of continuities in 
what people do and think. They document the stories that people tell, the 
figurative language they use, the rituals they engage in, the songs they sing. 
Folklorists interpret these traditional, expressive forms and examples ac-
cording to one or more of several perspectives. Viewing folklore as an index 
of historical processes, some researchers use examples of folklore to recon-
struct the past or to examine historical events and movements. Others treat 
folklore as an aspect or manifestation of culture, and as an index to cultural 
processes. They examine how aspects of workers' culture, say, reflect work-
view, socialize newcomers to an occupational setting, enculturate values, or 
mirror social and cultural change; or they investigate cultural identity ex-
pressed through folklore, or ways that examples of folklore help immigrants 
adjust to a new culture or sometimes hinder intercultural communication 
and understanding. Increasingly more researchers conceptualize folklore as 
a behavioral phenomenon. They explore traditional, symbolic forms as ex-
pressions of psychological states and processes (e.g., projection or trans-
ference, wish fulfillment, an aspect of the grieving process, a means of 
coping or adjustment), or examine such cognitive and interactional pro-
cesses as learning, communication, and social dynamics. 
In addition to documenting and interpreting examples of traditional, 
symbolic behavior in people's everyday lives, many folklorists also present 
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these examples and their intepretation in museum exhibits, films, festivals, 
phonograph recordings, and radio programs. Some folklorists attempt to 
help a people perpetuate some of their traditions, acting as "stewards" and 
"cultural conservationists" on their behalf by documenting the traditions, 
making them public, trying to get others to appreciate them, assisting in the 
development of apprenticeship programs, and so on. Other folklorists apply 
their training in yet other ways to help solve problems related to education, 
aging, urban design, and cultural pluralism. 
Delineating "genres" of folklore and developing constructs and perspec-
tives are a necessary part of folklore studies. But before discussing folklore 
knowledge further, we need to consider such questions as the following: To 
what uses have folklore and its study been put historically and why? Should 
contemporary folklorists step down from the ivory tower of academe and 
engage in applications? What does "applied folkloristics" mean? 
Folklore Studies in Theory and Practice 
Although the terms "applied folklore" and "applied folkloristics" are rela-
tively new, the notion of systematically documenting and utilizing traditions 
is not. According to William A. Wilson in Folklore and Nationalism in Modern 
Finland (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976), in 1630 Gustav II 
Adolf, King of Sweden, decreed that traditions from which could be inferred 
the way of life of ancient times be taken down. A collection of "antiquities" 
could demonstrate to older European countries that Sweden, which then 
ruled Finland and other areas, had a long history as a nation. In 1666 an 
antiquities council was founded in Stockholm. Eight years later the council 
implored the Finnish clergy to gather data on the old narrative songs be-
cause they contained "much truth about the heroic deeds of the forefathers" 
(pp. 20-21). 
In the eighteenth century, writes Wilson (p. 17), Finland mounted a 
reconstruction program to recover from the ravages of the Great Northern 
War. Aimed at finding better means of governing and of improving produc-
tivity, the program first required thorough documentation and analysis of 
prevailing conditions. From the 1730s to about 1800, scores of young men set 
out to describe their home regions. They published more than one hundred 
scholarly treatises that recorded agricultural techniques, architectural tradi-
tions, health practices, foodways, wedding and funeral customs, calendar 
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observances, recreational activities, legends, proverbs, and superstitions, as 
well as flora and fauna. 
One use of folklore in Germany in the late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries was nationalistic. Johann Gottfried Herder and other mem-
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bers of the Romantic movement were distressed over the abandonment of 
German language and literature in favor of French. The Romantics' convic-
tion that folk poetry contained the essence of a nation's creative heritage led 
to attempts to retrieve the ancient traditions in order to uncover traces of 
heroic, noble past. Folklore was documented but also often rewritten and 
transformed into a kind of literary discourse about a nation's values, virtues, 
and manners. This occurred in Finland, Scotland, Ireland, and many other 
countries during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
In the United States at the end of the nineteenth century, many of the 
members of the American Folklore Society (founded in 1888) were govern-
mental workers and museum professionals (particularly from the Bureau of 
American Ethnology), along with some writers, academics, and librarians. 
According to Simon J. Bronner (editor), in Folklife Studies from the Gilded 
Age (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1987), "Between 1890 and 1903, ten 
presidents of the American Folklore Society, when they took office, held 
professional affiliations with ethnological museums" (p. 20). Besides put-
ting folklore on display in natural history museums, folklorists made their 
subject a key educational and tourist attraction at the World's Columbian 
Exposition in Chicago in 1893. In addition, Stewart Culin published ex-
tensively on traditions of American Chinese whose presence had caused 
labor and racial strife and whose immigration had been restricted by Con-
gress in 1882 (Bronner, pp. 87-89). Billed by the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1887 
as "the friend of all the persecuted Chinamen," Culin was motivated to 
consider, in his words, folklore's "application to the problems arising in the 
question of restricting immigration." For a dozen years the aide-de-camp to 
General George Crook in the Southwest (and elected president of the Amer-
ican Folklore Society in 1896), John G. Bourke took extensive notes on local 
Indian and Mexican-American folklore, including foodways, to better pre-
pare his soldiers to survive in hostile surroundings (Bronner, p. 183).2 
Another use was that of helping immigrants adjust. For example, Jane 
Addams established Hull House in the industrial district of Chicago on Sep-
tember 18, 1889. She made this settlement a place where groups of people 
could gather together to celebrate familiar holidays, dress in traditional cos-
tume, sing the old songs, and reminisce about days gone by. In 1900 she 
created a Labor Museum at Hull House with products, photographs, and 
demonstrations. By showing similarities in the historical development of tex-
tile processes, pottery, metalworking, and other handcrafts, the museum 
linked Greeks, Syrians, Italians, the Irish, and Russians to one another, 
revealed a continuity between experiences in the old country and the new, 
and built a bridge between immigrants and their children. Within a decade, 
some of Addams's ideas had gained general acceptance. In 1910 popular 
magazines printed articles rejecting the melting pot simile and proposed 
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instead the metaphor of a mixing bowl in which the characteristics of each 
nation are preserved. 3 
William I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki's The Polish Peasant in Europe 
and America (Boston: Richard C. Badger, 5 volumes, 1918-1920) continued 
the social justice wing of Progressive reform, paying attention to folk cus-
toms as a guide to social assistance. In 1908, Thomas was appointed director 
of the Helen Culver Fund for Race Psychology and given $50,000 "to study 
[in his words] an immigrant group in Europe and America to determine as far 
as possible what relation their home mores and norms had to their adjust-
ment and maladjustment in America."4 
Phyllis H. Williams prepared and published a volume on folklife specifi-
cally for purposes of application. Called South Italian Folkways in Europe and 
America: A Handbook for School Worker.r, Visiting Nur.res, School Teaeher.r, and 
Physicians (New Haven: Yale University Press for the Institute of Human 
Relations, 1938), each of the book's chapters begins with a section on culture 
and traditions in Italy, taken from data compiled by Giuseppe Pitre, a physi-
cian by profession and folklorist by avocation, and published in Biblioteea 
delle Trodizioni Popolari Siciliane (Polermo: L. Pedone-Lauri, 25 volumes, 
1871-1913). Then follows a section on current traditions based on Williams's 
own observations of more than five hundred Italians in the United States 
over an eleven-year period. Finally, each chapter ends with specific advice 
regarding adjustment. "When social workers have acquired a fair knowledge 
of the differences that regional backgrounds make in Italian immigrants, 
their ability to approach individuals and family groups acceptably is greatly 
enhanced," writes Williams. "Types of food, attitudes toward the govern-
ment, and mortuary rites vary from section to section. The rest of this book 
is an attempt to provide in detail both the subtle and the recognizable dis-
tinctions and something of the body of belief and practice that lies behind 
them" (p. 16). 
In the 1940s Rachel Davis DuBois, a social worker, utilized two tech-
niques to increase understanding among people of different ethnic. back-
grounds. One was the group conversation in which neighborhood partici-
pants, under the guidance of a facilitator, recalled childhood experiences, 
trying to get back to a time when they accepted their traditions and their 
neighbors. The technique became festive and ritualistic as well as thera-
peutic through the interpolation of songs, dances, and games suggested by 
the conversation and by concluding the session with a symbolic song, 
dance, or ceremony. 
DuBois also used the parranda, a Puerto Rican term for "progressive 
party," in which several families hold open house with guests traveling from 
one home to the next. She had children leave the classroom to visit the 
homes of families of various cultural backgrounds. They ate different types 
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of food and took part in songs, games, and dances as well as learned about 
customs through coversation and interview. These in turn were reported 
back in the students' compositions and integrated into the school experience 
through "intercultural assemblies." 5 
Writing extensively on the subject and practicing what she preached, 
Dorothy Mills Howard championed folklore's application to education. Her 
essay "Folklore in the Schools" (1950) makes her philosophy abundantly 
clear. "The purpose of this article is to demonstrate by concrete example 
that folklore has a justifiable place in the schools, not as a separate subject, 
or for the purpose of making folklorists of children, or as an academic, book 
exercise but as an integral part of a co-ordinated program for child growth 
and development where children become aware of the folklore process, what 
it is, and how it operates in their own lives and in their community." 6 
Public agencies in the United States have long played a role in applied 
folklore, from the Bureau of American Ethnology, founded in 1879, to the 
Works Progress Administration's Federal Project Number One, which oper-
ated between August 2, 1935, and August 31, 1939. The latter included 
folklore documentation, festivals, or publications by the Federal Art Project, 
Federal Music Project, Federal Theatre Project, Federal Writers' Project, 
and Historical Records Survey. There was also the National Research Coun-
cil's Committee on Food Habits, dedicated to the belief that studies of cul-
tural patterns and customs revolving around food are crucial to solving 
nutritional problems. 
Several individuals legendary in folklore circles today participated in 
some of theSe programs. Herbert Halpert, director of the music division of 
the National Service Bureau, was associated with the Federal Theatre Proj-
ect (later he established the folklore library, archive, and teaching program 
at Memorial University of Newfoundland). Ethnomusicologist Charles 
Seeger was with the Federal Music Project and was vice chairman of the 
Joint WPA Folklore Committee. 
In addition, from 1928 to 1932 Robert W. Gordon served as the head of 
the Archive of American Folk-Song (originally established at the Library of 
Congress on July 1, 1928, it finally received congressional funding in 1937). 
He was succeeded by John A. Lomax (1932-1942), whose son Alan served as 
assistant in charge from 1937 to 1942. The elder Lomax had been employed 
by the Historical Records Survey, and he was the national advisor on folklore 
and folkways to the Writers' Project from June 25, 1936, to October 23, 1937. 
John Lomax is noted for his collections of cowboy songs and tunes in the 
191Os; he and Alan discovered and made famous many traditional musicians, 
including Huddie ("Leadbelly") Ledbetter. 
Benjamin A. Botkin was appointed national folklore editor of the Feder-
al Writers' Project in 1938. He had studied at Harvard and Columbia, earn-
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ing his doctorate in 1931 at the University of Nebraska in English and an-
thropology under ballad scholar Louise Pound, and then taught at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma where he collected regional lore and started Folk-Soy, a 
newsletter filled with local miscellany. He was appointed director of the 
folksong archive in 1942 but resigned three years later to devote himself to 
writing and editing, having recently enjoyed success as the compiler of a 
best-selling book on American folklore. 
Botkin was succeeded as head of the Archive of American Folk-Song by 
Duncan Emrich (1945-1956), Rae Korson (1956-1969), Alan Jabbour (1969-
1974), and Joseph C. Hickerson (1974-). Having also been known as the 
Folklore Section (1946-1954) and the Archive of Folk Song (1954-1981), the 
institution was renamed the Archive of Folk Culture on October 1, 1981. 
More recently, three national organizations have been responsible for 
much of the government-sponsored applications of folklore. In 1967 Ralph 
Rinzler, a performer and member of the Greenbriar Boys and popularizer of 
North Carolina folk musician Doc Watson, founded the Smithsonian's Folk-
life Festival. Retired in 1984 and recently named assistant secretary emer-
itus, Rinzler intended the festival both to celebrate traditional art forms in 
America and to educate the public about them. The Office of Folklife Pro-
grams at the Smithsonian Institution continues the festival (along with re-
search, exhibits, films, and publications), with Richard Kurin, the director, 
defending the annual event as an advocate for cultural equity. 7 
The Folk Arts Program of the National Endowment for the Arts was 
established in 1974. First directed by Alan Jabbour and then by Bess Lomax 
Hawes, the program funds local traditional festivals, workshops, demonstra-
tions in schools, and other activities that present folk art and artists, in part 
to help perpetuate traditional art forms, skills, and knowledge. This pro-
gram has also provided the first years of funding for folk arts coordinator 
positions in arts councils. By the late 1980s, fifty of the fifty-six states and 
territories as well as several cities had hired people with training in folklore 
or ethnomusicology to coordinate the documentation and presentation of 
traditional arts, performers, and craftsmen. 
On January 2, 1976, President Ford signed a congressional bill, the 
American Folklife Preservation Act (P.L. 94-201), which established the 
American Folklife Center as the nation's first national agency devoted to 
folk culture and its study, preservation, and presentation. Located in the 
Library of Congress, the Center, which is headed by Alan Jabbour (a medi-
evalist and classical violinist cum fiddler), provides technical assistance, car-
ries out model documentary projects, and organizes public forums in the 
name of "cultural conservation."8 
Individuals trained in folklore have also pursued careers in museum 
work and administration, performing groups and arts management, journal-
ism, parks and recreation departments, social work, the medical and legal 
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professions, and business. Among UCLA's earliest M.A. recipients, for ex-
ample, are Barret Hansen, better known as "Dr. Demento" of radio fame; 
Ed Kahn, a film writer and producer; Anthony Shay, founder and director of 
a folk dance troupe; and Ed Cray, the author of numerous popular books 
and now an instructor of journalism at the University of Southern California. 
Karana Hattersley-Drayton, trained in folklore at the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, did cultural programming for the National Park Service at 
Fort Mason in San Francisco for several years. With degrees in folklore from 
Indiana University, Rayna Green was employed by the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science to stimulate interest in culturally-based 
science, William Ivey directs the Country Music Foundation in Nashville, 
and Steve Ohrn conducts research and curates exhibits for the State Histori-
cal Society of Iowa. Karen Creuziger and Malachi O'Connor-graduates of 
the folklore and folklife program at the University of Pennsylvania-work 
for management consulting firms, the first in San Diego and the second in 
Philadelphia. 
Others have founded their own organizations, such as Margy McClain 
who directs Urban Traditions, a not-for-profit organization in Chicago serv-
ing schools and government agencies; Rebecca Conard, a principal in a pri-
vate firm in Santa Barbara specializing in environmental issues and land use 
policies; and Sondra Thiederman in San Diego who consults with busi-
nesses, universities, and other organizations regarding the multicultural 
workplace. (All have degrees in folklore from UCLA.) 
The folk studies program at Western Kentucky University was specifi-
cally "designed to provide a usable master's degree that made its graduates 
marketable in the burgeoning field of folklore." 9 Many have found employ-
ment as arts coordinators, oral historians, museum curators, and parks and 
recreation department personnel. Other folklorists teach, although not nec-
essarily in the university or in folklore programs. 
Folklore in and out of Academe 
"I contend that it is no business of the folklorist to engage in social reform, 
that he is unequipped to reshape institutions, and that he will become the 
poorer scholar and folklorist if he turns activist," insisted Richard M. Dor-
son in 1971. He published his remarks at the end of a special issue of a 
journal on applied folklore. Among the articles about folklorists helping to 
improve educational systems, urban planning, and health care, only Dor-
son's essay challenged the application of folklore studies. "We cannot afford 
much diversion from our primary responsibilities as scholars to seek and 
record the truth about man and his ways," he wrote. Beyond being an edu-
cator, "I hesitate to give advice on how to make the world better, or happier, 
or freer, through folklore." 10 
10 Michael Owen Jones 
One reason for Dorson's objecting to folklorists putting their research to 
use is the long history of abuse or misuse of folklore. All too often the docu-
mentation of traditions during the preceding two hundred years had been 
inspired by nationalism or employed as a tool of colonialism and totalitarian-
ism. A spate of books and articles appeared in the 1960s and 1970s warning 
against the perversion of folklore research for political ends, holding up as 
examples Nazi Germany's exploitation of the Aryan myth, Soviet Russia's 
glorification of its power elite as heroes, and Red China's indoctrination of 
children in its government's philosophy through folk songs, dance, and pup-
petry. Some of the articles were published in the Journal of the Folklore Insti-
tute (now called Journal of Folklore Research), which was founded and edited 
by Dorson, who directed the Folklore Institute at Indiana University from 
1957 until his death in 1980. 
Commercial exploitation also posed a threat. For decades Dorson railed 
against popularizers like Benjamin A. Botkin, author of numerous "treas-
uries" including The Treasury of American Folklore, a Book-of-the-Month Club 
selection when it was published in 1944 and rarely if ever out of print since 
then. Dorson's famous concept of "fakelore," which he coined in 1950, was 
stimulated by such works. He intended the term to designate the fabrication 
of stories, songs, and other "traditions" for financial gain, whether in the form 
of advertising, popular treasuries, television hootenannies, or community 
boosterism. Through fakelore, explains Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett about 
Dorson's use of the term, "the hapless consumer was duped into thinking he 
. was getting the genuine folklore article, and folklore as an academic discipline 
was discredited with each new treasury and literary tall tale." 11 
"Dorson's mission was to make the discipline of folklore legitimate and 
honorable in the university," writes Bruce Jackson. "He attacked anything 
and anyone he thought stood in the way of that goal." 12 This is a second 
reason for Dorson's rejection of applied folklore, and perhaps also why his 
critiques of popular works by Botkin, Emrich, and others were sometimes 
harsh. 
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, folklore was largely an 
adjunct to philological studies and literature. For many historians and an-
thropologists, customs, legends, and other forms of folklore were useful but 
secondary in their pursuit of the past or as a way to understand a culture. 
Dorson admits having "stumbled into folklore from a training in American 
cultural and intellectual history," earning a Ph. D. at Harvard in 1943 where 
he wrote a dissertation on "New England Popular Tales and Legends," with 
the help of a Celticist. 13 
The first academic folklore program in the United States was not ap-
proved until 1939. Established by Ralph Steele Boggs, the curriculum of 
folklore in the English department at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, continues to grant the master of arts degree. 
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A short-lived department of American folklore was established at Frank-
lin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 1948. Headed by Alfred 
L. Shoemaker, its other faculty included Don Yoder and J. William Frey. 
Lasting through the 1951-52 academic year, it offered six courses. 14 
By 1950 Indiana University offered both the Ph.D. and the M.A. degree 
from the folklore department, chaired by Stith Thompson. The University 
of Pennsylvania followed suit in 1964 with a graduate program in folklore 
and folklife under the direction of MacEdward Leach. In the same year the 
Cooperstown Graduate Programs initiated a two-track M.A. in American 
folk culture or museum studies, directed by Louis C. Jones (a college teach-
er turned historical association administrator). Now discontinued, it was 
application-oriented, preparing students for employment in museums, ar-
chives, and historical societies. In 1965 UCLA's folklore and mythology pro-
gram (known from the late 1940s as the Folklore Group, headed by Wayland 
D. Hand, who was hired in 1937 specifically to teach folklore courses) was 
empowered to confer the master of arts degree and in 1978 the doctorate. 
The University of Texas has an interdepartmental program in folklore and 
ethnomusicology that grants advanced degrees, guided for many years by 
Americo Paredes. In 1970, Western Kentucky University established an 
M.A. degree program in folk studies chaired by Lynwood Montell. 
The University of Oregon has a combined folklore and ethnic studies 
program within the English department. Utah State University offers a mas-
ter's degree through a joint program of folklore, Western history, and litera-
ture. Folklore at the State University of New York, Buffalo, is combined 
with mythology and film studies in a Ph. D. program. Several institutions 
offer a concentration in folklore within anthropology (e.g., the University of 
California at Berkeley), Slavics (Harvard University), English (e.g., Ohio 
State University), American studies (George Washington University, the 
University of California at Davis, and so forth), and other fields. Today, 
more than five hundred colleges and universities list courses on folklore. 
Conceptions of "Applied Folklore" 
In addition to the specter of political and commercial abuse of folklore and 
subversion of the academic mission, there was the question of what ap-
plied folklore is. The letter of invitation to participants at a conference on 
applied folklore in 1971 contained the following definition, agreed upon by 
a committee of Richard Bauman, Robert H. Byington, Henry Glassie, 
Rayna Green, and Harry Oster: 
We define applied folklore as the utilization of the theoretical concepts, factual 
knowledge, and research methodologies of folklorists in activities or programs 
meant to ameliorate contemporary social, economic, and technological prob-
lems. ls 
12 Michael Owen Jones 
It was this notion of applied folklore as an instrument of social reform 
and the folklorist as a change agent to which Dorson, a participant in the 
conference, objected when he wrote that the folklorist is not equipped to 
reshape institutions, has no business trying to do so, and will become the 
poorer scholar if he turns activist. -
The American Folklore Society's Committee on Applied Folklore later 
dropped the advocacy rhetoric in order to gain general support from their 
colleagues for establishing a Center for Applied Folklore. According to Rob-
ert Byington, who chaired the committee during the twelve months be-
tween the society's annual meetings in 1971 and 1972, applied folklore 
became simply "an expansion of the folklorists' customary activities (re-
search, fieldwork, publication and teaching), particularly teaching, into ar-
eas beyond the walls of the academy." Some committee members even 
denied having a social or political platform, he ~ontends.16 
A decade before, in an article in New York Folklore Quarterly (1961), Bot-
kin had proposed an applied folklore center. It was to be largely a repository 
for materials and a clearinghouse for disseminating folklore (e.g., through 
publication) but also a service center promoting festivals, training commu-
nity leaders for folklore programs, guiding social workers in the use of folk-
lore, and providing courses in folklore for teachers. The American Folklife 
Center's establishment in 1976 and the development of the Smithsonian's 
Office of Folklife Programs have fulfilled some of the functions envisioned 
for both Botkin's Applied Folklore Center and the American Folklore Soci-
ety's Center for Applied Folklore. 
There have been other conceptions of applied folklore. To Dorson the 
term had three meanings, all of which are operative today. One was social 
reform, "the obligation of the folklorist to ameliorate the lot of the folk." 
Another was putting folk wisdom and know-how to use-for example, the 
utilization of home remedies by modern medical science. A third, which he 
advocated, was the "application of folklore concepts and content to teaching 
and research in other fields," such as history and literature.l7 
To Botkin, "It is only when he [the folklorist] gets outside of folklore 
into social or literary history, education, recreation, or the arts, that he be-
comes an 'applied' folklorist." For Botkin, the "pure folklorist" was too 
much a purist, thinking "of folklore as an independent discipline," as Dorson 
did. By contrast, "the applied folklorist prefers to think of it as ancillary to 
the study of culture, of history or literature-of people." 18 Botkin thought 
of his books as examples of applied folklore because they use "folk-say" as 
"folk literature" and "folk history," help "keep alive folk expressions that 
might otherwise be lost," and exemplify "giving back to the people what 
we have taken from them and what rightfully belongs to them." 19 By asso-
ciating himself with Rachel Davis DuBois, Ruth Rubin, and others experi-
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enced in social work and education, Botkin gained ideas about broader ap-
plications for folklore, which he wrote about in one essay, whether or not he 
actually practiced them in his own endeavors. 
Those favoring the term and work of applied folklore studies often 
make an assumption articulated by W.F.H. Nicolaisen at the applied folk-
lore conference in 1971. He contended that "the basic notion of applied ... 
appears to be the utilization of the results of pure research, theoretical 
study, academic inquiry-call it what you like-for the purpose of enrich-
ing human life in a very practical way." While cognizant of past abuses in 
the use of folklore, Nicolaisen writes, "I'm optimistic enough to think that 
the application of theoretical results is normally intended for the betterment 
of the human condition and not the reverse." 20 Application, then, is a value-
laden concept. 
For others like David Hufford, "applied folklore" is best defined in 
neutral terms. But historical misapplications have given it "a number of 
rather more limited definitions" or generated opposition to it. These mis-
applications, writes Hufford, include folklore used to justify and enhance 
political ideologies, well-meaning but naive attempts at revivalism, and the 
"frequently silly and misguided attempts to apply so-called folklore to edu-
cation through song books, over-organized teaching of folk dance, and so 
forth." 21 Elsewhere Hufford writes, "My definition of applied folklore is 
simply the application of concepts, methods and materials from academic 
folklore studies to the solution of practical problems," rather like engineer-
ing and other fields that have their theoretical as well as applied side. 
"Such an application of academic folklore knowledge to practical problems 
provides an excellent setting for the empirical testing of folklore hypothe-
ses and generates by necessity a richly interdisciplinary approach," 22 he 
contends. 
In sum, applied folklore may mean or connote ameliorating social ills, 
utilizing traditional knowledge and techniques in modern science and tech-
nology, drawing on insights from folklore studies to illuminate issues in 
other (usually academic) fields, enriching human life, or applying concepts 
and hypotheses from folklore theory to solve practical problems of whatever 
nature. All these ideas assume research, intervention, and a body of theory 
and knowledge. A broader conception of applied folklore studies might be 
stated as follows: 
The field of applied folkloristics ethically utilizes concepts, methods, and theo-
ries from the discipline of folklore studies as well as its own specialization to 
provide information, the formulation of policy, or the initiation of direct action 
in order to produce change or stability in behavior, culture, or the circumstances • 
of people's lives including environment and technology.23 
14 Michael Owen Jones 
Major elements in this conception warrant brief discussion. First, ex-
plicit reference to ethics at the very beginning of the statement warns 
against misapplication and emphasizes the need for moral considerations 
at every step. It also conveys the spirit of ameliorative definitions intent on 
reforming institutions and improving life without having to explain or de-
fend what "socially desired" or "betterment" is. 
Second, the notion that instrumental activities are informed by re-
search, concepts, and theories means that the field of applied folklore stud-
ies encompasses far more than "applied folklore." In its narrowest sense, 
applied folklore involves using only forms and examples of folklore, such 
as simply publishing a compilation of folktales or teaching a folk dance 
(without knowing the history, performance context, meanings, and signif-
icance of the forms or examples of folklore). 
Applied folklore studies in the broader sense is illustrated by a two-day 
conference called "Presenting Folk Arts," held in June 1990 at Cornell 
University. Produced by the New York State Council on the Arts and di-
rected by Robert Baron, who heads the council's Folk Arts Program, the 
event was designed to introduce presenting organizations (arts organiza-
tions that present performances produced by others rather than them-
selves) to the performing/olk arts. Because many presenters want to offer 
folk arts but lack the necessary knowledge of how to locate and choose 
them or how to present folk artists appropriately on stage, the conference 
focused on these matters. The first panel discussed selecting artists as well 
as presenting them in ways that are appropriate to the organization and 
compatible with the cultural and aesthetic values of the performers. Other 
panels dealt with performing venues (from proscenium stage to the com-
munity dance party), how to bring existing audiences in to see unfamiliar 
traditions as well as how to reach new communities, and ways of educating 
audiences for both understanding and enjoyment. For all these issues 
there is a growing body of research, methods, and theory developed by 
folklorists involved in public sector programming. This research and tech-
nology constitutes part of the unique field of applied folklore studies. 
Third, in applied folkloristics, the utilization of research may involve 
not only providing information or advice but also helping formulate policy 
or initiating direct action, or a combination of these. At the American F olk-
lore Society meeting in 1989, for example, Shalom Staub of the Pennsylva-
nia Heritage Affairs Commission reported on the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Transportation's announced alternative routes to relieve traffic 
congestion along Route 30 in Lancaster County. Not considered in the cost 
of such construction was the adverse impact on the Amish and other plain 
sect communities densely concentrated in the area. In bisecting farms and 
church districts and thus cutting off internal transportation routes, "the 
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proposed road threatened the social fabric of the Amish community." 
PennDOT eventually accepted the notion of an "Ethnic Culture Survey," 
inviting Staub to design it. "My study plan called for an ethnography of 
Amish land use, perceptions and use of space, and transporation patterns"; 
in other words, the research would provide basic information on traditional 
behavior, values, and customs. "PennDOT later required that these per-
spectives be factored into new proposed alternative routes." 24 Thus the 
study became a key element in policy planning and program development. 
Fourth, including in the conception of applied folklore studies both 
"change" and "stability" as possible purposes or outcomes of the inter-
vention recognizes the complexity of situations involving people's tradi-
tions. All too often consultants to organizations dwell on change, having 
been called in to intervene in a dispute or to enhance communications or 
improve cooperation; they don't understand the impact or potential value 
of history, custom, and tradition. On the other hand, folklorists involved in 
cultural conservation may be too readily inclined to preserve, present, or 
perpetuate folklore just because it constitutes a group's arts and traditions; 
they are unwilling to admit possible dysfunctions socially or psycholog-
ically and the need for change. 
Fifth, practical folkloristics includes applications not only to institu-
tions and social relations but also to the realms of individual behavior, cul-
ture, technology, and the environment. Child psychologists, family ther-
apists, and marriage counselors can learn from folklorists about the kinds 
of ritualistic behavior and narrative performance that people generate, 
their role in communication, and their consequences as interactional strat-
egies. Anthropologists, social workers, and educators concerned about in-
tergroup tensions can utilize concepts and skills from folklore studies in 
documenting, interpreting, and presenting folklore that teach one to ap-
preciate the diversity of culture and to value multiculturalism. 
As far as technology is concerned, for more than two decades special-
ists in artificial intelligence have experimented with programs that mimic 
human storytellers. Sheldon Klein, one of the first to explore folklore from 
this perspective, has worked on computer models of dialects and myth 
structure, and he has applied principles from Vladimir Propp's Morphology 
of the Folktale to create a Folk Telling System. James Meehan, inventor of a 
narrative-producing program called Taiespin, and Scott Turner who cre-
ated Minstrel, understand that a study of storytelling can reveal how peo-
ple communicate, which in turn may be used to help computers better 
communicate with people. 25 
In regard to environment, Kurt Dewhurst and Marsha MacDowell of 
the Michigan Traditional Arts Program, Michigan State University Mu-
seum, were engaged in 1990 to conduct a "Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
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Authority (LLRW) Project Folklife Cultural Survey." Its purpose was to 
provide information about the impact of a project on people's traditions 
and customs as well as help shape policy and action regarding the proj-
ect. A major theme at "Cultural Conservation: Reconfiguring the Cul-
tural Mission: The First National Conference," Library of Congress, 
Washington, D.C., May 16-19, 1990, was that environmental impact re-
ports should incorporate research on potential cultural impact. State and 
local governments should "require . . . a review of cultural resources 
alongside the architectural and archaeological review" accompanying de-
velopment projects. 26 
The last matter to consider is whether teaching is an example of 
applied folklore studies. Many instances of applied folklore ultimately 
involve "education" (through training, instruction, or enlightenment), or 
invoke education as a justification (such as public folklife programming 
of festivals and arts demonstrations). On the other hand, teaching in 
academe often entails trying to influence attitude and behavior, not just 
conveying information. In the final analysis, whether or not classroom 
instruction exemplifies the pragmatic side of folklore studies depends on 
circumstances, content, and especially purpose. When the intent is "not 
necessarily or even primarily to train new generations of professional 
folklorists, but to develop in students a sensitivity to traditional culture 
and the esthetic dimension of life, and to foster an appreciation for cul-
tural diversity," writes Richard Bauman, teachers "are engaging in ap-
plied folklore up to their very ears." 27 
Putting Folklore to Use 
By the late 1960s or early 1970s the burgeoning folklore programs and 
courses had turned out more people with degrees in folklore studies than 
could be absorbed back into these programs and even in other departments. 
In addition to universities producing a surfeit of graduates in theoretical 
fields like folklore studies, demands continued for greater relevancy, ac-
countability, and advocacy-to do something to try to solve problems in 
race relations, health, housing, and the workplace. Increasingly more Eng-
lish majors, historians, and philosophers sought and found employment out-
side academe. So did folklorists. 
Applied Folklore Studies in the Public Sector 
Henry Glassie (now on the folklore faculty at Indiana University) was the 
first "state folklorist" in the modern sense of "folk arts coordinator" (much 
earlier, Henry V. Shoemaker held the title of state folklorist of Pennsylva-
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nia, 1948-1952, apparently the first in the country28). While a graduate stu-
dent at the University of Pennsylvania, Glassie was employed (beginning in 
1966) as director of the Ethnic Arts Survey for the Pennsylvania Historical 
and Museum Commission to begin surveying traditions in the state and de-
velop an archive of resources. By 1974 Maryland and Tennessee employed 
folklorists in state arts agencies to build resource files of artists, establish 
liaisons with traditional craftsmen and performers, study marketing of the 
folk arts, and engage in similar activities. According to Charles Camp, who 
has directed folk arts programming for the Maryland Arts Council since 
1976, fifteen state folklore programs "sprang up between 1976 and 1979." 29 
By the mid-1980s the number had more than doubled and included territo-
ries and cities as well as states. 
Most of these folk arts programs are lodged in state councils on the arts. 
Examples are Alaska, Alabama, California, Hawaii, Iowa, Illinois, Louisi-
ana, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, 
Nevada, New York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah, Washing-
ton, and Wisconsin, among others. The Southwest Folklife Center is based 
at the University of Arizona. Other programs are under the auspices of state 
historical societies or preservation centers, as in Iowa, Kansas, New Jersey, 
and South Dakota. Some folklore programs are found in combined arts and 
humanities organizations, such as the American Samoa Council on Culture, 
Arts and the Humanities, and the Ohio Joint Program in the Arts and Hu-
manities. Since the mid-1980s the City of Los Angeles Cultural Affairs De-
partment has boasted a Folk and Traditional Arts Program; the Cultural Arts 
Division of the City of Oakland, California, also has a Folk Arts Program. In 
New York, the Brooklyn Arts Council and the Queens Council on the Arts 
employ folklorists. Some county arts councils also have folklorists on their 
staffs. Finally, the state of Florida has its own folklore-related organiza-
tion-the Bureau of Florida Folklife Programs-which is independent of 
other government agencies. Employing up to a dozen folklorists, the bu-
reau has produced many records, videotapes, slideltape programs, and oth-
er programming about ethnic, regional, and occupational traditions in the 
state. 
In addition to individuals employed in state or city arts councils, histor-
ical societies, and other government agencies as "folk arts coordinators," 
"cultural conservationists," or "folklife specialists," there are those who 
have founded or who work for not-for-profit corporations. As private organi-
zations rather than government agencies, the not-for-profits theoretically 
have greater lattitude in programming and in advocacy or activist efforts,30 
although such potential has not always been realized. The oldest of these 
not-for-profits is the National Council for the Traditional Arts. Based in 
Washington, D.C., it is directed by Joe Wilson. A second organization is 
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the World Music Institute in New York City, and a third is the Ethnic Arts 
Center in New York City. 
In the 1970s, folklorist William Ferris (who is now director of the Uni-
versity of Mississippi's Center for the Study of Southern Culture) and Judy 
Peiser founded the Center for Southern Folklore in Memphis, Tennessee, 
which Peiser directs. Pat Jasper and Kay Turner guide the activities of 
Texas Folklife Resources, based in Austin. After working with Urban Gate-
ways in Chicago, Margy McClain established Urban Traditions. Hal Can-
non and Elaine Thatcher run the Western Folklife Center in Salt Lake 
City, which is a spin-off from their earlier work with the Utah Arts Council. 
Jane Beck, formerly the folk arts coordinator for the Vermont Arts Council, 
established her own Vermont Folklife Center. Steve Zeitlin, whose wife 
Armanda Dargan is at the Queens arts council, directs City Lore, Inc., in 
New York City. 
Many folklorists employed in both government agencies and private, 
not-for-profit organizations refer to their field as "public sector folklore" 
rather than applied folklore studies. In recent years confusion has arisen 
regarding the relationship between the two. The term "applied folklore" 
originated at least twenty years before "public sector folklore" or "public 
folklife programming." For a decade the American Folklore Society had an 
Applied Folklore Section. In 1983, however, it merged with the Public Sec-
tor Section, losing its name and identity. This has led some to suppose that 
public sector folklore has superseded applied folklore. 
Because so many folklorists are now employed by government agencies 
and not-for-profits geared toward providing arts, educational, and cultural 
services to the general public, the notion of "public sector" rather than ap-
plied folklore is appealing and seems appropriate. The sobriquet "public sec-
tor" helps unify diverse programs, even if not all projects are funded with 
public monies, carried out by public agencies, or of benefit to the general 
public; folklorists are united by a common name, and presumably in common 
cause. The term "public sector" sounds innocuous enough, even human-
itarian. It thus escapes some of the connotations of "applied folklore" (wheth-
er the political misuses and abuses or the reformist rhetoric). 
Changing the name does not alter two facts, however. One is that public 
sector folklore is one kind of applied folklore or applied folkloristics. To 
document forms of traditional, symbolic behavior and then present the per-
formers or craftspeople and information about traditional activities in public 
events, as public sector folklorists dO,31 does not differ conceptually from 
researching traditional, symbolic behavior in regard to health or aging and 
then providing information, planning programs, or developing policy in or-
der to help bring about change benefiting the ill and the aged. 
Conceptually, then, public sector folklore programming is one example 
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among many of applied folkloristics. Only one essay in this book concerns 
the activities of a folklorist in "public service" (i.e., employed in govern-
ment agencies providing educational, arts, or cultural programming). The 
remainder examine applications of folklore studies in the realms of educa-
tion, museum exhibitions, medicine, art therapy, urban planning, aiding the 
homeless, organization development, tourism, aging, public relations, and 
economic or community development. Folklorists also use their skills as 
archivists, librarians, journalists, photographers, marketers, and program of-
ficers of humanities councils, to name a few other fields. 
The second fact is that public folklife programming, like other exam-
ples of applied folkloristics, is a form of intervention. As David Whisnant 
writes, "To engage with public issues and act in the public arena is to 
intervene-inescapably-in the lives of individuals and in the institutions 
that embody their collective will and vision. The question is not whether we 
shall intervene, but how and with what effects, amid what particular set of 
historical, cultural, and political circumstances, and in the service of what 
values and social vision." 32 It is for this reason that the conception of ap-
plied folklore studies stated earlier begins with explicit reference to ethics. 
Even when "intervention" is used in a positive sense of interceding with 
the express purpose of resolving conflict, reducing tensions, or removing 
the causes of stress, there are likely to be far-reaching, unanticipated 
conseq uences. 
Whisnant's warning clearly applies to situations of hard advocacy and 
activism in which goals are to redress social ills by affecting policy in govern-
ment, education, health, and business or industry. But it also applies to the 
more subtly expressed mission in public sector folklore, for example, the 
statement of purpose of the NEA Folk Arts Program "to honor and make 
visible the stylistic and cultural variety that has made life in the United 
States an exciting challenge and an adventure in human understanding .... 
To encourage those community or family based arts that have endured 
through several generations, that carry with them a sense of community." 33 
Hard decisions have to be made as to which examples of stylistic and cultur-
al variety should be honored and made visible through government funding, 
and which community or family traditions are to be valorized and perpetu-
ated while others languish. 
The same points apply in regard to a more recent term, "cultural con-
servation," coined by Alan Jabbour and his staff at the American Folklife 
Center34 and promulgated in Cultural Conservation: The Protection of Cultural 
Heritage in the United States, coordinated by Ormond H. Loomis (Publica-
tions of the American Folklife Center, no. 10 [Washington, D.C.: Library 
of Congress, 1983]). To some, the term conjures up images of putting na-
tive Americans on "reservations" or of "endangered species" in "pre-
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serves," "sanctuaries," and zoos. In the first published statement of con-
cern, Lisa Null warned of the possibility that artificially sealing off ele-
ments of culture would result in their being "embalmed or arrested in 
suspended animation." Moreover, "selecting, conserving and manipulating 
cultural exchanges can play havoc with scholarly values of detachment and 
objectivity. They are certainly not responsibilities for the faint of heart." In 
response, Marjorie Hunt and Peter Seitel insist that "it is possible to foster the 
continued vitality of 'endangered species' -natural or cultural-without dis-
mantling or derailing national and international economic, political and social 
institutions." They refer to an exhibit at the Festival of American Folklife 
about cultural conservation, which, among other things, "documents efforts 
on the part of the keepers of tradition themselves to conserve their own cul-
ture in the face of a changing social and physical environment." 35 
Robert Cantwell has raised questions about the concept of "culture" in 
cultural conservation, about "natural" and "unnatural" cultural growth, and 
about how to determine, "in a non-legislative context, 'the will of the peo-
ple.' " Essentially, " 'Cultural conservation' denotes a competition within 
official culture for control of the cultural environment." 36 According to Frank 
de Caro, who reviewed the first national conference (1990) on "Cultural Con-
servation: Reconfiguring the Cultural Mission," "conference participants re-
peatedly expressed their dissatisfaction with" the term. "What does it mean 
to conserve culture? Does it differ from preservation as in historical preserva-
tion? Can we really presume to conserve anything so dynamic as culture? 
Does it really describe what 'cultural workers' do?" he asks. "Yet it is a bril-
liant term from a public relations standpoint" (not unlike Jabbour's references 
to "stewardship" 37), one that evokes "ideals that resonate with the positive 
and the widely accepted." It serves to bring together not only folklorists but 
also anthropologists, planners, museum curators, civil servants, historians, 
and others;38 a virtue, as long as the term is recognized as largely symbolic and 
serious questions continue to be raised. 
Some of the other issues and concerns that have arisen in the past two 
decades are a function of the period, with conceptual and logistical problems 
looming large when folk arts or public folklife programming was just getting 
started. While there are basic similarities, issues also differ somewhat, de-
pending on whether the application is folk arts programming, museum exhi-
bitions, folklore in education, craft assistance programs, urban planning, 
organization development, and so on. In what follows I mention only a few of 
the topics receiving particular attention in the literature. 
One area of concern, especially early in the history of public sector 
work, has been conceptual and logistical. Charles Camp has written most 
about the subject. This is not surprising, given the fact that he has been 
directly involved in public programming since 1974, when he began working 
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at the Smithsonian's Festival of American Folklife and then two years later 
was hired by the Maryland Arts Council. In "Developing a State Folklife 
Program," in Handbook of American Folklore edited by Richard M. Dorson 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), Camp writes that a funda-
mental problem is that "arts administrators often consider the plural 'folk 
arts' as the common man's versions of the fine arts. Thus a skilled wood-
carver becomes a 'folk da Vinci' and a badly rendered portrait is termed 
'folklike' in its crudeness or naivete" (p. SI8). In their programming, there-
fore, some folklorists are restricted to those traditional forms having a fine 
arts counterpart, which greatly distorts the picture of aesthetic expression in 
everyday life. 
Another difficulty, notes Camp, is that those trying to develop state 
folklife programs "must view a politically defined area (the state) as a dis-
tinct culture area, and then create research and presentation strategies ap-
propriate to both the folkloric materials to be found within the state and the 
constituencies served." Compounding the problem is that folklorists, who 
like to see themselves primarily as educators rather than civil servants, begin 
to be treated as a kind of scholar-in-residence, a conception that greatly 
limits what they can accomplish and creates misunderstanding "by fellow 
workers (not colleagues) as well as the public," Camp contends (p. 520). 
In addition, "in a field with so few practical precedents, reasonable 
goals and a means for measuring the state folklorist's efforts are difficult to 
define," writes Camp (p. 520). "The objectives of most state folklore pro-
grams have something to do with furthering public awareness, appreciation, 
and support of traditional culture," but such aims are vague. Typical mea-
surements include attendance figures at festivals, concerts, and exhibitions 
as well as the number and variety of groups involved in state folklife pro-
gramming "as participants in workshops, as correspondents, or as field in-
formation sources" (p. 522).39 
Yet another set of problems for folk arts coordinators revolves around 
the appropriateness and defensibility of standard presentational models and 
techniques, such as festivals, concerts, exhibits, and lectures-but partic-
ularly festivals. In an article in 1980 titled "Six Reasons Not to Produce 
Folklife Festivals," Charles Camp and Tim Lloyd argue that the justifica-
tion for folk 'festivals has not been confirmed by actual experience. The 
contention that festivals bring information and understanding of folk cul-
ture to a wide and varied audience is dubious in that many festival goers are 
regulars from middle-class backgrounds who attend for the enjoyment and 
who are given a highly conventionalized, formulaic program of musical per-
formances, dancing, craft demonstrations, and food for sale. The authors 
write, "If festivals are to begin to live up to their educational claims, those 
responsible for their direction and planning are going to have to realize that 
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folklife festivals, as currently produced, do not present folk culture, even 
when they present tradition-bearers; and that the information presented in 
them, which is intended to lead to public knowledge and understanding of 
folk culture, is not presented in a form which that public associates with 
education." 40 
Part of the difficulty might be with the authors' notions of "folk cul-
ture" and "tradition-bearers," older terms implying that only certain indi-
viduals communicate or behave through traditional, symbolic forms and 
processes. Also important is the idea of "education." Those involved in 
developing folklore programs for the public must justify their activities to 
adminstrators, politicians, and funding sources. Because they have ad-
vanced degrees and are inclined to think of themselves more in terms of 
educators than bureaucrats, folklorists in government agencies or not-for-
profit organizations tend to plan, implement, and defend programs by claim-
ing educational purposes. But perhaps education is too rigidly defined in 
terms of the formal educational model in which the folklorists have been 
trained rather than in regard to a model and theory of informal, experiential 
learning. Finally, as Leslie Prosterman suggests in "Folk Festivals Re-
visited," in Practicing Anthropology (1985), American folk festival construc-
tion has been based largely on foreign or exotic models and recent mass-
culture commercial forms. What is needed is for festival theory and techno-
logy to pay more attention to traditional American templates-the customary, 
indigenous, less institutionalized festivals found locally and regionally in the 
United States (p. 16). 
There is also growing concern about ethical issues in the deliberate 
staging of cultural pluralism by festival organizers serving as cultural bro-
kers. In "Why We Do the Festival," Richard Kurin, director of the Office 
of Folklife Programs at the Smithsonian Institution, offers numerous justi-
fications for the Smithsonian's annual Festival of American Folklife on the 
National Mall. Basically, the festival encourages "the preservation and 
transmission of traditional cultural repertoires"; in doing so, the festival is 
explicitly political, serving as "an advocate for human cultural rights, for 
cultural equity, for cultural diversity in the context of the Smithsonian-a 
national institution founded with democratic, enlightened ideals." 41 "The 
Festival, then, is among other things a kind of morale-builder," writes 
Robert Cantwell in "Conjuring Culture: Ideology and Magic in the Festi-
val of American Folklife"; "it strengthens the self-esteem of folk artists 
... and may enrich their understanding and appreciation of the culture of 
which they are the bearers. The Festival, moreover, provides a kind of 
training ground for the representation of culture." 42 Richard Bauman and a 
group of folklore graduate students at Indiana University interviewed per-
formers, demonstrators, and presenters at the festival. Their report sug-
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gests a certain degree of success overall but a variety of problems as well, 
ranging from a lack of organization and specific direction (according to 
some participants) to professional rivalry among several staff and unful-
filled expectations for a number of demonstrators. 43 
In "The Brokering of Ethnic Folklore: Issues of Selection and Presen-
tation at a Multicultural Festival," Susan Auerbach (former director of the 
Folk Arts Program, Cultural Affairs Department, Los Angeles) confronts 
head-on the matter of how festival organizers "select, define, manipulate, 
and sometimes alter the cultural symbols and strategies of ethnic groups." 
She contends that organizers of the Smithsonian's annual festival and other 
festivals modeled on it "create new forms of ethnic interaction and pro-
mote a fledgling national folk festival culture, with its own standards of in-
group competence and performance." Using her experiences with Los An-
geles's "Cityroots Festival: A Celebration of New Immigrant Traditions" 
(1987) as a basis, she explores how festival organizers "must confront issues 
of stereotyping, traditionality, acculturation, and, ultimately, the implica-
tions of cultural pluralism as a belief system."44 Among the decisions to be 
made (some of which are influenced politically and ideologically as well as 
philosophically) are what groups to highlight in the festival, which seg-
ments of the ethnic community to invite as participants, whether to in-
clude the young or the old performers (the ethnic groups often prefer the 
former as evidence of the traditions' continuity, while folklorists often pre-
fer the latter as evidence of survival), which particular individuals to invite, 
and what traditions from each group to include or exclude. 
Such a seemingly simple matter as making food available for sale in-
volves issues of stereotyping as well as traditionality and authenticity, ob-
serves Auerbach. For example, festival planners deliberately chose food 
vendors who would make those traditional dishes well known to them-
selves but not familiar to the general public. Yet, "the very stereotypes 
which festival culture opposes may be those symbols which constitute the 
most common meeting ground between strangers," writes Auerbach. She 
cites the case of the Korean cooks at Cityroots who wanted to offer an old 
standby, barbecue ribs, arguing that Americans already were familiar with 
the dish; "We want them to like our food. If we make something else, 
they might decide that they don't like Korean food," and, by extension, 
not respect the Korean people. Organizers and cooks eventually compro-
mised on another meat dish, bu/gogi, which has a similar taste to barbeque 
ribs but is generally unknown to non-Koreans. 45 
Issues of authenticity and context have also confronted curators who 
present folk artists in museums, according to Charlie Seemann. Regarding 
the first matter, "Too often museums take the path of least resistance and 
use performers who interpret or recreate folk arts because these people are 
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easiest to get and are practiced performers." The other problem concerns 
changes in behavior and performance that occur when "an art or craft is 
removed from its natural context in family or community and moved into 
the museum."46 
Other matters of concern in regard to museums, as M. Jane Young 
points out, include how "concepts from folklore theory can be used ... to 
present a more dynamic and accurate picture of the relationship between 
people and things." In particular, she refers to the "performance-centered 
approach" that emphasizes the "process and total performance with audi-
ence and performer, user-maker, participant and onlooker." A logical ex-
tension is exhibitions that include, say, Zuni interpetations of Zuni history 
as well as interpetations by anthropologists, archeologists, and historians. 
Exhibits would also show multifaceted aspects of an event, for example, 
both the positive and negative impact of acculturation. 47 
The fact that so much programming in the folk arts has depended on a 
few governmental agencies for funding has not escaped attention. Bruce 
Jackson notes that in its second year (1975), the Folk Arts Program of the 
National Endowment for the Arts then headed by Alan Jabbour, awarded 
half a million dollars in grants. In 1976 the amount more than doubled. In 
1980, Bess Hawes, who had headed the program since its third year, over-
saw the distribution of $2.27 million, and in 1981 $3.1 million. ''All Folk 
Arts grants are voted on by a panel, but Hawes selects all panel members 
herself," writes Jackson. "Federal folklore power, then, has been wielded 
by a small group of people for more than a decade."48 
Some questions and issues focus on marketing of folk art, which was 
the subject of a special issue of New York Folklore (1986) edited by Rose-
mary O. Joyce. Others concern political and ethical issues precipitated by 
folklore programming threatening the existing power structure in a commu-
nity, as discussed by Jean Haskell Speer and others in Burt Feintuch's 
volume, The Conservation of Culture: Folklore and the Public Sector (Lex-
ington: University Press of Kentucky, 1988). Doris Dyen has confronted 
this and related problems, developing a "partnership approach" between 
the folklorist and the community that makes "the 'public' an active rather 
than a passive partner in any programming effort." 49 What she proposes in 
the realm of public sector programming resembles "participatory action 
research" advocated by William Foote Whyte and others for use in, espe-
cially, organization development. 
Another issue, recently debated in the pages of the American Folklore 
Society Newsletter by Elliott Oring and the society's president, Barbara Kir-
shenblatt-Gimblett, is whether the AFS-which has been a scholarly soci-
ety since its founding a century ago-can also function as a professional 
organization, serving the needs of not only those in academe but also folk-
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lorists occupationally involved in the application of folklore studies, partic-
ularly the freelance and consulting folklorist. 
Yet other concerns are how to train this new breed of professional folk-
lorist and how developing careers in applied work will fit into existing 
status systems based on the academic model. 50 Answering these questions 
requires identifying some of the skills and knowledge of folklorists that can 
be and often are applied in different realms. 
Folklorists'Skills and Knowledge 
Folklorists possess a number of skills and abilities that serve them well 
regardless of the area of application. One, of course, is knowledge of the 
many different forms and processes of traditional, symbolic behavior. All 
people tell stories, celebrate, ritualize, play, and use metaphorical expres-
sions; they participate in traditions that convey meanings, recall past expe-
riences, and act as symbols. Folklorists study these phenomena to discover 
how people interact, communicate, instruct, persuade, conceptualize, cre-
ate, mark transitions, project anxieties, cope with the environment, and 
solve dilemmas in human relations. In the process, they also learn what 
defines homo sapiens as a species, namely, the fact that people behave in 
remarkably similar ways (i.e., folkloristically), despite differences in lan-
guage, religion, or color of skin. 
Another skill is knowing how to isolate examples of folklore conceptually 
from the continuum of human experience, record them, and analyze them. 
Folklorists take this ability for granted, but it seems quite mysterious to many 
social workers, urban planners, organization behavioralists, and others. 
A third skill is being able to make sense of the data. To some, folklore is 
an aesthetic phenomenon primarily; performers, craftspeople, and art forms 
are to be appreciated for their own sake, honored, and celebrated through 
specially devised presentational modes (e.g., festivals, demonstrations, or 
folk-artists-in-the-classroom programs). Viewing folklore as an index of his-
torical processes, some researchers have used it to reconstruct the past or to 
examine historical events and movements. Yet others treat folklore as an 
element of culture and index of sociocultural processes; they examine how 
traditions reflect worldview, socialize individuals and enculturate values, or 
mirror social and cultural change. Increasingly more researchers are concep-
tualizing folklore as a behavioral phenomenon and are exploring symbolic 
forms as an index of psychological states and processes or studying cognitive 
and interactional processes, such as learning, communication, and social 
dynamics. 
In the first few pages of Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction (Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1972), which he edited, Richard M. Dorson lists a 
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baker's dozen "skills, perspectives, and methods that set the folklorist apart 
from the anthropologist, the historian, the literary critic, the sociologist, the 
psychologist, and the political scientist" (p. 6). The entire list (pp. 6-7) 
consists of the following: fieldwork, the use of archives, the use of the folk muse-
um, mastery of bibliographic tools, the use of indexes that classify folklore forms 
(e.g., the types and motifs offolk tales), skill at annotating oral traditions to 
establish their pedigree and create a comparative base, the use of special 
terminology (i.e., constructs like "esoteric-exoteric factor," "oral formulaic 
composition," and "proto-memorate"), using printed sources to detect exam-
ples of folklore and to analyze them in relationship to oral forms, the knowl-
edge of several languages in order to engage in international communications 
so as to have comparative data, knowledge of the history of folkloristics, and 
enough familiarity with literature to investigate literary uses of folklore, with 
anthropology to explore the relationships of folklore to culture, and with history 
to comprehend the historical validity of oral traditions. One could also add 
familiarity with musicology, linguistics, geography, sociology, and psycholo-
gy, writes Dorson. 
Although most are academically oriented, some of these skills have prac-
tical applications and consequences. Willard B. Moore, Elizabeth Harzoff, 
Jay Anderson, and other folklorists not only know how to utilize folk or open 
air museums, they are or have been employed in them to help develop or 
implement programs in cultural history interpretation or cultural resource 
management. Others like Joe Hickerson, Margaret Read MacDonald, and 
Marsha Maguire are archivists or librarians whose training in folklore was 
essential to landing a job in which they work with special collections. Doing 
fieldwork has been a vital part of public sector work that requires locating 
traditional performers and craftspeople to participate in arts and cultural 
programming. 
Overall, we can infer from Dorson's list five fundamental skills and abil-
ities resulting from training in folklore studies. One is that, in their research 
and analysis, folklorists are multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary. Many are 
as conversant with "acculturation," "anxiety reduction," and "group dy-
namics" used by anthropologists, psychologists, and sociologists as they are 
with basic concepts in literature and history. Borrowing from dramaturgy 
and other fields, they have evolved keywords like "art," "performance," 
and "praxis" to guide the study of behavior, culture, and society. 51 
Second is that folklorists have well-developed interviewing and partici-
pant observation skills. Documenting behavior, feelings, and attitudes in 
situations in which they naturally exist or occur provides qualitative informa-
tion which the survey techniques relied on in many professions do not 
achieve. Folklorists are able to grasp complex social situations as well as 
present information in less ethnocentric ways than the layperson. Question-
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ing rarely threatens interviewees. Folklorists have the ability to communi-
cate sensitively and obtain information relatively painlessly from individuals 
across cultural, educational, and economic backgrounds. Also, they usually 
direct their queries toward the expressive, aesthetic, and social aspects of 
human experience. In the process of interviewing, folklorists are able to ask 
global questions, put interviewees at ease by treating them as experts on the 
subject, and suspend personal judgments about who or what the inter-
viewees are and really need, which is common in ethnography but new in 
the service professions. 52 
Third, folklorists, like many anthropologists, are able to bridge commu-
nication gaps created by cultural differences. 53 Folklorists can also perceive 
the larger whole, which many cannot do because of disciplinary blinders; 
this skill encourages alternative views and responses to problems. 
Fourth, folklorists are comparatists. As Robert A. Georges demonstrates 
in an article on the subject in Western Folklore (1986), isolating the telling of a 
story is a comparative act in that one identifies it as a story, or a particular 
kind of story, on the basis of other phenomena with which one compares it. 
Whatever is done with the data involves comparison, contends Georges. 
Amassing an archive, for example, or publishing a collection of materials, 
requires comparing data within an ordering system and makes information 
available for others to use in studies of structure, content, or style, all of 
which entail comparison. The oldest perspective in folklore studies, once 
considered the folklore method-namely, the historic-geographic approach 
-insists on comparing elements in texts or artifacts in order to ascertain 
ultimate origins and establish laws of continuity and change. Inferring psy-
chological, cultural, or social meanings and functions from folklore also re-
quires comparisons to isolate the phenomena and to test hypotheses. 
It was his use of comparatism more than anything else that sets Plu-
tarch aside as the first folklorist. In his enormously influential Parallel Lives 
he relies on detailed comparisons to bring out detailed parallels: "What 
Plutarch discovered was the extraordinarily repetitive automatism of human 
behaviour in politics, especially under stress. Political activities are so ster-
eotyped and repetitious that individuals in different periods and societies 
can have almost identical careers." In Roman Questions Plutarch provides 
several alternative answers to each question he raises about a belief or cus-
tom. He also compares different regions, which makes him "unusually sen-
sitive among ancient writers to change in folk beliefs over time." 54 
In both theoretical and practical folkloristics, this comparatist orienta-
tion helps assure an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach. It leads 
to a search for alternative solutions to problems. And it reinforces a propen-
sity toward cultural relativism. 
Finally, folklorists have a particular set of values and outlook. What they 
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value is human creativity, expressiveness, commensuality, and respect for 
history and tradition. They consider valuable and important what others 
often overlook: the patterns of behavior, expressive movements, figures of 
speech, festive events, storytelling, the communication of traditional knowl-
edge, and other symbolic activities in which peopl~ engage in their daily 
interactions. When she was director of the Project on Native Americans in 
Science at the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Rayna 
Green wrote about the qualifications of folklorists: 
They are trained to take texts, pots, pictures and designs apart, to develop tax-
onomies and make lists, without getting lost in cultural descriptions of the 
whole. They are trained to follow up information gained in one interview with 
information gained elsewhere. And they are trained to look at and where scien-
tists never look-at those artistic, expressive materials that are the antithesis of 
science and the essence of culturally-based science. 55 
Folklorists consider those whose traditions they record to be experts; 
they treat those whose expressive behavior they document with great 
respect, as star performers. Most folklorists are populists. This attitude is 
reinforced by a field of study preoccupied not so much with the common 
person as with what makes us all members of a common species. 
According to Alf H. Walle, who is trained in both marketing and folk-
lore studies, there are several skills that most folklorists do not possess, to 
their disadvantage. Foremost of these is the lack of "broad, state of the art 
expertise in management and marketing." The "cultural resource special-
ist," therefore, must compete with arts management professionals who do 
"possess a cluster of organizational, managerial, and marketing skills." In 
addition, "applied anthropologists have a long history of working with 
bureaucrats and in predicting, monitoring, and mitigating social change," 
which, again, most folklorists lack. He cites Bonita Howell, an anthropol-
ogist who "has been particularly active in cultural conservation and has 
encouraged anthropologists to vie for dominant roles in folklife and cultur-
al conservation activities."56 (Unlike most anthropologists, however, 
Howell, who authored an essay in this volume on environmental plan-
ning, has considerable knowledge of folklore studies and empathy with 
folklorists. ) 
Folklorists themselves must be held accountable for this situation. To 
many, the very concept of "organization" (not to mention management) 
has been anathema. Witness the flap a few years ago when Robert S. 
McCarl and Robert Byington, and later Archie Green, Mia Boynton, and 
David E. Whisnant, attacked the idea of studying "organizational folk-
lore." 57 That the motives and research agendas of proponents of organiza-
tional research could be grossly misrepresented by antagonists, in some 
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instances for purposes of self-aggrandizement, with little comment by 
other members of the American Folklore Society, suggests how well-
entrenched the antiorganizational sentiment was. Perhaps the remarks by 
Bess Lomax Hawes, who headed the Folk Arts Program of the National 
Endowment for the Arts, express the feelings of many public sector folk-
lorists in the past, if not the present. "I used to think that issues involving 
structure and organization were not worth spending a lot of time on and 
that only substance and content were really important," she writes. "Per-
haps the past seven years in federal service have bureaucratized me, 
though I hope not to the point of paralysis. Be that as it may, I certainly 
have more respect than I had when I came in for the limiting and shaping 
powers of definition, structure, and form." 58 
The worry over competition from other fields, voiced by Walle, also 
pervaded the 1990 American Folklife Center's meeting on "Public Sec-
tor Training and Minority Participation." According to a memorandum 
called Summary Report on the Meetings prepared by Timothy Lloyd, 
assistant to the director, "other fields, including anthropology, cultural 
studies, and ethnic studies, have appropriated materials and approaches 
folklorists once considered their own, and have established themselves 
in the academy and in public opinion in places where folklorists should 
be. Thus ... our discipline needs to become more active in professional 
and public education about folklore and the work of folklorists." 59 A 
collection of essays such as this one, it is hoped, will help in this public 
education endeavor. Considering the many skills that folklorists possess, 
along with their knowledge of people's traditional symbolic behavior, 
much good can be accomplished by folklorists if given the opportunity. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have given attention to folklorists in the public sector. 
Nowadays, there are more of them; or else they are more outspoken, and 
better organized. Only a handful of trained folklorists have been involved 
in medicine to. the extent that David Hufford has. Not many folklorists 
have published on the traditional and symbolic uses of space by residents 
of our cities, as Sara Selene Faulds has done. Few folklorists who have 
become travel agents or guides have related their training in folkloristics to 
tourism, like Elke Dettmer. 
A second reason for this emphasis is that those involved in public sec-
tor folklife have written more about conceptual, administrative, ethical, 
and political problems than have those involved with other applications. 
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Such issues pervade applied folklore studies, however, and are not particu-
lar to one area. 
Finally, folklore has been a university subject for only forty years but an 
object of scrutiny for millennia. Although public sector programming is now 
in the limelight, much of the attention to folklore in the past was for other 
practical reasons and professional use-by physicians, politicians, adminis-
trators, educators, and so forth. 
Not all folklorists want to work for arts councils. In future, more will 
likely seek employment in journalism, education, human resources develop-
ment, public relations, cultural resources management, and other areas like 
those dealt with in this book. Perhaps the largest potential realm of applica-
tion of folklore studies is the school system. Many who have taken folklore 
classes have been teachers. But it was only a dozen or so years ago that Richard 
M. Dorson and Inta Gale Carpenter asked, "Can Folklorists and Educators 
Work Together?"60 Beginning in the late 1960s, Roger Abrahams, Richard 
Bauman, Sylvia Grider, Margaret (Meg) Brady and other folklorists consulted 
with the Southwestern Educational Laboratory in Austin, Texas. Richard 
Blaustein, at the Center for Excellence at East Tennessee State University, 
works closely with educators and curriculum planners. The annual summer 
Fife Conference at Utah State University, directed first by William A. (Bert) 
Wilson and now by Barre Toelken, has long been oriented to teachers and 
librarians. Urban Traditions in Chicago works closely with the school system. 
The Los Angeles Unified School District wants an annual institute on folk-
lore for public school teachers. And folklorists in Michigan, New York, Indi-
ana, and elsewhere in the country have developed curriculum materials for 
public education. 
Some public sector folklorists insist that they are looked down upon by 
their colleagues in academic programs. Because they do not have time for in-
depth research and their publication records are modest, they feel that their 
work somehow doesn't measure up. These perceptions may be changing. 
The semiannual Public Programs Newsletter has become a weighty tome in 
which members report on activities and debate issues. The Journal of Ameri-
can Folklore now solicits reviews of exhibits, catalogues, conferences, and 
other creative work by public sector folklorists. The number of conferences 
and published collections of essays on applied folklore, cultural conserva-
tion, and public sector folklore has increased significantly. The status of 
applied folklorists will continue to rise as they develop and articulate a disci-
pline with its own concepts, methods, and theories. 
Increasingly folklore programs are offering courses in applied folklore 
studies not only because more graduates will seek careers outside academe 
but also because there is a growing literature, body of issues, and set of skills 
to teach. A meeting at the American Folklife Center in June 1991 on public 
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sector trammg and minority participation emphasized that public sector 
folklore is not separate from academic theory. The chairs of folklore pro-
grams estimated that 60 percent of their graduates find employment outside 
academe; hence the need for training of students in applied folkloristics, 
and even the hiring of faculty with both academic and applied experience. 
Some folklore courses currently taught are obviously more relevant than 
others to practitioners, e.g., courses on fieldwork, folk medicine, belief and 
ritual, and organizational culture and symbolism. No matter how esoteric or 
arcane the subject, however, much other folklore instruction is also valuable. 
This is because of the questions raised. Typically folklorists attempt to es-
tablish what the traditions are and analyze the themes, structures, and rules 
that underlie them. They inquire about how and why examples of folklore 
are generated, perpetuated, modified, extinguished, or revived. They also 
seek to uncover meanings, uses, and functions. 
Such questions help differentiate the field of folklore studies. Their 
repetition drives home the fact that folklorists deal with certain data in par-
ticular ways for specific reasons. Students are taught to identify, value, and 
understand the traditional, symbolic forms and processes called folklore that 
are common to human beings everywhere and that define the species. Al-
though certain courses may make applications more apparent, almost any 
curriculum in folklore studies is, ultimately, useful. 
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How Can Acting Like 
A Fieldworker 
Enrich Pluralistic Education? 
JUDITH E. HAUT 
While living on the island of Saipan in 1975 I began to investigate how 
children perceived their own ethnic identities, I interviewing the members 
of a sixth grade class at a local elementary school. Most of the children in 
the class were Chamorro, Saipan's indigeneous inhabitants. A few were Car-
olinian, their families originally from the Caroline Islands in Micronesia. 
I found that the children evaluated themselves negatively in contrast 
with Americans but positively in relation to all other groups we discussed-
Koreans, Japanese, and other Micronesians. The most upsetting comparison 
to American children was from one eleven-year-old boy who said, as he 
pinched the brown skin on his forearm, "I'm not smart, look at my skin." 
Feeling some consternation, I asked, "Who ever told you that your skin had 
anything to do with how smart you are?" He said, "Nobody. I looked at my 
reader and it is for second-graders in America." 
I knew that English was the boy's third language: he had already learned 
Chamorro and Carolinian. I also knew many Saipanese children assumed 
that all Americans are white. Though I reassured him that his book was for 
children who, unlike him, were reading in their first language, I felt his 
distress and realized that no educational experience should be this painful. 
By looking in his reader, this child had reached conclusions about others and 
about himself that no teacher should want or probably would expect. This 
child's misperceptions dramatically illustrate the need for cross-cultural, 
multicultural, and home-cultural studies-i.e., for pluralistic education. 
Goals in Pluralistic Education 
Folklorists have a number of avenues through which their training might be 
applied to education. They can provide assistance in the development of 
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curriculum for geography, culture studies, social studies, and/or comparative 
literature. They might also aid teachers in understanding the main forms of 
folklore the children themselves engage in outside the classroom. 
Although it is normally the data from folklore fieldwork-e.g., legends, 
myths, or descriptions of folklife-that are applied in educational settings, I 
believe that folklorists also have much to offer as a result of their own experi-
ences in doing face-to-face research with people. In this chapter I will ex-
plore why I believe the methods of folklore fieldwork are useful for ex-
panding and meeting the goals of pluralistic education. Before describing 
folklore fieldwork, however, I want first to define what I mean by "pluralis-
tic education," at least for present purposes. 
In my experience, pluralistic education is based on the notion that the 
United States has many ethnic groups. Pluralistic education not only accepts 
that observation but, tempered with a folkloristic orientation, also embraces 
the idea that each person belongs to multiple groups that may be identified 
on the basis of one or more of the following: religion, age, race, ancestors' or 
the individual's country of origin, economics, gender, special interests, and 
so forth. Pluralistic education uses these two basic ideas-the multiethnic 
make-up of our society and the multiple identities of each individual-as 
the basic premise for stimulating student excitement and interest about 
what human beings do. 
Pluralistic education seeks to lessen dissonance in the classroom by in-
corporating a variety of learning and interactional styles. Two additional 
goals of pluralistic education are to increase self-esteem and to reduce inter-
group stereotypes. It seeks to increase students' self-esteem by promoting 
the students themselves as resources (i.e., using what the students them-
selves know as the subject matter), and by encouraging the students to an-
alyze the information they bring to the classroom. In Teaching and Learning in 
a Diverse World (1987), Patricia G. Ramsey links these goals by hypothesizing 
that "higher self-esteem mitigates the need to prove one's ascendancy over 
others" (p. 113). She speaks to the need for children to "express and explore 
their own ideas and perceptions of the world" (p. 118). 
I believe folklore fieldwork methods and resultant data have an impor-
tant role to play in education, especially as it moves away from an educational 
model predicated upon the deficiencies of children to one which acknowl-
edges what the child brings to the classroom. Through the appropriate expo-
sure to and utilization of folklore methods and materials, children can in-
crease feelings of self-worth by exploring their perceptions of the world, 
delight in the diversity of their peers and the world at large, and develop 
critical thinking and independent learning skills. Following a brief charac-
terization of folklore fieldwork; I will present and discuss some of my spe-
cific fieldwork and classroom experiences with students. Through an ac-
quaintance with the processes of fieldwork, educators will be better able to 
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assess the usefulness and the limitations of the outputs of fieldwork-such 
as published colle.ctions of folktales or children's games-for their own 
classrooms. 
What Is Folklore Fieldwork? 
For the purposes of this chapter, fieldwork means a systematic approach to 
answering our questions about our own and others' behavior, culminating in 
some sort of reported description and analysis. For the folklorist, the spe-
cific behaviors or activities under scrutiny are those that we consider to be 
"traditional" -i.e., those that we assume to exhibit historical and geograph-
ical continuities and consistencies. Research is carried out in the situations 
in which these behaviors naturally occur (in contrast to, say, library, archive, 
or laboratory research). 
The most rudimentary requirements for folklore fieldwork are curiosity 
and the skills for appropriately and adequately serving that interest. By "ap-
propriate" I mean utilizing acceptable and ethical means of obtaining infor-
mation: this may include protecting interviewees' identities, learning about 
informal hierarchical authorities (social channels), observing what may be 
very subtle rules of discourse (who can ask what of whom and in what spe-
cific circumstances), and finding common ground before exploring differ-
ences. By "adequate" I refer to the production of a full description and 
analysis, which are inseparable. The goal is to move beyond the assumptions 
. and perspectives we carry into the fieldwork experience; to engage in field-
work, we hypothesize, observe, question, and participate while trying to 
defer judgment. We make inferences and eventually reach generalizations. 
Finally, good fieldworkers also let themselves be the subject of inquiry.2 
What benefit can the methods and materials of folklore fieldwork pro-
vide for pluralistic education? When students practice the basics of folklore 
fieldwork-observing, asking questions, analyzing, and reporting-they 
utilize concepts that enhance their ability to notice diversity with interest; 
they also learn appropriate ways in which to answer questions about that 
diversity. Learning to identify what the question is, as well as how to ask 
it, is an essential quality of good fieldwork as well as of the independant 
learner. Furthermore, the methods and materials of folklore fieldwork can 
help teachers discover and practice new communication strategies as well as 
internationalize the curriculum by using easily available folklore publi-
cations. 
How Can Fieldwork Methods Help the Student? 
Bringing data from fieldwork into the classroom can mean using published 
collections of, say, narratives or children's games from around the world in 
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order to internationalize the curriculum. Or it can entail utilizing the activ-
ities of the children so students see themselves reflected in the classroom, 
e.g., employing traditional games in the teaching of math, vocabulary, or 
spelling. A third, more subtle and perhaps far more powerful means is to 
encourage children to be the resources and the analysts through teaching 
them the techniques of a fieldworker and thus stimulating their interest, 
engagement, and analysis. Because narratives have such broad application 
in the classroom-for language arts, bilingual programs, geography, history, 
and even public speaking-I will use this genre as an example of appli-
cation. 
Storytelling is a ubiquitous activity. Everybody tells stories-from the 
child who describes how he managed to get to the top of the tree to pull 
down the kite or how he and his friends managed to toilet paper the scout 
leader's house without getting caught, to the child who delights her friends 
at a slumber party with scary stories. Because of its broad and familiar use, 
children can relate to the data and study of storytelling while seeing both 
similarities and differences between themselves and others. 
Narrative or folktale collections provide a readily available resource for 
internationalizing studies at the elementary or secondary school level. Be-
cause folkloristics has a long history of comparative studies, rich resources 
and indexing aids are available. For example, Alan Dundes's anthology, Cin-
derella: A Casebook (New York: Wildman, 1983) covers the many forms of 
Cinderella or Cinderella-like stories as well as the different scholarly ap-
proaches used to study these tales. From Germany's Aschenputtel to Java's 
Kleting Kuning and on to America's Disney-created Cinderella, the geo-
graphic breadth of these stories combined with the students' probable famil-
iarity makes this a good start for either a comparative study of oral narratives 
or a discussion of some of the traditional sources for written literature or 
film. Several sources for locating similar comparative materials are listed in 
the further readings section. 
For many folklorists, finding versions and variants of what is conceived 
to be the same story (or ballad or game) is proof of tradition and oral trans-
mission. In the classroom, using different versions of the same tale illus-
trates that storytellers narrate in specific situations and often for special 
purposes, oftentimes altering the account to emphasize a point. Having stu-
dents tell stories and describe the different ways they have heard or told 
what seems to be the "same" story leads to a discussion of rhetoric. We tell 
stories to an audience-of one or many. Our purpose in relating a story, 
whether of a personal experience or a story we heard at home or on the 
street corner, may differ from one situational context to another. Ask the 
students: "Do you tell stories the same way to your friends as you do to a 
parent?" One may narrate the "same" personal experience story to illustrate 
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one's wit or the gullibility of another simply by shifting emphasis in the 
telling. 
Furthermore, by being asked if certain stories are told in particular set-
tings or circumstances (such as parties, on the way to school, or during part-
time jobs) or only with specific groups of people, the individual student may 
begin to see that she or he belongs to several groups. With the realization 
that having multiple identities is a common human characteristic, students 
can also acknowledge their different ways of interacting based on the role or 
group of the moment. This may contribute to modifying the common con-
cept that anyone group of students can be labeled as belonging to a cultur-
ally homogenous body. Remember, any individual has multiple identities.3 
Students as Fieldworkers 
Students gain confidence in exploring diversity as they are encouraged to 
see that they can act as fieldworkers; it is appropriate to notice differences 
among people and it is possible to learn techniques for investigating and 
understanding those differences. Many of the basic skills folklorists use-
participant observation, inference, and reporting-are already part of ele-
mentary-age students' repertoire. 
For example, in a discussion with fifth- and sixth-graders about sto-
rytelling, the children began to describe the kinds of scary stories they tell 
each other and why they do so. In recapitulating their own responses about 
storytelling, I told them, "When you hear stories like these, you're par-
ticipating in folklore. When you think about why you tell these stories- 'it's 
fun, it's scary, it's like a roller coaster'-you're analyzing the functions. And 
when you talk about it here with your friends, you are reporting. In short, 
you are doing what any good folklorist does." Significantly, using aIid an-
alyzing folklore data builds upon skills the children already possess. 
Encouraging students to further develop their fieldwork skills does not 
mean that they need to go out into the community to interview people. 
Bringing in data or visitors from the outside and then asking the children for 
their own observations and questions will contribute to their refining the 
fieldworker's attitude: stimulating their curiousity as well as helping them 
learn the appropriate means for generating questions, puzzling over possible 
answers, analyzing, and inferring. 
Like stories, published information about the wide geographic variation 
of games as well as their immediacy for children make them a highly useful 
topic for multicultural purposes and for eliciting from children their concep-
tions about fieldwork. During a recent folklore presentation for upper ele-
mentary school children in the Los Angeles area, I suggested that the 
children imagine not having available mass-produced toys. "What would you 
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do? What would you play with?" The children talked excitedly about mak-
ing their own playthings. Then I demonstrated a game played much like 
jacks, involving the use of a lime and eight small stones. I told them I had 
learned it on Pohnpei in the Central Caroline Islands. Having first estab-
lished that we sometimes play with items readily found in the environment, 
the use of a lime as a ball did not seem to be a quaint or exotic culture trait. 
In fact, the students were intrigued with the game. They also wanted to 
know more about what these children do-their playthings and games, their 
way of life, and the physical description of their island. 
While locating the respective geographic areas on a map, I described 
similar games with their differing names, rules, and playing pieces. The 
students described their own games of jacks in greater detail, debating over 
how many pieces were really needed for play. When they noted that both 
boys and girls play, the teacher and I reflected aloud that rarely in our child-
hood did boys play jacks-a matter that then led to remarks by all of us on 
possible changes in girl/boy domains in our society. Brian Sutton-Smith and 
B.G. Rosenberg describe some of these changes in "Sixty Years of Historical 
Change in the Game Preferences of American Children," in Child's Play, 
edited by R.E. Herron and Brian Sutton-Smith (1971: 18-50). 
At one point I asked the children, "How would you study this game if 
you saw a child playing it?" They responded by posing a number of ques-
tions, such as "What is it called?" "How do you play it?" "What is its pur-
pose?" "Why are you playing it?" These are some of the basic questions that 
a folklorist doing fieldwork would consider in an attempt to understand the 
activity from an insider's perspective. 
I also asked the children to tell me what they learned from playing jacks 
themselves, or from hearing about jacks-like games. They mentioned eye-
hand coordination, excitement, playing with friends, and timing. Then one 
child said, "Other kids do the same things we do." 
The initial recognition that other people share remarkable similarities is 
an important step in developing an ability to delight in diversity. Over the 
course of the school year the sensitive teacher might try to expand the sim-
ple discovery that all people have ways of playing, demonstrating happiness 
or sorrow, providing for the survival of their children, and so forth but that 
all people do so in profoundly diverse ways. Through enacting the role of 
folkloristic fieldworker in and out of the classroom, teachers and students 
will acquire the skills and attitudes that are an essential part of pluralistic 
education. 
It is apparent from this example of jacks that folklore in the curriculum 
can also pique interest in and provide novel ways of approaching such sub-
jects as geography and history. Jacks even has relevancy to math instruction, 
as it involves principles of subtraction and division. Because of familiarity in 
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form or content, folklore has an immediacy with which students can readily 
identify, tending to stimulate further inquiry. In classroom discussions in-
volving children's folklore, the children do not have to be told that their 
ideas count; it becomes self-evident. 
The example of jacks suggests yet other ways to develop teaching strat-
egies and to affect the educational process, namely generating skills in inde-
pendent learning and critical thinking through a fieldwork model. The 
students became self-motivated, spontaneously asking essential questions 
about who played the jacks-like game I had described and demonstrated. 
Furthermore, they demonstrated how they would go about trying to study 
an unfamiliar game on their own. Through this activity and discussion, 
these children were learning to identify, document, and interpret certain 
forms of expressive behavior by asking questions, posing and testing hypoth-
eses, and reassessing their assumptions about taken-for-granted aspects of 
everyday life. The skills required for this process are vital to critical think-
ing-a process whose essence is delayed judgment, i.e., weighing and as-
sessing data rather than jumping to conclusions or functioning in terms of 
stereotypes and oversimplification. In short, the students had the oppor-
tunity to reaffirm that they have the ability to be both the resource and 
analyst of their own traditions as well as the interested observer and inter-
preter of other people's expressive behavior. 
How Can Fieldwork Methods Help the Teacher? 
Thus far I have spoken of the advantages for students in learning about the 
methods and materials of folkore research. There are benefits for teachers as 
well. Though it may seem contradictory in terms of age and professional 
status, the teacher can comfortably and profitably assume the role of learner 
in and out of the classroom. As Ramsey writes in Teaching and Learning in a 
Diverse World, "It is the teacher who makes the goals of accepting, respect-
ing, and appreciating oneself and others an honest and authentic dynamic in 
the classroom. . . . As a person, the teacher provides a model and the inspi-
ration for children to adopt a pluralistic point of view" (1987: 40). 
Like their students, teachers need the opportunity to become flexible 
decision-makers. Professionally trained folklorists might explore the options 
of entering into limited partnerships with classroom teachers. A folklorist 
might engage in research that could result in descriptions of the various 
communication strategies students use among their peers or within their 
families. For example, what kinds of narrating behaviors are encouraged in 
the home? How might verbal and written classroom excercises be modified 
so that the student finds something familiar at school? 
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Such a partnership has the potential for longterm benefits beyond af-
fecting a few specific lessons. Often, folklorists are called upon to provide 
some ideas for enrichment during a brief workshop for teachers. By working 
with teachers over an extended period of time, the folklorist provides suit-
able data from fieldwork. In addition, the folklorist also models for the 
teacher the methods of folkloristic research. 
The process of fieldwork meets some of the changing goals of education 
theory in that it epitomizes experiential learning useful to teacher and stu-
dent alike. Finally, pluralistic education ultimately is not limited to ethnic-
ity and intercultural understanding so much as it concerns the recognition, 
understanding, and appreciation of multiple identities related to a variety of 
experiences. Conducting folkloristic fieldwork can put pluralistic education 
into actual practice. 
In some respects, my teaching experiences at the University of Guam 
during the late 1970s illustrate the benefits of overlapping roles as teacher 
and fieldworker. In addition to teaching folklore and education courses in 
the Bilingual/Bicultural Training Program in the College of Education, I 
taught writing courses through the English department. 
Because I conceived of myself as both fieldworker and teacher, I looked 
for opportunities to fill these complementary roles. My fieldwork experi-
ences contributed information that helped my teaching; my teaching, espe-
cially as I reflected on classroom discussions and presentations that didn't 
work, raised issues for my fieldwork inquiries. Nor were these roles played 
out in separate arenas. I continued to be a fieldworker in the classroom and 
during office hours, observing and interviewing people. One result was that 
instead of being data-oriented I became communication-oriented. What 
could enhance our interactions? And how might these interactional skills, as 
well as the data resulting from their use, be shared with the students so that 
their curiosity about one another could be stimulated and they could be 
directed to raise and answer their own questions? Matters such as these are 
applicable to all teaching situations. 
I noticed that lively classroom discussions were precipitated equally by 
using traditional narratives familiar to some of the students and by describ-
ing my life experiences that illustrated points of similarities and differences 
in our lives. Just as occurs in the course of doing good, qualitative fieldwork, 
the curiosity and the assumptions that aid or hinder communication are 
interpersonal, not one-sided. For example, I infer that students responded to 
me as they perceived me in a variety of roles: teacher, young person, mar-
ried, white (haole), mainland American, Jewish, a folklorist, and so forth. 
During office hours I found myself answering questions about my parents' 
occupations, the home and area where I was raised, my religious practices, 
my siblings, and why I had no children yet. 
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In time, my office resembled a sitting room, with a pandanus mat on the 
floor, a pot of tea on the bookcase, and pictures of my family and in-laws on 
the wall above my desk. In this setting, through conversing with students 
about our activities, families, and expectations, I was able to make infer-
ences regarding communication styles. Students talked about what they felt 
was the contradiction between how they were expected to act at home and 
what they were expected to do at the university. 
Several colleagues also talked to me about what they felt was a contra-
diction between their expectations of proper student responses in class and 
actual student behavior. One common complaint was that students did not 
look the professors in the eye. Only one professor boasted that she knew her 
students respected her because they looked right at her. One day a young 
Chamorro woman from Saipan provided a valuable insight into my col-
league's interpretation. The young woman described how that same teacher 
had publicly harassed and embarrassed a student for being tardy to class. 
"When we respect someone we don't look right at them," she said. "But we 
hate Professor ---, so we stare at her." 
We cannot, of course, assume that eye contact (or lack thereof) means 
the same thing to every Chamorro student at the University of Guam. What 
is inferrable is that there are advantages to acting like a fieldworker, i.e., 
suspending judgment while observing, asking questions, and in other ways 
obtaining information to help answer or resolve puzzling issues. 
In all settings, effective teaching involves being available to the stu-
dents on a one-to-one basis, a human-to-human basis, in order to learn what 
is being communicated in the classroom besides the three R's. Communica-
tion problems between teachers and students often derive from perceived 
differences in values. Fieldworkers face similar confrontations and likewise 
struggle over whether or not to change their own behavior or to expect others 
to change theirs.4 Similarly, many pedagogical decisions rest on values or 
notions about appropriate behavior from the teacher's own life experiences 
and are not limited to "cross-cultural" situations. 
For example, while teaching a summer session course at the University 
of Guam attended by several older elementary school teacher-assistants with 
little or no previous college experience, I noticed that several papers to a 
terminology quiz contained identical answers. Announcing to the class that I 
felt some of the answers were identical, I asked that the people involved. 
please make an appointment to come to my office to talk to me. I never 
approached or identified them. Shortly thereafter, three women came in 
together. When asked why the papers had some identical answers, they 
said, "You know that in our culture it is important to cooperate; so we were 
helping each other." They continued, "We are used to doing things togeth-
er." I replied that I used the quiz to determine if the basic terms were being 
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understood so that I could both evaluate their progress and moniter my own 
teaching. 
I remember feeling very ambivalent about the situation. I wondered if 
the sole issue was the women's need to help each other or if they were also 
exploiting my naivete. (I was in my late twenties, they were in their forties; 
I was a statesider newly arrived in Guam, they were Chamorro and of 
Guam.) I feared they were "cheating" and using "their culture" as a false 
front. In other words, I suspected that they knew they were supposed to do 
the test separately but did not. At the same time I felt guilty because I was 
supposed to be the culturally sensitive folklorist. As a solution, I asked them 
to do the other exams separately but amended the requirements for the 
collecting project so that it could be completed cooperatively. In subsequent 
years I began to feel comfortable relying on cooperative tasks. My interac-
tion with the students, as well as my unresolved conflict, precipitated revi-
sions in my own teaching style. 
As I have thought about this and other experiences, I have come to see 
that cultural identity is only a part of the multiple roles we enact. In the 
above example, cultural and personal values as well as assumptions about 
roles demarcated by age, residency, and acquired status affected classroom 
communication. The choices we make about curriculum materials can also 
have a positive or unexpected influence on the student. 
Curriculum Prospects and Potential Problems 
One way in which teachers sometimes seek to improve communication in 
the classroom is to provide students with familiar materials. Some, for exam-
ple, may teach reading with typescripts of traditional narratives. But teach-
ers should think carefully, both about the materials and their own attitudes, 
before using folklore materials in this format. 
Folklore data is the output of human interaction, but the synopsized or 
isolated texts that we often use as part of our attempts to bring traditional 
materials into the classroom fail to reflect this. Misuse of folklore materials 
can inadvertently lead to diminished self-esteem, negative stereotypes, or 
increased feelings that people are so different as to be considered incom-
prehensible or irrational. This happens, for example, when people charac-
terize "folklore" as being limited to old stories and things that aren't quite 
true. Such a connotation might well color and compromise the effective use 
of folkloristic material in the classroom. Students who characterize the infor-
mation they provide as "just folklore," with the term carrying the underly-
ing meaning of "untrue," might well interpret the information as invalid or 
not as useful as the information in a textbook. In making such an interpreta-
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tion, students devalue themselves as well. It is therefore important for 
teachers and students to characterize folklore more neutrally-perhaps sim-
ply as expressive behaviors that we infer to exhibit continuities through time 
and space-and to address the symbolic nature of much of what we identify 
as folklore. 
A second caution is also in order for the use of folklore data: there is no 
one right version. Oral narratives differ because people construct stories 
anew each time they engage in narrating. Oral narrative is different from 
written literature. People narrate in response to specific storytelling con-
texts; the audience, season, or perception that the storytelling is a primary 
or secondary activity to other work may profoundly influence how a sto-
ryteller tells a story at that moment. Sometimes people characterize these 
factors as having an undue influence on an imagined "pristine, original tale" 
and a loss of "pure" tradition. But it is a part of the human ability to actively 
construct and make use of a variety of sources for narrating. The notions of a 
"pure" tradition, and the fall from that standard, might lead to a loss of self-
esteem as students then often end up apologizing for having less than 
"pure" folklore. Furthermore, the use of a cleaned up, literary version of a 
folktale-itself a composite of multiple versions-sets up an impossible 
contrast for the student who hears oral stories at home or from friends. Peo-
ple tend to apologize for the stories they tell: "This is not as good as the one 
in such and such a book." 
When using folk tales in the classroom, speaking of what storytellers 
do-not what the story does-shifts the focus to the narrating process. Call-
ing attention to how storytellers make use of what they see and know, for 
example, and exploring how they draw upon this experience and knowledge, 
portrays human beings as creating and communicating through the process 
of storytelling rather than being passive and uncritical. 
Some teachers might be tempted to bring quilters, healers, or musicians 
into class for the students to watch in hopes that they will learn to appreciate 
special skills and the people who practice them. These experiences do pre-
sent excellent fieldwork opportunities for the students. Bringing in outside 
presenters can expand the students' experiences, illustrate theoretical dis-
cussions and, most importantly, humanize the curriculum. On the other 
hand, bringing in'outside presenters such as basket weavers, water dowsers, 
or ballad singers may unwittingly reinforce the very stereotypes that stu-
dents might hold about old people or people from particular communities. 
It is appropriate and important to introduce students to the wide variety 
of human behaviors surrounding work and art. On the other hand, if doing 
so merely reinforces ideas about "what old people do," "what black folks 
do," or "what Appalachian folk do" then we haven't helped the student. 
One solution might be to balance the presenters in the class. For example, if 
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an elderly person comes in as a storyteller, also find a teenager or a child 
from a different grade who tells urban legends so that the children realize 
experientially that folklore is not limited to the past or to the elderly. 
Another solution is to plan the visitation to maximize interaction between 
the guest and the students. Help the students frame questions so that the 
visitor is encouraged to talk about the processes of producing or demonstrat-
ing a particular skill. In the course of the preparation, the students may have 
the opportunity to discuss what makes questions appropriate or inappropri-
ate: can we ask the same things of young people and old people, of men and 
women? The student may also discover that the presenter has other roles or 
identities than simply that of a maker of baskets or singer of ballads. 
Folklore Concepts Enhance Curriculum and Style 
Through modeling and encouraging the development of fieldworker skills 
and attitudes, teachers foster an environment in which children are enabled 
to be both the resource and the analyst for the study of expressive human 
behavior. The student and teacher are placed in a cooperative relationship. 
Jerome Bruner, in his essay "The Act of Discovery," in Beyond the Informa-
tion Given (1973), calls this the "hypothetical mode of teaching," wherein 
the students have the opportunity to ask questions and to make meaningful 
discoveries for themselves (p. 403). 
In his essay, "Multiethnic Education in the U.S.A.: Practices and Prom-
ises," James Banks writes, "Ethnic diversity is a positive element in a soci-
ety because it enriches a nation and increases the ways in which its citizens 
can perceive and solve personal and public problems" (Trevor Corner, ed., 
Education in Multilcultural Societies [New York: St. Martin's, 1984),68). The 
goal of using folkloristic methods and materials in the classroom is to provide 
teachers and students with the conceptual tools they need to assimilate in-
formation about diverse peoples, develop communication strategies, and be-
come independent curious learners. . 
As I have discussed in this chapter, acting like a folklore fieldworker can 
help attain these goals of pluralistic education. Folklorists can move beyond 
providing materials for enrichment by teaching or modeling fieldwork tech-
niques as they provide site-specific research. Such practices and applications 
as the following may have far-reaching results: 
• First, using data from folklore studies, particularly drawing from 
comparative materials, internationalizes the curriculum without the stu-
dent having to leave the classroom. 
• Second, learning and practicing the skills of folkloristic fieldwork 
may contribute to increased self-esteem and to positive classroom in-
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teraction, hopefully lessening some of the negative intergroup stereo-
typing. As students come to realize that they belong to multiple groups 
and that even the members of anyone group express themselves dif-
ferently, they may cease to see themselves, or be seen by others, as 
comprising a homogeneous group. In turn, this allows students and 
teachers to challenge stereotypic notions predicated on such group 
membership. 
• Third, the information from and the methods of folklore field-
work are particularly useful for teachers attempting to devise classroom 
strategies that minimize the dissonance between themselves and the 
students. 
• Fourth, the enactment of fieldwork in even so limited a setting as 
allowing students to interview an outside guest speaker nurtures the 
students' ability to actively enjoy learning about other people in appro-
priate and systematic ways. 
• Finally, as the teacher and the students gain proficiency in utiliz-
ing folkloristic research methods and data, pluralistic education-which 
celebrates the varied make-up of our society and the multiple identities 
of each individual-becomes an integral aspect of all that occurs in the 
classroom. 
Notes 
I want to thank Dr. Teri Keeler and Professor Michael Owen Jones for their com-
ments on earlier drafts of this essay. 
1. Saipan is in the Northern Marianas Islands, directly north of Guam. Fol-
lowing World War II, it was administered by the United States as part of the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific; it is now a commonwealth of the United States. I 
am grateful to Linsa Falig, teacher at San Roque Elementary School, for her 
help in interviewing the students. 
2. For a discussion of the personal nature of fieldwork, see Robert A. 
Georges and Michael O. Jones, People Studying People: The Human Element in 
Fieldwork (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1980). 
3. See Beth Blumenreich and Bari Polanski, "Re-evaluating the Concept of 
Group: ICEN as an Alternative" in Gerald Cashion, ed., Conceptual Problems in 
Contemporary Folklore Study (Bloomington, Ind.: Folklore Forum Bibliographic 
and Special Series, 1974), 12-18. 
4. Cf. Georges and Jones, People Studying People, especially pp. 113-17. 
For Further Information 
Stereotyping begins at an early age; it may well be that early and positive experi-
ences in the schools are one of the few strategies to promote positive intergroup 
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attitudes. For an indication of how early stereotyping begins, see Mary Ellen 
Goodman, Race Awareness in Young Children, rev. ed. (New York: Collier, 1964), 
and Gordon Allport, The Nature of Prqudice, abridged ed. (Garden City: Double-
day Anchor, 1958). For a survey of the subject, as well as specific classroom 
strategies, see Patricia G. Ramsey, Teaching and Learning in a Diverse World: 
Multicultural Education for Young Children (New York: Teachers College Press, 
1987). Her distinction regarding the use of traditional and contemporary images 
in children's literature (p. 207) easily translates to the use of fieldwork data; it is 
essential to find contemporary information. For an example of an ongoing anti-
bias curriculum in education as well as insight into the actual development of the 
program, see the video, "Anti-Bias Curriculum," Louise Derman-Sparks, exec-
utive producer. To order, write to Pacific Oaks Extension Services, 714 W. Cali-
fornia Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91105. In California, the current purchase price for 
the video is $40.28; outside California it is $38.00. 
James Banks also discusses the need for educational intervention against 
stereotyping in "Multiethnic Education in the U.S.A.: Practices and Promises," 
in Trevor Corner, ed., Education in Multicultural Societies (New York: St. Mar-
tin's, 1984), 68-95. See also Alan Dundes, "A Study of Ethnic Slurs: The Jew 
and the Polack in the United States," Journal of American Folklore 84 (1971): 
186-203; Dundes contends that if children know about these slurs then they can 
fight against them. William Hugh Jansen, "The Esoteric-Exoteric Factor in 
Folklore," in Alan Dundes, ed., The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs: Pren-
tice-Hall, 1965) (originally published in Fabula: Journal of Folktale Studies 2 
[1959]: 205-11), describes a model of stereotyping: what one group of people 
thinks another group thinks of them. 
For discussions of folklore and identity, see Alan Dundes, "Defining Iden-
tity through Folklore" in Anita Jacogbom-Widding, ed., Identity: Personal and 
Socio-Cultural: A Symposium, Uppsala Studies in Cultural Anthropology 5 (Up-
psala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 1983), 235-61 as well as Elliott Oring's 
essay, "Ethnic Groups and Ethnic Folklore," in Elliott Oring, ed., Folk Groups 
and Folklore Genres: An Introduction (Logan: Utah State Univ. Press, 1986),23-44. 
For folklore associated primarily with children, see Jay Mechling's article, "Chil-
dren's Folklore," in the same volume, pp. 91-120; Mechling provides an excel-
lent annotated bibliography for the study of children's lore. 
There are several anthologies or handbooks that describe educational strate-
gies with multiethnic students or that provide suggested experiences for creating 
multiethnic studies. Roger Abrahams and Rudolph C. Troike's Language and Cul-
tural Diversity in American Education (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1972) 
contains articles covering different aspects of expressive behavior and conflicts 
with the system of American education. The volume moves away from viewing 
pluralistic education on a deficit model. This anthology includes Susan Phil-
lips's essay "Acquisition of Roles for Appropriate Speech Usage," 167-83, in 
which she describes attitudes about speaking and silence among the children of 
the Warm Springs Reservation and the need for non-Indian teachers to under-
stand these. Claire Farrer describes the play activities of Mescalero Apache chil-
dren and potential conflicts in the classroom in "Play and Inter-Ethnic Com-
munication" in David F. Lancy and B. Allen Tindall, eds., The Anthropological 
Study of Play: Problems and Prospects. Proceedings of the First Annual Meeting of the 
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Association for the Anthropological Study of Play (Cornwall: Leisure Press, 1976), 
86-92. 
James A. Banks, Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies, 2nd ed. (Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1979), argues for an ethnic orientation throughout the general curric-
ulum, rather than presenting isolated teaching units on holidays or special he-
roes. He includes an overview of basic instructional problems in teaching ethnic 
studies, chronologies of major immigration groups to the United States, and 
sample multiethnic units. For an overview of the changing demographics of Cal-
ifornia schools and a piercing look at the experiences of young immigrants, see 
Laurie Olsen, project director, Crossing the Schoolhouse Border: Immigrant Students 
and the California public Schools, California Tomorrow Policy Research Report 
(1988). To order, contact California Tomorrow at 849 South Broadway, Suite 
831, Los Angeles, CA 90014. 
For essays written by post-secondary teachers who infuse multicultural con-
tent or style into their teaching, see Liucija Baskauskas, ed., Unmasking Culture: 
Cross-Cultural Perspective in the Social and Behavioral Sciences (Novato, Calif: Chan-
dler and Sharp, 1986). This book includes bibliographies and film aids. For curric-
ulum suggestions using folklore in the public schools, see Richard M. Dorson and 
Inta Gale Carpenter, "Can Folklorists and Educators Work Together?" North Car-
olina Folklore lournal (Special Issue: Folklore in the Schools) 26(1978): 3-13. 
The applications of folklore in education are the focus of the 1978 special 
double issue of Keystone Folklore Quarterly 22 (1-2). For discussions of the possi-
bilities and problems inherent in applying ethnography to education, see Perry 
Gilmore and Allan A Glatthorn, eds., Children in and Out of School: Ethnography 
and Education (Washington D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1982). Hand-
books that provide specific strategies and lesson plans for using folklore in the 
classroom are also available. For example, teachers will find lesson ideas, biblio-
graphies, and introductory essays in Marsha MacDowell, ed., Folk Arts in Educa-
tion: A Resource Handbook (East Lansing: Michigan State University); for order-
ing information regarding this publication as well as Hmong Folk Arts: A Guidefor 
Teachers and other booklets, write to The Museum, Michigan State University, 
East Lansing, MI 48824-1045. Betty Belanus coordinated an educational project 
sponsored by the Indiana Historical Bureau. The resulting handbook, Folklore in 
the Classroom (Indianopolis: Indiana Historical Bureau), is available for a small 
fee from the Indiana Historical Bureau, 140 North Senate Dr., Indianapolis, IN 
46204. Also of interest are Vada E. Butcher, Toby H. Levine, and James A. 
Standifer, lumpstreet: A Story of Black Music-Secondary School Teaching Guide (a 
publication of WETA TV, Washington, D.C. and Program for Educational Op-
portunity, University of Michigan, available from Dr. Charles D. Moody, Uni-
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109); Deidre R. Foreman, Louisiana 
Culture: Curriculum Guide (1982; available from Deidre R. Foreman, Social Stud-
ies Supervisor, Calcasieu Parish Schools, 1724 Kirkman, P.O. Box 800, Lake 
Charles, LA 70602); and Sylvia Grider, Children's Folklore: A Manual for Teachers 
(White Springs: Bureau of Florida Folklife Programs, 1988; write to the Bureau, 
P.O. Box 265, White Springs, FL 32096). 
The following articles describe learning style and contexts. See Jerome 
Bruner, "The Act of Discovery," in Jeremy Anglin, ed., Beyond the Information 
Given (New York: Norton, 1973),401-12 (originally published as "Human Prob-
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lem Solving," Harvard Educational Review 31 [1961]), and Harry Wolcott, "The 
Anthropology of Learning," Anthropology and Education Quarterly 13 (1982): 
83-108. 
For an overview of folklore archives see Jay Mechling, "Oral Evidence and 
the History of American Children's Lives," Journal of American History 74 
(1987): 579-86. Although oriented to the history teacher, he provides a general 
characterization of available resources. 
Teenagers will quickly grasp the idea that folklore deals with current issues 
if they read portions of Jan Harold Brunvand, The Vanishing Hitchhiker (New York: 
Norton, 1981). For accurately recorded narratives from oral tradition, see The 
Folktales of The World series edited by Richard Dorson. Some of the nations rep-
resented are Chile, China, England, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ire-
land, Israel, Japan, Mexico, and Norway. The series is published by the Uni-
versity of Chicago Press. For a single volume reference, see Richard Dorson's 
Folktales Told Around the World (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1978), which 
presents narratives from oral tradition with international multiple versions and 
scholarly commentary. To find numerous literary versions of narratives, see Mar-
garet Read McDonald, The Storyt~lIers Sourcebook: A Suiject, Title and Motif-Index 
to Folklore Collections for Children (Detroit: Neal-Schuman, 1982). The essays in 
Alan Dundes, ed., Cinderella: A Casebook (New York: Wildman, 1983), provide a 
broad range of theoretical perspectives as well as comparative data about Cin-
derella-like tales. 
The Library of Congress offers a discography of oral narrative. Jack Tales 
and tales in Gullah dialect are included in the series from field collectors. There 
is no charge for the catalog; request the Folk Recordings catalog from The Ar-
chive of Folk Culture, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540. For an 
excellent example of background material before bringing storytellers into the 
classroom, see the materials developed by Patricia Atkinson Wells and Patricia 
Hall, "I HearlI Tell." The materials may be ordered from Patricia Wells at 426 
Eventide Dr., Murfreesboro, TN 37130. There is a small fee. 
Another excellent resource for teachers, Margaret Gibson and George 
Rich's "Demystifying The Concept of Culture: A Teacher's Guide to the Cross-
Cultural Study of Games and Play," Monograph IV in the Bilingual Education 
Training Series (1978), includes background information, observation projects, 
and bibliography. This publication-#ED 174-739-may be ordered from the 
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 3900 Wheeler Ave., Alexandria, VA 
22304-6409. Creditcard orders may be placed at 800-227-3742. 
The articles and bibliography in the special issue of Western Folklore 39 
(1980) on children's folklore, edited by Sylvia Grider, cover such topics as chil-
dren's narratives, cooties, counting-out rhymes, and hospital lore. Other basic 
resources for the study of children's play and games include Iona Opie and Peter 
Opie, The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren (Oxford: Clarendon, 1959), and 
Iona Opie and Peter Opie, Children's Games in Street and Playground (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1969). For American data, see Mary Knapp and Herbert Knapp, One 
Potato, Two Potato: The Secret Education of American Children (New York: Norton, 
1976); as well as Simon J. Bronner's book, American Children's Folklore (Little 
Rock: August House, 1988). For a historical contrast to the American descrip-
tions, see the unabridged replication of the 1903 edition of William Wells New-
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ell, Games and Songs of American Children (Toronto: Dover, 1963). The sections, 
"Folklore Sources" and "Games in Education," in Elliott M. Avedon and Brian 
Sutton-Smith, eds., The Study of Games (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1971), pro-
vide extensive bibliography and suggestions for the incorporation of games into 
the classroom. 
For an understanding of the conflicts and intricate processes of fieldwork, 
see Robert A. Georges and Michael O. Jones, People Studying People: The Human 
Element in Fieldwork (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1980). For a descrip-
tion of the personal nature as well as some of the practical matters of fieldwork, 
see Barre Toelken, The Dynamics of Folklore (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979), 
especially pp. 291-304. See also James P. Spradley, The Ethnographic Interview 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston: 1979). For reports of projects carried 
out by college undergraduates, see James P. Spradley and David McCurdy, The 
Cultural Experience: Ethnography in Complex Society (Chicago: Science Research 
Associates, Inc., 1972). 
For an anthology of brief essays covering the wide breadth of genres and 
methods in folkloristics, see Richard Dorson, editor, and Inta Gale Carpenter, 
associate editor, Handbook of American Folklore (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. 
Press, 1983), and the lengthier articles in Richard Dorson, ed., Folklore in the 
Modern World (The Hague: Mouton, 1978). In the latter volume, see especially 
Roger Abrahams and Susan Kalcik, "Folklore and Cultural Pluralism," 223-36. 
2 
Folklore in Museums: 
Issues and Applications 
}o FARB HERNANDEZ 
Recent years have witnessed a surge in the numbers of museum exhibitions 
focusing on or including folkloristic artifacts and themes. The numbers of 
folklorists on museum staffs or serving as advisory consultants for exhibi-
tions, interpretative programs, and collection acquisitions have also grown 
dramatically. These trends have not been limited to living history or folklife 
museums but have become manifest across the range of museum types, 
sizes, and area of concern. The issues raised by these folklorists or in these 
exhibitions parallel folkloristic research in academia and in other public sec-
tor fields. (I have in mind such matters as those concerning the process and 
extent of creativity within traditional or culturally determined aesthetic pa-
rameters, or the relative strengths of the influences promoting continuity 
versus those promoting change, both inter- and intragenerationally.) More-
over, the specialized nature of the public presentation of museum scholar-
ship provides an excellent forum for the resolution of these issues and 
concerns and may therefore serve as a model for the field as a whole. 
Utilizing objects and collections as a basis, museums have the oppor-
tunity to present information and educate their visitors in an enjoyable, non-
threatening way. In past years, unfortunately, this education was too often 
Eurocentrically biased. When alternative or ethnic images were examined, 
they were most often subjugated to the metaphor of the melting pot: quaint 
reminders of colorful customs that some day would be little more than in-
triguing relics of a folksy past. 
But American museums are changing as the reality of the increasingly 
pluralistic society of the United States overtakes the notion of a singular 
culture whose ultimate objective is a homogenized, westernized whole. We 
are learning that aesthetic norms are not handed down from on high (i.e., 
Western Europe) but are culturally (as well as often age, gender, and geo-
graphically) specific. Within this new conceptualization, we cannot but ac-
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cept that a society of such diversity would enjoy multiple aesthetics and 
cultural values. 
Folklorists are helping museum personnel to realize that the presenta-
tion of alternative objects and images revealing these multiple aesthetics can 
only serve to expand visitors' understanding of the themes, and, more im-
portant, can help change those perceptions that are based on an outdated 
reality that may negatively impact daily life-globally as well as locally. 
Further, in this new win-win situation, presentation of alternative images 
can open up a dialogue helping to empower diverse constituencies with the 
validation that the museum can bestow, while it increases museum atten-
dance and broadens the outreach of public programming. 
It is apparent, however, that the treatment of these issues, as evidenced 
by the manner of presentation of material culture displays, is handled quite 
differently in different types of museums. In this chapter I chart the ways in 
which several kinds of museums present (or could present) such material, 
and explore the various issues that are raised (and, hopefully, resolved) 
through such exhibitions. I also suggest how incorporating folklore and tra-
ditional artifacts can enhance the educational function of museums while 
simultaneously providing positive experiences for visitors and broadening 
the museum's participation in community life. 
Art Museums 
As I suggest in an article called "Folk Art in the Fine Art Museum," the 
very concept of "folk art" is often best insinuated rather than explicitly 
pointed out in an art museum exhibition. By being circumspect, curators 
can thereby encourage audiences to approach the material on display with-
out the preconceived notions of naivete, lack of sophistication, simplicity, 
and quaintness that seem to have worked themselves into our national con-
sciousness when we hear the term "folk art." 
Just as important, however, is the reality that both "folk art" and "fine 
art" can be responded to either exclusively or concurrently in the same two 
ways: (1) formally, with reference to color, shape, composition, and so forth, 
or (2) contextually, with reference to the art historical, social, economic, 
geographic, and personal influences on the artist at the time of the work's 
creation. Although the latter may be a more educated way to evaluate the 
object, the two responses are equally valid and simply provide different 
kinds of aesthetic experiences for the viewer. 
Issues regarding the amount of supplementary. contextual information 
to include in an art exhibition are continuously being debated by museum 
directors, curators, and exhibit designers. The current prevailing wisdom 
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seems to be to include basic information but not to overwhelm the viewer 
with such copious material that the object is subjugated or that its aesthetic 
power is diminished. For, unlike a living history museum in which the com-
monplace object perhaps tells the story better than the singular masterpiece, 
the art museum does choose its material on the basis of superior aesthetic 
qualities. 
Additional contextual information, along with critical analyses of the ar-
tist's oeuvre, are often found in accompanying publications ranging from 
simple photocopied sheets to elaborate four-color catalogs. Lectures, panels, 
workshops, and performances may highlight other aspects of the artist's life 
and times, which will provide a greater depth of understanding about the 
work. 
Art museums tend to hold true to this manner of presentation whether 
the material is a retrospective of a contemporary painter or the masterpieces 
of unknown tribal artists from a traditional nineteenth-century village. The 
objects are isolated on the wall or on pedestals, individually and often dra-
matically lit, and individually labeled. However, this focus on aesthetics 
(and "preciousness") need not detract from an understanding of the culture 
within which these expressive behaviors were manifested. 
To illustrate this thesis, I would like to use a Mexican Indian Dance 
Mask exhibition as an example. The masks in this exhibition were installed 
according to the dances or dance complexes in which they appeared, not on 
the basis of pure design, geography, or age. The curator wanted to remind 
the audience that these were not simply beautiful or intriguing visual ob-
jects but that they were produced to function as necessary accoutrements to 
a folkloric performance or event. The human factor was further stressed by 
including several complete costumes (with masks) in the display, by contin-
uously showing slides portraying the masks being "danced," and by pre-
senting an exhibit of still photography, also focusing on the masks being 
worn in context. Performances by a folklorico group on the opening day-not 
of choreographed crowd-pleasing exotic, but of traditional masked dances-
further emphasize that the masks were meant to be viewed in motion rather 
than statically hanging on a wall. 
Through these means as well as the bilingual wall labels, educational 
panels, and catalog, the museum was able to address folkloristic issues about 
continuity and change, the process of creativity, and the importance of con-
text (stressing the constant dynamism that accompanies each masking per-
formance); it could also consider the social, cultural, and religious functioning 
of the artifacts within the broader context. Other issues examined pertained 
to the various beliefs associated with these dance-dramas, and the influ-
ences upon the evolution of artifact design, construction, use, and so forth. 
Those members of the audience who chose to utilize the supplementary 
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educational material that we had available were able to enhance their enjoy-
ment of the dramatically presented display of powerful visual objects. Infor-
mation concerning traditional construction processes and technology, the 
social and cultural framework that surrounded the production and use of the 
artifacts, beliefs, and change along the cultural continuum rounded out the 
concepts illustrated by the exhibition's visual elements. Several different 
examples of masks from the same dance emphasized the individual variation 
that can occur within a given form. Yet on the surface, the exhibition was 
purely an art display, presenting superior quality objects, with apparently 
little in common with the contextually created scenes of a natural history 
museum. 
History and Natural History Museums 
Unlike the art museum whose primary function is to present the finest aes-
thetic masterpiece, perhaps only secondarily relating it to the contextual and 
personal environment that influenced its production, the history or natural 
history museum is more concerned with using artifacts to reveal the distinc-
tive factors that as a whole constitute local, regional, or national sagas of 
development. 
Although the early development of these institutions saw a greater em-
phasis on the mighty and memorable (e.g., the bed that Washington slept 
on), growing numbers of curators realize that they can present a more thor-
ough and democratic history if they also include traditional artifacts to tell 
their story. This new trend bucks the earlier wisdom (that folkloric truths 
did not necessarily echo historical fact) with the understanding that how 
people see themselves and their history is equally as valid an interpretation 
as that propounded by a trained historian from academia. 
In order for this manner of presentation to interpret the past success-
fully and faithfully, however, the curatorial decisions must be made by or 
with the advice of a folklorist, in conjunction with members of the group 
itself; the knowledge of the traditional values a group considers important is 
critical and can only be elucidated by a professional in the field. This basic 
esoteric/exoteric counterpoint (first propounded by William Hugh Jansen in 
his 1959 article) provides a significant opportunity to offer a comprehensive 
education about the subject, for differing interpretations of the same artifact 
or manifestation of expressive behavior can mirror the multifacted aspects of 
the objects or event, as well as the differing perspectives responding to the 
experience. In this way, the museum may leave the question of final histori-
cal interpretation up to the viewer and can educate through open-ended 
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questions inspiring dialogue rather than indoctrinating through a dogmatic 
presentation of seemingly unassailable facts. 
An example of an innovative presentation of artifacts produced in a tra-
ditional way by authentic practitioners of the tradition could be illustrated 
through a display of Native American baskets. Alongside scholarly inter-
pretations by anthropologists and historians that attempts to place the mate-
rial in an economic, social, cultural, geographic, and ritual context, labels 
might also include excerpts from oral history tapes made by past or present-
day creators, videos of baskets being created, photo enlargements of creators 
with their comments and in context, and so forth. The focus of the presen-
tation thus moves away from the "typical" basket used to epitomize the 
historical context to a focus on the individual, and on the variation and speci-
ficity that are always evident within a group. Emphasizing individual behav-
ior within the group's parameters concomitantly requires an examination of 
the larger issues of evolving customs, diverse attitudes, and continuity ver-
sus change that might be lost by emphasizing the similarities between ob-
jects rather than their differences. 
The physical aspect of display presentations in a history or natural histo-
ry museum often includes the attempted recreation of contextual scenes in 
which the objects are arranged as they would have been in their original 
environment. In these cases, individual labeling of each artifact is often not 
provided, except perhaps for outstanding specific items. But this is not of as 
great a concern as it is in the art museum, for the use of more common or 
ordinary objects actually serves to present local history in a more realistic 
light. 
Recent technological advances in interactive computer programming 
can be innovatively adapted in museums of this nature. In a pioneering 
example, the Oakland Museum's History Information Stations use a touch-
screen videodisc computer to provide information about each of more than 
six thousand objects in their California history hall. The system also makes 
. possible viewing videotaped interviews with scholars who discuss concepts 
illustrated by the artifacts, and clips of oral histories of Californians who had 
participated in or been influenced by the historical movements or events. 
Designed to be easily navigated even by the computer-wary, this system 
communicates information on a person-to-person basis that greatly facilitates 
learning. The emotional response viewers experience as a result of these 
personalized anecdotes provides a longer retention of the historical themes 
and concepts the curatorial staff intended to explore. Folklorists were in-
volved throughout the project's planning and implementation stages. 
History museums have also been in the forefront of bringing "live folk 
artists" into the galleries to provide a more personalized and in-depth intro-
duction to and understanding of the objects on display. Curators have 
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learned that the direct experience with an object in a museum provides a 
more profound learning experience for the visitor than a mere reading of the 
written word. An authentic practitioner of the tradition explaining the con-
struction and use of objects to a viewer goes even further, especially when 
the alternative is a static presentation with acade!llic curatorial labels func-
tioning as an obstructionist device between the object and the audience. 
Although the use of folk artists in the museum is not without its prob-
lems (see Charlie Seemann's excellent article "Presenting the Live Folk 
Artist in the Museum" in Patricia Hall and Charlie Seemann, eds., Folklife 
and Museums: Selected Readings [Nashville: American Association for State 
and Local History, 1987], 59-66), folk artists can serve important and long-
reaching roles not only in the education of the viewer (providing a memory 
instead of merely an experience) but also in broadening the constituency 
base of the museum by serving as an outreach vehicle to the target cultural 
group itself. Further, by examining which individuals the group itself values 
for their leadership roles or special services, a folklorist can learn more about 
the social phenomenon of the group and how it encourages and rewards the 
transmission of traditional skills and knowledge. 
Although a museum can never recreate the past completely, knowledge 
of the values important to the group whose artifacts and expressive behav-
iors are being displayed is essential in presenting an accurate picture that 
details life as it was. Uncovering these values requires professional training 
in the field of folklore in order to make the correct distinctions among a 
myriad of cultural patterns and to be able to clarify and interpret these dis-
tinctions to viewers with greatly varied backgrounds. 
Ethnic or Ethnographic Museums 
The founding inspiration for many ethnic or ethnographic museums often 
had much to do with instilling or confirming a sense of pride for the target 
cultural group. Display of their artifacts and portrayal of their history served 
to validate their special importance vis-a-vis the nation as a whole as well as 
toward local history and often was a stimulus for a reexamination and a new 
appreciation of traditions and artifacts by the assimilationist second- and 
third-generation immigrants. 
The often not-so-hidden agenda emphasizing group consciousness, 
however, has occasionally created somewhat incoherent combinations of 
popular culture and folklore in displays that purported to represent tradition-
al materials alone. Even if the intent is to preserve a record of a (disappear-
ing) culture through artifacts, it is still incumbent upon a folklorist to make 
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the distinction between those objects that are authentic examples of mate-
rial folk culture and those that were mass-produced or commercialized. 
In the ethnographic museum, the emphasis is not on the isolated object 
per se but on the relationship of that object to other aspects of the culture as 
a whole. Thus, even objects that may have little inherent or intrinsic value 
are appropriate for exhibition if they lend meaning to larger themes. With 
this as a given, and with the corollary that even the most humble object 
exhibited in a museum becomes treasured and aestheticized simply by the 
fact of its placement in the gallery, the curatorial concept that serves as the 
original impetus for the display becomes especially important. Thus, the 
most successful of these displays or collections are those that have started 
with a strong thematic focus so that the artifacts can illuminate the overall 
meaning of the concept rather than commencing with artifacts related only 
superficially through their use by members of the given culture group and 
not illustrative of any particular thematic conceptualization. 
An example of an exhibition that can positively examine a group's own 
self-identification, as well as explore the perception of that group by others, 
might be one dealing with a publicly celebrated yet culturally specific festival. 
The presentation might begin with a historical perspective on the celebra-
tion, to include the religious or cultural impetus (thus including an ex-
ploration into the belief system), the expressive manifestations of the ob-
servance in terms of both verbal and material culture, the change over time 
of the observance and its outward manifestations, and the perceptions by 
group members of the importance of the celebration in fostering individual 
leadership, group identification, education for the young, and other social-
cultural values and meanings. 
As with the historical examination of Native American baskets sug-
gested earlier, this insider perspective could be balanced by a more formal, 
anthropo~ogical-sociological-folkloristic explanation of the events and their 
associated expressive manifestations. An ethnic museum might take this 
outsider's perspective one step further, perhaps by going beyond the aca-
demic interpretation to examining the perceptions of the celebration by 
nonparticipant, nonacademic onlookers. This in itself might be revalatory of 
ethnic prejudices (the knowledge of which can be helpful in taking positive 
steps to reduce these prejudices through intergroup education and clarifica-
tion about the observance) but may also reveal a secondary yet equally im-
portant folkloristic focus: the exoteric view of the purposes, manifestations, 
and rationales for the celebration. Although this latter view may point up 
major misconceptions about the event, this exoteric folkloristic perspective 
is nevertheless a reality (albeit often subconscious) for the nonparticipant 
outsider. And, as it often shades intergroup interaction, it becomes a reality 
for the insider as well. Indeed, overtly examining dissonant perceptions is 
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often a more faithful depiction of an integrated realilty than an exposition of 
only the most dominant voice. 
An exhibition with this focus would likely include live performances, 
demonstrations of dances, hands-on workshops to create appropriate arti-
facts, video reminiscences by practitioners, and so forth. Beyond increasing 
the educational effectiveness of the exhibition, these supplementary events 
can serve as important marketing tools for the museum in increasing its 
audience base and augmenting public participation with and involvement in 
the institution. 
Some ethnic museums have also seized the opportunity of exhibitions of 
this nature to involve local artists in a contemporary exploration of the folk-
loristic themes inherent in the observance. The creation of new altars or 
of rend as by contemporary Mexican or Mexican-American artists as part of a 
traditional Day of the Dead exhibition, for example, underscores the con-
tinuing folkloristic tradition while also clarifying how new and contemporary 
elements are incorporated and become part of the cultural continuum. 
The positive end results of an exhibition of this nature are a reconfirma-
tion of the group identity (often a founding principle-even if unwritten-
of museums of this type) as well as a potential reduction in intercultural 
friction caused by a misunderstanding of each other's folkloristic events and 
accompanying verbal and material cultural manifestations. Clarification of 
the distinction between who we are and who others think we are can be one 
of the most valuable interpretive lessons a museum can present. Further, 
through exhibitions of this nature, the museum is often able to become 
included as an active participant in the life of the community, and recog-
nized as such, which broadens its audience base and may allow it to encour-
age the continuation of folkloristic behaviors-especially in the eyes of 
second- and third-generation immigrants-because of the perceived val-
idation those behaviors have received from the local "official" cultural 
authority. 
Living History, Open-Air, and Folklife Museums 
The phenomenon of the attempted reconstruction of the past through a 
contemporary recreation-complete with staff in appropriate costumes, per-
forming needed tasks with traditional tools and in a traditional manner, 
speaking appropriate dialects, and attempting an interpretation for the visi-
tor with a disregard of subsequent historical events-can be a perfect labora-
tory for the exploration of folkloric themes. With museums of this nature, 
the present tends not to be considered as an element to aid in historical 
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interpretation. Rather, earlier, different cultural patterns are described only 
in their own terms or in reference to even earlier expressive manifestations. 
The essence of the living history or folklife museum is the celebration 
of ordinary people rather than the leaders or elite. It follows that the story 
that is told is not necessarily found in history texts, newspapers, or public 
records but instead is based on orally transmitted skills, beliefs, and assump-
tions and commonly held knowledge. Inscriptions in family Bibles, diaries, 
old photographs, letters, and reminiscences thus form the basis for person-
alizing and rounding out the displays that are presented. 
The esoteric and private nature of this source material emphasizes the 
crucial need for intense folkloristic research. Again, a determination of the 
actual ways things were made, crops were sown, and calendrical rites of 
passage were observed holds equal importance with a determination of the 
values held by the group that can indicate the meaning and importance of a 
given action. Knowing that certain vegetables were planted in the dark of 
the moon exists in a vacuum without an understanding of what that action 
was expected to achieve. In large measure, folklore played a major role in 
decisions about every aspect of daily life and is reflected in tangible cultural 
patterns. Positive and respectful teamwork between folklorists, historians, 
and sociologists can elucidate not only the expressive behaviors actually 
manifest but their reasons for existence and importance within the group. 
The more in-depth the examination becomes, however, the more clear 
it is that, although values may be shared and tasks may be handled similarly, 
individual variation within the group was the paramount reality and must 
therefore replace an emphasis on the "typical." Institutions such as Plimoth 
Plantation, which depict the lives of individual families with their distinct 
ways of handling life's traumas and delights, strive to more faithfully reveal 
avenues to a realistic understanding of the past. By immersing the visitor in 
the entire world of the past, the potential of creating the strongest sense of 
"life as it was" can be conveyed. 
The importance of first-quality, professional folklore research cannot be 
stressed too highly for institutions of this type. Unless the correct historical 
and folkloristic details are provided to the first-person interpreter, it is only 
natural that, when pressed for answers by an inquisitive audience member, 
the interpreter will create the answers on the spot. This is not done mali-
ciously but rather in good faith in an effort to respond to the audience and 
keep the show running. Nevertheless, contemporary folklore creation owing 
to assumptions and historical gaps must be forcefully guarded against at all 
times by museum and folklore professionals alike. 
Living history museums often supplement their first-person recreations 
with separate interpretive centers, which try to place the historical depiction 
in context. As the first-person interpreters cannot be expected to provide 
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information beyond that which they would have known, these centers, 
which are often physically distanced from the traditionally maintained areas, 
can help the visitor answer corollary questions, place the period depicted on 
a cultural/historical continuum, and provide a more academically oriented 
understanding of the period. Together, these complementary departments 
can be most effective in viewer education and understanding about the lo-
calized time period on display. 
Science, Industrial, and Technological Museums 
Although at first consideration it may seem that science museums and folk-
loristic studies might be mutually exclusive, there are in fact many innova-
tive ways in which the latter can enhance the former. For example, exhibi-
tions on medicine could include sections on traditional healing practices, 
folkloristic beliefs about the medicinal properties and relative effectiveness 
of certain herbs, chants, behaviors, and so forth. Displays featuring astro-
nomical discoveries could include explorations into how human beings used 
to explain the origin of the stars, retellings of legends and tales associated 
with the constellations, and examininations of the symbolic value of eclipses 
in terms of expressive behaviors. Museums focusing on industry could add 
sections about traditional crafts, intergenerational transmission, and values 
regarding skills and competency. They could expand upon how economic, 
social, and cultural changes encouraged the transition from home craft to 
commercialized industry, and might also explore the revived interest in per-
sonalizing aspects of industry, from handmade furniture to customized 
automobiles. 
Another tack could be an examination into the folklore components in-
herent in any industry, whether they be the stories about the "disappearing 
hitchhiker" of trucking lore (see Jan Harold Brunvand, The Vanishing Hitch-
hiker: American Urban Legends and Their Meanings [New York: Norton, 1981]), 
the jokes exchanged around the office water cooler, or the computer images 
and stories electronically transmitted by modem to different monitors across 
state lines. 
Science and industrial museums, by focusing on state-of-the-art theo-
ries, inventions, and practices, may somewhat ironically be an exceptional 
way to underscore the notion that folklore and related expressive behaviors 
are ongoing and contemporary and are not only those things that happened 
in the distant past, created by those with little education and fewer cosmo-
politan opportunities. Pioneering studies such as Michael Owens Jones's 
examination of organizational folklore can be utilized well in presenting the 
more human side of our complex, urbanized, often impersonal modern soci-
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ety; the public forum available to science museums can provide excellent 
opportunities for disseminating this important information. 
Conclusion 
This chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive survey either of different 
kinds of museums or of how folklore might be utilized therein. Variations of 
the museum types listed are numerous-from the historical house museum 
to the archaeology museum to the zoo/arboretum to the maritime museum, 
and on and on. Although the size, professional status, and governance of 
these institutions vary widely, museums do tend to share common concerns 
for the education of the audience in an enjoyable, nonthreatening way. 
Because of this, and because of the omnipotent nature of folklore itself, 
certain congruences appear to hold true across the board, which, if juxta-
posed properly, can result in exciting educational displays disseminating 
primary research activities and eliciting positive and enthusiastic audience 
response. 
1. An exploration of folkloristic issues as part of any museum exhibi-
tion can enhance the contextual information available to the viewer and 
can therefore promote increased comprehension of the artifacts on 
display. 
2. Utilizing folklore resources to complement academic theories can 
enable the museum to concurrently present differing interpretations of 
the same artifact, experience, or event. This can, in turn, encourage a 
more democratized viewing of the exhibition, allowing for multiple 
perspectives that more clearly reflect the reality of the variation of indi-
vidual experience. 
3. When properly applied, folkloristic studies can emphasize the 
uniqueness of each human experience, focusing on distinctions and dif-
ferences rather than "typical" similarities that may obfuscate or over-
simplify the behavioral patterns being examined. The variety and spec-
ificity manifested in different expressive behaviors is fundamentally 
what being human is all about, and they should not be ignored in a 
misjudged attempt to "play down" to a "guesstimated" lowest-com-
mon-denominator audience education level. 
4. The intrinsic popularity of exhibitions that include folkloristic 
themes or materials can enhance the museum's educational function 
with a positive recreational experience for the audience, and the muse-
um can thus successfully compete for the audience's limited leisure 
time hours. 
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5. Supplementary cultural and educational events that may be util-
ized by the museum-such as enabling "live folk artists" to perform, 
sponsoring hands-on craft workshops, presenting films, slide shows, 
videos, etc.-can concurrently function as important marketing tools 
that can increase a museum's audience base within the community. 
Broadening the base of support can result in higher attendance, aug-
mented membership figures, and additional publicity in a wider range 
of media outlets than perhaps habitually cover museum displays and 
ultimately may result in a more stable and secure financial base. 
6. Because exhibitions of this nature tend to be nonthreatening, 
even though they may be presenting new and unusual material, muse-
um visitors can become accustomed to looking and learning rather than 
immediately dismissing the unfamiliar. Over time, this can build a 
more sophisticated audience that is challenged by the new rather than 
intimidated by it. 
7. The use of folk artifacts can often render larger themes more 
personal and comprehensible and can enhance public understanding of 
everything from technical processes to social frameworks. This can, in 
turn, often be used as a springboard to introduce more complex con-
cepts and ideas to museum audiences. 
An active and aggresssive folklore program can ultimately accrue posi-
tive results to almost any museum if it is handled wisely and professionally. 
Because of the large numbers (over seven thousand in the United States 
alone) and types of institutions, museums can serve as the perfect forum for 
an examination of folkloristic issues having an impact on the daily lives of us 
all, even if only on a subconscious level. To this end, museums and folklor-
ists both would do well to continue to explore additional avenues for joint 
ventures and to promote these avenues as routes towards greater under-
standing of our history, our neighbors, and ourselves. 
For Further Information 
The best and most significant book on the different ways museums have 
treated products of folkloristic inquiry is Patricia Hall and Charlie Seemann, 
eds., Folklore and Museums: Selected Readings (Nashville: American Associa-
tion for State and Local History, 1987). This includes my article, "Folk Art 
in the Fine Art Museum," pp. 67-75, as well as thirteen other articles and a 
comprehensive bibliography. 
Several of the articles reprinted in Folklore and Museums concern the de-
velopment of folklife holdings in museums or the growth of folk museums in 
the United States. Among these are Louis C. Jones and Candace T. Matelic, 
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"Folklife and Museums: How Far Have We Come Since the 1950s?" pp. 
1-11; Robert Baron, "Folklife and the American Museum," pp. 12-26; and 
Howard Wight Marshall, "Folklife and the Rise of American Folk Muse-
ums," pp. 27-50. Another set of articles examines types of displays, the 
presentation of live artists, and applications of theory to practice. In "The 
Value in Things: Folklore and the Anthropological Museum Exhibit," pp. 
99-107, M. Jane Young reviews the changing conception of museums and 
nature of exhibits as well as various interpretive and ethical issues. 
For a discussion of the esoteric-exoteric concept, see William Hugh Jan-
sen's article, "The Esoteric-Exoteric Factor in Folklore," originally pub-
lished in Fobulo: Journol of Folktole Studies 2 (1959): 205-11, and reprinted in 
The Study of Folklore, edited by Alan Dundes (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Pren-
tice-Hall, 1965),43-51. Patricia Hall summarizes his concept well in her arti-
cle, ''Applying Theory to Practice: Folklife and Today's History Museum," 
in the aforementioned anthology edited by Hall and Seemann. 
Some other anthologies containing articles on folk art in museums are 
Ian M.G. Quimby and Scott T. Swank, ed., Perspectives on Americon Folk 
Art (New York: Norton, 1980); and John Michael Vlach and Simon J. Bron-
ner ed., Folk Art ond Art Worlds (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1986). 
On ethnological museums particularly, see Simon J. Bronner, "Object Les-
sons: The Work of Ethnological Museums and Collections," in Accumulo-
tion ond Disploy of Goods in Americo, 1880-1920 (New York: Norton, 1989), 
217-54. 
For discussions of the controversy between some museum curators and 
folklorists over the definition of folk art, see John Michael Vlach, "'Properly 
Speaking': The Need for Plain Talk about Folk Art," and Eugene W. Met-
calf, Jr., "The Politics of the Past in American Folk Art History," in Vlach 
and Bronner Folk Art ond Art Worlds, 13-26, and 27-50, respectively. See also 
John Michael Vlach, Ploin Pointers: Moking Sense of Americon Folk Art (Wash-
ington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1988). 
Urban legends such as that of the mysteriously disappearing hitchhiker 
(who turns out to be a ghost) are examined by Jan Harold Brunvand in The 
Vonishing Hitchiker (New York: Norton, 1981), The Choking Dobermon (New 
York: Norton, 1984), and The Mexicon Pet (New York: Norton, 1986). Jones's 
examination of various aspects of organizational folklore can be found in 
numerous publications, some of which are "Works of Art, Art as Work, and 
the Arts of Working-Implications for the Study of Organizational Life," 
Western Folklore 43 (1984): 172-79; "Folklore in Organizational Life," Folk-
10relFolklife (Washington, D.C.: American Folklore Society, 1984), 14; "On 
Folklorists Studying Organizations: A Reply to Robert S. McCarl," Americon 
Folklore Society Newsletter 14:2 (Apr. 1985): 5-6, 8; ''Aesthetics at Work: Art 
and Ambience in an Organization" (along with four other articles on symbol-
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ic behavior in organizations), in Exploring Folk Art: Twenty Yean- of Thought on 
Craft, Work, and Aesthetics (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1987), 133-57; 
"Making Work Art and Art Work: The Aesthetic Impulse in Organizations 
and Education," in Doug Blandy and Kristin Congdon, eds., Art in a Democ-
racy (New York: Columbia Teachers College Press, 1987), 180-93; "Informal 
Organization and the Functions of Folklore in the Writings of Chester I. 
Barnard, CEO of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company," New Jen-ey 
Folklife 13 (1988): 10-16; and "In Search of Meaning: Using Qualitative 
Methods in Research and Application," in Michael Owen Jones, Michael 
Dane Moore, and Richard Christopher Snyder, eds., Inside Organizations: 
Unden-tanding the Human Dimension (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1988), 27-47. 
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Aiding the Homeless: 
Using Narratives in 
Diagnosis and Intervention 
MARJORIE BARD 
The United Nations officially designated 1987 as the International Year of 
Shelter for the Homeless. Those involved in the fields of public and social 
policy released startling statistics concerning the ever-rising homeless popu-
lation in this country. Although government officials noted the need for 
shelters, food, clothing, and services, they implemented widespread cut-
backs in funding that adversely affected the homeless. 
Why did the shocking statistics not serve to motivate the federal admin-
istration to aid the homeless? One reason might be that officeholders prefer 
funding military projects to human welfare programs. But also the numbers 
may have lacked impact because they were detached from identification 
with individuals in particular crises; there was no sense of immediacy. Sto-
ries about the personal experiences of the homeless are seldom elicited, 
documented, or analyzed. Even reporters seeking "human interest" mate-
rial tend to focus on high visibility areas in which the hopelessly addicted 
and mentally ill loiter. Rarely has anyone interviewed in depth the immi-
grant families living in unheated and waterless garages, female single-parent 
families wandering from one mission to another, laid-off workers standing in 
welfare lines, jobless veterans camping under freeway bridges, and teen 
runaways banding together in substandard dwellings. 
The phenomenon of homelessness continues into the 1990s. The re-
sults of the 1990 census reveal that homeless ness is so prevalent that many 
living/sleeping places (shelters, gutted buildings, parks, and "tent cities") 
were not discovered by census takers. Therefore, even the highly visible 
homeless people in many major cities are not within the official population 
count. According to the U.S. Census Bureau's Post-Enumeration Survey, 
there are five million more people in the nation than were counted in the 
official census. The survey shows that California has an additional one mil-
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lion more people. We can properly deduce that the hidden homeless add 
significantly to that number of people. 
In this chapter I discuss some of the applications of folklore and its 
study to understanding and aiding the homeless. Folklore can provide first-
hand material indicating some of the causes of and possible solutions to 
homelessness. Sometimes the narrating of personal experience stories can 
serve as an interventionist strategy. It also can be used as a basis for social 
and political activism. 
Stories and Folklore Methodology 
The lack of qualitative research about the homeless can be traced to a pau-
city of academicians trained infteldwork. With few exceptions, social welfare 
providers, urban planners, psychologists, and sociologists utilize an office or 
mission setting for interviews. Seldom do they attempt to establish rapport 
with the homeless in their milieu: in alleys and malls, on sidewalks or cam-
puses. If and when interviews occur, they involve the use of prepared ques-
tions requiring brief, direct answers. Infrequently if ever do interviewers 
listen to hours-long, open-ended storytellings-as folklorists often do when 
they seek the manners of and meanings in aesthetic expression, traditional 
beliefs and customs, and symbolic behaviors. 
Since the mid-1970s, folklorists have realized that people tell not just 
legends, jokes, and folk tales but also "personal experience narratives." Not 
generally known is that often people self-narrate, that is, they tell their stories 
(in some cases, frequently) to themselves long before they tell them to others. 
The process can be termed idionofToting, and the stories called idionofTotives. 
This happens especially when an experience is deemed dramatic, traumatic, 
strange, particularly funny or sad, or socially important (which is the case for 
the homeless and victims of violence). Immediately (and for some time there-
after), because the incident is so noteworthy, the memory bank reproduces 
the details to self-the "first audience." While "flashes" of the most alarm-
ing or important components may be the initial outputs of the memory bank, 
what seems to happen is that we naturally form a story-mode of the incident as 
a replay-in-sequence; apparently we struggle with that aspect to "get it right." 
This internalized characterization appears to be a natural by-product of being 
human: biologically coded, culturally conditioned, and socially trained to 
make and tell stories. We daydream, of course, and daydreams are in a narra-
tive mode; this storytelling is "self" narrating to "self." One researcher con-
tends that we also narrate in our sleep: "Dr~ams are ... plays which provide 
their own stage and their own scenery." 1 
Usually, we await the chance to tell someone else about a remarkable 
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incident, but the experience may never be related to another: secrets are 
kept, an audience interferes with a "trial run," or the opportunity to tell the 
story just never seems to occur. A Vietnam veteran expressed it this way (on 
"60 Minutes," May 26, 1991): "It took seventeen and a half years for me to 
talk about Vietnam: two marriages, suicide attempts, drug overdoses, abuse 
of alcohol. The list goes on." As one of Barbara Myerhoff's informants said, 
"If no one listened, nevertheless the tale is told ... to prove that there is 
existence, to tame the chaos of the world, to give meaning." 2 Hidden home-
less women are constrained from telling about frightening or embarrassing 
situations for psychological and social reasons: not only have they lost per-
sonal belongings and position in life, but they are stigmatized for it. 
While it is obvious that "secrets" can remain untold to. others, the mem-
ory of an important event does not disappear: a replay exists for self as the 
sole audience. This solitary storying process may be a rehearsal: a recount-
ing or rescripting of a scenario for deliberate purpose, such as trying to moti-
vate oneself to speak out, attempting to ferret out the causes of the situa-
tion, or formulating a plan for the future. The communication of the experi-
ence to one or many can continue until a group with similar interests is 
formed that has the ability to influence others: one personalized story is 
interesting while fifty on the same topic are persuasive. 
Sixteen years ago I began to collect personal narratives from women 
like myself who had been rendered indigent and homeless by abusive hus-
bands. When my life changed abruptly a few years ago and I entered a 
graduate program in folklore studies, I came to realize that I had a collec-
tion of materials related to a significant societal problem and neglected 
population. I continued my research, seeking individuals who were not de-
pendent on missions or settled in or near "Skid Rows," and concentrating 
on the homeless person who is literally undetectable by virtue of careful 
strategy. Most of the people with whom I talked had a routine-perhaps of 
mornings in a library, afternoons in a mall, and nights in a safe all-night 
facility such as an airline terminal, movie theater, or laundry. My success in 
establishing rapport and obtaining heretofore untold stories was based on 
my recall and emulation of behavior during my own period of homeless-
ness. Techniques were flexible. Usually I dressed casually, carried two 
large bags, and looked like I was "just resting" on a bench, on a sofa in a 
mall restroom, or in a cafeteria. Women alone were the easiest to approach. 
Most of the time I placed small sandwiches between myself and a woman I 
suspected was homeless, began eating, and soon gestured toward the food. 
If she did not respond by helping herself, I started a conversation about 
something we might have in common-such as swollen ankles or arthritis. I 
always acted as if I were bored and in no hurry. Patience was usually re-
warded with a traditional sharing of food and consequent sociability-
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which generated the exchange of stories of personal experiences. I found 
that stories revealed personal, family, ethnic, religious, employment, aging, 
economic, service system, and political concerns. Not only were sources of 
homelessness uncovered, but storytellers often posited solutions to specific 
societal problems. 
Subconscious Themes and Coping Mechanisms 
The personal problems expressed by victims of homeless ness are often ones 
that have been secrets. Victims of violence, for example, may find that sto-
ries emerge only after extensive private grief. Domestic violence, in particu-
lar, has become the source of many characterizations of events leading to 
homelessness. The severe stress related to prolonged physical and/or psy-
chological abuse may be manifested in unconscious themes and coping 
mechanisms. I have heard such a disproportionate number of stories pertain-
ing to supranormal visitations by an attacker who is identified as the real-life 
abuser that I cannot ignore the symbolic nature of the experience and the 
narratives. I refer to a phenomenon known in tradition and studied by folk-
lorists as "hagging" (or being attacked by the "Old Hag"). 
A person who is hagged, witch-ridden, or attacked by the incubus or 
succubus is in a hypnagogic or "altered" state of consciousness just before 
actual sleep, or in the hypnopompic state prior to awakening. He or she 
senses a presence near the bed (or sofa); that apparition is almost always 
described as one that means to inflict harm. There is the feeling of a weight 
upon the chest and difficulty in breathing. The victim suffers from paralysis 
and an inability to cry out (see Hufford's research). Inherent in some of the 
victims' stories that I collected are subconscious concerns: sexual symbolism 
and references to archetypical imagery focusing on domestic life. Repeat-
edly victims told me that they had thought about these experiences many 
times before they had the nerve to tell others. They feared they would be 
disbelieved or considered mentally ill. Several women's narratives included 
comments about finally coming to terms with reality because of the unique-
ly strange and frightening experience, and indeed, some women have made 
a decision to leave an abuser immediately after such an episode. Adriana3 
(age 27, Los Angeles, California, 1986) refused to return to her home, choos-
ing to believe that she could just "go" to Argentina (without money); how-
ever, she immediately became a "street person." 
Last month I am in the hospital again and the social worker is trying to get me to 
call the shelter because Raoul has beaten me too much, and this time cut me 
with his switchblade. I don't want to leave him, since I am illegal and will be 
deported if I have no Raoul. ... 
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I just find out I'm pregnant, and the baby must have his father. I lie in bed 
. . . then God give me the sign. He makes Raoul come flying like a black cloud 
into the window, which I see is full of sun. Raoul is changing shape, like the 
clouds full of rain, and he is growing [larger] ... and as he changes the shape he 
is getting bigger until the big black cloud is over me, rumbling like the thunder. 
Then the rain falls on me, but is Raoul lying on me, and he is so heavy that I no 
can breathe .... I see his big switchblade moving in the cloud. It is Raoul and 
the cloud all in one. The blade is coming at me and I no can move. . .. 
God must then tell Raoul to leave me alone for I then can breathe and the 
cloud is going out the window. But I am so weak from being afraid that I can 
barely move, and for all day I pray. I know that I not to have this baby with 
Raoul. I go back to mother and sisters in Argentina. Safer. 
The family myth may also be an unconscious mechanism to escape 
from reality. It masks unacceptable behavior. A shared belief that "noth-
ing is wrong" in a family directs the individuals away from instead of 
toward positive solutions. Glynis (age 44, Santa Monica, California, 1987) 
disclosed how her ex-husband's family has avoided confrontation of im-
portant issues: "Listen, that Connors side of the family sticks together. It 
aJways has. For generations, I guess. There's been troubles and the men 
get into jail once in a while, but that's just because the men are real men. 
The men are just going to be different; like they rule and rape and run 
around and sometimes it's the woman who loses and gets put out with 
zero. I did. I heard it from other women in the family. It's just that the 
men have this mystique-isn't that the right word? We put up with it. 
What else?" 
Once recognized, however, as symptoms of dysfunction and as a 
source of family disruption and individual homelessness, dubious as-
sumptions can be challenged while behaviors are faced squarely for what 
they really imply. New stories can emerge as therapeutic tools for estab-
lishing healthy family relationships. 
Disclosing Concerns and Causes Through Narrating 
When a woman knows that the only alternative to indigency and imme-
diate homelessness is to remain with an abusive partner, there is a story 
to be told regarding the reason. Cammy (age 33, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, 1987) exposes a problem that is a direct result of well-meaning dis-
trict attorneys and city attorneys who are slowly accepting a commitment 
. to prosecuting batterers. The male may be (properly) remanded to jail, 
but the court system does not address the resultant lifestyle of the wife 
(and children) who may be adversely affected: 
I called the police several times when Howard beat me when he got drunk or 
lost a job. I just wanted him to stop. But this last time they put him in jail and 
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kept him there. An attorney who works for the state wanted me to testify against 
him in court. Well, that means that Howard goes to County Jail for a while and 
comes out really angry and maybe can't ever get another job. 
Everyone is real concerned that he gets help from AA and counseling for 
him hitting me. No one cares what happens to me. Who's going to pay the bills? 
A lady wanted me to call a shelter for battered women and get counseling. 
That's nice, but it doesn't get me a job and a place to live. I could be on the 
streets in a matter of days. 
I said I wasn't going to testify against Howard, and the public defender said 
that was great 'cause they'd have to drop the case. Now the attorney for the state 
is angry with me and threatening to have me hauled into court to testify. He can 
jump in the lake. Unless someone offers me some way to better my life, then I 
have to stick with Howard. 
Related to the economic entrapment that often results in homeless-
ness is that of false beliefs concerning the Social Security and Medicare 
systems. Hilda (age 59, Los Angeles, California, 1986) says: 
I was married for 29 years and never realized that I wasn't going to qualify for 
Medicare or anything when Stanley died. [He was self-employed and had not 
contributed sufficiently to any government or private plan.] I lived on our sav-
ings for about two years, and then I had to sell our house and move to a small 
apartment. I lived okay until I discovered that I couldn't pay for a minor opera-
tion. Boy, did it hit me hard that I was poor! ... [Finally] I couldn't pay my 
rent. I was in a panic. Where could I go to live? 
I packed up what I could take with me and went to the nearest mall and just 
sat for a while. I moved around so I wouldn't be conspicuous, and managed to 
eat and nap and use the department store's nice bathroom. I've been living from 
day to day like this for, oh, maybe two years now. 
Dh, my God, it's awful, but what choice do I have? I won't go to any mission 
with a bunch of dirty street people and beggars who steal! I'd rather die first . 
. . . Thank God for the samples of perfume, shampoo, and stuff in the stores. I 
can always look nice. When a mall closes I'll go ... sit in a hotel lobby. But I got 
to keep moving, 'cause I don't want anyone to think I haven't got any place to 
go. 
Stories also reveal attitudes about contemporary business practices, 
especially those that are related to the enforced retirement of fully capa-
ble, longtime employees. Freddy Ramsey (Los Angeles, California, 
1986) apparently regrets the disregard of his expertise (related to his age) 
more than his new status as poverty-stricken: 
Getting old is a bitch, I'll tell you. I lost my job, I lost my wife, I lost my home. 
What is there to live for now that I spend my days in the park and my nights in a 
one room hole that is all I can afford. If my retirement check doesn't arrive on 
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time and I miss one rent payment, I'll be on the street at night. I feel like I am 
homeless right now ... it's just a matter of months, maybe days. Can't afford to 
do anything now that prices are rising so fast. I'm good and healthy, too. 
So why did I get fired? Because I'm 71 and I'm considered too old to think. 
Bullshit! I could tell the young jerk that took my place that the wastebasket is 
full and he wouldn't even know what to do with it. The Great White Manager 
said all he needed was training. Well, I have the training and more. They'd 
rather spend money on years of training that jerk then keeping an expert. 
Becoming a senior citizen does not always mean being forcibly retired 
from a good job. Many seniors become ill or disabled and cannot remain 
self-reliant. One alternative to a (usually expensive) nursing home is de-
pendency on a third party who will provide necessary care while sharing 
quarters. Often, however, no suitable partner can be found, and seniors 
lose longtime living places. The result may be a day and night routine of 
wandering while attempting to pursue some type of personal interest that 
generates money. I met Frank Conroy in 1986 in the lobby of a downtown 
Los Angeles hotel where he was selling handmade cards. 
This wheelchair is my daytime chair and my nighttime bed. I used to be able to 
change from it to a sofa in my living room and my bed at night, but now that I 
lost my apartment I just go wandering around from place to place and stay in the 
chair. I had to go on welfare last year for the first time in my life. I've always 
been-I guess I mean I think I was-able to get on by myself. I don't have any 
confidence any more. Now [at age 54] I don't have the job I could do at home 
[telephone sales] and I'm at the mercy of everyone. I don't want to go to a 
county run place for the down and outers-if there really is such a place. People 
kid me about being sent there. But so far no one has done it. I still have the 
ability to work and be useful. . . . If I could just get a roommate with some 
money. 
Many men who have had successful careers become homeless be-
cause of one unforeseen circumstance. Most discover that the public 
does not believe that they were once productive and respected members 
of society-and can be again. At a 1987 Convention Center Franchise 
Show, Bobby Pearson of Salt Lake City was telling his story of the land-
slide effect of losing his business: 
My life before I hit the streets? Hey, believe it; I was happily married, had a 
great business going, and never thought of losing everything. Everything hit the 
fan when I lost all my stock in a fire, the insurance wouldn't pay, and a bank 
manager who had ice in his veins wouldn't give me a loan to buy more. Heck, my 
family just vanished like the stock did. Now I don't even think of anything 
except revenge on that banker. I went to school with the sucker. Someone needs 
to straighten out bank loans for those of us who can't count on a thirty-year 
friendship. I had eighteen years of a great business behind me. Who else is going 
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to give me a break? I'll eat the Salvation Army food, but I want an opportunity to 
get back on my feet .... I'm here looking for a business partner with money 
and no knowledge. 
Women who have had successful careers and then experience a land-
slide syndrome have an even more difficult time persuading the public 
that they simply lack the opportunity to begin again. Susan Morrow 
owned a beauty parlor and dress shop in Beverly Hills (in the 1970s) until 
her partner took the funds from their joint bank account and disappeared. 
You just wouldn't believe how I felt! I had to cancel my lease and try to coax my 
customers to a new location, and that was really impossible because I couldn't 
afford anything nice. I just went from bad to worse, and I moved to a crummy 
apartment and just cried for months. Then I tried to commit suicide-and 
couldn't even do that right. When I got back to the apartment-that very day 
when I left the hospital-I got mugged and all my money was in that purse. I 
thought about jumping off the roof and figured I'd probably just break every 
bone in my body and be a cripple, so I packed up my belongings and moved 
them into my car and parked it beside a park. Well, the view wasn't bad, and I 
was okay until a cop saw that my license tags weren't up to date and he called the 
tow truck while I was in the john and when I got back my car was gone. I've 
been trying to get someone to pay the money to get it from the impound people, 
but no agency will do that. In another few months I'll be getting Social Security 
checks, and the first thing I'm going to do is get a camper. No one is going to 
take that away from me! My home goes where I go. 
I have discovered that many people who have become homeless live 
in cars. These vehicles may belong to them or be found abandoned. 
Rather than trying to find a boarded building or a willing roommate, 
homeless individuals may just try to upgrade the vehicle to a van, camper, 
or motor home. They feel a sense of self-reliance, value their privacy, and 
symbolically have a home from which they believe they cannot be evicted. 
One such lady, Dorothy Brown, keeps her old motor home parked on side 
streets in Santa Monica, California. 
You know, sweetie, I am very grateful. I even put an announcement in the 
newspaper last month. You know, a prayer to St. Christopher. Oh, I know he 
isn't supposed to be the saint of travelers anymore, but I'll stick with the old 
ways .... I was kicked out of my house by my husband maybe ten years ago 
after I found that the guy was a bigamist. Can you beat that? I didn't know for 
six years that he had a wife up in Mendocino County. Then one day she showed 
up at our door with a gun, and he begged her to forgive him, and he told me to 
take off. Just like that. 
Well, I didn't know what to do, being a woman with no job experience and a 
little heart problem. Just about the only thing I could do was to get in my car and 
hunt for a place to keep it. Lo and behold, I made friends with a nice old 
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gentleman who had a vacant lot next to his house and when the darling died he 
left me some money. I decided that I was real happy with my ability to take my 
place of residence with me, and I bought me this motor home. Now I go up and 
down the coast and do flea markets. It's real nice, it is, and maybe some people 
look at me as peculiar, but I don't want to rent some apartment in a middlin' area 
and probably have to eventually share as the rents go higher. So I payoff the 
same amount every month on this. 
While some individuals like the idea of traveling, others do want to 
"put down roots." Laura Botken (who roams the streets, parks, and al-
leys of Beverly Hills) dreams of a trailer park with a place for a garden. In 
the middle of a conversation (in 1986) she began to recite this poem 
(which I later asked for in written form): 
Got no money, got no home 
Don't want to have to roam. 
Get me some money, get me some land, 
Get me a man who'll take my hand. 
Put us with others in a shady spot, 
And we'll plant us some veggies on our lot. 
Don't want no rent, don't want no failure, 
Just give us a plot to put our trailer. 
Some people must "pull up" roots. It has become commonplace for 
families to be temporarily or permanently dissolved as one or both parents 
leave in search of employment. Aside from the agony of leaving one's close 
relatives, couples often discover that missions must separate males and fe-
males (for safety reasons). Arthur and Marie traveled from their recently 
bankrupt family farmstead expecting that Los Angeles would provide oppor-
tunities unavailable in Nebraska. Arthur metaphorically refers to the Mid-
west as "one big 'for sale' sign" (1986): 
We left the kids with a relative so we could get settled here. But there just isn't 
anything we can do. I know that folks think farmers have no education or abili-
ties, but I could work with any machinery, and I have three years of college 
behind me. I was majoring in economics, but I guess that's a laugh. I couldn't 
even make our farm-handed down for seven generations without any trouble-
payoff. I couldn't work it by myself and couldn't afford to.hire men. My wife has 
some nursing background, but she isn't licensed here, and it would take more 
schooling for her to get one. We'd rather be back on the land, but we need jobs. 
Everyone except the rich are starving in the Midwest; it's just one big "for sale" 
or "auction" sign. 
We live in our car and eat at the missions, but this is a dead end. We can't 
find a place where we can stay together-the two of us, you know-and I don't 
even know when we'll see our kids again. How could we send for them and 
where would they go to school? We don't have any address, and they need one to 
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go to school. Maybe if someone put me in touch with another family or two that 
are barely making it and need help with a business or farm ... well, maybe we 
could pool our talents and manage all this better by working together. 
Ted and Patricia Allan exemplify residents of small towns that have 
been decimated by plant and factory shutdowns and layoffs. They were 
sitting in a mall, talking (in 1987), when I overheard their conversation 
and introduced myself. 
We're not homeless yet, but we sure do see it coming. The population in [small 
town in Kentucky] has shrunk from 6,300 to 2,700 in just three years. There's no 
work around any more since they closed the company that the town depended 
on, so people just moves on. It's a damn shame; it's a nice little town. We got 
good buildings boarded up, and the schools are hard put to keep teachers, so 
they probably will close next year. Then all the families with school-age kids will 
move away, and some of those parents own businesses. With no one to run the 
gas stations and food stores, who else will stay? 
We come to L.A. to visit Patricia's relatives to see if we can find us a spot 
here, but this is awful. Smog, piles of nasty people, piles of cars honking at each 
other, and long lines in stores. I never thought I'd be looking at being homeless, 
but I can see it staring me in the face. I can't sell hardware and plumbing sup-
plies to the collie lying on the sidewalk. I won't even be able to sell my house. 
Who'd buy it? 
I have often heard references to "the city" as a source of personal 
and social problems that result in homelessness. Coralee Curtis (age 38, 
Los Angeles, California, 1986) expresses another city-related concern: 
I just know that I would be able to pull myself together if I could just get away 
from the druggies and crazies who live in this city. You know what I'd like to do? 
Meet some nice rural family who need a tutor for their kids, or who would lead 
me to a teaching job in their community. I had a teaching credential once, and I 
really screwed up my life by marrying a drug addict who pulled me in with him. 
But I left him and now that I'm clean I really want to move to smog-free air and 
get a new life started. I don't know if I could reinstate my credential, but I was a 
good teacher, and some rural area probably wouldn't be as picky as Los Angeles. 
I may just start hitching until I get to some place that looks right. 
Problem Solving Through Storytelling 
As the preceding accounts imply, people dwell upon the situations and be-
haviors that affect them adversely, and these become the subject of sto-
rytelling. As one characterizes past and future scenarios to oneself through 
idionarrating, alternative plots evolve. Often a consequence of self-narrating 
is an intuitive feeling for the cause of and solution to a problem or a con-
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scious and deliberate effort to evaluate a situation and formulate a resolu-
tion. In the minds of victims, then, may lie the innovative measures with 
which public and social planners can intervene to create positive policy and 
programs. 
The "haggings" reported by victims of violence exemplify how self-
narrating about these extraordinary experiences can be cathartic, act as a 
therapeutic tool in improving mental health, and support intervention in 
deleterious life events. A dissatisfied retiree has undoubtedly told himself 
over and over again how useful he could and should be in particular situa-
tions. The battered woman rendered homeless has probably reconstructed 
her situation with alternative scenarios many times, providing for better 
community services than are offered. Those who daydream (which is self-
narrating) of opportunities are presenting interventions in daily activities by 
formulating more agreeable ones. 
Narrating in interaction with interested others offers the opportunity to 
share one's problems and seek solutions through a continuous flow of infor-
mation. Ron Tibbetts (age 36, Los Angeles, California, 1985) shares his ideas 
on alternatives to unemployment, loneliness, and homelessness: 
This is such a waste of time, this waiting around for a job I know I won't get and 
going day to day without any real companionship. Sure, there are lots of bodies 
in this city, but no one to really share the good and bad times with and work 
towards something. What would really be great is to live and work with people 
you have something, well, special, with. You know what communes are like, and 
I don't mean that kind of living. I mean like a place where everyone has a place, 
but everyone works together to make a community out of what they have to 
offer. 
Like I could help build houses, and that little gal Marylou over there, now, 
she knows how to do all kinds of craftwork, and Big Ben knows all about animal 
husbandry, for heaven's sake; he never stops talking about growing up on a 
Vermont farm. And that woman in line with the striped dress? She is real good at 
cooking just about anything out of nothing. She used to work as a restaurant 
cook, and if she had a chance she could create a restaurant all by herself. 
It's a shame that we all sort of got stuck where we're wasting what we can 
do. By ourselves we can't do anything, but I'll bet we could together. 
Many abused and homeless individuals have expressed the desir-
ability of becoming part of self-sufficiency communities in which personal 
privacy is assured while all participate in creating homes, co-ops, cottage 
industries, businesses that benefit surrounding neighborhoods, and the 
sociability ensured through sharing experiences. 
Initial movement toward such self-reliance and self-sufficient living is 
often found in storytelling sessions in support groups (e.g., victims' rights 
organizations). Synergistic behavior may evoke collaborative thought and 
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action, intervention in system implementation, and the creation of new 
and more effective methods of operation. 
Storytellings are also useful as strategic maneuvers to offset dysfunc-
tional behaviors. In one instance, residents in a shelter for the homeless 
banded together with demands that would have caused the facility to 
close. One staff member acted as interventionist by sharing stories of her 
past as a homeless person to demonstrate both the personal and commu-
nity need for the shelter. The residents, one by one, then symbolically 
responded with personalized stories, the result being a restoration of 
faith in the facility's positive place in their (and others') lives and a re-
turn to organizational equilibrium. 
Narrating As Tactic and Strategy 
Life experiences as told from a personal point of view can serve as a basis on 
which public and social planners create and implement innovative program-
ming for the homeless. These personal experience narratives not only diag-
nose the ills of society, they also propose interventions in pre-crisis, mid-
crisis, and after-crisis situations. Moreover, narrating can be employed effec-
tively as tactic and strategy. This is because folklore is symbolic. It engages 
people, evoking strong emotions, visual imagery, and physical responses. 
Consider the following examples. 
In the early 1980s, the city of Santa Monica, California, presented a 
proposal to demolish the Santa Monica pier. Hundreds of people attended a 
series of three community workshops to determine the fate of the historic 
pier and carousel. We sat at large tables, in the middle of each a model with 
movable parts upon which we could create the ideal pier. As stories un-
folded, it became apparent that the pier was (and still is) utilized more by 
the very poor than one would have thought. Many accounts were told about 
how "as a young, poverty-stricken student (or architect, or immigrant), I 
used the pier as a place to meet friends, share adventures, eat cheap sand-
wiches, fish from," and so on. While no one at my table said she or he was 
homeless, one got the impression that the pier had been and still was being 
used as a haven by homeless people. No sooner did one story end than 
another began, interweaving new feelings, ideas, and experiences for con-
sideration. The upshot was that such testimony-not through statistical data 
but through accounts of personal experience revealing the meanings and 
meaningfulness of associations with the pier-resulted in the city council's 
decision to restore the pier. 
A second example: as the victim advocate for a city attorney's office in 
1988, I was privy to the most intimate life tales told by (usually female) 
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victims of violence. Often a victim was reluctant to tell why she was afraid 
to testify, so I told a personal story of my own to exemplify how effective 
"sharing" could be. When a woman hesitatingly told of being "attacked" 
by what seemed to be a vaguely familiar figure emerging from a faint light 
to stand over her in bed and then lay upon her chest and press her breath 
away, I suspected a "hagging" episode, and I suggested that she might 
have been asleep and dreaming. "Oh, no!" she objected. "I know I was 
awake. No one will believe me. I'll be put in an institution for being 
crazy-and then my husband will go free." Immediately I told her stories 
of women who had been in the nearby shelter who reported much the same 
kind "attack," and of my exploration of this universal syndrome. The out-
come was that she allowed me to relay all of this information to the pros-
ecuting attorney without any prejudice to her testimony. Through such 
incidents as this, it eventually became policy to take these kinds of ac-
counts and experiences seriously rather than dismissing them as irrelevant 
or indicative of diminished capacity. 
Another example illustrates the use of narrating to defuse a situation and 
present alternative solutions. A three-day "1991 Veterans' Stand Down" had 
enormous attendence. More than one hundred men appeared at the build-
ing who were not preregistered, and therefore, unfortunately, could not avail 
themselves of the free meals, cots, and aid being offered. Many were dis-
gruntled. On the second night I was about to leave when one man became 
abusive, threatening to assault the lone person at the door. I asked politely if 
I could do anything for the very angry vet. He outlined his grievances, 
mixed with numerous expletives, against the Veteran's Administration for 
ignoring his military-related injuries and therefore his compensation. I do 
not recall exactly how I got him to move away from the entrance, but I 
finally encouraged him to sit with me on a bench and tell me exactly whllt 
had happened in Vietnam, what injuries he had suffered, and why the VA 
had not given him benefits. 
My statement that many veterans were not receiving proper benefits did 
not calm him. Then I remembered what I had been hearing since the day 
before: personal stories about how problems such as his had been solved. I 
told him a story about one of the registered vets inside who had resolved a 
similar situation with the assistance of a particular representative of the Viet-
nam Veterans of America Association. My story mollified the vet. He agreed 
to return the following day to talk to the representative outside of the build-
ing (since I was not in a position to promise him that he could enter). When 
I arrived the next morning, the vet was there to see if I would follow 
through. He was ready for a fight, and waited to see if I could get the 
representative to talk to him, which I did. 
Often personal narratives have been instrumental not j~st in helping 
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redress individual problems but in precipitating or advancing actual policy. 
Perhaps the most publicized example is the development of MADD (Moth-
ers Against Drunk Driving) as an educational and political influence. Candy 
Lightner's frequent telling of her own family tragedy and loss propelled a 
grassroots movement against drunk driving. Similarly, regarding child sup-
port, lawmakers in some states have responded to a flood of personal stories 
from women who have experienced severe hardships, including homeless-
ness, by enacting legislation that requires the garnishment of deliquent fa-
thers' paychecks. In Los Angeles, the homeless who applied for General 
Relief were denied financial assistance because regulations required a home 
address. Because of the impact of many personal accounts of extreme dis-
tress collected by activists, there is no longer a requirement for identifica-
tion or address to receive aid. 
Certain principles regarding narrating, homelessness, research, and ad-
vocacy bear summarizing. 
1. The individual must be respected as the primary source of knowl-
edge when it comes to articulating the causes of (and possible solutions 
to) homelessness. 
2. Methods need to be appropriate to the task. When interviewing 
the "hidden homeless" in particular, it is necessary to be flexible and 
patient and to utilize open-ended storytelling sessions. 
3. Narratives about personal experiences can serve a researcher in 
diagnosing social ills; narrating can also be a tactic or strategy of in-
tervention and change in interpersonal relations as well as in social 
policy. 
4. The storying mode of human intrapersonal and interpersonal 
communication is the most promising method of "the art of persuasion 
by planning." This planning often begins with a rehearsal-to-self: the 
silent, private characterization of an event that has happened and is 
relevant, or is suggested by a prior occurrence and becomes the kernel 
for composing a new scenario. 
S. Those trained in folklore studies are particularly skilled at elicit-
ing people's stories, to listening to them, to taking them seriously, and 
to presenting them' to others. Folklorists can become activists, not just 
documenters or advocates, by employing (or helping others utilize) 
narrating as a problem-solving strategy. 
Conclusion 
Public policy has not yet seen much impact from the startling quantitive 
data indicating a national homeless crisis. In addition to the noted highly 
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visible homeless population, there are marginally invisible and completely 
hidden ones that include individuals who drift, seeking employment; hide 
in garages, cars, and tents; double up with relatives or friends; or attempt to 
blend into polite society by spending days and nights in malls, transporta-
tion terminals, hospital complexes, libraries, and churches. The highly visi-
ble have been the subject of occasional interest that highlights mental illness 
and chronic addiction. The marginally invisible and the totally hidden are 
neglected populations; little research has been pursued on them, and that 
only recently. Using the principles and methods of folklore fieldwork with 
emphasis on such concepts as stories and storytelling, I have been able to 
establish rapport with and interview in depth those whom others might not 
suspect are homeless. These individuals' stories-lucid accounts of unfortu-
nate circumstances, unusual occurrences, and victimization by others or 
"the system" -can be analyzed as reflections of personal, social, and politi-
cal concerns that provide valuable insights into the nature of human thought 
and behavior. 
By addressing the behavioral, aesthetic, and traditional aspects of face-to-
face interaction, folklorists are sensitive to the expression of attitudes, val-
ues, and concerns-which are communicated especially effectively in sto-
rytelling form. The intimate experiences that are characterized provide 
opportunities for self-discovery and assist in establishing immediate rela-
tionships, thus eliciting reciprocal communication. It is through this process, 
studied by folklorists, that the homeless individuals assess and express some 
of the causes of their plight. In similar fashion, they consciously or uncon-
sciously posit solutions to problems, and in so doing invite intervention 
measures in the cycles perpetuating stress, abuse, unemployment, the ne-
glect or disregard of skills, illness, system inadequacies, organizational crisis, 
and homelessness. 
The value of using qualitative research to personalize quantitative studies 
is steadily gaining recognition by scholars in such fields as behavioral and 
organizational science, urban planning, psychiatry, nursing, and victimol-
ogy. Conferences such as Myths, Symbols and Folklore: Expanding the 
Analysis of Organizations (cosponsored by the Folklore and Organizational 
Behavior faculty at UCLA in March of 1983) have brought new perspectives 
to interdisciplinary exchange. Further, coalitions currently forming in the 
private sector base their programming on the personal narratives of leading 
advocates, who stress the necessity of listening to those who have no voice 
in the sociopolitical arena so as to achieve a balance of power. Increasingly, 
folklorists are invited as speakers and workshop leaders-as I was at the 
1987 Annual California Governor's Training Conference on Crime Victims. 
Like a growing number of folklorists, I have founded, and am director of, a 
not-for-profit organization the purpose of which is to put my folklore train-
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ing to use in the interests of social change, in this case, helping veterans, 
victims of domestic violence, and other homeless people find homes, sup-
port, and a sense of community. 
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3. I have used pseudonyms throughout. 
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Folklife, Cultural Conservation, and 
Environmental Planning 
BENITA J. HOWELL 
Environmental planning offers varied opportunities for folklorists and cul-
tural anthropologists like me to use our knowledge of distinctive ethnic and 
regional subcultures, ethnographic research techniques, and the interper-
sonal skills cultivated through fieldwork to help resolve practical problems. 
Within the broad domain of environmental planning, cultural specialists 
contribute to various activities that may be grouped into two categories: 
cultural resource management and social impact assessment. 
In order to protect resources, cultural resource management programs use 
archeological and architectural as well as folklife studies to inventory re-
sources; determine their significance, i.e., their contribution to national, 
state, or local heritage; and compile thorough documentation of significant 
resources. Programs that not only protect but also interpret cultural heritage 
to the public may employ folklife specialists on short-term contracts or in 
permanent staff positions. Such positions offer opportunities to conduct re-
search, prepare publications and exhibits, or organize festivals and similar 
events. 
Interpretation of local and regional culture is a feature of many national 
and state parks, parkways, and recreation areas known primarily for their 
scenic and natural assets. Along the Blue Ridge Parkway in Virginia and 
North Carolina, historical exhibits and guidebooks, craft demonstrations, 
and occasional live music performances are popular with visitors. Cades 
Cove in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park features a tour of late 
nineteenth-century vernacular architecture and a working pioneer farm 
where costumed interpreters provide demonstrations of everyday activities. 
Jean Lafitte National Historical Park in southern Louisiana is a good exam-
ple of the park created primarily to provide cultural interpretation. Jean 
Lafitte employs a number of folklorists on its permanent staff. Similar op-
portunities exist at the state level. In Tennessee, for example, folklorist 
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Bobby Fulcher has worked for the state Department of Conservation for 
well over ten years, exploring cultural history and locating folk artists and 
musicians in the vicinity of state parks in order to present them in park 
interpretive programs. 
The natural resources in parks and recreation areas may be cultural re-
sources as well. Environmental histories record not only natural events but 
also human impacts that have affected the resource base and modified the 
landscapes we see today. Cultural specialists who explore aspects of eth-
noecology,) such as world views that value mastery or stewardship of re-
sources or traditional knowledge and use of resources, augment the park 
naturalist's interpretation of natural history. Cultural knowledge can actually 
improve management of natural resources as well as add richness to their 
interpretation. By conducting ethnographic and ethnohistoric studies that 
reveal native knowledge and patterns of resource use, cultural specialists 
help natural scientists understand the role humans have played in shaping 
past and present ecosystems. Such knowledge of human impacts is critical 
to developing sound resource management plans for the future. 
Cultural resource management is an ongoing activity on public lands 
where it is usually possible to conserve and interpret significant archeologi-
cal sites and historic structures. But virtually all large-scale federally-funded 
development projects trigger a preliminary inventory of cultural resources 
and require mitigation of significant impacts before construction can pro-
ceed. In many cases, however, such as highway construction, it is imposs-
ible to save the physical resource. Thorough documentation before the site 
or structure is lost then becomes the only means of mitigation. 
Social impact assessment, another aspect of the environmental studies that 
precede federally-funded development, may also incorporate folklife re-
search. Social impact assessment attempts to determine how a proposed 
development, such as a new park or dam, might affect neighboring commu-
nities, both positively and negatively. By projecting likely effects in a way 
that permits calculating cost-benefit ratios, social impact assessment at-
tempts to help decision-makers choose the most beneficial and least costly 
among alternative plans for proposed development projects. And economic 
costs and benefits, population changes, increased demand for public ser-
vices, and the like, are the indicators most prominently featured in this kind 
of research because they are easily quantified. 
Folklife studies can contribute to social impact assessment by helping 
planners appreciate community cohesion and its basis in common traditions 
and values. Fieldwork also uncovers local assessments of sociocultural costs 
and benefits and much information pertinent to "quality of life" -a dimen-
sion that social impact assessment is supposed to address but cannot easily 
quantify. Because citizens do act and react based on their perceptions, plan-
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ners need to deal with these concerns whether or not they match the "fac-
tual" data obtained from other sources. 
Potentially there are multiple niches for folklorists in environmental 
planning, but folklife studies still are rare in this field. Archeologists and 
architectural historians predominate in cultural resource management, as do 
sociologists, demographers, and economists in social impact assessment. A 
brief lesson in legislative history will explain why folklife has been marginal 
to both kinds of environmental planning research and how "cultural conser-
vation" with its realignment of priorities is helping to change this. 
Legislative Frameworks Supporting Folklife 
in Environmental Planning 
Environmental planners are far more conscious than they were thirty years 
ago that their work involves cultural as well as technical considerations. Fed-
eral legislation laid the groundwork for a series of changes that gradually 
incorporated folklife research into environmental planning. As defined by 
federal agency guidelines for translating legislative intent into action, cultur-
al resource management initially was synonymous with historic preservation, 
and social impact assessment implied strictly quantitative analyses of census 
and econometric data. Thus these were the standard methods of accounting 
for sociocultural factors in environmental planning. But ethnographic or folk-
life studies have gained ground as both historic preservation and social im-
pact assessment have expanded their scope to address newly articulated 
cultural conservation concerns. 
Historic Preservation and Cultural Conservation 
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 established the National 
Register of Historic Places, creating state and local as well as federal pro-
grams to protect and preserve buildings, archeological sites, and historic dis-
tricts. Oral histories, ethnography, and documentary research furnish the 
information on cultural and historic context needed to support nominations 
to the register and to develop interpretation of these properties for the pub-
lic. Michael Ann Williams at Western Kentucky University is one of many 
academically-based folklorists around the country who apply their expertise 
on vernacular architecture in state historic preservation programs. 
The American Folklife Preservation Act of 1976 was instrumental in 
expanding the Historic Preservation Act's definition of cultural resources to 
include living cultural expressions as well as archeological and architectural 
resources. Support from the American Folklife Center (established by the 
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1976 legislation) and the Folk Arts Program at NEA has helped many folk-
lorists transform state folk arts programs into comprehensive folklife centers 
that document, interpret, and present all aspects of traditionallifeways. Sev-
eral of these are described in the introduction to this book. Through its own 
research projects, publications, and conferences, the American Folklife 
Center has been instrumental in articulating an expanded heritage protec-
tion agenda under the banner of cultural conservation-the principle that 
heritage protection should encompass encouragement and perpetuation of 
living cultural expressions as well as preservation of artifacts from the past. 
In the course of reviewing and amending the Historic Preservation Act 
in 1980, Congress instructed the American Folklife Center and National 
Park Service to investigate means of extending cultural resource protections 
to "intangibles" as well as physical resources. Since that time the center has 
been quite visible in popularizing the term "cultural conservation" and the 
expanded mission of heritage protection it represents. The cultural conser-
vation perspective is much needed in environmental planning. Prior to 1980, 
historic preservation programs effectively protected physical resources (sites, 
structures, and artifacts) that were threatened by development projects, but 
historic preservation funds supported ethnographic and ethnohistoric study 
of "intangibles" only to the extent that they furnished context for inter-
pretation of specific sites or structures. 
Cultural conservation is a multidisciplinary enterprise, and it unites ac-
ademics, public sector practitioners, and concerned citizens. Various com-
ponents of comprehensive cultural conservation are well established in pro-
grams supported by government and private agencies operating at local, 
state, and federal levels. Bobby Fulcher's work for the Tennessee Depart-
ment of Conservation is just one example of the many existing programs 
that have been responsive to parts of the cultural conservation mission for 
some time. 
As state, local, and privately-sponsored programs follow the American 
Folklife Center's lead, coordinating their activities and lobbying efforts to 
focus increased attention on cultural conservation, opportunities for folklor-
ists to apply their skills to environmental planning will surely multiply. In 
spite of recent constraints on federal spending, cultural conservation is gain-
ing recognition and support. For example, Senator Robert C. Byrd of West 
Virginia recently won congressional approval to include an Appalachian Cul-
ture Interpretive Center in the New River Gorge National Recreation Area 
in his state. The National Park Service is currently selecting interpretive 
themes for this facility in consultation with American Folklife Center staff 
and other cultural specialists. 
At the state level, Massachusetts, New York, IIIinois, and Pennsylvania 
all have initiated cultural park programs to preserve and interpret their in-
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dustrial heritage. Folklorist Shalom Staub holds a position with the Pennsyl-
vania Heritage Affairs Commission, helping to plan and coordinate a new 
state development initiative begun in 1989 to create a network of regional 
industrial heritage parks. These parks are intended to stimulate economic 
development-not just to preserve and interpret abandoned mills, mines, 
foundries, railroads and canals, but to help communities abandoned by 
heavy industry revitalize themselves, clean up their environments, and use 
well-planned cultural tourism to attract new employers as well as visitors. 2 
In 1989, the National Trust for Historic Preservation also began a three-
year cultural tourism program, during which it will provide technical assis-
tance to pilot projects in Indiana, Texas, Wisconsin, and Tennessee. The 
National Trust is supporting this effort in order to preserve historic places 
and stimulate creative approaches to interpretation and public education, 
but also to conserve neighborhoods and towns as wholesome environments 
for their residents, to aid local people in controlling the pace and nature of 
the development that affects them, and to ensure that economic and social 
benefits of tourism development accrue to local communities rather than 
outside corporate developers. 
Social Impact Assessment and Cultural Conservation 
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) set new standards 
requiring planners to assess anticipated impacts of development projects 
and consult the public in planning. It required planners to gather neces-
sary background information, prepare environmental impact statements to 
summarize the anticipated costs and benefits of a range of alternative 
plans, and provide opportunities for the public to respond and contest the 
planners' data and conclusions, in court if necessary. These NEPA pro-
cedures were invoked whenever development projects involved federal 
agencies or significant federal funding. Among the diverse projects cov-
ered by these requirements were highway and dam construction, urban 
renewal, siting of defense and nuclear facilities, and establishment of new 
parks and recreation areas. 
In principle, NEPA endorsed the goal of preserving the diverse strands 
in our national cultural heritage, but the regulations and guidelines agencies 
adopted to implement the legislation neglected this clause. Though guide-
lines varied among agencies, in general they dealt quite thoroughly with 
natural environment and resources and with the kinds of cultural resources 
already protected through historic preservation programs. Social impact as-
sessment focused on anticipated demographic and economic impacts of de-
velopment projects, factors for which quantitative data made calculation of 
the costs and benefits possible. This research drew heavily on existing statis-
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tical data sources rather than fieldwork in affected communities. It seldom 
acknowledged cultural "intangibles" whose value was not easily quantified. 
Cultural conservation now offers justification for numbering threats to 
community life and values or "quality of life" among the factors to be con-
sidered in social impact assessment, just as it has expanded the scope of 
cultural heritage protection.3 Greater sensitivity to cultural issues as well as 
specific resources should increase the possibility that environmental plan-
ning will promote rather than undermine long-term survival of still vital 
cultural traditions. Development projects affecting Native Americans helped 
to establish precedents for this expansion of social impact assessment. 
Whereas economists, demographers, and sociologists made extensive 
use of readily available statistical summaries in compiling routine social 
impact assessments, cultural anthropologists often were asked to do ethno-
historic and ethnographic fieldwork when Native American and other eth-
nic communities were affected by development. Their work showed the 
utility of information generated from ethnographic studies and fieldwork 
contact, attended to an expanded range of sociocultural impacts, and made 
a strong case for timely, close consultation between planners and members 
of affected communities. Cultural factors may have assumed greater impor-
tance in these cases because pronounced cultural differences between plan-
ners and Native Americans made the need for cultural specialists on the 
impact assessment team obvious. More important, however, federal legisla-
tion explicitly acknowledged the special status and rights Native American 
tribes claim as once sovereign nations and set some special requirements for 
project planning. 
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 protects sacred 
places and associated resources (such as plants used in ritual), and it guar-
antees free exercise of religion. The need to comply with this legislation 
motivated the Bureau of Land Management to include an inventory of 
Paiute resources and sacred places in the environmental assessment done 
prior to construction of high-tension power transmission lines in southern 
Utah and northern Arizona. A team of cultural specialists led by anthro-
pologist Richard Stoffle conducted this research. 4 Similarly, as part of its 
long-range planning cycle, the U.S. Forest Service must compile cultural 
resource inventories, including information about Native American sacred 
sites and resources. Recently, folklorist Barbara Reimensnyder worked 
with Cherokee elders to document sacred sites in the Pisgah and Nan-
tahala National Forests so that these areas would be excluded from tim-
ber-cutting programs outlined in long-range plans being prepared for these 
forests. 5 
The National Park Service, in addition to fulfilling its responsibilities to 
protect sacred resources of Native Americans, is obliged to permit Native 
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Americans to continue traditional subsistence use of plant and wildlife re-
sources in a number of national parks. This change in the customary policy 
of "take only photographs, leave only footprints" was prompted by provi-
sions of the Alaska National Interest Lands Act of 1980, which created a 
number of new parks and preserves. The principle of continuing subsis-
tence use for Native Americans also has been extended to other parks in 
Florida, Hawaii, and Minnesota. 6 
In order to determine and maintain sustainable levels of resource use, 
park managers have employed anthropologists to compile "resource ethno-
graphies" -extensive information about past and present subsistence and 
settlement patterns, demography, and social customs that might affect the 
resource base. New responsibilities for managing parks' special relationships 
with Native Americans prompted the National Park Service to create a small 
Applied Cultural Anthropology Program distinct from its extensive historic 
preservation activities, and Congress funded this program FY1991. 
One hopes that increased attention to Native American cultural con-
cerns in national parks will foster a climate in which park managers will 
become more sensitive to the cultural conservation issues that affect other 
neighboring communities as well. Trappers along the Ozark National Scenic 
Rive rways , for example, brought suit when the National Park Service at-
tempted to rescind a prior understanding that they could continue to trap in 
the area. Folklorist Erika Brady found that different values and behavior 
standards also created friction between native Ozarkers and outsiders visit-
ing the Riverways. If environmentalists from the city found trapping abhor-
rent, then so were trappers appalled and frustrated when skinny-dippers on 
holiday obstructed their access to the river for livelihood. 7 
Because of his experiences conducting social impact assessments involv-
ing Native American tribes, Richard Stoffle was able to persuade the De-
partment of Energy to fund folklife research in an assessment of potential 
environmental impacts of a low-level radioactive waste storage facility pro-
posed for Michigan. Folklife of non-Indian populations was accorded the 
same importance as Native American archeological and ethnohistoric studies 
in Stoffle's project design. 8 Marsha MacDowell, a folklorist based in the 
traditional arts program at the Michigan State University Museum, managed 
the subcontract for the folklife portion of the impact assessment. Almost a 
dozen folklorists including Kurt Dewhurst did fieldwork in three Michigan 
communities that were possible sites for the waste storage facility. When 
hydrological studies eliminated two candidate sites from further considera-
tion, the folklorists and anthropologists shifted their attention to identifying 
the most significant of threatened resources in the remaining area so that 
future planning could include measures to mitigate adverse impacts. Be-
cause the published report on this project in Michigan carefully spells out 
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the rationale and legal basis for social impact assessments to include folklife 
studies of non-Native Americans as well as Native American studies, this 
project is likely to serve as an important precedent for the future. 
The project I describe in the next section ofthis chapter, a folklife survey 
of the Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area, has been cited as 
an example of ethnographic research in social impact assessment, but in fact it 
was conceived and funded as a component of cultural resource management. 9 
As I describe the actual and potential contributions of folklife research to the 
overall Big South Fork project, bear in mind that in 1979 a huge gap still 
separated cultural resource management from social impact assessment. Log-
ically, if not officially, the folklife survey potentially could contribute to social 
impact assessment as well as cultural resource management. 
The Big South Fork Folklife Survey 
The Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area, known to local 
residents as "the park," includes more than 110,000 acres of stream gorge 
and plateau uplands along the Big South Fork of the Cumberland River. It 
straddles the state line between McCreary County, Kentucky and Fentress 
and Scott counties in Tennessee. Aficionados of Appalachian music will rec-
ognize this as the homeland of Dee and Delta Hicks, Clyde Davenport, 
Virgil Anderson, and other artists introduced to a national public through 
folklorist Bobby Fulcher's recordings. lO 
Permanent white settlement did not occur in this area until the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century. For the most part, pioneers combined 
hunting with subsistence farming on the narrow bottom lands along the river 
and its tributaries. Exploitation of timber and coal resources was delayed 
until the Cincinnati Southern Railroad was completed across the Cumber-
land Plateau in 1880, but shortly after the turn of the century, Michigan 
industrialist Justus Stearns established the Stearns Coal and Lumber Com-
pany, headquartered at Stearns, Kentucky. This company built the Ken-
tucky and Tennessee Railroad to link vast timber holdings in Tennessee 
with coal mines along the river and sawmills in the town of Stearns, near the 
junction with the Cincinnati Southern. A decade later, stockholders from 
Cincinnati and Middle Tennessee built another short line railroad, the One-
ida and Western, in order to exploit coal and timber along its route between 
Oneida and Jamestown, Tennessee. 
During the first quarter of this century, the Big South Fork region 
experienced population growth and prosperity as many farmers became in-
dustrial workers for the railroads, logging operations and sawmills, or coal 
mines. But the best and most easily exploited timber and coal resources 
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were depleted even before the Great Depression began. World War II re-
vived demand for coal and timber, but many families joined the stream of 
Appalachian migrants drawn to factory jobs in munitions plants and other 
war-related industries; from this area, many went to Muncie, Indiana. They 
were joined by family and friends during the 1950s as mines, logging camps, 
and sawmills near the Big South Fork ceased operations and the urban 
factories geared up to produce automobiles and other consumer goods. The 
Kentucky and Tennessee Railroad pulled up miles of track, and the Oneida 
and Western ceased operation. Old farming communities in the river gorge 
as well as the corporate mine and timber camps were abandoned, and the 
roads to them deteriorated. By the mid-1970s, fewer than forty households 
of year-round residents remained where once there had been dozens of com-
munities. But many area residents still owned and used land that had be-
longed to their families for generations 
Proposals for Regional Development 
To counter the area's economic decline, local legislators tried repeatedly to 
win congressional approval for one or more hydroelectric dams that might 
draw industry to the region. In 1968 environmentalists first proposed desig-
nating the Big South Fork a wild and scenic river and enhancing its recrea-
tional potential. Despite the beauty of the river gorge, mining and clear-
cutting of the area had caused serious erosion and water pollution; abandoned 
farmsteads, railroads, and industrial sites dotted the landscape. Neglected 
country roads had become tracks for off-road vehicles bringing groups from 
nearby towns to hunt, fish, camp, and carouse along the river. Environmen-
talists hoped that federal purchase of the Big South Fork drainage would 
make it possible to correct these problems. 11 
The environmentalists' proposal came at a time when the general pub-
lic's rising demand for clean, unspoiled natural environments coincided with 
increasing outdoor recreation, particularly among residents of the highly ur-
banized Eastern seaboard. Executive Order 11017 of 1962 had attempted to 
address both needs by establishing a new kind of land management unit, the 
National Recreation Area, which would make it possible to conserve or reha-
bilitate natural areas not quite of National Park caliber. Such areas would 
serve outdoor recreation needs more fully than federal lands set aside solely 
for conservation {parks} or managed for multiple extractive uses {forests or 
wildlife management areas}. These recreation areas were to be located with-
in a 250-mile driving distance of major cities. The Land and Water Conser-
vation Act of 1965 provided funding for land acquisition by federal, state, or 
local agencies, with the stipulation that 85 percent of funds be spent to 
acquire lands in the eastern U.S, which had less extensive public lands than 
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the west. Geographically, Appalachia was well situated to take advantage of 
these 1960s federal programs. Encouragement to do so came from the newly-
formed Appalachian Regional Commission (a federally-funded planning con-
sortium of Appalachian state governors), which advocated tourism and recre-
ation as the most feasible route to economic development for isolated rural 
areas unlikely to attract business and industry. 
Thus Congress called for preliminary feasibility studies and, based on 
favorable findings, authorized the Big South Fork National River and Recre-
ation Area in 1974. The new recreation area was to be planned and con-
structed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the agency that already had 
investigated the feasibility of proposed dams on the Big South Fork. But as 
land was acquired from private owners, the National Park Service would 
assume responsibility for management of the area. This division of labor 
between agencies continued until 1991, when the National Park Service fi-
nally assumed full control of the project. 
Sociocultural Research in Project Planning 
By 1974, the Corps of Engineers had adopted environmental impact assess-
ment guidelines in response to NEPA. A private contract research firm was 
hired to conduct these studies for Big South Fork, and arrangements were 
made for National Park Service archeologists to begin surveying cultural 
resources. Planners on the Corps of Engineers staff in Nashville coordinated 
the contractors' work and began preparing preliminary plans for develop-
ment. Tightly scheduled site visits to the Big South Fork area did not give 
planners and contractors sufficient opportunity to assess local conditions, 
however. Their local contacts were with political and business leaders rather 
than a cross-section of ordinary citizens. The environmental impact state-
ment was approved without formal challenge in 1976, even though both en-
vironmentalists and the local populace had concerns about social impacts 
that this document did not address. 
When I began fieldwork for the folklife survey in the summer of 1979, I 
was surprised to learn how inadequate, from my perspective, social impact 
assessment for the Big South Fork project had been. Virtually no contact 
had been made with residents of the project area, in spite of the finding that 
they would bear the greatest burden of adverse impacts. During interviews 
and informal interaction with members of the folklife survey team, local 
residents volunteered many opinions and concerns about the recreation 
area. They countered our questions with many of their own, particularly 
questions about the land acquisition and relocation programs. 12 
As folklife researchers made initial contacts with all households inside 
the proposed boundaries, it became obvious that the Corps of Engineers 
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was not communicating effectively with the people who would be displaced 
by the project. Some even seemed unaware that their homes were inside the 
proposed boundaries, although by the summer of 1979, Corps of Engineers 
appraisers were visiting each property and preparing purchase offers. Land-
owners could contest the fairness of the appraisal and recommended pur-
chase price, but their land was subject to eminent domain-appropriation by 
the federal government to serve a purpose judged to be in the national 
interest. 
A thorough resident survey conducted during social impact assessment 
might have laid the groundwork for a better managed land acquisition and 
relocation program. For example, with advance knowledge of land owner-
ship patterns, some slight policy modifications might have been made. 
There was a homestead provision in the uniform federal land acquisition 
policy that permitted resident landowners to remain on their property for 
twenty-five years or until death. But among rural Appalachian families, eld-
erly persons often deed over property to a child in return for support in old 
age. These children often have left the area to find work, so that they are 
absentee landowners, while their parents technically are tenants. Because 
no family member qualifies as a resident landowner, the homestead option 
is not available to the very households of elderly whom the policy seeks to 
shield from the difficulties and trauma of relocation. 
The folklife survey report could only identify this problem and suggest 
that future projects investigate local land tenure practices and adjust the 
standard relocation policy if necessary. Folklife research was begun too late 
to contribute to social impact assessment, but then its sole official purpose 
was cultural resource management. 
The Folklife Survey: Goals and Methods 
In order to comply with NEPA and the National Historic Preservation Act, 
the Corps of Engineers had contracted with the National Park Service's 
Southeast Archeological Center for preliminary archeological surveys of the 
project area. In the course of this work, the archeologist heading the field 
team encountered many old-timers, learned something of regional history 
and traditions,' and ultimately persuaded the Corps of Engineers to divert a 
small part of cultural resources funding ($50,000 of the $300,000 allocated 
for preliminary archeological surveys) to investigation of local history and 
folkways. The rationale for funding this research was contained in specific 
language of the enabling legislation Congress passed to establish the recrea-
tion area. This act called for conservation and interpretation of cultural in 
addition to archeological, historic, and natural resources. 
In preparing a scope of work for the folklife survey, the archeologist 
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specified goals that paralleled those of archeological resource management: 
identifying resources, determining their significance, assessing potential im-
pacts of development, and making recommendations for mitigating adverse 
impacts. The technical report was to provide guidance for future interpre-
tive programs on local history. 
The Southeast Archeological Center contracted with the University of 
Kentucky Anthropology Department to undertake this project. I conducted 
eight months of fieldwork between July 1979 and March 1980, assisted by 
graduate students Susan Stonich Duda and Robert Tincher. We used stan-
dard historical sources and old photographs as well as ethnographic methods, 
including participant observation, informal and oral history interviewing, 
photography, and sound recording. Our investigations included a broad 
range of topics: vernacular architecture, cemeteries, foodways, folk medi-
cine, subsistence farming practices, handcrafts and occupational skills, in-
dustrial development and social change, social customs, religion, lore, and 
music. 
Both time and funds to explore the extensive range of cultural ele-
ments specified in the project scope of work were limited, so we needed to 
design an overall research agenda that established some priorities. Cultural 
or human ecology provided this (ramework, allowing us to focus on chang-
ing human adaptations to the Big South Fork environment. Continuities in 
folk tradition were evident between white pioneers, who adapted as subsis-
tence farmers, foragers and hunters, and their descendants who became 
caught up in industrial exploitation of the region's timber and coal re-
sources. No topic could be studied exhaustively, yet the technical report 
furnished a systematic overview of local culture and history, pointing to 
themes and topics that should be interpreted, establishing their signifi-
cance, and identifying resources available for developing detailed inter-
pretation. 
Information contained in the folklife survey report has provided back-
ground for specific interpretive projects, such as a coal-mining museum 
complex located at Blue Heron, site of a large coal-processing tipple and 
mine camp operated by the Stearns Coal and Lumber Company. Many of 
the experts who shared their knowledge and experiences with us more than 
a decade ago have since died or become too infirm to be interviewed again. 
As the only source of information from these individuals, most of whom 
were considered by their peers to be the most knowledgeable about local 
traditions, the project's oral history archive, housed at the University of Ken-
tucky M.1. King Library, remains an important interpretive resource. It in-
cludes contributions from several persons who were ninety or older when 
recorded, whose memories stretched back to the turn of the century. Thus 
the folklife survey was unquestionably useful in identifying significant re-
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sources for interpretation and at least laying the groundwork for thorough 
documentation. 
A key aspect of the folklife survey scope of work was more difficult to 
address: how to mitigate adverse impacts the recreation area might have on 
folklife. If one assumed that traditional lifeways inevitably would disappear 
because of displacement of longtime residents and increasing tourism, then 
documentation would mitigate this loss, just as scale drawings and photo-
graphs mitigate the loss of a building about to be razed. But as fieldwork 
progressed, we found that our interest in traditional musicians and handi-
crafters sometimes rekindled their enthusiasm for old-time music or skills 
that their own children and grandchildren apparently appreciated less than 
we did. 
If the National Park Service would develop and support interpretive 
activities as well as exhibits and printed matter, I reasoned, then cultural 
tourism might actually help to perpetuate traditional lifeways rather than 
threatening their survival. Accordingly, my recommendations for interpreta-
tion emphasized performances such as concerts, dances, and storytelling 
sessions; craft demonstrations, exhibitions, and sales opportunities; fairs and 
festivals. The Cultural Conservation report prepared by Loomis later desig-
nated such activities the "encouragement" aspect of cultural conservation. 
While funding curtailments during the past decade delayed Corps of Engi-
neers and National Park Service plans for completing facilities and hiring 
interpretive staff, local governments and the private sector-working to-
gether in the Big South Fork Development Association-began privately 
sponsoring these cultural events. 
Blue Heron and the Local Cultural Conservation Agenda 
Local people were quick to recognize and cultivate opportunities for cultural 
tourism because, from their standpoint, their sacrifice of land, privacy, and 
their own traditional forms of recreation could be mitigated only by econom-
ic benefits-their original motive in seeking a federal project for the Big 
South Fork. Through fieldwork, the folklife survey team was placed in a 
position to identify impacts and suggest mitigations that our scope of work 
for cultural resource management did not anticipate and that the meager 
social impact assessment had not addressed. 
Extended and frequent visits with "river people" as well as town elites, 
ordinary folk as well as officials and business leaders, exposed us to local 
concerns ranging from inadequate information and assistance with reloca-
tion to complaints that the low-impact recreation activities planned for Big 
South Fork (camping, canoeing and rafting, hiking and horseback riding) 
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would do little to stimulate the depressed local economy. A sizable contin-
gent of local people felt the recreation area was actually undermining their 
economic prospects by "locking up" coal and natural gas; they resented 
restrictions placed on their own preferred forms of recreation, hunting and 
off-road vehicle outings along the river. 
In McCreary County, these eCOliomic concerns crystallized in public 
protest over the proposed location of a lodge to be built somewhere in the 
Kentucky end of the recreation area. Whatever aesthetic and engineering 
reasons the Corps of Engineers offered for siting this lodge at Bear Creek, 
Kentuckians only saw that this isolated location was practically in Tennessee 
and would require expensive road and utility construction. They believed 
McCreary County would pay for services to the lodge, while lodge visitors 
would drive south and spend most of their money in Tennessee. Further-
more, although the lodge site and the fate of the abandoned Blue Heron 
mine camp were in fact independent issues, McCreary Countians assumed 
that unless the lodge were located at Blue Heron, no development would 
occur there other than measures to protect the public from injury around 
open mine shafts and the ruins of industrial structures. Feasibility studies 
for the recreation area had proposed a coal mining interpretive center includ-
ing reconstruction of the coal processing tipple, a tram bridge across the 
river, and part of the mine camp. An abandoned section of the Kentucky 
and Tennessee Railroad could be restored, permitting an excursion train to 
bring visitors six miles from Stearns through the scenic river gorge to the 
Blue Heron museum complex. 
Local fears about socioeconomic impacts and desires for cultural in-
terpretation coalesced around the Blue Heron issue. Having uncovered a 
wealth of occupational lore, personal experiences, memorabilia, and docu-
mentation in Stearns Company archives, I was able on technical grounds to 
make a strong recommendation that the interpretive center be built. Coal 
mining and the Stearns Company had been key elements in local history, 
and a rich, diverse resource base was available for interpreting that history to 
the public. But my recommendation also took into account local desires for 
an attraction that would draw tourists and tourist dollars. Retired coal miners 
and their families generally were skeptical that outdoor recreation would 
generate as much tourism revenue as planners projected. On the other hand, 
they were unanimously enthusiastic about a museum complex at Blue Heron 
that would celebrate their contribution to the region's history and draw tour-
ists to their county. 
In contrast to the overall Big South Fork planning process, which pro-
vided ordinary citizens only token opportunities to comment on polished 
"draft" documents, the Blue Heron complex engaged local citizens in key 
planning roles, beginning with a series of public workshops held at the Mc-
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Creary County Library. Participants in these workshops enlisted many other 
local people in the project to share their memories and mementos-old pho-
tographs, scrapbooks, mining paraphernalia, and other artifacts of their per-
sonal experiences living and working at Blue Heron. 
Instead of fully restoring the coal processing tipple, bridge, and other 
buildings in the camp at great cost, the planners took their cue from the 
naked steel structure of the abandoned tipple, erecting a number of "ghost 
structures" -open steel sheds that locate and outline the dimensions of 
buildings and duplicate their roof lines. These house appropriate graphic 
exhibits to interpret the company store, schoolhouse, church, and miners' 
homes. Each exhibit is accompanied by audio speakers, so that personal 
recollections and anecdotes allow the people who lived and worked at Blue 
Heron to share their own interpretations with visitors. 
The Blue Heron Scenic Railway, which runs excursion trains from the 
town of Stearns to the site, operates as a private corporation, but the Corps 
of Engineers reconstructed bridges, trestles, and track through the recrea-
tion area and built a depot at the site. Through such cooperative ventures, 
constructive solutions are being found for economic issues that once engen-
dered conflict and resentment of the recreation area. 
The folklife survey research had still another application unforeseen in 
the scope of work. Because it organized a great deal of background informa-
tion on local history and customs in one place, the report became useful 
orientation material for National Park Service employees newly assigned to 
Big South Fork. The report prepared them to answer many of the factual 
questions visitors might ask, but it also offered useful insights for manage-
ment and public relations. Park Service employees trained in resource pro-
tection saw the scars of environmental abuse all around them in the form of 
acid runoff from strip mines, erosion caused by off-road vehicles and timber-
ing, garbage dumps and mining spoils, poaching and pothunting. They 
could easily define their mission as saving the area from its former residents. 
The folklife study report attempted to balance negative impressions and 
attitudes with more positive perspectives on local adaptation to the natural 
environment. For example, it described knowledge and use of medicinal 
plants, and the command of natural materials science employed in crafts and 
ordinary tasks of domestic production. In following the usual ethnographic 
practice of showing the "logic" behind cultural values and social customs, 
the report encouraged new employees unfamiliar with the area to shed some 
ethnocentric preconceptions about Appalachian people and adopt appropri-
ate styles of interaction in dealings with their new neighbors. 
The Big South Fork folklife survey came about almost by accident, 
through the actions of one archeologist. Since completing that project, I 
have taken advantage of opportunities to describe it to park managers at an 
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international conference and in one of their professional publications. 13 I 
also supported efforts to secure a greater place for ethnographic studies in 
park planning and management by reviewing and commenting on drafts of 
revised policy guidelines which the National Park Service adopted in 1988, 
and by serving the following year on an advisory commission that evaluated 
research and resource management in national parks. Among other changes, 
the commission report recommended increased attention to cultural diver-
sity in planning, resource management, and interpretation. 14 
Multiple Roles for Cultural Specialists 
in Environmental Planning 
Whether in cultural resource management or social impact assessment, folk-
life applications potentially place cultural specialists in a number of different 
roles. The research role often predominates as in academic work, for exam-
ple, when one conducts a "resource ethnography" in a national park. Other 
projects, including the Big South Fork folklife survey, are more complex 
because they involve multiple goals and actors (e.g., planners and other pro-
fessionals in various government agencies, researchers from various disci-
plines handling various contract assignments, and diverse segments within 
local communities, such as town elites and "river people"). In such cases, 
conflict among parties is not uncommon, and the cultural specialist must 
negotiate other roles in addition to the relatively straightforward role of 
researcher. 
Applied research often is a prelude to policy recommendations, so that 
the researcher becomes a consultant or advisor to the policy maker. Useful 
project reports must clearly outline implications or conclusions to be drawn 
from research findings and include recommendations as to appropriate 
courses of action. Managers often need advice about policy decisions before 
research and report writing is finished, as occurred when I was asked to 
investigate why the decision to build the Kentucky lodge at Bear Creek had 
aroused so much local opposition, or to indicate whether a mining museum 
complex at Blue Heron would be feasible and desirable. 
Cultural specialists often adopt the role of liaison or culture broker to 
promote communication across the cultural barriers that tend to separate 
environmental professionals from at least some of the "affected publics" 
whose welfare they are obliged to consider. Though resource managers in 
the field are often in close contact with local people and can to some extent 
communicate local sentiment back to headquarters, they may be perceived 
as "the enemy" in confrontational situations; people may talk more frankly 
with independent contractors than "organization men." It is important to 
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realize that environmental professionals belong to their own organizational 
subcultures; one must become familiar with these as well as with local folk 
cultures in order to be an effective liaison or communications facilitator. 
Contractors feel a responsibility to help the agencies employing them 
publicize and explain their policies, as I did when I helped residents with 
questions about relocation obtain needed information or discussed the ra-
tionale for recently announced management policies. More important, con-
tractors are in a position to report, and feel obligated to report, local 
reactions, concerns, and complaints in an effort to ensure that planners and 
resource managers give these opinions due consideration. In doing so, cul-
tural specialists become advocates for local people who may have little other 
effective representation in the planning process. Balancing obligations to 
the people we study and the people who pay us can be ethically challenging. 
The codes of ethics endorsed by my professional organizations (Society for 
Applied Anthropology and American Anthropological Association) clearly as-
sign my first responsibility to the people studied, not my employer; thus 
advocacy is appropriate in applied work, and it is often necessary to promote 
the goals of cultural conservation. 
The Reagan era, with its reduced federal spending for domestic proj-
ects, brought about significant reduction in federal programs and greater 
local control over environmental planning. Increased citizen involvement 
and new local and state-level initiatives to stimulate recreation and cultural 
tourism mean that local governments and community organizations more 
often employ cultural specialists directly rather than dealing with those em-
ployed by state or federal agencies. Moving a step beyond the involvement 
of local people in the Blue Heron interpretive project, local cultural conser-
vation programs that are supported by state humanities or arts councils typ-
ically make extensive use of participatory research and place responsibility 
for interpretive programming in local hands. 
In collaborative research projects of this kind, cultural specialists assume 
new roles as consultants and facilitators who help community groups define 
and achieve their own goals, working with-rather than for-them. Thus 
folklorists who choose applied work in environmental planning in preference 
to academe may one day find themselves teaching American studies, field-
work methods, and public programming skills to local apprentices eager to 
put all they learn to immediate use. 
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gible: A Folklorist's Role in Architectural Documentation and Preservation," in 
Burt Feintuch, ed., The Conservation of Culture: Folkorists and the Public Sector 
(Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1988), 196-205, describes her involvement 
in state historic preservaton programs. Ormond Loomis discusses the process 
through which historic preservation and folklife programs came to share com-
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mon cultural conservation goals in "Links between Historic Preservation and 
Folk Cultural Programs," in Feintuch, Conservation of Culture, 183-95. For a 
brief account of American Folklife Center research projects involving coopera-
tion with federal land management agencies, see Carl Fleischhauer, "Cultural 
Conservation and Government Planning," in Benita J. Howell, ed., Cultural 
Heritage Conservation in the American South (Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 
Southern Anthropological Society Proceedings, no. 23), 118-24. 
Contributors to Roy S. Dickens and Carole E. Hill, eds., Cultural Resources: 
Planning and Management (Boulder: Westview Press, Social Impact Assessment 
Series, no. 2, 1978), address the need for attention to living cultures and intang-
ible resources, describe various difficulties of doing contract research, and dis-
cuss treatment of cultural resources in social impact assessment. See especially 
Sue-Ellen Jacobs, "Experiences in Social Impact Assessment: The Anthropolo-
gists and the Agencies," 98-126; and C.P. Wolf, "The Cultural Impact State-
ment," 178-93. My article, "Implications of the Cultural Conservation Report 
for Social Impact Assessment," Human Organization 42:346-50, cites examples of 
ethnographic studies used in conjunction with social impact assessment. For a 
good general introduction to standard social impact assessment procedures, con-
sult Kristi Branch, et at., Guide to Social Assessment: A Framework for Assessing 
Social Change (Boulder: Westview Press Social Impact Assessment Series, no. 11, 
1984). Also useful is Kurt Finsterbusch and C.P. Wolf Methodology of Social Im-
pact Assessment, 2nd ed. (Stroudsburg, Penn.: Hutchinson, Ross, 1981). 
For case examples of the relationship between cultural knowledge or use of 
natural resources and conservation, see Jeffrey A. McNeely and David Pitt, eds., 
Culture and Conservation: The Human Dimension in Environmental Planning (Dover, 
N. H.: Croon Helm, 1985); Jonathon Berger and John Walter Sinton, Water, Earth, 
and Fire: Land-Use and Environmental Planning in the New Jersey Pine Barrens (Bal-
timore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1985); and Mary Hufford, One Space, Many 
Places. Folklife and Land Use in New Jersey's Pinelands National Reserve (Wash-
ington, D.C.: American Folklife Center, Publications, no. 15, 1986). "Resource 
ethnography" is described in Muriel Crespi, "The Ethnography of Alaska Re-
source Use," CRM Bulletin 10 (Feb. 1987): 24-25. Other articles in that issue of 
CRM Bulletin present other interesting applications of ethnography. The Decem-
ber 1987 issue of Courier, Newsmagazine of the National Park Service on park rela-
tions with Native Americans includes articles on continuing use of subsistence 
resources, one by park superintendent Mack Shaver, the other by Andrew Bal-
luta, a Dena'ina park ranger who assisted anthropologist Linda Ellana with the 
resource ethnography for Lake Clark National Park and Preserve. By identifying 
and protecting culturally important natural resources that are threatened by de-
velopment, planners can safeguard the cultural traditions that depend on these 
resources. Steps have been taken to conserve the African-American basketry 
tradition of coastal South Carolina by protecting sweetgrass habitat from resort 
development; this work is described by Dale Rosengarten, "'Bulrush Is Silver, 
Sweetgrass Is Gold': The Enduring Art of Sea Grass Basketry," Folklife Annual 
88-89 (1989): 148-64. A similar case of protecting sedges important for Porno 
basketry is described by Richard N. Lerner, "Preserving Plants for Pomos," in 
Robert M. Wulff and Shirley J. Fiske, eds., Anthropological Praxis: Translating 
Knowledge into Action (Boulder: Westview Press, 1987), 212-22. 
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Charles C. Geisler, et at, eds., Indian SIA: The Social Impact Assessment of 
Rapid Resource Development on Native Peoples (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 
Natural Resources Sociology Monograph, no. 3, 1982), includes numerous case 
studies illustrating uses of cultural research and consultation with communities 
to identify and mitigate adverse impacts of development projects. Richard W. 
Stoffle, ed., Cultural and Paleontological Effects of Siting a Low-Level Radioactive 
Waste Storage Facility in Michigan. Candidate An'a Analysis Phase. (Ann Arbor: Uni-
versity of Michigan Institute for Social Research, 1990) cites previous environ-
mental planning studies that have incorporated ethnohistorical or ethnographic 
research. 
In assessing how development will affect quality of life, a community's per-
ceptions of risk are probably more significant than experts' objective measures of 
risk. A special issue of Practicing Anthropology edited by Amy K. Wolfe, ''Anthro-
pology in Environmental Risk Studies," PA 10(3-4), explores uses of ethno-
graphic community studies in risk assessment. Another aspect of environmental 
planning not discussed in this chapter is housing design. With prior knowledge 
of cultural preferences, activity patterns, and social interaction, architects can 
design culturally appropriate housing. For articles ilustrating how folklife and 
ethnographic research are applied in housing design, see Setha M. Low and 
Erve Chambers, eds., Housing, Cui tun', and Design: A Comparative Perspective 
(Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1989). 
The final section of this chapter alludes to several features of applied social 
science: multiple roles with potential for role conflict, knowledge utilization and 
policy relevance of applied research, and issues of ethics. Each topic is discussed 
in John van Willigen's Applied Anthropology: An Introduction (South Hadley, 
Mass.: Bergin and Garvey, 1986). The Society for Applied Anthropology Code 
of Ethics and discussion of it appear on pp. 41-53 of van Willigen's text. The 
policy relevance of applied research is the theme of Erve Chambers, Applied 
Anthropology: A Practical Guide (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1986). 
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Folklore and Medicine 
DAVID J. HUFFORD 
In the conventional view, folk medical beliefs and practices are a cultural 
vestige influencing only isolated populations in the United States and new 
immigrants from less developed countries. Such a notion stems from the 
idea that folklore itself consists largely of obsolete information and ways of 
doing things from past times. This conventional idea of the prevalence and 
nature of folk medicine is quite inaccurate. 
"Folk medicine" refers to those health-related beliefs and practices that 
have a traditional existence alongside an official, politically dominant sys-
tem of medicine. Of course, "official" is a term rooted in context. It is used 
here to refer to the position of "M. D. medicine" within a governmental 
system of regulation (accreditation, licensure, the Surgeon General, depart-
ments of health, and so forth). The "unofficial" traditions are sometimes 
further subdivided according to their mode of dissemination, with those 
primarily in oral circulation being classed as "folk" and those with a heavy 
reliance on print being called "popular." This distinction has some practical 
importance. For example, folk medicine in oral tradition tends to have group 
and regional affinities, such as Mexican-American curonderismo. Traditions 
that utilize mass media are more national, as in health foods or charismatic 
healing. However, all modern traditions are affected by and to some extent 
disseminated through mass media, and all medical traditions in the pluralis-
tic cultural environment of the United States affect one another deeply and 
constantly. Health food beliefs have developed from traditions of folk herb-
alism, Pennsylvania German powwow doctors have been influenced by both 
Puerto Rican spiritism and by chiropractic, and New Age healers explicitly 
seek out and adopt the practices of Native American shamans. For purposes 
of applied folklore the folk-popular distinction is of secondary importance, 
so I shall use the term "folk medicine" in its broadest application. 
To many, the term "folk medicine" conjures up images of isolated, 
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uneducated, ethnic populations who depend on traditional beliefs and prac-
tices because they have no medical alternatives or cannot be persuaded to 
use them. If this stereotype were accurate, then folklore applications to 
medical practice would be limited to a few easily recognized situations in-
volving a limited number of patients. However, in fifteen years of research 
and teaching in a medical school, I have found that the stereotype is a gross 
error that frequently interferes with the delivery of good health care. The 
following case, typical of many from my fieldwork, will help to illustrate the 
problems with the stereotype. 
A Case 
Mr. B. is a middle-aged, white businessman. His medical history and demo-
graphic characteristics are quite typical of middle-class urban and suburban 
patients. 
"In July I was diagnosed as having a hiatal hernia, which was not relieved by 
several different treatments. . . . Over the next year and a half I got sicker and 
had more and more attacks [this condition can cause severe chest pain]. In des-
peration I went to another doctor .... This doctor did a biliary drainage test ... 
and he suggested [gall bladder] removal. ... 
They removed the gall bladder and performed an exploratory-the surgeon 
put his finger through the hole in the diaphragm .... However, I did not im-
prove. In fact, the attacks occurred even more frequently. I went back to the 
internist and he said that if I [continued to get worse] they'd have to operate. 
[At that point Mr. B.'s wife heard about a local prayer-for-healing group that 
was about to hold a large meeting locally.] I agreed to go although I hadn't been 
involved in any healing group before. I kind of took Oral Roberts as a joke .... 
Friday morning before the evening service I became very sick and left work . 
. . . At the service I felt a little uneasy, but I became more at ease because the. 
service was sedate, well done .... I got in the healing line ... [and one of the 
ministers] laid his hands on my head and prayed for the Lord Jesus to heal me. I 
didn't feel anything. 
[Later] on the way to my car I thought, "I wonder if I got healed? How are 
you supposed to feel?" ... Then suddenly, I felt like high voltage touched me 
on my head and I had a feeling that I can only describe as like bubbling, boiling 
water rolling to my fingertips and back up .... And I felt the presence of God 
right there on the street. . . . I knew I had been healed. 
[Mr. B.'s wife also believed he had been healed; after a night of prayer they 
decided also that he should return to his physician.] I told him what had hap-
pened, somewhat cautiously .... He listened intently, smiled and said, "You 
had a mental experience, like a mental high-you can go right back to where 
you were in a few weeks." I said to him, "Can this hernia close?" And he said, 
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"No way." I said, "Could I have another upper GI series [X-rays]?" He said, 
"Sure." 
... I had the series the next morning. The following morning he called and 
said, "I can't explain it, but the X-rays are perfectly normal." 
That was over ten years ago. Mr. B. has required no further treatment 
for hernia and has been symptom-free ever since. He has also become a 
strong believer and participant in this form of healing, and he continues to 
use medical treatment for himself and his family-simultaneously with 
prayer-whenever any of them is seriously ill. 
This case illustrates many common features of contemporary folk med-
icine: Mr. B. is part of the American cultural "mainstream;" he tried folk 
healing after "all else had failed"; the healing approach had a major spiritu-
al component; improvement was associated with sensations of energy and 
other powerful subjective elements; and his use of folk medicine did not 
occur instead of conventional care nor did it subsequently replace medical 
care but was instead added to it. And, while this case cannot be claimed to 
"prove" healing miracles, the patient's beliefs are easily understood as 
rational. l 
The Prevalence of Folk Medicine 
Just how representative is the case of Mr. B.? A 1984 study indicates that 13 
percent of cancer patients at the University of Pennsylvania Cancer Center 
were also using one or more folk medical treatments for their disease. 2 Con-
trary to stereotype, however, these patients were largely white and well edu-
cated. In the spring of 1986, the firm of Louis Harris and Associates carried 
out a national survey under contract with the Department of Health and 
Human Services. According to the Executive Summary of this survey, the 
investigators not only confirmed earlier reports regarding the simultaneous 
use of various treatments for cancer, but they also discovered that nearly 30 
percent of the general population will probably use folk alternatives for their 
illnesses. Although the researchers found no single set of demographic vari-
ables with which to predict who would do what, college graduates do seem 
more likely than others to use folk medicine. 
Often folk medicine has been said to be without therapeutic value, at 
most having some psychological benefits in relieving anxiety. But in 1976 a 
study published in Cancer Treatment Reports indicated that among 3,000 plants 
used as folk medical treatments of cancer 52.4 percent of the genera and 19.9 
percent of the species are now known to have antitumor activity. 3 This is about 
twice the rate resulting from chance, as random screening of plant samples 
previously carried out by the National Cancer Institute demonstrates. To cite 
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another example, the current recommendations for increased fiber and re-
duced animal fats in the diet to reduce the risk of several diseases has been a 
major element of folk belief since the last century, if not before. But as recent-
ly as the mid-1970s these beliefs were derided in medical journals. 
These examples could easily be multiplied many times. Clearly, some 
longstanding assumptions about folk medicine must be reconsidered and reas-
sessed. From pharmacology to patient behavior, health professionals need to 
know more about the traditions of their patients if they are to serve them well. 
Drawing on my experience in instructing doctors, nurses, and others in the 
health care professions, I present below some of the concepts about folklore in 
medicine that these practitioners have found helpful. Although I write to folk-
lorists about how their methods and insights can be utilized in the medical 
field, I also aim some comments directly at health professionals for whom 
folklore has much to offer. 
Folklore Studies and Health 
I first became interested in the application of folklore studies to medical edu-
cation, practice, and research while I was a graduate student in folklore at the 
University of Pennsylvania in the late 1960s. My doctoral dissertation, entitled 
"Folklore Studies and Health" (1974), developed this concept as a broad area' 
including, but not restricted to, folk medicine. For example, traditional food-
ways and folk religion are directly pertinent to health and health behavior, and 
folk narrative is a central topic in the study of the ways that people perceive 
and describe their health histories. While my medical work is set in this broad 
context, here I shall concentrate on those aspects of the subject traditionally 
understood as comprising folk medicine. 
I have always considered "folklore studies and health" to be a primary 
example of "applied folklore." My definition of applied folklore is simply 
the application of concepts, methods, and materials from academic folklore 
studies to the solution of practical problems. This places applied folklore in 
the same relationship to basic folklore research as is engineering to the 
basic natural sciences. This analogy is useful in indicating that the distinc-
tion is not merely between research and application, or between the aca-
demic and the public sectors. There is in fact research in engineering; 
moreover, basic scientists occasionally create practical inventions in the 
course of their experiments. Similarly folklore studies and health involves 
its own kinds of inquiry, and basic folklore research often serves practical as 
well as "theoretical" ends. 
Pursuing folklore studies and health, I became a member of the Behav-
ioral Science Department of the Penn State College of Medicine at the Mil-
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ton S. Hershey Medical Center in 1974. A brief description of my applied 
work since that time will serve to suggest the range of folklore/medicine 
applications that are possible, and the demand that exists for them. My 
primary teaching at the College of Medicine involves a behavioral science 
unit that I have developed entitled "Social and Cultural Aspects of Health" 
that is taken by all first-year students. The unit emphasizes the patient's 
point of view and is heavily illustrated with cases in which folklore is promi-
nent. In addition to my teaching of medical students, I have made a variety 
of other health applications of folklore materials, including the teaching of 
residents, the presentation of both clinical and grand rounds, and clinical 
consultation. Outside the Medical Center I have taught, for the past several 
years, courses in folk medicine for nursing graduate students and social ger-
ontology students at the University of Pennsylvania where I have adjunct 
appointments in Folklore and Folklife, Nursing, and Social Gerontology. I 
have made presentations on folk medicine and folk belief for a variety of 
medical and multidisciplinary continuing education programs, especially 
dealing with the needs and behavior of cancer patients. In 1987 and 1988 I 
prepared three major reports on folk medicine and alternative cancer treat-
ments at the invitation of the Congressional Office of Technology Assess-
ment as a part of their project concerning the evaluation of unorthodox 
cancer treatments. These reports were based on videotapes, case studies, 
printed materials, and other data in the Medical Ethnography Collection of 
the Penn State College of Medicine, founded in 1983, over which I serve as 
academic director. 
Folk Medicine, Belief Systems, and World View 
Unfortunately, folk medicine has generally been conceived both by aca-
demics and health professionals as consisting of sets of healing recipes, the 
efficacy and behavioral impact of which could be individually measured by 
reference to current medical criteria. Modern folklore theory, however, rec-
ognizes that such beliefs and practices exist within larger, organized systems 
of cultural materials, health belief systems. Furthermore, these systems in-
clude sets of v~lues, attitudes, and expectations partly taught by culture and 
partly developed by the individual through unique life experiences that 
challenge these culturally provided "world views." The question, "Why do 
you believe that works?" cannot be answered purely on the basis of observa-
tions about a healing practice itself, but must include its cultural context. 
For example, the belief in the efficacy of ginseng as a universally effective 
tonic is associated with a high valuation of age and experience, characteris-
tics of wise healers as exemplified by traditional herbalists. The belief is 
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further supported by the current status of the Oriental healing traditions 
from which the use of ginseng was learned by Westerners. That status in-
cludes the observation that many Oriental health ideas (including the prop-
erties of ginseng) are today receiving serious medical scrutiny.4 In North 
America, beliefs about ginseng often benefit from a common idea, usually 
found in a Christian framework, that God would not have placed us in a 
world that did not contain remedies to match all problems. Associated with 
this belief is a common skepticism about harsh chemicals and "high-tech" 
treatments, and the expectation that natural healing i~ safe by definition. 
This latter idea is related to the popular conception of natural healing mate-
rials as more like food than medicine, thus connoting a nurturant mechanism 
in contrast to the combative images associated with many modern medical 
treatments. In a given clinical encounter the belief in the usefulness of gin-
seng may have little direct relevance, but several of these related issues may 
have great importance, for example, difficulty in accepting the authority of a 
relatively young physician, noncompliance or undercompliance with pre-
scription regimens, and ignorance of the potential risks of many natural heal-
ing methods (e.g., liver toxicity with some herbs, protein malnutrition with 
some diets). 
Each of the ideas just described may be different in any given case. For 
example, for some patients the belief in natural remedies may be supported 
by an evolutionary theory that includes such concepts as "diseases of civili-
zation" with no explicit religious component. Thus, health belief systems 
must be understood in both their individual forms, as represented by single, 
real patients, and in the idealized, cultural forms that help in the analysis of 
overall social interactions, such as the affinity of a particular set of beliefs for 
specific social groups. If this distinction is not made, and individual health 
systems are assumed to mirror cultural trends, the result is stereotyping that 
interferes with good care. 
It is, therefore, generally the case that individual folk medical beliefs 
are practically impossible to understand in isolation. Nor do they provide a 
useful starting point for examining the interaction of modern medicine and 
folk tradition. 
The Logic of Folk Medicine 
To understand the prevalence of folk medicine in North America it is neces-
sary to contrast the way that it operates among those raised within a tradi-
tional folk healing system and those who are brought to it by circumstances 
later in life, very often serious illness. 
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Highly prominent folk medicine systems identified with particular 
"folk groups" have served as the model for studies of folk medicine, result-
ing in the stereotypical notion of "their" medicine as opposed to "our" 
medicine. However, even within those groups for whom a folk medical sys-
tem is dominant, there exists a variety of alternatives. For example, chiro-
practic, the health food movement, and the folk medicines of neighboring 
groups are all quite salient for both Christian Scientists and those Mexican-
Americans who utilize curonderismo. Furthermore, true folk medical domi-
nance is rare in North America. More frequently folk medicine constitutes a 
set of alternative influences and options that coexist with the modern, offi-
cial medical system, varying in prominence according to context. This is 
well illustrated by the case of Mr. B., given above, who had no interest in 
any form of folk medicine until faced with a crisis in which official medicine 
was unable to provide adequate help. At that point he experimented with an 
alternative approach, and his beliefs and practices have been permanently 
changed as a result. In other words, the health culture of the United States 
is basically pluralistic, and the routes through the various possible resources 
by a given individual constitute a "hierarchy of resort." This concept is very 
useful for the analysis of the ways in which individuals sort through their 
options in a rational order. However, if one assumes that clinical encounters 
are the fundamental form of health behavior, an assumption encouraged by 
the medical model, analysis yields a deceptively simple hierarchical picture. 
It is true, for example, that many patients go to their family doctor for back 
pain but subsequently may try a chiropractor if the M.D.'s treatments yield 
no satisfactory result; or Christian Scientists in extremis may consult a sur-
geon. However, the health resources of most people include a wide variety 
of home treatment (and prevention) strategies that are utilized far more of-
ten than any kind of healer, that are likely to continue in use during regi-
mens prescribed by healers, and that involve beliefs that shape the manner 
in which a healer's advice is followed. Even for those for whom a single 
health system is dominant, it is rare not to find a variety of health resources 
used, in different orders, for different problems, and at different stages of 
those problems. 
I have just described the process by which an individual works her or 
his way through a hierarchy of health options as "rational." I use that term 
advisedly, and whenever I discuss health systems I begin by noting that 
most of them (from conventional medicine to psychic healing to home-
opathy to herbalism) are rational systems of thought. Immediately I en-
counter an argument to the effect that this cannot be because such and 
such a system is not correct. Whether or not this judgment of correctness is 
right is not relevant. "Rational" simply means based on the coherent use of 
human reason. Reasoning, including formal deductive logic, cannot guaran-
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tee truth. If assumptions, criteria for the admission of evidence, and obser-
vations differ, then the same kind of reasoning may lead to very different 
conclusions. 
The importance of recognizing the rationality of a system of ideas is that 
it gives people with different viewpoints a common ground for discussion. A 
surgeon and a folk healer can rather easily be brought to understand the 
logic of each other's thought if each will listen to a straightforward descrip-
tion of the assumptions and observations involved. This understanding can 
lead to a reasonable discussion that can work to the advantage of each, and 
even more importantly to the advantage of a patient who may be seeking 
help simultaneously from both. Because emotions tend to be so strong in 
such discussions, it may be necessary for a third party to help communicate 
the "straightforward description," for example a medical folklorist or anthro-
pologist, or the patient in the middle. But it is still not that complicated a 
task to accomplish. 
Two crucial points here are worth reiterating. First, it is not that folk 
medical systems have their own logic, as is often suggested. It is the some logic 
that is used in other kinds of reasoning including medicine, granting that not 
all individuals are equally adept at reasoning or reason the same in all situa-
tions. For example, emotion occasionally overwhelms reason regardless of 
the individual's cognitive skills. But this is as true of official thought as of 
folk tradition. It is differences in initial assumptions (e.g., that God can heal 
miraculously or that "natural" treatments are better than "artificial" ones), 
the selection and ordering of one's authorities (e.g., intuition or scripture as 
opposed to-or in addition to-scientific journals and textbooks), and crite-
ria for evidence that set any particular folk medical system apart from official 
medicine. The most important single difference in criteria for evidence is 
that folk tradition highly values the patient's experience, i.e., subjective evi-
dence, while official medicine is much more comfortable with objective evi-
dence, especially that obtained through technological assessment. A major 
consequence of this is that folk medical practice tends to be in closer touch 
with the patient's feelings about health and disease. This is often referred to 
as a focus on illness as opposed to disease. 
The second point is that the result of a rational discussion based on an 
understanding of another's health system as logically ordered does not nec-
essarily result in agreement about which beliefs are true. Neither does it 
suggest that health care professionals should stop short of making the stron-
gest case possible for the best current medical knowledge and practice. But 
the data indicate that regardless of good medical arguments a substantial 
number of patients will persist in refusing some aspects of recommended 
treatment and in adding folk medical treatments outside the clinic or hospi-
tal. The choice is not between requiring 100 percent compliance and per-
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mitting freedom to patients. The choice is between knowing when folk 
medicine is important in a case and not knowing. If the health care team 
knows of pertinent beliefs and practices, then there is an opportunity to 
assess and discuss them with the patient. Otherwise the implications of 
those beliefs and practices, for better or for worse, will remain inaccessible 
to medical intervention. The possible nature of such intervention is out-
lined in the following section. 
Dealing with Folk Medicine in the Clinic 
Frequently folk medical beliefs in the clinical setting are viewed primarily as 
obstacles to compliance. For example, many health care professionals phrase 
the primary question regarding folk medicine as follows: "How can we get 
patients to give up those health practices and beliefs that are not in accord 
with medicine or, failing that, how can we get them to follow medical advice 
regardless of those beliefs and practices?" This response derives largely from 
the stereotypical assumption that folk medicine is found mostly among 
poorly educated, culturally marginal individuals. From this perspective the 
problem is simply one of education and acculturation. However, the discov-
ery of the prevalence of folk medicine among all segments of society indi-
cates that merely informing the patient that medicine does not share a belief 
is no guarantee that the belief will be given up. Neither does the nonmedi-
cal status of a health belief logically mean that it should be given up. I teach 
instead that the problem is much more complex: 
• First, physicians must become aware of their patients' "unortho-
dox" (in medical terms) beliefs and practices, and this is difficult be-
cause patients usually conceal them from physicians. 
• Having become aware of a patient's beliefs and practices, the physi-
cian must determine whether they actually constitute a risk, either a 
direct risk (as in liver toxicity in infants being given certain herbal prep-
arations) or the risk of conflict with medical advice (as in a belief that 
medical treatment indicates a lack of faith and is therefore an impedi-
ment to healing through prayer). 
• If there is no risk, the beliefs and practices must be considered 
among the patient's health resources, and must remain of interest be-
cause these resources readily change over time, and their medical impli-
cations may also change . 
• If there are risks involved, the patient's commitment to the prac-
tices and beliefs must be assessed and compared to his or her commit-
ment to medical treatment. 
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• If the commitment is relatively light, medical arguments alone may 
accomplish the desired effect . 
• If commitment is relatively strong, the physician must engage in a 
process of negotiation between the medical framework and the frame-
work of the patient. This final step requires eliciting from the patient 
the exact nature of the practice or belief in question and its place within 
the patient's health system. This necessitates some understanding of 
ethnographic interviewing methods, or a willingness to draw upon non-
medical experts for consultation (ranging from faith healers to herbalists 
to scholars such as folklorists and anthropologists). 
In some cases this negotiation leads to full compliance, but very often 
it does not. The ultimate goal is to maximize the delivery of good medical 
care, to minimize the medical risks identified in the folk medical belief and 
practice, and to create a cooperative doctor-patient relationship. The nego-
tiation may be as simple as the following: discovering that an Hispanic 
patient believes in the ancient hot-cold balance theory of disease and treat-
ment; that the penicillin prescribed for a bacterial infection was initially 
accepted because the disease was classified as "cold" and penicillin is con-
sidered "hot"; however, if the penicillin causes diarrhea then the patient 
may stop taking it because this is a "hot" disorder. Merely explaining the 
mechanism by which penicillin is known to produce this side effect and 
insisting that the medicine be continued can end discussion, but it is not 
likely to result in actual compliance. However, if the explanation is accom-
panied by the suggestion that the "heat" of the penicillin be balanced by 
taking it with fruit juice which is considered "cold," full compliance may 
be obtained together with a much better relationship between doctor and 
patient. The patient need not think that the doctor shares the hot-cold 
beliefs. It is enough that the doctor is aware of them, respects the patient's 
cultural heritage, and sees ways in which the two approaches may be kept 
from conflicting. 
Other cases may be much more complicated and may require a compro-
mise involving less than full delivery of preferred medical treatment and less 
than complete reduction of risk in the patient's practice. However, if the 
only alternative to this is constant, hidden noncompliance or complete loss 
of the patient to medical care, such a negotiated middle ground is clearly 
desirable. Also, this kind of accommodation has been known to add to medi-
cal knowledge, as when Jehovah's Witnesses have refused blood transfusions 
while simultaneously accepting the idea of surgery. This has resulted in 
major developments in reducing the amount of blood needed for many sur-
gical procedures. 
Furthermore, the negotiation process itself is important beyond its di-
rect impact on the management of a particular case. It provides the best 
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Figure 5.1. Decision Tree 
A clinical decision tree for dealing with clinically important patient involvement in 
alternative health practices and beliefs. 
Is patient interested in alternative 
health beliefs and practices? 
I 
YES ... ... NO 
Are health risks 
involved? 
YES .... 
Is patient strongly 




... NO ~ .. NO 
Seek accommodation to Seek to dissuade Encourage continued 
minimize risks and emphasizing medical discussion and consider 
maximize effective Tx reasons as resource 
opportunity for doctors and nurses to become familiar with the beliefs and 
practices of the local patient population, and the functions of those beliefs 
and practices in the case of specific diseases. No textbook can ever give all 
of this information, and it is not feasible to have a designated cultural spe-
cialist on every health care team. Therefore, the first role of the folklorist in 
the medical process is one of education, with clinical consultation an impor-
tant second function. 
This discussion of folk medicine in the clinic illustrates several points 
about folklore studies and health. First, not only must material and methods 
of use to the physician be taught, they must be taught together with the 
specifics of their application. I teach the process described above in the form 
of a clinical decision tree (figure 5.1). 
Each of the steps in this algorithm is accompanied by a list of actions to 
be taken or information to be acquired. For example, the first step, becom-
ing aware of a patient's beliefs and practices, includes the following: (1) 
familiarize yourself with the health systems of your area; (2) "give permis-
sion" for patients to raise unconventional health topics in the clinic; (3) 
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listen for "nondisclosing cues," cautious efforts to raise the subject of folk 
medicine while minimizing the disclosure of personal beliefs (as in "I have 
a friend who believes that . . . "); (4) explicitly reopen this subject with 
patients whenever they are faced with a serious health problem of their own 
or in their family, because these are the times at which,they are most likely 
to seek (and be offered) additional or alternative health resources. 
Although I have referred primarily to physicians throughout my article, 
all members of the health care team can and should be involved in this 
process. In fact, many patients are much more willing to share this informa-
tion with practically anyone other than the doctor, because they reasonably 
perceive the physician as most likely to be very negative about medically 
unorthodox beliefs and practices. 
Conclusion 
I have described folk medical belief systems as rational, although I have 
granted that they may conflict with official medical care. I have also out-
lined a negotiation process that includes the possibility that the accom-
modation of patient beliefs and folk medical practices may involve some 
risk and may interfere with medically indicated treatment. This is not in-
tended to suggest a medical relativism in which any practice is acceptable if 
the patient believes in it. It is instead intended to be practical, acknowledg-
ing that a long history of efforts by official medicine to eliminate the influ-
ence of folk medicine indicates that this is not an achievable goal. The 
study of folk medicine also helps one to understand why it is so persistent. 
Despite the very broad authority that our society has granted to the medi-
cal profession it is clear that official medicine does not and cannot provide 
everything needed to deal with sickness, suffering, and death. No matter 
how many professional resources are developed and added, from social 
work to counseling and so forth, such official efforts never serve all needs. 
It is out of this social fact, the inability of official culture and authority to 
provide for all contingencies, that folklore has always grown. Viewed in this 
way the situation may be seen as less adversarial. Official medicine has 
always been surrounded by additional community health resources, which 
is good because by itself it cannot fulfill such functions as explaining the 
meaning of suffering or providing all of the support that a chronically dis-
abled person requires. 
The ultimate goal of folklore applied to health care, then, is to help 
official medicine to recognize its cultural location within the community and 
to discover the means for interacting as effectively as possible with those 
additional resources with which it coexists. In this way conflict, with its 
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attendant costs, can be minimized and the positive aspects of both official 
and folk medicine can be enhanced. This can be done without asking the 
physician to become an ethnographer or attempting to bring into official 
medicine everything that helps sick people. 
Folklorists, of course, are not the only academics with an interest in the 
cultural and social aspects of health care. The discipline of folklore, however, 
does have certain unique features relevant to medical applications. First, 
although folklore research is carried on all over the world in many different 
populations, American folklorists have a strong tradition of working with 
"local" populations. Therefore, the central subject matter of folk medicine 
for folklorists involves the major American patient populations, unlike medi-
cal anthropology, for example, that has a much greater emphasis on Third 
World cultures. However, folk medical research shares with medical anthro-
pology an ethnographic approach; that is, its primary methods involve rich 
and complex descriptions of actual behavior using a great variety of tech-
niques, from interviewing to participant observation to photographic docu-
mentation. Quantitative and numerical methods are also used, but they do 
not dominate as in medical sociology. Therefore, the descriptions are readily 
applied to an understanding of clinical situations, whereas the more heavily 
quantitative descriptions characteristic of medical sociology are often more 
easily used for public health purposes. Folklore studies also has a tradition of 
combining humanities and social science perspectives. This allows the folk-
loristic study of folk medicine to be broadly interdisciplinary and to include 
insights ranging from history and philosophy to epidemiology and psycho-
biology. But in the last analysis, perhaps folklore's greatest advantage in this 
kind of work is its strong populist orientation. That is, cast into a clinical 
situation all of a folklorist's training immediately suggests questions aimed 
at understanding the patient's point of view and describing it in the most 
sympathetic manner possible. This is a central part of the discipline's intel-
lectual history and development: the assumption that ordinary people tend 
to be underestimated and that their knowledge tends to be discredited by 
authorities. The folklorist seeks to understand that overlooked knowledge, 
especially by learning the traditional idioms and modes of thought from 
which it arises. This does not make the folklorist a critic or adversary of 
medicine, but it dpes make her or him an informed advocate of the patient, 
one who has the intellectual tools necessary to render physicians and pa-
tients mutually intelligible. 
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For Further Information 
The Nature of Illness 
Folk medicine intimately reflects patients' perceptions of sickness, and since 
the mid-1970s the literature has reflected an increased concern about those per-
ceptions and the factors that shape them. The difference between professional 
and lay views is explored by Leon Eisenberg, in "Disease and Illness: Distinc-
tions Between Professional and Popular Ideas of Sickness," Culture, Medicine and 
Psycltiatry 1 (1977): 9-23, and in 1976 Elihu M. Gerson provided a new analysis 
of the significance of that difference in "The Social Character of Illness: Devi-
ance or Politics?" Social Science and Medicine 10 (1976): 219-24. Eric Cassell, 
"The Nature of Suffering and the Goals of Medicine," The New England Journal 
of Medicine 306 (1982): 639-45, discusses a major source of the professional! 
patient difference, while David Hufford, "The Love of God's Mysterious Will: 
Suffering and the Popular Theology of Healing," Listening, 22 (1987): 225-39, 
discusses the medical implications of two different views of suffering commonly 
found in folk medicine. 
Alan Harwood ed., Ethnicity and Health Care (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1981), provides an excellent introduction to the relationship of ethnicity 
and health, including warnings against the equation of folk medicine and 
ethnicity. 
Introductions to Folk Medicine and Specific Systems 
There are only a few brief introductions to folk medicine in general available. 
Don Yoder's "Folk Medicine" in Richard M. Dorson, ed., Folklore and Folklife: 
An Introduction (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1972), 191-215, and David 
Hufford's "Folk Healers" in Richard M. Dorson, ed., Handbook of American 
Folklore (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1983), 306-13, are complementary 
treatments written from the folklorist's point of view. Irwin Press's "Urban Folk 
Medicine: A Functional Overview," American Anthropologist 80 (1978): 71-84, 
illustrates the anthropologist's focus on Third World populations, providing an 
international context for the definition of folk medicine. 
Norman Gevitz, ed., Unorthodox Medicine in America (Baltimore: Johns Hop-
kins Univ. Press, 1988), is a collection of articles on the most historically impor-
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tant folk medical traditions in the United States including botanical medicine, 
water-cure, Christian Science, homeopathy, osteopathy, chiropractic, and Divine 
Healing. My own chapter, "Contemporary Folk Medicine" (pp. 228-64), is a 
relatively detailed introduction to modern American folk medicine that includes 
case examples and a discussion of major concepts in the study of folk medicine. 
Arthur Kleinman, Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture: An Exploration 
of the Borderland between Anthropology, Medicine, and Psychiatry (Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press, 1980) analyzes the entire cultural context of healing, using field 
materials from Taiwan. Cecil G. Helman, " 'Feed a Cold, Starve a Fever' -
Folk Models of Infection in an English Suburban Community, and Their Rela-
tionship to Medical Treatment," Culture, Medicine and Psychiatry 2 (1978): 1 07 -3 7, 
describes the folk health beliefs of a middle-class, English patient population, 
exploring the manner in which this tradition and official medical thought often 
reinforce each other. 
Wayland D. Hand was one of the great comparative scholars of folk medi-
cine. American Folk Medicine: A Symposium (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 
1976), which he edited, contains essays on a great variety of topics ranging from 
Native American medical systems to ancient and medieval beliefs about disease 
and healing, all written by participants in the international conference on folk 
medicine that he organized at UCLA in 1973. It is a good introduction to the 
breadth of folk medicine scholarship. Wayland D. Hand, Magical Medicine: The 
Folkloric Component of Medicine in the Folk Belief, Custom, and Ritual of the Peoples of 
Europe and America (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1980) offers a great 
variety of specific folk medical beliefs studied in historical and comparative 
detail. 
Edward Spicer, ed., Ethnic Medicine in the Southwest (Tucson, 1981) is a help-
ful set of descriptions of the folk medical systems of several groups in the south-
western United States, including Mexican-American, Native American, and 
"Anglo" groups. 
Most folk medical systems have a major spiritual dimension, and religious 
healing is a highly significant part of American folk medicine. David Edwin 
Harrell, Jr., All Things Are Possible: The Healing and Charismatic Revivals in Modern 
America (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1975), is an excellent discussion of 
the major Protestant healing movements in twentieth-century America. 
My own "Christian Religious Healing," Journal of Operational Psychiatry 8 
(1977): 22-27, and "The Love of God's Mysterious Will: Suffering and the Pop-
ular Theology of Healing" (cited above) analyze the differences between the 
approaches to religious healing that are most likely to interfere with medical care 
and those that are more likely to accommodate such care while helping the 
patient to cope with illness. My "Ste. Anne de Beaupre: Roman Catholic Pil-
grimage and Healing," Western Folklore 44 (1985): 194-207, describes one major 
aspect of Roman Catholic healing traditions in the United States. 
Michael Owen Jones's Why Faith Healing? (Ottawa: National Museum of 
Man, Canadian Centre for Folk Culture Studies Paper No.5; 1972) is an excel-
lent field study of one particular magico-religious healer functioning in an iso-
lated rural setting (in Newfoundland, Canada). Jones examines one aspect of the 
tradition, that of some consequences of narrating on attitude, along with the 
process of how notions of appropriate therapy alter with conceptions of the na-
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ture of illness, in his article "Doing What, With Which, and To Whom: The 
Relationship of Case History Accounts to Curing," in Wayland D. Hand, ed., 
American Folk Medicine: A Symposium (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of Cali-
fornia Press, 1976), 301-14. 
Curanderismo, the folk healing tradition of Mexican-Americans, is one of the 
better studied folk medicines found in the United States, The best introduction 
to the subject is Robert T. Trotter II and Juan Antonio Chavira, Curanderismo: 
Mexican American Folk Healing (Athens: The Univ. of Georgia Press, 1981). 
"Holistic healing" is, in a sense, the major folk medical system of modern, 
middle-class Americans. Arthur C. Hastings, James Fadiman, and James S. Gor-
don, eds., Health for the Whole Person (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1981) 
provides the best overview of this developing tradition written from within the 
holistic perspective. Phyllis H. Mattson, Holistic Health in Perspective (Palo Alto, 
Calif.: Mayfield Publishing Co., 1982) is a sympathetic but scholarly description 
and analysis of the movement. 
Finally, for a study of traditional, Appalachian beliefs and practices in con-
flict with clinics in a northern city, see Ellen J. Stekert, "Focus for Conflict: 
Southern Mountain Medical Beliefs in Detroit," in Ellen J. Stekert and Americo 
Paredes, eds., The Urban Experience and Folk Tradition (Austin and London: 
Univ. of Texas Press, 1971), 95-136. 
The Prevalence of Folk Medicine 
The prevalence of folk medicine's influence has been consistently underesti-
mated, and only a few studies have recently begun to offer hard, empirical data 
on the subject. The first and best of these is Barrie R. Cassileth, Edward J. 
Lusk, Thomas B. Strouse, and Brenda J. Bodenheimer, "Contemporary Unor-
thodox Treatments in Cancer Medicine: A Study of Patients, Treatments, and 
Practitioners," Annals of Internal Medicine 101 (1984): 105-12. 
On the related subject of what most patients do before consulting a physi-
cian, Kathryn Dean's "Self-Care Responses to Illness: A Selected Review," So-
cial Science and Medicine 15A (1981): 673-87, provides an excellent literature 
review. 
Lola Romanucci-Ross's article "The Hierarchy of Resort in Curative Prac-
tices: The Admiralty Islands, Melanesia," Journal of Health and Social Behavior 10 
(1969): 201-9 describes the hierarchical sorting by which people move through 
their health resources. This is also a crucial idea for the interpretation of informa-
tion on prevalence. This concept is discussed in detail in the context of Ameri-
can folk medicine, with several examples, in my own "Contemporary Folk 
Medicine" cited above. 
For some recent theses and dissertations on folk medicine, with implica-
tions regarding the prevalence of folk medicine as well as some of the topics 
dealt with below, see Philip Dwyer, "Herbalism and Ritual: Folk Medical Prac-
tices Among Asian Immigrants in Southern California" (Ph.D. dissertation, Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles, 1987); Maria Teresa Valenzuela, "Awareness 
of Folk Medicine Practices of the Mexican-American: A Survey of School 
Nurses" (M.S. thesis, Texas Woman's University, 1985); Teresa F. Keeler, 
"Narrating, Attitudes, and Health: The Effects of Recounting Pregnancy and 
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Childbirth Experiences on the Well-Being of the Participants" (Ph.D. disserta-
tion, University of California, Los Angeles, 1984); Sondra B. Thiederman, 
"The Use of Opium By Women in Nineteenth-Century Britain" (Ph.D. diss., 
University of California, Los Angeles, 1984); Beatrice A. Roeder, "Chicano 
Folk Medicine from Los Angeles, California" (Ph.D. diss., University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, 1984); and Barbara L. Reimensnyder, "Powwowing in 
Union County: A Study of Pennsylvania German Folk Medicine in Context" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1982). 
Cooperative Interaction Between Modem and Folk Medicine 
Although rare in most American health settings, around the world there have 
been a number of efforts made to develop cooperative relationships between 
modern health care teams and folk practitioners. R.H. Bannerman's "WHO's 
Program," World Health (1977): 76-77, describes such an initiative made by the 
World Health Organization. 
One of the few systems found in the United States with which this kind of 
effort has been made is Puerto Rican spiritism. The following two articles are 
descriptions of this cooperation by two scholars who have actually been involved 
in this application, Vivian Garrison in the northeastern United States and Joan 
Koss in Puerto Rico: Vivian Garrison, "Folk Healing Systems as Elements in the 
Community Support Systems of Psychiatric Patients," in U. Rueveni, R. Speck 
and J. Speck, eds., Innovative Interventions: Healing Human Systems (New York: 
Human Sciences Press, 1982), 58-95; and Joan Koss, "The Therapist-Spiritist 
Training Project in Puerto Rico: An Experiment to Relate the Traditional Heal-
ing System to the Public Health System," Social Science and Medicine 14B (1980): 
255-66. 
Clinical Impacts of Folk Medicine 
More common than programs to link folk healers with medical teams have been 
efforts to teach health care providers to recognize folk medicine and other cul-
tural components in the management of individual cases. Ray Brown, Mario 
Ramirez, and E. Fuller Torrey, "Could the Hangup Be Medical Folklore?" 
Patient Care (Sept. 30, 1972): 61-75, was an early indication of physicians' grow-
ing awareness of the clinical importance of folk medicine. Arthur Kleinman, 
Leon Eisenberg, and Byron Good, "Culture, IIIness and Care: Clinical Lessons 
from Anthropologic and Cross-Cultural Research" Annals of Internal Medicine 88 
(1978): 251-58, is a good general introduction to this from the cross-cultural 
orientation. 
My own (David J. Hufford) American Healing Systems: An Introduction and 
Exploration (Hershey, Penn.: Medical Ethnography Collection of the George T. 
Harrell Library, 1984) is an overview of major elements involved in the clinical 
negotiation of folk medical concerns, from the viewpoints both of providers and 
of patients. Printed in looseleaf format for use at a public conference held at the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1984, the booklet has since been used at several 
medical schools and nursing programs. My "Folklore Studies and Health" Prac-
ticing Anthropology 7, nos. 1 and 2 (1985): 23-25, is an introduction to the medical 
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application of folk medicine studies written primarily for folklore and anthropol-
ogy graduate students. 
The following describe folk medical systems associated with specific ethnic 
groups and discuss their clinical importance: Lillian Comas-Diaz, "Ethnicity 
and Treatment: Puerto Rican Espiritismo and Psychotherapy," American Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry 51, no. 4, (1981): 636-45; Alan Harwood, "The Hot-Cold 
Theory of Disease: Implications for Treatment of Puerto Rican Patients," Jour-
nal of the American Medical Association 216 (1971): 1153-58; Loudell F. Snow, 
"Folk Medical Beliefs and Their Implications for Care of Patients: A Review 
Based on Studies Among Black Americans," Annals of Internal Medicine 81 
(1974): 82-96; Margaret M. Clark, ed., Cross-Cultural Medicine, a special issue of 
The Wt:rtern Journal of Medicine 139 (1983): 806-938, which deals with several 
different groups. 
The Risks of Folk Medicine 
Although it has long been assumed that folk medical practice constitutes a major 
direct risk to patient health, there has not been much empirical confirmation of 
this idea. In fact, current studies suggest that direct health risks may be rela-
tively uncommon. However, they do exist and it is obviously important to un-
derstand them. Allen L. Brown, Steve Whaley, and Watson C. Arnold, ''Acute 
Bicarbonate Intoxication From a Folk Remedy," American Journal of Diseast:r of 
Children 135 (1981): 965; and C.H. Gold, ''Acute Renal Failure from Herbal and 
Patent Remedies in Blacks," Clinical Nephrology 14 (1980): 128-34, document 
specific cases of injury caused by folk medical practices. 
Conflict with medical care is a more likely clinical problem with folk medi-
cine than direct physical risk, and conflict is generally something which can be 
ameliorated (or completely removed) through informed negotiation. Lois Hoff-
man's article, "Problem Patient: The Christian Scientist," Medical Economics 33 
(Dec. 1956): 265-83, reprinted in E. Gartly Jaco, ed., Patients, Physicians and 
IlInt:rs (New York: Free Press, 1958),279-83, is a well-known illustration of clini-
cal problems in one of the few cases in which successful negotiation is rarely 
possible. 
The Efficacy of Folk Medicine 
Harder to document than risk, although obviously important, is the matter of 
the efficacy of folk medicine. Walter L. Lewis and Memory P.F. Elvin-Lewis, 
Medical Botany: Plants Affecting Man's Health (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1977), 
is an indispensable introduction to those herbal folk medicines now known to be 
effective. The issues involved in new research on the subject are well introduced 
by Edward M. Croom, Jr., in his "Documenting and Evaluating Herbal Rem-
edies," Economic Botany 37 (1983): 13-27. "Plant Folklore: A Tool for Predicting 
Sources of Antitumor Activity?" Cancer Treatment Report 60 (1976): 979, by R.W. 
Spjut and R.E. Perdue, Jr., presents research on the efficacy of folk herbal 
cancer treatments. 
The possible efficacy of folk medicine is more frequently taken seriously in 
connection with herbal treatments than with "magico-religious" practices, al-
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though the latter are of even greater importance in folk medical traditions 
around the world. Jerome D. Frank, a psychiatrist from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, has pioneered efforts to develop a medical model for understanding the 
apparent success of healing practices that do not involve any physical "medi-
cine." His "The Faith That Heals," The Johns Hopkins Medical Journal 137 
(1975): 127-31, gives a brief overview of his theories. Persuasion and Healing: A 
Comparative Study of Psychotherapy (rev. ed., New York: Schocken Books, 1974) is 
his very influential book on this subject. 
Not all medical researchers have concluded that such successes are best 
understood through the medical model. The Miracles, a book by H. Richard Cas-
dorph, M.D. (Plainfield, N.J.: Logos International, 1976), documents several 
cases of what he concludes were genuine miracles in the literal sense. In a simi-
lar vein Rex Gardner, M.D., in "Miracles of Healing in Anglo-Celtic Northum-
bria as Recorded by the Venerable Bede and His Contemporaries: A Reappraisal 
in the Light of Twentieth Century Experience," British Medical Journal (1983): 
1927-32, argues that while miracles as such may not be capable of scientific 
proof, it is often evident that a belief in them is rationa,l and well supported by 
empirical evidence. 
The efficacy of folk medicine is part of a larger question, namely, whether 
folk tradition contains substantial amounts of valid knowledge not currently 
known to science, or whether it is merely a repository of obsolete notions. My 
book, The Terror That Comes in the Night: An Experience-Centered Study of Super-
natural Assault Traditions (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), ad-
dresses this issue by comparing medical and folk knowledge of sleep paralysis. 
Evidence from many cultures indicates that while folk and medical traditions of 
this state overlap to some extent, both bodies of knowledge contain unique infor-
mation, and folk tradition contains some very surprising and accurate knowledge 
about the experience itself. 
6 
Democratizing Art Therapy 
KRISTIN G. CONGDON 
In October of 1975, I found myself faced with a new job and a new chal-
lenge. I was to teach art classes to women inmates in the Milwaukee County 
Jail in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Although educational programs in prisons are 
now plentiful (in quantity if not quality), at that time there was only one 
other similar jail program, in Pittsburgh. The Pittsburgh program was stated 
to be therapeutic in design, while our program emphasized an educational 
approach. Working in a jail, as opposed to a prison, is more difficult in 
several aspects. The population is diverse in terms of crimes, the restrictions 
on materials and other environmental controls are often greater, and the 
tension is usually greater. Inmates are awaiting trials and sentences, and the 
unknown is worrisome. 
Armed with a master's degree in art education and experience teaching 
art to inner-city elementary school students in Fort Wayne, Indiana, I began 
by feeling rather directionless. I questioned myself: What do I, a middle-
class art teacher, have to offer 10wer-economic-c1ass women imprisoned in a 
maximum security jail? Likewise, what benefits could come from creating 
and studying art for these women at this time in their lives? These were not 
new questions for me. I had asked them as a public school teacher, and I 
was to ask them again and again as I taught art in museums, community 
centers, mental health treatment facilities, and recreational settings. The 
answers seemed to vary according to the population and the setting. Later, as 
a university professor, I would encourage my art education and art therapy 
students to ask these questions of themselves. The answers to these ques-
tions, in the jail setting, came from a combination of an understanding of 
culture-based aesthetics, lower-class perspectives, jail culture, and the in-
mates' needs and abilities to find ways to break out of their present despair. 
Since I worked exclusively with women inmates, I knew the additional pro-
gramming had to be oriented toward women's cultural perspectives. 
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As I began my two and a half years working in the jail, the women 
inmates became my teachers. They were a diverse group of individuals, but 
the majority of them were economically very poor, were women of color, 
and had very little academic schooling. They had children, responsibilities, 
and a lot of past failures. A few were "in" for murder, some for shoplifting, 
and many for prostitution. 
These women were eager to learn (when faced with an interesting, rea-
sonable challenge); they were extremely supportive of each other, and they 
were, for the most part, extraordinarily creative (not necessarily always with 
their art work, but they could see possibilities for increasing their freedom 
in an incredibly stark and unwelcome environment where I more often saw 
only bars). They had great humor, and fantastic stories to tell, which, it 
turned out, were often quite true. They were concerned about their chil-
dren and their family responsibilities. Repeatedly they told me that they 
dreamed of being traditional mothers, living quiet, stable lives. Their choice 
of artistic activities reflected that dream and traditional female values. 
Most of these woman were at a crisis point in their lives. Like the Chi-
nese ideograph for crisis that conveys two meanings-that of danger and 
that of opportunity-it was a time when attention could be diverted toward 
change. But it was only through an understanding of their cultural perspec-
tives that I was able to help facilitate a therapeutic (or some might say edu-
cational) environment where empowerment might take place. 
As I presented my lessons, I learned to listen carefully to the women 
inmates, and I began to ask questions. As my classes grew in size beyond my 
ability to work individually with new attendees, I began to hire more experi-
enced students to teach newcomers. The money earned was placed directly 
into their commissary funds. My goals in many respects became more iden-
tifiably therapeutic than educational, although there is no confusion in my 
mind that that which is therapeutic is also educational. 
What became important to my students was success, reflected in the 
completion of a satisfactory project and the ability to communicate an idea 
or obtaining knowledge to be able to teach a skill when the need presented 
itself. Students became impressed by their own abilities to reflect on their 
individual and group identities. They began to recognize and further define 
their aesthetic tastes and to envision more knowledgeable and assertive 
ways to present themselves artistically. It became clear to them that art was 
a means of communication. Usually this form of communication was to rein-
force or change a creator's identity or to send a message of love and caring to 
a bewildered child living with a relative or in a foster home. 
Griselda Pollock points out that women speak from a different historical 
perspective than men. Their art reflects a negotiation of their place in a 
particular historical moment and their need either to struggle against given 
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definitions and ideologies of femininity or the necessity to bring themselves 
more comfortably within that role.' My students saw themselves as "bad 
women" who had not been able to become (or accept) their given roles as 
homemakers, dependable and responsible mothers, and good wives. Choos-
ing to work in traditional ways helped them remake connections to these 
roles. Embroidery, sewing, crocheting, and knitting were personally satisfy-
ing for these women at this time in their lives. This work made connections 
to their lives. Harmony Hammond theorizes that "connecting was the func-
tion and meaning of women's traditional art, and it is still consistently a 
function of feminist art today." 2 
My students' expressions were not always ones that agreed with my 
aesthetic tastes or life values. For example, when they dried a banana peel 
from their evening meal on the radiator, rolled it into a joint, and passed it 
around the room, simulating past experiences with marijuana, I was not 
amused. The smell alone in a poorly ventilated room was overwhelming, 
not to mention the health hazard to everyone, including unborn children. 
But I did understand the activity and enjoyed the creativity behind it. 
Neither was the art work always consistent with my cultural values and 
tastes. While I wear very little jewelry, most of the women were thrilled 
when I brought in bright beads and fibers, which they knotted and shaped 
into headbands, chokers, and necklaces. My choices of neutrally colored 
wool yarns for knitting, crocheting, and weaving were not well received; 
requests were quickly made for bright colors, variegated yarns, and choices 
of polyesters over natural fibers. The shine of the polyester yarn pleased the 
majority of women, and its ease of washing also made it more reasonable. 
The practicality of the materials and art forms was an integral part of their 
aesthetic preferences. Furthermore, my efforts to encourage drawings and 
the creation of wall hangings was met with a great lack of enthusiasm. Consis-
tently, these students wanted to make traditional (yet fashionable) objects to 
wear or use in the home. If these creative products were not designed for 
themselves, they were made for a family member, most often a child. 
Talking, sharing, and reflecting became very important during our 
classes. I had not planned for this kind of discussion in the beginning, but I 
found it to occur naturally as an extension of the art activities. This was a 
time when the women interacted positively, stopping to help each other, 
but working to fulfill their individual goals on a particular piece. Working 
time was limited, so it was precious. The rules, generated by the sheriffs 
and correctional officers, were very rigid and always acknowledged peace-
fully. The room was very warm and smoky; the record player played qui-
etly; and the discussions began. Many scholars have written about the 
development of camaraderie and friendship that occurs in a sewing group. 
Historically, the quilting bee or sewing group allowed its participants a time 
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and a space to visit and create social bonds without betraying their family 
responsibilities. It also was (and continues to be) a time when women en-
gaged in the meditative activities of moving a needle in a repetitive manner, 
thereby creating a sense of calm, of order and control, and of working toward 
an attainable goal. 
The dialogue was important talk. It was a clarifying and sharing, which 
flowed easily with a small amount of direction from me. Often it began by 
reflecting on one's work: a crocheted pair of slippers for a daughter; a neck-
lace to wear to court to show the judge what a particular inmate was doing 
with her time; a suggestive halter top fashioned to draw attention. Discus-
sion evolved into topics about hierarchies in prostitution, the oppression 
and/or benefits of pimps, responsibilities to family, cultural differences and 
race relationships, the meaning of being poor, and choices for change. Val-
ues were being clarified, choices were being made, and lives were being 
justified and reshaped. 
Although I had little knowledge of art therapy at that time, I soon real-
ized that much of the group process in the jail sessions could have been the 
result of well-applied art therapy theory. Years later, after having immersed 
myself in this body of knowledge, I came away with some relevant theories 
that were enhanced through my background in folklore. Though much of 
art therapy depeI).ds on those aspects of human nature and artistic ability 
that are identifiable as universal, my jail experiences, as well as experiences 
with other varying populations and settings thereafter, taught me that cul-
tural differences (especially those of race, class, and gender) must also be 
noted, enjoyed, and developed in order to work effectively with groups of 
people from differing backgrounds. 
Overview of Art Therapy 
The fields of art therapy and art education are often linked, much to the 
disdain of many professionals who want separate identities. Indeed, these 
disciplines overlap in many respects because both facilitate art experiences 
and both are concerned with the well-being of the individual. Furthermore, 
art educators work with specialized populations, and many art therapists 
believe that they can be effective with non labeled or so-called normal 
people. 
Folkloric fieldwork and methodologies, however, have been more readi-
ly accepted in art education literature than in art therapy, probably because 
of the easily supportable interest in cultural pluralism espoused in multi-
cultural educational materials. Although art education has a long way to go 
in fully appreciating and utilizing the work of folklorists to its benefit, the 
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field of art therapy tends to be less well developed in terms of its cultural 
recognitions. Whereas educators at least attempt to develop curriculum 
around diverse populations, those in the mental health fields have often not 
responded to cultural differences due, in part, to the input of the more 
traditional, inflexible approaches of the hard sciences. 
To ignore the artistic and cultural expressions of a pluralistic society 
works against the fundamental principles of democracy in which a wide vari-
ety of expressions are valid. It tends to alienate and devalue people who are 
not a part of the established art world. This myopic approach to art and 
culture contributes to the existence of a mentally ill society in which some 
people are not allowed the give-and-take necessary to healthy social well-
being. 
Besides being so closely linked with art education, art therapy has not 
been an easy profession to define for a number of other reasons. 3 The first 
reason may be its relative newness as an academic field of study. Almost 
fifty years ago, the application of art therapy began with Margaret Naum-
berg's use of art as a tool in her psychotherapy sessions. She believed that art 
could release messages from the unconscious through symbolic speech. In 
keeping with her times, the works of Freud and Jung influenced her greatly. 
For Naumberg, this tool could be used by any psychologist regardless of 
previous training in art. The aesthetic result was of no consequence; only 
the psychoanalytic interpretation was important. 
There are other art therapists such as Edith Kramer who also utilize 
psychoanalytic theory yet stress the need for aesthetically pleasing results, 
feeling that there is a relationship between mental wellness and well-in-
tegrated, well-designed works of art. Theorists disagree on how important it 
is to talk about and reflect on a work of art. Joan Erickson feels it is unneces-
sary (we should learn from working with art materials in a safe atmosphere 
free from the verbal analysis of the traditional therapist), and Janie Rhyne, 
who builds on gestalt experiences, feels it is necessary to talk about the 
process and the product. Some art therapists work with individuals, like 
Naumberg does, and others, like Kramer, Rhyne, and Hanna Yaxa Kwiat-
kowska, who work with families, engage more than one person at a time in 
artistic expression. 
Some theories suggest that art therapy be used in ways other than to 
uncover unconscious messages. The developmental approach is most often 
used with children who are mentally or physically delayed to help them 
move through the so-called normal stages of artistic development, which are 
hypothesized to be part of normal human growth. Each theoretical ap-
proach, including developmental art therapy, is more or less based on the 
idea that all healthy human beings have universally identifiable ways of 
communicating. Although art therapists are becoming more cautious about 
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stating that all knotholes in trees signify the sexual abuse of the artist, or 
that all faces scribbled over are done so in anger at the represented figure, 
little work has been done to recognize the differences in cultural symbology, 
both visual and verbal, in therapeutic settings. A lack of this kind of under-
standing could readily trigger grave misunderstandings. 
If art therapists were to study folklore theory using knowledge about 
folk beliefs, folk speech and folk art, their attempts at communication with 
culturally different clients could be improved. Water may signify one thing 
to a group of people who know the dangers of an ocean and have an entirely 
different meaning to those who live in the desert. Likewise, colors do not 
necessarily have universal meanings but may vary from group to group and 
even among individuals. 
A Folkloric Approach to Art Therapy 
By and large, most leading art therapists start their sessions by having their 
clients engage in a freeing-up exercise, usually the creation of a scribble that 
may then be spoken about as representative of particular emotions or may 
be further drawn on to represent an object seen within the lines. 4 Art thera-
pists frequently begin with chalk or pastels on large sheets of paper. These 
are materials that are often used by so-called fine artists, and the free-
flowing use of line is the kind of expression encouraged by instructors in art 
schools. 
While I found paper, pencils, paints, and pastels of interest to a few of 
my students in the jail setting, most of these women vehemently objected to 
touching them, stating that they had no talent. (Most art therapists say they 
seldom get that kind of response after the first drawing.) On the other hand, 
art materials that were traditionally used in these women's communities, 
cloth and fibers, were embraced with a quick recognition of identity. Every-
one knew people who made clothes or crocheted afghans, and they were 
admired individuals. 
Beginning with materials and art forms that were understood and seen 
as useful helped them develop an awareness of who they were. Underclass 
women still employ sewing skills when they can; they still need to make do 
with what is available to them; and the activity of sewing or otherwise creat-
ing with fibers has a long tradition of association with the values to which 
these women adhere. They wanted to be good wives and mothers; they 
wanted homes and middle-class lives, and fiberwork, for them, was a part of 
that dream. 
In the academic art world, there continues to be a strong hierarchical 
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value system that says that objects made with fibers are less worthy than 
those made with paint; and those objects that hang on walls have more aes-
thetic potential than those that are worn or used in some other physically 
utilitarian way. The study of folklore could contribute to changing these 
beliefs and expand on the art facilitator's awareness of the therapeutic func-
tion of a variety of art materials and art forms. In his work, Chain Carvers: 
Old Men Crafting Meaning, Simon Bronner tells us about how southern Indi-
ana carvers used this activity therapeutically to help them adjust to difficult 
changes in their lives. Patricia Cooper and Norma Buferd, in their 1978 
book, The Quilters, beautifully demonstrate how quilting reflects an indi-
vidual's expression of how she sees the world. 5 One can find evidence 
throughout folklore literature of how traditional art helps to provide an indi-
vidual with a sense of place, identity, community, and history. It functions 
to express values, creating stability and giving direction. 
There is also folkloric evidence that the repetitive motions involved in 
activities such as basketry or quilting can help to calm and soothe. As al-
ready noted, these processes can be a retreat to solitude, to ordering and 
reordering the world, and the product can be the physical evidence that 
substantiates one's individual existence. 
Art therapists can also benefit from the study of folklore by understand-
ing the meanings behind folk speech. A cultural phrase may be easily misin-
terpreted if one does not have a grounding in minority or underclass language 
styles. In The Challenge for Mental Health: Minorities and Their World Views 
(Austin: Hogg Foundation, 1983), Richard A. English stated that "to ignore 
or fail to understand and consciously recognize the world views of minorities 
is to engage unwittingly or otherwise in a form of cultural oppression. When 
mental health practitioners fail to take into account world views of minor-
ities, or in the absence of doing so, substitutes their own views (especially 
when they differ from their clients), they are likely to impute negative traits 
to their clients and to contribute to the high drop-out rates of minority cli-
ents in mental health services" (p. 23). The more we are able to encourage 
and understand language, both verbal and visual, from the creator's world 
view, the better chance we have of working effectively with that person. 
Folklorists and others are beginning to make it clear that not only are 
there cultural-based aesthetics, but inside group members repeatedly speak 
about their creations with specific language choices reflective of what they 
see as important and pleasing. For example, Afro-American artists often re-
fer to "having visions," and Afro-American quiltmakers repeatedly say that 
"the colors have to hit each other just right," which refers to the placement 
of bright, complementary colors next to each other to effect an offbeat pat-
tern. 6 The term "fancy" can indicate either a positive or a negative reaction 
to an art work, depending on one's cultural values. There are differences in 
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language which reflect ethnic, religious, environmental, technical, and gen-
erational identities. 7 
My jail students referred to their best creations as "rags." So often was 
this term used that when a fashion show was organized, the program was 
named and advertized to outsiders as the "Rag Show." The term "rag" may 
have been employed to affirm the black or minority position of "them" 
against the dominant Anglo society, much as the term "bad" (pronounced 
"baaadd") is used in Afro-American narrative tales to mean good.8 Language 
is a powerful tool. Words, phrases, and dialects have the ability to affirm 
one's position and dignity in an often unjust and difficult world. Verbal and 
nonverbal language, and a variety of other artistic expressions, can teach us 
much about the creative powers, world views, and human needs of varying 
cultural groups. 
One particular art activity that was undertaken in the jail illustrates how 
a certain cultural world view was expressed. After I had been working in the 
jail for about a year, overcrowding and the need for remodeling split the 
women into two groups. About half were sent to the Franklin House of 
Corrections just south of Milwaukee. This facility was a medium security 
work farm for men. The Franklin women inmates occupied a different kind 
of setting, that of dormitory living rather than separate locked cells for each 
person. Furthermore, with approval, inmates could work on projects during 
the times when I was not there. This new arrangement, I believe, gave my 
students a new kind of freedom. Although I worked hard not to stifle their 
expressions, the lack of my constant presence while they worked no doubt 
encouraged more freedom. 
We had been given tubs full of men's old jeans, the official uniform for 
this setting. It was the correctional officers' hope that the new women in-
mates would want to conservatively and appropriately mend the rips and 
tears. As my students had been using the sewing machine to make new 
clothes and had been embroidering on all kinds of apparel, they readily took 
to redesigning the denim. Long and short skirts were fashioned as well as 
halter tops, hats, vests, and headbands. They then began to embellish them 
with embroidery. 
The majority of these women were "in" for prostitution, and their new-
ly made wardrobes began to reflect their roles as seductresses. When I came 
for class, they would model their new clothes for me and tell me about the 
outfits that had gone out with the inmates on work or childcare day-releases. 
The slits on the skirts were high, and the halter tops showed lots of midriff 
and breast. Suggestive embroidered statements such as "the best part's in-
side" or dollar signs appropriately placed were common. Street names such 
as "Monique" and "Honey" or names reflecting geographical areas such as 
"Mississippi" were often used. (Most inmates had several names they used 
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in an effort to protect themselves.) Sometimes female figures in suggestive 
poses were depicted. When modeled, the tight-fitting clothes enhanced the 
proper stance of the hooker. 
Although the correctional officers thought I should put a stop to this 
type of creativity, I refused. I was pleased to have the opportunity to' talk to 
my students about who they were when they wore these clothes, who could 
view them when they were worn, and what spaces they would chose to wear 
them in. We discussed other kinds of clothes and images that felt good to 
them, and choices they might want to make about their identities. My posi-
tion in these experiences was not to place my values and judgments on 
them; rather it was to help them clarify their own perspectives and direc-
tions. Unfortunately, since the correctional officers did not approve, our 
seemingly endless source of denim material was taken away. Still, during 
that time the creative process and product within a particular cultural con-
text was used effectively to communicate, validate, change, and enhance the 
lives of these women. 
Conclusion 
The field of art therapy could greatly benefit from the utilization of folklore 
studies in both its theory and practice. In this chapter, I have described 
three interlocking ways in which folklore knowledge can be useful to the art 
therapist: 
1. The recognition and utilization of art materials, artistic forms, 
and symbolism that comes from the participant's traditional culture can 
assist in engaging and interesting the individual and validating his or her 
identity as having positive, creative aspects on which predetermined 
change can be built. 
2. Recognizing and understanding how language or folk speech can 
be used by a participant and how it can assist the art facilitator in 
understanding the artist's world view, value system, and functions of 
artistic expression, thereby affecting better communication in thera-
peutic settings. 
3. These forms of recognition can contribute to a respectful con-
sideration of the participants' art and work to further the mental health 
of a community by building on the creative strengths of our pluralistic 
society, rather than using therapeutic settings to inadvertently engage 
in systems of oppression. The use of folkloric understandings in the 
theory and practice of art therapy can help lead to the democratization 
of art encouraging more active participation in our society by all of its 
citizens. 
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If art therapists expand in this direction, they can assume a leadership 
role in reacquainting the mental health field with the original intent and 
purpose of community mental health efforts: building on the strengths and 
expressions of existing natural support systems in a community and encour-
aging and developing mental liealth rather than treating mental illness. In 
the case of the women inmates who redesigned the men's jeans, they 
learned to build on: 
• their knowledge of who they were and who they wanted to become 
(especially as women in our society); 
• the incredible richness of their visual and verbal communities; 
• the strong commitment to mutual group support they shared; and 
• the ability to communicate and create in the most horrible of settings. 
Folklore can contribute to the ability of both mental health profession-
als and educators to work within the perspectives of varying cultural groups. 
Culturally sensitive professionals who benefit from this process will be more 
effective in building on strengths and empowering groups by facilitating 
individual and cultural communication that respects personal history, identi-
ty, and the viability of the people with whom they are working. 
An Mterword 
It has been almost fifteen years since I began my work in the Milwaukee 
County Jail. Since that time I have helped to facilitate many more arts pro-
grams in diverse settings including AIDS support groups, alcoholism treat-
ment centers, and groups such as Orlando Fights Back (which brings people 
together to fight drugs in high-risk neighborhoods). As director of the Com-
munity Arts Program at the University of Central Florida, I have worked to 
teach students not only the theory but also the practice of the lessons out-
lined in this chapter. 
In the Community Arts Program we try to emphasize learning from cul-
tural groups with which one does not centrally belong, before one attempts 
to teach. We try to get students to see that a single way of behaving (doing 
art, organizing a group, speaking about an idea) is not adequate. We require 
all Community Arts students to spend time in existing programs working 
with populations which will get them away from the university setting and 
its (often single-minded) perception of knowledge. Not only are students 
advised to pay careful attention to the cultural values and norms of a particu-
lar community, they are sometimes asked to create new communities where-
by all participants will be strengthened by the bond. For example, we have 
an ongoing journal writing class that takes place in an identified community 
setting each semester, such as a women's long-term substance abuse treat-
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ment center or an independent living facility for people who are physically 
disabled. University students and community students (usually enrolled as 
noncredit students) come together for the journal class as peers. They are 
charged with the responsibility not only to learn the class material but also 
to communicate with classmates to ensure that they function as a coopera-
tive group. Since we recognize that students often learn as much from their 
classmates as from the professor, we try to capitalize on this. The commu-
nity setting alone gives university students another perspective; the hosting 
students often demand -by virtue of who they are-changes in learning 
styles, organization of materials, and curricular input. 
We also work with community organizations who ask for assistance but do 
not wish to have university leadership. Such an organization is the Preserve 
the Eatonville Community (P.E.C.). Located in one of the oldest black 
incorporated townships in the country, it is the birthplace of novelist and 
folklore collector Zora Neale Hurston. The president of P.E.C., Mrs. N.Y. 
Nathiri, is currently finalizing the third "Zora Neale Hurston Festival of the 
Arts and Humanities," which takes place each January in Eatonville. This is 
a community effort that includes assistance from businesses as well as aca-
deme. The University of Central Florida cooperates by making available 
resources such as information and assistance regarding grants, instructional 
resource expertise, and academic consultation on scholarship issues. P.E.C. 
now has a museum, an ongoing lecture series, a traveling exhibit, publica-
tions, and curricular materials for the public schools as well as plans for many 
other projects and endeavors. Students are able to facilitate these projects, 
but the focus of the efforts is centered in Eatonville, and rightly so. 
Another example of how Community Arts works with varying cultures 
and community groups is our (informal) partnership with Orlando Fights 
Back, a federally funded project that targets two "at-risk" communities each 
year to fight drugs through community organizational efforts. These proj-
ects are often accomplished through the use of the arts. For example, under 
the direction of the Orlando Fights Back and another treatment center (and 
sometimes with the help of Community Arts students), high school students 
from these areas develop improvisational groups to perform in their com-
munities to help youth deal with troubling problems. The identity of the 
content issues is determined by the group (actors and audience), and the so-
lutions come from anyone and everyone who cares to participate. 
There are other examples illustrating how the arts, folklore, and com-
munity organizational efforts help this program to assist substance abusers. 
One Community Arts student, who now works for this organization, spent 
three semesters working on an art curriculum that would help substance 
abusers in treatment move through the twelve steps of recovery visually, 
engaging individuals and groups in art processes and products. It is in-
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tended to help those who learn better by working with art materials, unlike 
other programs, which typically rely solely on verbal practices, and it has 
been extremely successful in a variety of inpatient and outpatient settings. 
Community Arts is currently working with Orlando Fights Back to develop 
a mentorship project that will place "at-risk" youth who are talented and 
interested in the arts with an identified artist or art group in the commu-
nity. This will, it is hoped, give both parties a chance to see the world a 
little differently, enhancing possibilities to recognize and redefine individu-
al and cultural practices. 
What the women inmates in the Milwaukee County Jail taught me 
about artistic practices, modes of communication, historical needs, environ-
mental dictates, and fundamental issues of race, class, and gender are not 
lost in the theory and practice of the project in which I now work. Every 
effort is made to attend to folkloric sensitivities and to utilize defensible 
cultural practices toward agreed-upon goals. We work toward the develop-
ment and maintenance of mental health (as opposed to the focus on treating 
mental illness) through the strengths and practices of community cultures. 
In this way, the practice of art therapy is redefined and expanded to inte-
grate community perspectives and varying cultural methodologies. 
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Designing Public Spaces for 
People's Symbolic Uses 
SARA SELENE FAULDS 
For more than a century, ethnographers have chronicled and interpreted 
planned and spontaneous ritual performances, parades, cultural and culinary 
festivals, dramas, and other community events. While this research contin-
ues, the focus has expanded to include in more detail the settings that serve 
as stage or backdrop for these public performances-including' the build-
ings, environments, and situations in which expressive or symbolic behavior 
is manifested. 
Design Dynamics of Public Space 
We engage in behaviors in our public environments that invest spaces and 
forms with special meanings. We manipulate public spaces to express our-
selves creatively, to perform for others, to disseminate and encourage our 
group culture and lifestyle, to better our quality of life, and to provide our-
selves with a sense of identity. A rich and multifaceted approach to urban 
design and planning can result when urban designers take into account these 
patterns of behavior in their projects. The key is to develop methods that 
incorporate the study of people's expressive behavior into a design and usage 
program. Such an approach can provide a sense of dignity, delight, and mag-
ic to our public environments. 
Responses to the Urban Form 
Our everyday uses of spaces and forms quite often are very different from 
the idealized uses and behaviors envisioned by architects, developers, and 
planning departments. How people actually use a space, the emotional and 
cultural needs we expect our public spaces to serve, and the symbolic actions 
we perform both spontaneously and in our public rituals are all important 
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design elements when creating public places. Too often design and construc-
tion leads not to a satisfying and enjoyable experience but rather to the cre-
ation of environments that produce feelings of frustration and hostility. 
Many scholars of the urban experience contend that the form and ambi-
ence of public spaces have a direct bearing on personal competence-either 
supporting or inhibiting our effectiveness as human beings. For example, 
C.M. Deasy in Design for Human Affairs ([New York: Wiley and Sons, 1947], 
45) points out that the settings we use help or hinder us in a social and 
psychological sense in three major ways: 
1. They influence the stress we experience in accomplishing our 
group or personal goals. 
Z. They influence the form and nature of our social contacts. 
3. They influence our feelings of identity and self worth. 
It has been suggested that our environments are often seen as exten-
sions of ourselves. When our public places are less than they should be, we 
feel ourselves to be made in some way ugly, small, and without dignity. 
Unfortunately, too often public places are created more as an afterthought to 
development and less as a place owned by the people for their own uses and 
needs. 
Issues and Trends in Architecture and Urban Planning 
Interest in neighborhood development and design issues has grown over the 
last decade. Planners, designers, developers, and governmental agencies are 
experiencing new demands on their talents. In many cities people are work-
ing to bring back the former vitality and excitement of their downtown ar-
eas. In suburban areas, the issue of "slow growth" is paramount. People are 
concerned with both a real and a perceived lessening of their quality of life, 
and members of local governmental bodies are beginning to feel the conse-
quences as their constituencies vote their concerns. A people-oriented, user-
directed approach to these development issues is urgently needed. 
It takes courage and commitment by local governments to implement 
an emphasis on community needs and desires in development. The whole 
planning and design process has to be opened up for public input, review, 
and acceptance in order to proceed. Decision-making becomes a shared re-
sponsibility among politicians, planners, and local residents and merchants. 
However, sharing responsibility also empowers, and, as such, most govern-
mental bodies steer away from such an orientation. 
Santa Monica, California, is one local government that made a commit-
ment to involve its citizens in the decision-making and planning process 
throughout most of the 1980s and, to a great extent, the 1990s. From 1981 to 
1986, neighborhood consensus was required before a project could be built; 
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this policy is still nominally pursued. Outreach to the community was a 
prerequisite. Good design and amenities for pedestrians were emphasized. 
"Community consensus" has also become an important concept for some 
planners as a way of helping guide neighborhoods through the often distress-
ing and confusing process of development. But attempts to build consensus 
often fall short. Too few urban planners are trained in techniques of media-
tion, leadership, and public workshop facilitation. Planning schools need to 
teach the kinds of "people skills" typical of ethnography, such as interview-
ing, active listening, prioritizing, and recognizing the emotional content, 
symbolism, and dynamics of interaction and negotiation. Consensus build-
ing also requires understanding the importance that tradition, community 
culture, public ceremonies, and expressions of creativity assume in people's 
uses of public places. 
Some architecture and planning schools have sporadically included 
courses in their curricula providing a general awareness of other cultures and 
giving an idea of the variety of ways people relate spatially to their environ-
ment. Students learn that there are similarities as well as differences in peo-
ple's uses of public places, their interactions with others within such spaces, 
and the ways in which they respond to the built environment. Students 
are-or should be-exposed to such issues as the social dynamics involved 
in settlement patterns; the special meanings to the community of building 
shapes, architectural detailing, and the positioning of buildings; the commu-
nal use of spaces; and the nature and role of performance arts. 
A recent trend in the field of architecture has been the "Post Modern 
Movement," which, in part, advocates the inclusion of architectural ic<pls 
and forms from the past in current projects. It is assumed that these archi-
tectural details hold inherent interest, meanings, and value for today's popu-
lace. By incorporating them into contemporary buildings or designed spaces 
architectures sought to humanize the structures, encouraging positive re-
sponses to these artifacts in the neighborhood. However, there rarely is suf-
ficient research on a neighborhood's history and its traditions, the living 
context that has grown up around the built environment, or the lifestyles of 
the residents to create truly symbolic buildings or community spaces. 
Behavior-Based Design 
What makes a public space work? In part, it begins to work when designers 
look at the specific context in which the project will reside-the built envi-
ronment, local customs, and lifestyles. From this contextual look they can 
then determine the appropriate width of sidewalks, the proportion of win-
dow frontage to walls, the ratio of retail and restaurant concerns per block, 
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the most manageable route for foot traffic, the best crowd control tech-
niques, the amount and type of lighting, and where parking is located, its 
cost and the number of parking spaces available. However, while these fac-
tors figure strongly into user-oriented concerns, there is much more to the 
issue of a well-designed public space than numbers and ratios. 
The uses people make of specific types of environments at different 
times of the day and of the week, the kinds of activities they engage in, and 
the many manifestations of expressive and symbolic behavior that take place 
in the public arena are all important elements to be considered if we are to 
achieve a truly "behavior-based design." Typical questions within this ex-
panded perspective are the following: 
• Will these spaces be used solely for the functions intended? Could 
they also be used for other, unplanned-for activities; if so, what type of 
additional uses could effectively take place here? 
• Based on experience with similar kinds of spaces, are there fur-
ther enhancements to the space and its flexibility of uses that might 
be made through design, street furniture, landscaping, or other ameni-
ties? 
• Would such elements allow for greater opportunities of communica-
tion, exhibition, cultural and creative expressions, and improvement of 
one's skills to occur? 
Using a Behavior-Based Design Methodology 
By using a behavior-based design methodology, we begin to understand 
what is really occurring in our streets and on our sidewalks, in public recre-
ation and entertainment areas, and at shopping malls and in parks and civic 
and cultural areas. We also learn how people respond to these varied public 
environments. It is to the ethnographer, possessing the required expertise, 
methodology, and interest in traditional and symbolic behavior, that local 
governments and neighborhood groups are beginning to turn. 
My experience may help clarify ways in which those trained in eth-
nographic studies can apply their skills to urban planning and design issues. 
Much of my field research has been done in two adjoining cities, Santa 
Monica and Venice, California; specifically along their boardwalk and beach 
bike path. The site is a large, multifaceted public space and covers much of 
the beachfront of these two neighboring cities. It has provided extremely 
rich research material on people's behaviors in public spaces and on subse-
quent urban design principles. In addition, my experiences as vice-chair of 
the Santa Monica Architectural Review Board, as a member of the Executive 
Board of the Third Street Development Corporation (TSDC), and as a liai-
son to the Santa Monica Arts Commission have given me many oppor-
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tunities to extrapolate specific design principles from the research data and 
apply them to other public areas in Santa Monica. 
The TSDC worked with city leaders and staff to define a new role and 
importance for the Third Street Outdoor Pedestrian Shopping Mall. Several 
public workshops were held to help people discover for themselves the 
types of land uses, public activities, and commercial emphases they wanted 
encouraged in the revitalization program for their mall. As a facilitator for 
the community workshops, I was asked to help residents and merchants 
identify their individual visions for the mall, to translate these ideas into a 
visual and verbal presentation, and to arrive at a group consensus for action. 
From these community workshops, a decision was reached that the mall 
should fill the role of a cultural and entertainment nub for Santa Monica and 
the surrounding region, incorporating such elements as live theater, movies 
houses, jazz clubs, a museum, perhaps a children's theater, restaurants with 
outdoor seating, book stores, retail shops related to the arts, and artists' 
studios. There was also much discussion of the need to recognize the great 
variety of ethnic and cultural groups in the city and to highlight some of 
their traditions. 
As a member of the Architectural Review Board, I was able to champion 
the need to pay attention to neighborhood context, including street facades, 
landscaping, design articulation, pedestrian amenities, and the local archi-
tectural aesthetics and character of the community. I have also been asked to 
act as a community resource person, providing insights derived from my 
research and acting as an advocate for behavior-based design programs be-
fore city council and the planning commission. 
Santa Monica also encouraged public participation in the design and de-
velopment process for the Santa Monica pier and its beachfront. The project 
included the designing and placement of beach furniture and viewing areas; 
the creation of a children's playground; the upgrading of the bike path and 
boardwalk; and the placement of public art. Again, public workshops were 
convened and people were asked to consider the types of events and variety 
of activities they wanted to encourage on the pier. This meant that items 
ranging from a band shell and oceanography museum to the upgrading of the 
pin ball games and bumper cars were considered. I participated as a facilita-
tor and local resource in this process, guiding the public in its consideration 
of all possibilities and working through issues of trade-offs and priorities to 
develop consensus for action. 
Another example of the public being asked to look to its own actions and 
preferences for public elements in the built environment was the Arts Com-
mission Conference on Art in Public Places. A public design charrette for 
the beautification of Wilshire Boulevard emanated from this conference, 
eliciting public opinion and support of design concepts to symbolize this 
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street (and the city in general) through new types of street furniture (bus 
benches, trash cans, and newspaper stands), the planting of trees and other 
landscaping, lighting, pavement treatment, and public art in all future de-
velopment on Wilshire Boulevard. The coordinating committee sponsoring 
this event worked with the participants to explore the relationship between 
symbolism and culture, lifestyle, tradition, history, and neighborhood con-
text in making public spaces unique and special places. In developing the 
scope of the project, we brought together community residents, merchants, 
local artists, craftspeople, and city officials. 
Applying Folklore Methods to Behavior-Based Design 
As suggested earlier, there are various skills, kinds of knowledge, and re-
search tools that folklorists can apply to some of the problems of urban de-
sign. They share several of these with other ethnographers; some may be 
unique, however. 
Fieldwork Techniques 
A major data-gathering technique in ethnography is that of "participant-
observation." The researcher not only tries to observe all that is being said, 
done, and implied within a specific context but also participates in the activ-
ities under study to better understand motivations, constraints, and interac-
tions. Participant observation is also useful in urban planning and design 
situations to help understand how people are utilizing their spaces and why 
they are doing what they do. The researcher experiences some of the same 
feelings in these places as the "natives" do, sensing what facilitates or im-
pedes interaction, becoming aware of the possibilities for or inhibitors to 
creative expression, and discovering opportunities for or hindrances to using 
spaces for a variety of planned and spontaneous activities. 
Concepts 
Folklorists have evolved numerous concepts in order to isolate expressive 
forms and processes as well as interpret them. They recognize that "festive 
events" and "festive behavior" can be manifested both in large, formal occa-
sions and in small group or individual festive gatherings. It is because people 
do engage in small-scale, everyday events and impromptu activities that at-
tention to flexibility in design is so important. 
Folklorists also recognize the prevalence of personal and secular rituals as 
well as public, social, and religious events all taking place in the public 
forum. They understand that people have the need to express themselves 
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and the urge to create things of aesthetic value. Additionally, they are keenly 
aware of the role context plays in the form and content of public creative 
expressions. Thus, they are uniquely qualified to help urban designers 
develop public spaces that provide a maximum of flexibility of uses. 
Orientation and Emphasis 
It has often been remarked that folklorists study people's everyday activ-
ities. Certainly folklorists are less interested in major movements, elite art 
forms, or the products of mass production and the mass media than are 
scholars in other disciplines. Instead, they focus on a group's traditions, and 
on the beliefs, customs, rituals, and stories in everyday life that are gener-
ated in and have an effect on individuals' interactions. One result is an em-
phasis on communication, performance, and sociability. 
I have discovered several large "behavior settings" along the Santa Mon-
ica and Venice beachfront. These behavior settings encompass stretches of 
the boardwalk, the beach, and the bike path. Within these aggregate spaces 
appear to be smaller, more specific behavior settings or backdrops that are 
manipulated by groups and individuals to service their creative perfor-
mances and other activities. These smaller areas include portions of the 
built environment used on an ad-hoc basis as "stages" by street vendors, 
mimes, musicians, public speakers, and aspiring actors. They include as 
well the many outdoor eating areas where people congregate to watch the 
passing show and perhaps put on an impromptu "performance" of their 
own. The. steps of apartments fronting on the boardwalk are often used as 
viewing stands, while the pavilions along the bike path are "homesteaded" 
by groups engaged in many different activities, from playing music to giving 
massages; the grassy areas everywhere are commandeered for a multitude of 
outdoor activities many of which are playful, celebratory, festive, or ritualis-
tic in nature. Other behavior setting elements include the facades of build-
ings with their unique design features, bright colors, and murals; public 
benches; the palm trees; and even the look and behavior of the crowd itself 
as it promenades up and down the Boardwalk. 
Ascertaining Behavior Patterns in 
Public Spaces and Places 
Using the aforementioned research techniques and concepts, I have delin-
eated a few basic behavior patterns that people engage in while using public 
spaces as behavior settings. Once noted, these seem neither mysterious nor 
surprising, but their ramifications for design nevertheless remain profound. 
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• People like to dress distinctly when out in public, to be seen and to 
express their own style and creativity. 
• Individuals like to entertain others and to be entertained: to act, 
tell stories, play, make music, and improve their skills in public places. 
• People also enjoy having the opportunity to take a passive role in 
public, to serve as an audience, watching an ongoing, ever-changing 
show. Even in the role of audience, however, they often manage to 
perform, whether for a larger audience or simply for friends with whom 
they joke and kid, tell stories about personal experiences, sing, or play 
musical instruments. Interestingly, from the point of view of a person 
riding a bike along the bike path, for instance, performer and audience 
are both part of a larger performance whole, to be viewed, appreciated, 
and then passed by as the next piece of public theater comes into focus. 
• Visitors to places like Venice Beach come deliberately to witness, 
experience, and be part of a certain group of activities, to mingle with 
particular groups of people, and to see specific events and behavior. It is 
the activities and ambience of the place that draws them . 
• People form groups, develop subcultures, perform ritualized activ-
ities, engage in celebrations, and create imaginative performances and 
crafts in public spaces, just as they do within their own homes and with-
in their own support networks, and for similar reasons. 
Discovering and interpreting these behavior patterns is not always easy. 
To see how activities are connected and why they are meaningful requires 
both practice and the use of appropriate methods for assessing what is going 
on as well as guarding against imposing one's own values, attitudes, and 
beliefs. 
Ad-Hoc Ownership of Public Environments 
For several days in 1984, Santa Monica and Venice experienced a hard-
hitting winter storm that tore away a third of Santa Monica's pier, uprooted 
beach structures from their moorings, carried out to sea an enormous amount 
of beach sand, and exposed many old pilings. People spontaneously created 
special places within this new environment. They used pilings uncovered 
from previous piers as seating places and as quiet, protected spots to view 
the ocean, the sunset, and the people on the bike path and boardwalk. They 
also used them as places for picnics, to meet friends, and to meditate. 
A public restroom that had come loose from its foundation and floated a 
small distance away served as a platform from which to watch activities and 
view the scenery, both oceanside and on the boardwalk. It was also used as a 
private, out-of-the-stream-of-activity place where couples and friends could 
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go to be alone. Special nooks and crannies were discovered, the whole struc-
ture becoming a piece of public furniture. A lifeguard station, which had 
also come unstuck, was similarly used. 
Informal and impromptu uses of places and pieces of the built environ-
ment, encompassing both mundane, everyday activities and the ritualized or 
ceremonial uses individuals and groups put their environments to, provide 
excellent data regarding the needs and desires of people using public 
spaces. When individuals feel free to make of their environments what they 
will, performing the activities they wish to in them, then such spaces can 
truly be considered to belong to the public. Situations that allow for the 
greatest amount of flexibility of uses also provide the best answers regarding 
people's spatial priorities and their varied needs in using public places. 
Conclusion 
"The designer who is seriously concerned with the questions of human ef-
fectiveness must widen the scope of his interests to include a complex new 
set of human factors," writes Deasy in Design for Human Affairs. "If personal 
motivation and group interaction are elements that affect our competence as 
human beings, the designer has a clear responsibility to create environments 
that will do as much as an environment can do to recognize and accommo-
date these factors" (p. 14). 
Folklorists have much to offer to the planning and design of our cities, 
especially our public areas, through their research and their attention to such 
expressive activities as performance, rituals, ceremonies, community tradi-
tions and creative self-expression. Armed with their research findings, folk-
lorists have a major role to play in developing urban environments that invite 
people to them, and that allow for many different types of active and pas-
sive, formal and informal activities to occur. They can help to create places 
where people feel comfortable just passing through, casually using the 
space, or becoming active participants there. 
Folklorists are already bringing their research skills to the studies of 
such behavior-based design issues as: 
• Performance activities in public places, 
• Audience roles and reactions within a performance context, 
• Group and individual ceremonies, rituals, customs, and other inter-
active behaviors, 
• Expressions of creativity and the motivations and rewards that call 
these expressions into being, 
• The role of aesthetics in our lives, 
• Play and leisure activities, 
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• Creation and dissemination of group and individual cultures and 
lifestyles. 
Folklorists can also assist urban designers, local governments, and neigh-
borhood residents in developing a thorough approach to the behavior-based 
design process by bringing their skills and expertise to the following impor-
tant areas of community involvement: 
• Recognizing and understanding people's uses of the built environ-
ment and their psychological and emotional responses to it. 
• Serving as community facilitator and resource, helping people dis-
cover their vision for their neighborhood, to arrive at a group consen-
sus for action, and to deal with development possibilities and alter-
natives . 
• Being a leader, generating and crystalizing support for neighbor-
hood context, history, and quality of life issues in any changes to the 
built environment, emphasizing the importance of community design 
values and aesthetics, and insisting on accommodating community ex-
pressive behaviors. 
• Acting as advocate for action and involvement, and serving as me-
diator in the sometimes volatile situation that results from proposed 
changes. 
In People and Places: Experiencing, Using, and Changing the Built Environ-
ment (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1978), Jay Farbstein and Min 
Kantrowitz nicely sum up the need for a humanistic and behavior-based 
design approach in their discussion of the dynamics involved in creating 
urban projects that are fulfilling and satisfying on many levels. "Since places 
contain activity, define movement, invite feeling, and respond to change" 
they write, "making places means making experiences" (p. 180). Folklor-
ists, in particular, have the tools to uncover the nature, meanings, and func-
tions of those activities and movements, and hence of helping design public 
spaces that will best serve personal use and symbolism. 
For Further Information 
In 1980, the New York Folklore Society sponsored the Urban Folklore Confer-
ence. Exciting and thought-provoking, the conference focused on many creative 
forms of public expression. Local street performers, for example, told conferees 
of their individual reasons for performing in the public arena, the skills and 
techniques used, and the joys and tribulations experienced. Since then, folklor-
ists have worked specifically on issues of the city's built environment and its 
impact on people's behavior and creative expression. Some of these issues were 
addressed, for example, in a conference directed by Michael Owen Jones at 
UCLA in 1982 called Aesthetic Expression in the City: Art, Folk Art, and Popu-
lar Culture. A particularly interesting review of research problems and prospects 
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is Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett's "The Future of Folklore Studies in America: 
The Urban Frontier," Folklore Forum 16 (1983): 175-234. 
For some of the concepts and data-gathering techniques in folklore studies, 
see Alan Dundes, ed., The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1965); Jan Harold Brunvand, The Study of American Folklore: An Introduction, 
2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 1979); Simon J. Bronner, American Folklore Studies: 
An Intellectual History (Lawrence: Univ. Press of Kansas, 1986); Richard M. Dor-
son, ed., Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 
1972); Richard M. Dorson, ed., Handbook of American Folklore (Bloomington: 
Indiana Univ. Press, 1983); Elliott Oring, ed., Folk Groups and Folklore Genres 
(Logan: Utah State Univ. Press, 1986); and Barre Toelken, The Dynamics of Folk-
lore (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979). 
On qualitative research, see Michael Owen Jones, "Using Qualitative 
Methods in Research and Application," in Michael Owen Jones, Michael Dane 
Moore, and Richard Christopher Snyder, eds., Inside Organizations: Understand-
ing the Human Dimension (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1988), 31-47. Personal 
experience stories are addressed by Sandra K. Stahl in "The Personal Narrative 
as Folklore," Journal of the Folklore Institute 14 (1977): 9-30, and by other articles 
in the same issue. See Linda T. Humphrey, "Small Group Festive Gatherings," 
Journal of tlte Folklore Institute 16 (1979): 190-201, for information about festivals 
and SGFGs. 
Architectural writings that I mention in my article include C.M. Deasy, De-
signfor Human Affairs (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1974), a key work in behavior-
based design offering a humanistic approach to design and development; and Jay 
Farbstein and Min Kantrowitz, People in Places: Experiencing, Using, and Changing 
the Built Environment (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1978), a user-
oriented and experiential approach to designing the built environment. 
A Pattern Language by Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, and Murray 
Silverstein, with Max Jacobson (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1977), looks at 
the many patterns that make up the way we use our homes, the public facades of 
buildings, and our community spaces; it establishes succinct behavior patterns 
to be used in design, from the placement of the bed in the bedroom to the 
design of a neighborhood street. 
Other methodological works include Roger G. Barker, Ecological Psychology: 
Concepts and Methods for Studying tlte Environment of Human Behavior (Stanford: 
Stanford Univ. Press, 1%8); Robert A. Georges and Michael O. Jones, People 
Studying People: The Human Elements in Fieldwork (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
Univ. of California Press, 1980); Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (Garden City, 
N.Y.: Anchor, Doubleday, 1976); Michael Owen Jones, Exploring Folk An: Twen-
ty Years of Thought on Craft, Work, and Aestltetics (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 
1987); and Jon Lang, Charles Burnette, Walter Moleski, and David Vachon, ed., 
Designingfor Human Behavior: Arclzitecture and the Behavioral Sciences (Stroudsburg, 
Penn.: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, 1974). 
In A New Theory of Urban Design (New York and Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1987), Christopher Alexander, Hajo Neis, Artemis Anninou, and Ingrid King 
demonstrate how each increment of construction in the city can and must be 
designed in such a way as to "heal the city." Mark Girouard discusses the many 
uses of public spaces such as squares, plazas, and markets throughout history 
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along with the reasons for their development and growth as well as the changes 
in architecture and the built environment to accommodate the evolving uses of 
these public spaces; see Cities and People: A Social and Architectural History (New 
Haven and London: Yale Univ. Press, 1985). For other background materials, 
see Nathan Glazer and Mark Lilla, eds., The Public Face of Architecture: Civic 
Culture and Public Spaces (New York: Free Press, Macmillan, 1987); Jane Jacobs, 
The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Vintage, Random, 1961); 
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960); Kevin Lynch, 
What Time Is This Place? (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1972); and Constance Perin, 
Everything in Its Place: Social Order and Land Use in America (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1977). 
Those interested in a more behavioral approach to architectural design and 
urban planning might examine Clovis Heimsath, Behavioral Architecture: Toward 
an Accountable Design Process (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1977); Christian Norberg-
Schulz, Existence, Space and Architecture (New York: Praeger, 1971); Constance 
Perin, With Man in Mind: An Interdisciplinary Prospectus for Environmental Design 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1970); and Robert Sommer, Personal Space: The Behav-
ioral Basis of Design (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969). 
I also want to mention some folklore studies. In "Tending Bar at Brown's: 
Occupational Roles as Artistic Performance," Western Folklore 35 (1976): 93-107, 
Michael J. Bell examines the development and performance of public creative 
expressions and the process as they become self-conscious actions; he explores 
the way in which individuals work at perfecting these performances for public 
consumption and the motivations and rewards for doing so. In "L.A. Add-ons 
and Re-dos: Renovation in Folk Art and Architectural Design," in Ian M.G. 
Quimby and SCOtt Swank, eds., Perspectives on American Folk Art (New York: 
Norton, 1980), 325-63, Michael Owen Jones investigates homeowner concep-
tions and uses of space, with ramifications for architectural design. See also 
Henry Glassie and Betty-Jo Glassie, "The Implications of Folkloristic Thought 
for Historic Zoning Ordinances," in Dick Sweterlitsch, ed., Papers on Applied 
Folklore (Bloomington, Ind.: Folklore Forum Bibliographic and Special Studies, 
No.8, 1971), 31-37. 
Finally I would mention two works that consider some specific ritualistic 
behavior. One is Lyn Lofland's A World of Strangers: Order and Action in Urban 
Public Space (New York: Basic Books, 1973), which shows how we take great 
effort to make spaces our own, and how we tend to homestead places, develop-
ing "home territories" away from home. Lofland's is an individualistic approach 
to behavior in the city, including people's personal networks, the underlying 
structures of social situations, privatizing public space, and developing skills to 
"use the city." The other publication is my article, "'The Spaces in Which We 
Live': The Role of Folkloristics in the Urban Design Process," Folklore and 
Mythology Studies 5 ·(1981): 48-59. In it I focus on the design of living spaces and 
the importance of looking at the personal, idiosyncratic uses of space. I emphas-
ize the personal rituals we develop and act out in our homes, the psychological 
importance of being able to engage in our personal ritual performances, and the 
interactive role our living spaces have with these rituals. Finally, I consider the 
need for flexible spaces which invite such environment-oriented rituals to occur. 
8 
A Folklorist's Approach to 
Organizational Behavior (OB) and 
Organization Development (00) 
MICHAEL OWEN JONES 
Recently the friend of a disgruntled employee at a financial institution gave 
me a document from work. It is an interoffice memorandum from "The 
Management Advisory Committee" addressed to ''All Employees." The 
memo's subject is "Creating a More Professional Environment." 
"In an effort to provide the Firm with consistency and a professional 
atmosphere, we are in the process of developing a Policy Manual," reads the 
first sentence. "In advance of your receipt of the manual in its entirety, 
certain sections will be sent to you as they are developed. The following are 
some current guidelines aimed at improving our environment." 
Then follow several rules and regulations, each one preceded by el-
lipses. The first reads: 
· .. Other than nameplates (where already installed), office doors should be left 
free of all signs and decorations. This does not include the standard "Do Not 
Disturb" sign distributed to all supervisory personnel. 
In one paragraph after another, the memo instructs employees to turn 
off lights, calculators, and typewriters, to obtain covers for equipment, to 
close doors on covered shelves or covered bins, and to keep common areas 
clean. The next admonition is 
· .. All work areas have been provided with bulletin boards for your use. Art and 
personal items should be displayed within the work area and not outside of, or 
on top of, the work area. 
Next, it admonishes employees: 
· . . Birthday celebrations are to be held outside of the office. If held during the 
lunch hour, they must be restricted to one hour. Although "in-house" luncheons 
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are not permitted, desserts (cakes, etc.) may be brought in and placed in a 
common area; however, singing of birthday songs, sending of singing telegrams 
or other outside entertainment services or congregating in large groups is not 
permitted. 
In the unlikely event that employees still feel festive on occasion, 
especially during winter holidays, the Management Advisory Committee 
decrees: 
... Decorations (holiday, birthday, etc.) are not allowed anywhere in the office. 
However, at year-end (December 15 through December 31) all previously listed 
restrictions will be ignored. Note: For safety reasons, only artificial trees may be 
used, and no electric decorations of any kind will be allowed. 
A second interoffice memo from the Management Advisory Committee 
dated the same day sets forth two pages of guidelines for a dress code. 
These memos did not improve morale, which was already low. They did 
not diminish absenteeism or reduce the turnover rate, both of which were 
high, nor did they increase people's professionalism and effectiveness in 
their jobs. Quite the contrary. 
In explaining what went wrong, a specialist in organizational behavior 
might point out that, among other things, employees were not being 
treated as responsible adults, they were not allowed to participate in deci-
sions affecting their work lives, and they had no sense of "ownership" in 
the organization of which they were supposed to think of themselves as 
representatives. The specialist would probably question aspects of organi-
zational structure, the human resources function, and leadership. 
A folklorist likely would note that these employees are being denied 
some forms of symbolic communication and interaction that are fundamen-
tal to being human. They must work in an impersonal, institutionalized 
environment. They cannot surround themselves with personal items, me-
mentos, photos, photocopier lore, cartoons or comic strips, and other ob-
jects helping them deal with tensions, release pent-up frustrations, and 
cope with the job on the one hand, and seek reverie and inspiration on the 
other. Because their dress is restricted, they have little opportunity to ex-
press themselves in unique and individual ways and no prospects for a 
sense of "folk costume" evolving as a badge of distinctiveness or source of 
identity. 
Their impulse to celebrate has been curtailed. Rather than occurring 
spontaneously at the moment that people feel joyous, as it does in the 
"natural state," the urge to celebrate has been relegated to a particular 
place, time of day, and season of the year. 
One can predict that there will be no joking except for "gallows humor," 
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little storytelling, and none of the social routines and rituals usually generated 
when people interact on a cordial basis or organize informally (e.g., food-
sharing, playfulness, kidding, cooperative work effort). There will develop, 
however, uncomplimentary nicknames, negative sayings and traditional ex-
pressions, a preoccupation with "beating the system," and other expressive 
behavior with themes of antagonism, hostility, and demoralization. 
In this chapter I describe ways of utilizing concepts and approaches 
from folklore research to better understand behavior in organizations and to 
help bring about change benefitting individual participants as well as the 
organization as a whole. First, however, some background to several con-
cepts and trends. 
Organizational Behavior and Occupational Folklore 
Defined simply as "the study of why people behave the way they do in organi-
zations," 1 organizational behavior (OB) draws on such disciplines as psychol-
ogy, sociology, social psychology, political science, and economics. Many 
specialists in OB teach in university departments of behavioral and organiza-
tional science, which are usually in schools of public policy, administration, 
and industrial and labor relations. Some are independent consultants who 
advise government agencies, school districts, hospitals, businesses, chari-
ties, and similar institutions. Others find employment in various units of 
organizations, particularly those concerned with communications, training, 
or employee relations and human resource development. 
OB specialists examine individual behavior in organizations, developing 
or applying hypotheses about perception, personality, learning, motivation, 
and creativity. They investigate such aspects of group behavior as inter-
group tensions and interaction, how groups develop a collective identity 
and common ways of doing things, and a group's effects on individuals' 
attitudes and behavior. They consider various kinds of organizational struc-
ture, including authority and responsibility relationships, job design, and 
reward systems. Finally, specialists in OB examine organizational "processes 
such as leadership, strategy, communication, coordination, and decision-
making. 
Only recently have OB specialists begun to realize that most behavior in 
organizations, as in other social settings, is traditional and symbolic. "Imag-
ine going to work in an organization devoid of symbols. Only tangible, ex-
plicit, instrumental objects would exist," writes Richard L. Daft.2 "This 
organization would have no retirement dinners, no stories or anecdotes, no 
myths about the company's past, no annual picnic, no catchy phrases ... , 
no Christmas turkeys. . . . The organization texture would be reduced to a 
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mechanical system, nearing machine perfection, yielding goods and services 
with robot-like efficiency," he continues. 
''An organization designer's dream? More likely a nightmare," writes 
Daft, for "an organization without symbols would be unworkable for human 
beings. . . . Employees receive a wide range of cues from symbolic ele-
ments of organization. Symbols help employees interpret and understand 
the organization and their role in it by providing information about status, 
power, commitment, motivation, control, values and norms." 
What Daft calls "symbols" is largely folklore. Lacking customs, social 
routines, rituals, specialized language, and examples in their work group of 
what to do and how, people would be unable to function well-if at all. In 
addition, stories, ceremonies, rites of passage, festive events, joking, play, 
and other expressive behavior provide a basis for interaction and communi-
cation. Depending on its context and content, folklore may instruct, per-
suade, entertain, help an individual cope, reinforce factionalism, protect 
personal integrity and promote self-esteem, or stimulate bonding and a 
sense of community. 
Folklorists have long studied occupational lore. Beginning early in this 
century they assembled collections of songs, tales, and beliefs of cowboys, 
sailors, lumberjacks, miners, and oil field workers. The 1970s saw great 
strides forward in broadening the range of expressive forms, vocational iden-
tities, and research questions. Folklorists investigated, for example, occupa-
tional role as artistic performance, initiation rituals among smokejumpers as 
ritualized communication, the pervasiveness of photocopier lore in modern 
offices, the functions of beliefs of commercial fishermen, the themes and 
ambience in industria!, factory lore in the North and a hosiery mill in the 
South, and rodeo as symbolic performance. 
Publications in organization studies and administrative science on expres-
sive behavior in the 1970s paralleled the folklore literature on occupational 
lore. Among these were essays on stories managers tell, formal structure as 
myth and ceremony, leadership as a "language game," symbols and patterns 
in organizational settings, and "myths" in organizations. 
In 1980, two works appeared that seemed to cross disciplinary bound-
aries. Thomas C. Dandridge, Ian Mitroff, and William F. Joyce published an 
article in Academy of Management Review entitled "Organizational Symbol-
ism: A Topic to Expand Organizational Analysis." This seminal essay intro-
duced organization behavioralists to expressive forms and research questions 
similar to those dealt with in folklore studies (without referring to "folklore" 
or citing folklorists' works). 
The authors' list of "types of symbols," for example, brings to mind one 
of the textbooks in folklore studies, Jan Harold Brunvand's The Study of 
American Folklore: An Introduction. Dandridge, Mitroff, and Joyce identify 
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"verbal symbols" (myth, legends, stories, slogans, creeds, jokes, rumors, 
names) similar to Brunvand's category of "verbal folklore." Their list of "ac-
tions" (ritualistic special acts, parties, rites of passage, meals, breaks, start-
ing the day) is not unlike Brunvand's section on "partly verbal folklore." 
Their nomenclature "material symbols" (status symbols, awards, company 
badges, pins) is analogous to Brunvand's "non-verbal folklore." 
Many of the research problems that Dandridge, Mitroff, and Joyce discuss 
overlap those in folklore studies. "Questions arise," they write, "as to the 
origin of stories, how they reflect the present organization, and how they par-
ticipate in subsequent growth or stabilization." Are there industry-wide "sym-
bols" (i.e., legends, rituals, jargon), they ask; are certain individuals more 
influential in initiating or modifying them; and what happens to these forms of 
expressive behavior during organizational change? What are the effects of an 
organization's "symbol system" on the social environment, and vice versa? 
Also in 1980, Robert S. McCarl issued a report of research on the occu-
pational folklife of the District of Columbia firefighters. Although largely a 
description of the work techniques, customs, stories, and recreational activ-
ities of firefighters, McCarl's monograph does mention some tensions and 
personnel issues. One is the ambivalence felt by some individuals in the role 
of officer. Another is the insensitivity of officers, on occasion, toward those 
whose activities they supervise. Tensions and conflicts undermine morale, 
erode "the basic fibre and cohesiveness of the occupation," and diminish 
the quality of fire fighting performance and the effectiveness of the fire 
fighting force, writes McCarl. 3 
McCarl recommends to higher administrative levels how they might 
train supervisors in order to improve life in the workplace as well as the 
effectiveness of the organization in meeting some of the purposes, goals, 
and objectives for which it was formed and perpetuated. These include offi-
cers' training programs that teach more on motivation and human psychol-
ogy through attention to the kinds of lore he has recorded. 
Ironically, folklorists and organizational behavioralists were largely un-
aware of one another's existence throughout the 1970s and early 1980s. In 
1983 an interdisciplinary and international conference brought them together 
for the first time. The UCLA Center for the Study of Comparative Folklore 
and Mythology and the Behavioral and Organizational Science Group in the 
Graduate School of Management jointly sponsored the event. Called "Myth, 
Symbols & Folklore: Expanding the Analysis of Organizations," the confer-
ence's objectives included communicating recent findings in folklore studies 
and organizational science, encouraging joint research, and developing trans-
disciplinary methods based in the humanities. 4 
It was at this conference in 1983 that the term "organizational folklore" 
began to be used in reference to folklore generated in organizational set-
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tings, folklore about organizations, and folklore as an example of sponta-
neous or informal organizing. "Organizational folklore studies" has been de-
scribed as a field of inquiry utilizing the concept of organization in research 
on traditional, expressive forms and processes of communication manifested 
in people's interactions. s 
The study of organizational folklore logically extends occupational folk-
lore and folklife scholarship as well as the research on organizational culture 
and symbolism. Some studies of workers' folklore contained implications for 
better understanding organizational behavior and improving organizations 
(particularly works by Collins, Nickerson, and Santin06 ), but these were not 
systematically developed. Students of organizational behavior, who had be-
gun to oppose mechanistic models in favor of the metaphor of organizations 
as "cultures," did not know about the research on occupational traditions 
that could yield insights into the expressive, social, and aesthetic side of 
organization. Knowledge of one another's field can better inform the disci-
plines and enrich understanding of human behavior in organizational set-
tings. It might also benefit organizations and their members. 
Organization Development 
The field of organization development (00) draws on the behavioral sci-
ences for theory and techniques, particularly such disciplines as psychology, 
sociology, and social psychology. About twenty-five years old, the field has 
several intellectual roots. One is "laboratory training," essentially unstruc-
tured situations involving small groups in which participants learn from their 
own interactions and the evolving dynamics of the group. Also known as the 
T-group (T for training), it is an educational vehicle for individual or small-
group change-essentially an experience-based method of learning. 
Another source of techniques in organization development is the survey 
feedback method. Researchers obtain data through questionnaires, inter-
views, or other data-gathering techniques, which they feed back in summary 
form to everyone taking part in the inquiry. This provides a basis for under-
standing problems and planning action as well as helping assure participa-
tion by all members in improving the organization. 
A third source for organization development is the field of organizational 
behavior. OB concerns individual and group behavior in organizations along 
with matters of organizational structure, functions, and processes (e.g., lead-
ership, communication, decision-making). 
Organization development (00) is the applied side of research on organi-
zations (although it has a theoretical dimension too). Writing in the Academy of 
Management Proceedings (1971) on the definition and history of organization 
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development, W.H. French and C.H. Bell propose that 00 be considered "a 
long-range effort to improve an organization's problem solving and renewal 
processes, particularly through a more effective and collaborative manage-
ment of organization culture-with special emphasis on the culture of formal 
work teams-with the assistance of a change agent or catalyst and the use of 
the theory and technology of applied behavioral science, including action 
research" (p.146). 
Settings run the gamut from labor unions to volunteer organizatons, in-
dustrial plants, government agencies, research and development labs, schools, 
and businesses; they include small departments, large divisions, or whole or-
ganizations. The objective might be to improve morale, health and safety, 
group interactions, interdepartmental communication, the effectiveness of an 
organization, or a combination of these or other goals. 00 emphasizes collab-
oration among parties, an approach recognizing that problems and solutions in 
most organizations are complex, that no particular group is necessarily the prob-
lem, and that rarely is there a single, simple resolution to any issue. 
If a program is essentially diagnostic, then the "change agent" or "cata-
lyst" (i.e., a third party to the issue and the organization, usually an outside 
consultant) may play a more active decision-making role in gathering and 
interpreting data and in feeding it back to those individuals who provided it. 
At other times, e.g., when organization members are attempting to develop 
processes to learn to solve their own problems (the long-term goal of 00), the 
change agent tends to adopt a more passive role, serving as counselor or 
sounding board for ideas. 
Most studies of occupational folklore are descriptive, not clinical; 7 aca-
demic, not applied. Some provide insights into human behavior and implica-
tions for organization development, but they describe situtations rather than 
solve practical problems. Were their authors to engage in organization devel-
opment efforts, they would likely proceed as follows (see figure 8.1); 
1. Feed back a summary of their findings (from observation, inter-
views, and questionnaires) about problems and/or positive matters to 
organization members participating in the research, which includes a 
cross-section of personnel (i.e., as broad a range of "stakeholders" as 
possible); 
2. Facilitate discussion of the feedback and emerging data with 
participants; 
3. Assist with action planning and implementation; 
4. Take part in the evaluation of development efforts; 
s. Repeat the process, feeding back a summary of findings, facilitat-
ing discussion, and so on. 
The researchers' participation would have been solicited by representa-
tives of the organization who had sought assistance. Data would not be 
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Figure 8.1. Action-Research Model for Organization Development 
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presented ex post facto or without members' involvement but would be gen-
erated, summarized, and discussed collaboratively as an ongoing process in 
the spirit of learning, changing, and solving problems. As Raymond Miles 
warned many years ago, the consultant "must protect those he works with 
from damage (e.g., the work group being studied must have the right to 
decide how information collected about it will be used)."B 
Advocates of organization development point to several unique features 
of their approach, as indicated in the following list of underlying values and 
assumptions (which I quote from Gortner et aI., Organization Theory9): 
1. Assumptions about people as individuals: 
Individuals desire personal growth and development if the envi-
ronment is supportive and challenging. 
Most people are willing to make a higher level of contribution to 
attaining organizational goals than is permitted by the environment. 
2. Assumptions about people and leadership in groups: 
One of the most psychologically relevant reference groups for most 
people is the work group (both peers and superiors). 
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Most people want to be accepted and to interact cooperatively with 
more than one small reference group (including the work group, the 
family, personal friends, and so on). 
The formal leader cannot perform all the leadership and mainte-
nance functions in all circumstances; hence, the informal part of the 
organization is important in groups because different individuals must 
perform a variety of leadership roles. 
Suppressed feelings and attitudes adversely 'affect problem solv-
ing, personal growth, and job satisfaction. 
The level of interpersonal trust, support, and cooperation is much 
lower in most groups than is either necessary or desirable. 
The solutions to most attitudinal and motivational problems in or-
ganizations involve alteration of mutual relationships by all parties in the 
system. (Attitudinal and motivational problems are "transactionaL") 
3. Assumptions about people in organizational systems: 
Since organizations are characterized by overlapping work groups, 
the leadership style and climate of the higher team tend to be transmit-
ted to lower teams. 
"Win/lose" conflict strategies between people and groups are not 
optimal in the long run in solving most organizational problems. 
Time and patience are important in changing organizational values 
and behavior because such changes take a long time. 
For any changes to be sustained, the total human resources system 
(appraisal, compensation, training, staffing, job, and communications 
subsystems) must change appropriately. 
4. Assumptions about values held by members of the client or-
ganization: 
Members believe in both collaborative efforts and the end prod-
ucts of the organization. 
The welfare of all organization members is important, especially to 
those people having the most power over others. 
5. Assumptions (values held) made by behavioral science change 
agents: 
Organized effort exists to meet the needs and aspirations of human 
beings. 
Work and life can become richer and more meaningful, and orga-
nized effort more effective and enjoyable if feelings and sentiments are 
permitted to be a more legitimate part of the culture of organizations. 
Equal attention must be given to research and action applying the 
research. 
The goal of organization development is to utilize human resources 
more effectively. Power equalization and the democratization of work 
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environments may be important but are not exclusive issues in this re-
gard. Better utilization of human resources should increase everyone's 
power. 
First, 00 practitioners consider themselves more facilitators than ex-
perts at solving the specific problems of a particular organization. Second, 
practitioners of 00 utilize "process consultation." The consultant works 
with organization members over time to ascertain and discuss issues, to plan 
and implement action, to evaluate the program that was implemented, etc. 
Contrast this with the "purchase model" -a client simply buys information 
or a set of ready-made services-or the "doctor-patient model" in which a 
client describes symptoms and requests an immediate remedy. 
Third, those in 00 assume that for an organization to develop, change 
must occur-most fundamentally in bringing about conscious awareness in 
organization members of behavioral patterns that help or hinder develop-
ment. Once informed, people can better reinforce or alter these patterns as 
appropriate. 
Fourth, 00 practitioners assume that members of the organization val-
ue collaborative effort. As long as one or another party sustains an ideologi-
cal commitment to the disregard of basic human rights, to chronic dissen-
sion and turmoil, to hatred, violence, or destruction, then 00 cannot help 
resolve the conflicts in the organization. With people unwilling to work to-
gether to solve problems, organization development efforts can do little 
more than help clarify issues and suggest ways in which collaboration might 
bring about change. 
Fifth, practitioners of organization development place high value on the 
welfare of organization members, particularly those who historically have 
had little empowerment. "People identified with the field of organization 
development have consistently been advocates of involving people in deci-
sions that directly affect them," writes Burke in Organization Development: A 
Normative View; "we are concerned with providing people with choices," he 
contends. 10 This stands in stark contrast to the unilateral decision-making 
and policy-setting that occurred in the financial institution I described at the 
beginning of this chapter-a situation in which people were denied the 
most fundamental forms and processes of communication and interaction, 
their folklore. 
Folklore in 08 and OD 
What is the role of folklore in organization development? How can folklor-
ists' concepts, methods, techniques, and questions be applied to help or-
ganizations and their members? Folklore can be used as a tool of discovery 
to uncover assumptions and values, as a diagnostic technique to probe for 
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sore spots and problems, and as a means of implementing change in or-
ganizations by helping to improve communication, morale, cooperation, and 
so on. 
Folklore as a Tool of Discovery 
Given the way most resea~chers define culture-as a set of assumptions 
held by a group of people that are manifested (and communicated to new 
members) through the group's values, norms, and artifacts-folkloristics 
has a central role to play in research. This is because, first, members learn 
most tacit assumptions and ways of doing things in organizations not by 
reading printed policy manuals and memos (aspects of the "formal organi-
zation") but in firsthand interaction and communication through the stories 
that people tell, the figurative language they use, the rituals they engage 
in, and the customs that predominate (the "informal organization").ll Sec-
ond, much of our behavior in any face-to-face interaction and communica-
tion, whether in organizational settings or not, consists of folklore. 
Therefore, if researchers want a data base from which to infer the cul-
ture, they should consider documenting, describing, and interpreting exam-
ples of folklore. This is exactly what happened at Evergreen State College 
in Olympia, Washington. 
In May 1990, the college advertised the position of ethnographer to un-
dertake a one-year project to document the culture. From the scores of ap-
plicants the selection committee chose Peter Tommerup, a Ph.D. candidate 
in folklore and organization studies at UCLA. The project had grown out of 
an informal study two years earlier by the Assessment Study Group. Mem-
bers felt that Evergreen has a culture that affects the way people conceptual-
ize and articulate their educational experiences. The question was, what is 
it? Hence, the desire for an ethnography. 
According to one of the documents regarding the project, the ethnogra-
phy had a dual purpose: to describe the nature, and then assess the impact 
of, the teaching and learning cultures at the college. The settings to be 
researched included various subcultures and countercultures, institutional 
forums for academic teaching such as core programs and seminars, and situa-
tions in which "nonacademic" learning takes place (e.g., career develop-
ment, academic advising). "Within these settings, the ethnography will 
focus on those cultural symbols, traditions, and practices (e.g., logos, mot-
tos, vernacular speech, metaphors, personal experience stories, legends, rit-
uals, rites of passage, celebratory events, etc.) that are rich in meaning," 
reads the document. "These artifacts will be examined in order to discover 
whether they support or thwart the kind of teaching and learning idealized 
and described in a variety of mission statements." 
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The institution would benefit from "a clearer understanding of the 
nature and value of the formal and informal cultures that have evolved," 
states the document. Individual participants would benefit from having 
"the opportunity to reflect on and articulate what they have found mean-
ingful, satisfying, and/or dissatisfying at Evergreen," as well as helping de-
termine what aspects of the culture should be perpetuated and what should 
be altered. As in the typical 00 approach described above, there would be 
feedback of essential findings in progress, discussion, and action planning 
(with safeguards regarding data in order to protect participants). As of this 
writing, Tommerup is completing a final report of his research. 
While folklore often mirrors culture, and therefore can be used as a 
source of information about basic assumptions and values, there are two 
caveats unknown to many non folklorists who study organizational behavior 
using the culture construct. First, many examples of folklore, especially 
narratives, are widely spread rather than situation-specific. Some have been 
documented, such as stories of shop floor accidents that are traditional 
"numbskull" tales, accounts by flight attendents of supranormal experi-
ences (e.g., sightings of ghosts and other strange phenomena), and narra-
tives concerning encounters of flight attendents and Pullman porters with 
difficult passengers.lZ The story "Is the Big Boss Human?" revolves around 
what happens when a low-level employee insists on everyone following the 
rules, including an unidentified visitor (who, it turns out, is the company 
president). Variants have been reported from IBM, Revlon, and other organ-
izations. 13 Although they contain particulars to localize them, and therefore 
sound "true" or plausible, such narratives have their origins at another place 
and time. 
The second caveat is that folklore may not tally with culture but instead 
serve as a means of projection, fantasy, wish fulfillment, scapegoating, or 
other psychological mechanism for trying to adapt, adjust, or cope with 
stress and the vicissitudes of organizational life. Look at how people person-
alize their workspace. If they work in windowless offices and under consid-
erable stress, they may have posters or postcards of meadows, forests, and 
faraway places that they stare at when feeling especially tense or troubled. 
Note placement. Often the images that people look at for inspiration are 
located higher on the wall, best viewed when one leans back in one's chair 
and looks up, the typical posture of reverie. Or cartoons and photocopier 
lore critical of organizational life may be in a private space, surreptitiously 
viewed in moments of anguish in an effort at catharsis. 14 
Many stories also are projective. 15 William A. Wilson offers numerous, 
often colorful examples from Mormon missionaries. Although he is dealing 
with a religious group, there are lessons for other organizations. 
One of the most widely told stories Wilson has collected concerns a pair 
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of enterprising elders on a mission who decide to take an unauthorized trip. 
They prepare their weekly reports to mission headquarters several weeks in 
advance and give them to their landlady, instructing her to send them each 
week at the appointed time. She mixes up the reports, sending them out of 
sequence (or mails all at once); the missionaries are caught. In similar stories 
the missionaries enter a sporting event against mission rules. Photographs of 
them appear in the press; the mission president sees them. In yet other 
narratives, missionaries take part in an event outside mission boundaries, 
such as a World Series game, and appear in front of a television camera at the 
moment their mission president back home sits down to watch the evening 
news. 16 
"Good missionaries, of course, do not do these things-they do not kill 
investigators' cats, no matter how bothersome, nor violate mission travel 
rules, no matter how chafing," writes Wilson. But they delight in telling 
stories about those who do transgress the norms. The narrators "relieve 
tensions by vicariously living the adventures of the miscreants in the stories 
without actually performing the acts." Such stories "provide missionaries 
means of safely expressing frustrations and tensions imposed by the sys-
tem, thus making easier the missionaries' remaining in the system."17 
One might question whether members should remain in an organization 
that chafes. Most of us suffer irritations at work, however. Wilson's point is 
that organizational life is rarely free of tensions and frustrations; folklore may 
provide a way to let off steam through fictional portrayals of breaking the 
rules, which exasperated members sometimes wish they, too, could do. In 
sum, researchers must be aware of the "paradox" of folklore as both tallying 
with, and not tallying with, the culture. In not mirroring culture, folklore 
might help uncover problems. 
Folklore as a Diagnostic Technique 
Stories, language, rituals, customs, festive events, and other forms of folk-
lore develop directly out of individuals' experiences on the job and with 
one another. Therefore, they are likely to point to sore spots and reveal 
problems, on the one hand, and, on the other, indicate positive attitudes 
and supportive conditions or suggest solutions to issues. By observing if 
ritualistic interaction is positive or negative, whether or not people take 
part in foodsharing or participate in celebrating events spontaneously, and 
so forth, one can infer much about morale and climate. Listening to people 
tell stories, noting rumors, and paying attention to the metaphors and tra-
ditional sayings that crop up in conversation will provide a great deal of 
information about not only assumptions and values but also attitudes, per-
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ceptions, fears, and concerns. Thus, folkloristics can help uncover sore 
spots and various problems and, sometimes, possible causes or cures. 
Several aspects of folklore methods and techniques, then, might enrich 
the research done by organizational behavior specialists as well as assist 00 
practitioners better understand and help others. Some are the following: 
1. Observing the presence or absence of particular symbolic content, 
communicative processes, and interactions. Much talk about beating 
the system, engaging in prohibited behavior, and so on may be symp-
tomatic of a certain climate. On the other hand, the presence of celebra-
tory events, foods haring, and play may signal quite a different ambi-
ence. The next step is helping members discover and do something 
about the problems giving rise to tension, stress, poor self-image, low 
morale, and so on; or, in the opposite case, assisting members in identi-
fying and developing ways to maintain the sense of personal satisfaction 
and social support. 
2. Analyzing the themes of narratives. Stories about dramatic events 
or "critical incidents" in the organization's history may reflect mem-
bers' beliefs regarding the environment, the organization's prepared-
ness for and responsiveness to change, and how the organization ought 
to act. Also, depending on who tells them and in what situation, narra-
tives can reveal what troubles people and what might be done to im-
prove job design, organization functions, and systems of recognition 
and reward. 
3. Noting rumor, ·photocopier lore, and stories and ritualistic behav-
ior that seem to originate out of uncertainty, anxiety, or stress. By 
documenting and analyzing these forms and processes, we may better 
understand some of the sources of organizational tensions and interper-
sonal conflict, appreciate how people naturally cope and adjust, and 
perhaps discover causes of stress that can and should be removed. 
4. Assessing the consistency between what is professed and what is 
signaled through actual behavior. Because they look to supervisors and 
managers for guidance, rewards and leadership, organization members 
are likely to assign meaning(s) to virtually anything and everything that 
supervisory personnel do, i.e., to see them as symbols of the organiza-
tion and their behavior as expressive of assumptions and values. How do 
organization members interpret the customs, social routines, ritualistic 
actions, metaphors, and stories of their leadership? What act triggers 
acceptance, scepticism, rejection? 
Particular examples of folklore express aspirations and concerns, char-
acterize perceptions, transmit conceptions and interpretations of events, 
occupy leisure, or teach and reinforce norms and values. Others project 
anxieties, express joy and satisfaction, and provide meaning and sense-
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making. Awareness of multiple meanings of folklore examples in different 
situations makes it possible not only to infer assumptions or values but also 
to understand psychological processes helping people cope with the vicissi-
tudes of organizational life. Understanding behavior and discovering condi-
tions affecting it may lead to programs to change the bad and perpetuate 
the good. 
Folklore as a Means of Implementing Change and Continuity 
Change seems axiomatic in 00. Folkloristics can contribute to 00 theory 
and practice, first and foremost, through its bias toward continuity. From 
the beginnings of the field two hundred years ago to the present, folklorists 
have focused on historical artifacts. In identifying, documenting, analyzing, 
and presenting certain behaviors as "traditions" or "traditional," folklorists 
mean that these phenomena have been transmitted intergenerationally and 
exhibit continuities and consistencies in thought, feeling, and behaving. 
Sometimes folklorists have considered particular traditions to be not func-
tional, feasible, or appropriate to the present situation (especially customs 
and beliefs, such as "superstitions," viewed as personally harmful or socially 
injurious). In other instances they have attributed meaning and value to 
traditions and traditional symbolic behaviors, even advocating the perpetua-
tion of some. 
While many specialists in 00 have an intuitive awareness of the exis-
tence of traditions, few appreciate the role of folklore in conveying informa-
tion, transmitting values, reinforcing attitudes, or providing ways to deal 
with difficult situations. Without folkloristic training, only an occasional or-
ganization specialist can recognize when to leave well enough alone, balance 
change with continuity, or encourage the development and perpetuation of 
certain traditions. Herein lie ways of utilizing folkloristics to benefit individ-
uals and organizations. 
For example, based on his research of the lore of Mormon missionaries, 
William A. Wilson makes two recommendations. Because folklore makes us 
aware of ways in which people already are coping with stress, this, "hope-
fully, will teach leaders not to interfere with processes that are already work-
ing quite well," he writes. Also, "to a sensitive observer folklore may 
suggest ways to remove the causes of the sore spots and, in the process, 
eliminate the need for coping mechanisms in the first place."18 
Thus, management support of folklore as natural and normal adaptive 
mechanisms may be important in regard to morale. Using folklore to identi-
fy the sources of problems can lead to remedies. Folklore itself may be 
curative: Having a sense of tradition in an organization, and possessing tra-
ditions, are especially appealing to many members (when these traditions 
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are positive, rather than deleterious). Leaders' encouragement of certain 
forms and examples of folklore emerging from people's interactions, espe-
cially those that seem supportive, can contribute toward developing a cli-
mate and culture necessary to organization members' feelings of creativity 
and community. 
Those seeking to affect organizations sometimes use folklore to aid the 
process. Folklorist Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett admits that as an admin-
istrator she helped create folklore to improve organizational climate. "When 
I began to chair the department, I instituted the 'Seventh Annual' Winter 
Solstice Party. That was the first time it had been held," she joked. "It 
has now become the tradition that it is every year the Seventh Annual Win-
ter Solstice Party." 19 In his book on organization development Burke de-
scribes a brief ceremony in which senior managers, needing to phase out a 
rocket program, lauded it and the people who had contributed over the 
years. All drank a toast. They then covered a replica of the rocket with 
black cloth, symbolically burying it. The ritual attended to a need for clo-
sure, transition, and new beginnings as well as honored feelings of self-
worth and self-esteem among those who had participated in the program 
for so long. 20 
In addition, any important precept in an organization is best communi-
cated not through memos or manuals but in stories, metaphorical language, 
rituals, and other folklore forms in face-to-face interaction. 21 This is espe-
cially true for mission, values, and philosophy. A few years ago an organiza-
tion in Southern California developed a program in which longtime mem-
bers were brought together with groups of engineering newcomers. The 
oldtimers told stories about how they had learned the intricacies of organiza-
tional life, including the "matrix" system of project organization, and about 
how they managed to succeed in the company. The program's purpose in 
educating newcomers by "handing down the old hands' wisdom" was to 
attempt to eliminate much of the anxiety, confusion, disappointment, and 
(stress arising in large, complex organizations-especially when values, goals, 
and ways of doing things change over time; are not explicitly known and 
understood, or are contradictory. 
This program exemplifies the basic purpose of organization develop-
ment: to enhance the problem-solving and renewal processes in organiza-
tions, which includes improving the well-being of members. Implemented 
by the office of the director of human resources, it proceeded according to 
standards of conduct established long ago: "00 progmms are designed to 
improve the welfare and quality of work life for all the members of the 
organization," write French and Bell. "They are not a method for giving 
tools of manipulation or exploitation to any group (say, the managerial 
group), nor are they a method for improving the welfare of one group at the 
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expense of other groups."zz Finally, the program achieved these goals 
through understanding and appreciation of the forms and processes of tradi-
tional, symbolic communication and interaction, that is, folklore. 
Conclusion 
In 1984 James G. Hunt and others edited a volume called Leaders and Man-
agers (New York: Pergamon Press, 1984), which contains several articles on 
symbolism and metaphors. Only a few years earlier such matters "would 
have been considered too 'soft' for a book purporting to report leadership 
findings" writes Hunt (p. 275). 
While organization research has moved increasingly toward culture and 
symbolic behavior, folklore studies has expanded in interest and application 
to organizations. "The broader implication of organization was its vision of 
society," writes Simon J. Bronner (p. 125) in American Folklore Studies: An 
Inteiiectual History (Lawrence: Univ. Press of Kansas, 1986). "In a modern 
society that was noted for its increasing individualism, institutional settings 
define more identities: the office, the military, the city, the media, the 
school, the profession, the government. More cultural associations are vol-
untary and overlapping" (p. 126). 
Bronner concludes his book on currents and trends in American folklore 
study by writing that the organizational current "moves to the fore because it 
proposes to reveal what is of most concern in a future-oriented society-the 
present state of the modern world and its guiding structures for the future." 
Moreover, "as folklore studies increasingly moves outside the academy, as it 
becomes more subject to organizational differentiation, and as it lodges in 
governmental agencies, foundations, corporations, museums, and libraries, 
then the keyword organization may balloon into a prominent theory of folk-
lore studies" (p. 128). 
The concept of organization and skills of administration have become 
increasingly important to folklorists in their jobs. 
Writes Bess Hawes, director of the folk arts division of the National 
Endowment for the Arts: "I used to think that issues involving structure 
and organization were not worth spending a lot of time on and that only 
substance and content were really important .... [After several years in 
federal administration] I certainly have more respect than I had when I 
came in for the limiting and shaping powers of definition, structure, and 
form."z3 
In an essay about her experiences as a dean, folklorist Polly Stewart 
identifies specific skills from folkloristics that can be applied in an aca-
demic administrative setting (and by extension to other kinds of organi-
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zations) to improve organizational functioning and life at work. "One im-
portant skill is analytical," helping faculty and admnistrators "get past the 
esoteric-exoteric barriers ... obviously impeding communication," she 
writes. In addition, "a folklorist in the administration can help administra-
tive colleagues understand the power of an institution's symbology and its 
effects upon faculty." Third are interactional skills associated with field-
work through which one can under organizaiton members' feelings, atti-
tudes, and perceptions of one another. One of Stewart's most important 
discoveries is that "administrators and faculty members would get along a 
lot better if the former used more skill in helping the latter feel good about 
themselves." 24 
To conclude, occupational folklorists such as Archie Green have long 
complained that neither industrial relations specialists nor trade unionists 
saw substance in folklore, held leaders responsible for cultural matters, or 
felt the need to add specialists in vernacular expression to their staffs. 2s 
Disinterestedness no longer prevails. Folklorists' knowledge, skills, 
and abilities are needed to help diagnose organizational problems as well as 
to enhance communication, promote creativity, and maintain a climate of 
social support. Folklorists can benefit from the fields of organizational be-
havior and organization development, both as a vehicle for applying in-
sights from research and as a source of understanding about organizations 
and administration crucial to their survival and the effectiveness of their 
programs. 
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"explaining the culture of the workplace." However, technique appears to be only 
the skills, knowledge, and abilities associated with a particular set of tasks (e.g., 
"the primary technique of glass work in a molding factory is the smooth coordina-
tion and movement of raw glass into the kiln, out again, into the mold and then 
into the lehr" (149). McCarl's approach, therefore, is simply a job-title orienta-
tion. While documenting traditions related directly to job classifications, this ap-
proach ignores much folklore and misses many of the forces bearing on traditional, 
symbolic behavior in organizations. 
Moreover, although McCarl often uses the term "community" in his stud-
ies, he never defines it. He seems to mean, variously, the larger society, the 
whole organization of the District of Columbia's Fire Department, only lower-
level employees but not administration, only those technicians and officers in 
the particular firehouse he studied, and only technicians but not officers. In 
some writings after 1985, McCarl began to use such expressions as "face-to-face 
work group," "primary work groups in the trade," and "the primary group on 
the shop floor" to identify the research population of occupational folklife. AI-
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though he does not define these terms, he apparently is trying to exclude the 
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research included managers and supervisory personnel (i.e., four ranks of offi-
cers among firefighters). He showed his study of firefighters' lore first to a cap-
tain who, despite McCarl's attempts at anonymity for informants, was able to 
recognize the sources of many remarks and who became irate over McCarl's 
complete misunderstanding of the larger organizational framework in which the 
firefighters' techniques and traditions had developed (see David A. Ryan, "Cri-
tique," in Robert S. McCarl, The District of Columbia Fire Fighters' Project: A Case 
Study of Occupational Folklife [Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1985], 29-37). In sum, McCarl neither acted within his own parameters of study 
and reportage nor did he have the necessary conceptual framework to under-
stand the workplace; he needed the kind of approach presented here, namely, 
organizational folklore study related to the fields of organizational behavior and 
organization development. 
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ployment, skills, fees, and activities-see Lynda C. McDermott, "The Many 
Faces of the 00 Professional," Training and Development Jou17lal (Feb. 1984): 
15-19. Some readers might also be interested in Gordon Lippitt, Ronald Lippitt, 
and Clayton Lafferty, "Cutting Edge Trends in Organization Development," in 
the same journal for July 1984 (pp. 59-62). 
Consulting with organizations (businesses as well as not-for-profit corpora-
tions) on the multicultural work force promises to be one of the most relevant 
and timely applications of folkloristics. Dr. Sondra Thiederman, who earned her 
Ph.D. in folklore studies from UCLA, has developed a successful consulting 
firm specializing in this subject (based in San Diego, it is called Cross-Cultural 
Communications). In her first year she gave nearly fifty workshops and seminars 
to a wide variety of organizations. She published two books in 1991, both with 
Lexington Books (The Free Press, Macmillan, Inc., 866 Third Ave., New York, 
NY 10022). One is titled Bridging Cultural Barners for Corporate Success: How to 
Manage the Multicultural Work Force. The other is called Profiting in America's Mul-
ticultural Marketplace. 
There are many professional societies and groups for practitioners in organi-
zational behavior, organization development, and related fields. One is the Or-
ganization Development Network whose current executive director is Thorne 
A. Sharon, P.O. Box 69329, Portland, OR 97201 (tel. 503-246-0148). The ODN 
has more than a dozen regional branches; there is considerable local program-
ming for its two thousand members. With 20,000 members, the American Soci-
ety for Training and Development has many regional and local offshoots with 
frequent meetings and programs (as well as a national meeting). For more infor-
mation, write to ASTD, 1630 Duke St., Box 1443, Alexandria, VA 22313-2043 
(tel. 703-683-8100). 
The major scholarly society in organizational behavior and administration is 
the Academy of Management. Membership includes receipt of numerous jour-
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nals and newsletters and invitations to participate in the annual meetings of half 
a dozen regional subgroups. Members usually affiliate with several divisions or 
interest groups, such as Careers, International Management, Management Edu-
cation and Development, Managerial Consultation, Organization Development, 
Organizational Behavior, Organizational Communication, and Public Sector. For 
information,. write to the Secretary-Treasurer, Academy of Management, P.O. 
Drawer KZ, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS 39762 (tel. 
601-325-7016). Be sure to request the recently revised Handbook, which gives 
the history and objectives of the Academy, lists its present officers and commit-
tees, describes the various professional divisions and interest groups, and identi-
fies the Academy's several publications including its newsletter as well as the 
Academy of Management Journal, Academy of Management Review, and Academy of 
Management Executive. 
The Society for Applied Anthropology was incorporated in 1941. Its pri-
mary objectives are the scientific investigation of "the principles controlling 
relations of human beings to one another. . . and the wide application of these 
principles to theoretical problems." It publishes Human Organization and Practic-
ing Anthropology. Inquiries regarding membership should be addressed to SfAA 
Membership Services, P.O. Box 24083, Oklahoma City, OK 73124. Those inter-
ested in joining the American Anthropological Association and receiving the 
American Anthropologist and Anthropology Newsletter should write to American An-
thropological Association, 4350 North Fairfax Dr., Suite 640, Arlington, VA 
22203 (tel. 703-528-1902). Write to the same address for information about the 
American Folklore Society, which publishes the Journal of American Folklore and 
the American Folklore Society Newsletter. The AFS also has an Organizational Folk-
lore Section, established in 1983 and directed since then by Richard Raspa at 
Wayne State University; more recently, an Occupational Folklore Section was 




A Role for Folklore 
ELKE DETTMER 
Each year millions of people turn into tourists. By the year 2000 tourism is 
expected to .be the largest economic factor worldwide. Tourism serves 
deep-seated needs of industrial, urban people; it results in culture contacts 
that have changed folk cultures more profoundly than any revolution or 
ideology. Unrestrained tourism can cause irreversible damage to fragile nat-
ural and cultural environments, the very sources it depends on. Pollution, 
overcrowded resorts, and resentful native populations are byproducts of de-
velopments motivated by profit. Nevertheless many underdeveloped Third 
World countries and peripheral rural regions of industrialized nations, such 
as the Canadian province of Newfoundland, which is the focus of this es-
say, continue to seek in tourism an answer to their economic problems. 
Tourism in Canada 
Tourism in Canada is considered a major growth industry. However, judg-
ing by the Canadian stand I visited in 1987 and 1988 at the International 
Tourism Exchange (ITB), the largest international tourism trade fair world-
wide, which takes place each year in Berlin, the Canadian approach seems 
locked in the past. Cliches and stereotypes prevail not only in the quaint 
imitation fort guarded by a couple of mounties which houses the Canadian 
exhibit but also in the brochure offered to the German public, which ap-
pears shabby compared to the glossy materials distributed elsewhere at the 
fair. 
To make matters worse, the brochure is full of errors, at least as far as 
Newfoundland is concerned. For example, driving along the Trans Canada 
Highway, the main thoroughfare, is said to reveal all the scenic attractions of 
the island. In fact, these are largely bypassed. Fogo Island, a place of pictur-
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esque outports (fishing villages) and an unusually active folk music tradi-
tion, is advertised as a major bird colony, mistaking it for the Funk Islands, 
which are way out in the Atlantic and off limits to tourists. The Bakeapple 
Festival in Labrador (part of the province "Newfoundland and Labrador"), 
celebrating the harvest of a rare and treasured berry, is interpreted to the 
German public as a festival of "baked apples"; however, apples do not even 
grow in Labrador. These misguided, amateurish publicity efforts were pro-
duced in faraway Ottawa, obviously by people who had never been in New-
foundland, who relied exclusively on secondary sources, and who became 
hopelessly muddled in the process. 
In 1988 a new German travel guide to Canada, part of the popular Poly-
glott series (Kanada mit Alaska), was launched inside the Canadian fort at 
the ITB. This is a much more valuable product with practical travel informa-
tion and additional literary tidbits, such as accounts by early settlers, tales of 
Indians and gold miners, and even the description of a drive along the rough 
Churchill Road by a member of the German air force stationed in Goose 
Bay, Labrador, which lend life to dry facts. However, Atlantic Canada is still 
described in the old stereotypes, and the attractions of Newfoundland are 
distinctly underrated when compared to its neighbor Nova Scotia, "Canada's 
Ocean Playground," a region where tourism has been aggressively promoted 
for years. Again it seems obvious that the writer has largely relied on second-
ary sources for his information on Newfoundland. 
Tourism trends in Canada were discussed at the ITB in Berlin in 1987, 
when I interviewed Jost Krippendorf, director of the Institute for Leisure 
and Tourism Research at the University of Berne, Switzerland, one of the 
most outspoken critics and activists in recent rethinking of tourism. Al-
though in spacious Canada tourism overload hardly presents a problem, 
Krippendorf feels that the treatment of the Canadian environment is insen-
sitive and that tourism developments are often decided by amateurs who 
keep repeating the same mistakes already made elsewhere. 
At the 1988 ITB, criticism leveled against Canadian tourism practices 
focused on two posters promoting Wardair's new flight route from Hamburg 
to Toronto. These featured caricatures of happy Indians, e.g. an Indian who is 
holding his ear to the ground, exclaiming: "Ugh! Must be 6:43 p.m. Wardair 
flight gets ready to land." Many Europeans are aware of the discrimination 
Canadian Indians are subjected to, and the posters were cited as examples of 
insensitive advertising at a public discussion of "Tourism: A Blessing or a 
Curse for the Hosts?" 
Tourism in Newfoundland 
Even though Newfoundland has long been presented to American tourists 
as a haven of unspoiled natural resources and a unique folk culture, so far 
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mass tourism has not had a major impact there. However, tourism on the 
basis of hunting and fishing was promoted to the American elite as soon as 
the railroad improved transportation in the latter part of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Such attractions as sightseeing and scientific interests were advertised 
beginning in the 1920s. Because many Newfoundlanders move to mainland 
Canada and the United States to find work, special efforts are made to bring 
them back to the island on their vacations. Homesick expatriates visiting 
their families and friends, in fact, constitute a large part of the visitors com-
ing to Newfoundland. But the major focus of current marketing efforts are 
organized American mass tourists, e.g., bus tour customers, who, however, 
for reasons such as remote location, uncertain climate, and lack of luxury 
accommodations, have yet refused to make Newfoundland a major travel 
destination. 
Within North America, Newfoundland offers a particularly rich folklore, 
which has been noticed not only by the folklorists of Memorial University. 
In tourism advertisements the folklore of the native population is often used 
as one of the defining characteristics of a vacation destination, as is the case 
in the promotional catalog Newfoundland and Labrador. "Nowhere in North 
America will you find such rich folklore, such unusual and colorful tradi-
tions, or so many people willing to tell you about them" (p. 5). Throughout 
the catalog the attractive quaintness of the Newfoundland population is ad-
vertised by mentioning folk remedies, traditional dishes, ancient dialects, 
yarns, legends, holiday celebrations, and bonfires as well as community 
fairs, folk festivals, and craft displays and sales. Special emphasis is given to 
the music: "Newfoundlanders sing, dance and play more than anyone else; 
and they do it better. Music is everywhere, and Newfoundland has a wealth 
of thousands of its own folk songs that is unequalled in North America. 
Listen to them, sing them, and take them home with you" (p. 2). The 
congenial attitude toward strangers is particularly emphasized, and New-
foundlanders are described as "the happiest, gentlest, friendliest, and most 
hospitable people to be found anywhere" (p. 21). 
Implications are that professional "folk types" playing out the stereo-
type will develop once tourists are attracted to Newfoundland in large num-
bers and want to be entertained according to the expectations raised by such 
an unrealistic catalog. The initial friendly attitude toward visitors, which, in 
fact, has been my own experience, invariably changes when tourists become 
a routine sight. A first sign of organized, standardized tourist encounters is 
the popular "Screech In" ceremony performed by increasing numbers of 
more or less commercially inspired entertainers. These performers often 
wear the stereotypical Newfoundland fishermen's outfit, i.e., oilskins, a 
southwester, and rubber boots in the promotional event designed to wel-
come visitors to the island. The tourists are pronounced honorary New-
foundlanders after they have passed the test of kissing a cod fish, speaking a 
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few words of Newfoundland dialect, and downing a glass of locally popular 
"Screech" rum. 
In fact, during my research on folklorism in Newfoundland I found the 
most blatant examples in the context of tourism. In 1985 I had a chance to 
observe folklorism in the making when I visited a new bed and breakfast 
place in Upper Island Cove, a picturesque outport within reasonable driving 
and sailing distance from St. John's. The owner, a woman who had lived in 
Toronto for a long time before returning to her native Newfoundland, had 
bought a plain house and with the help of substantial government grants 
transformed it into the "Galecliff Lodge." The house now fits a certain 
international, i.e., American, standard, filled with appliances, knickknacks, 
and fake antique furniture; it no longer resembles the original house nor any 
other house in Upper Island Cove. When I arrived with my friends, the yard 
was just being bulldozed to make room for a hundred maple trees, a species 
not common to the area. Only one rock had resisted all attempts at landscap-
ing. As we discovered when we sat down for dinner, the landlady had man-
aged to make use of this rock. 
Next to our plates we found rolled and tied sheets of fake parchment 
that contained the "Legend of the Kissing Rock," according to which fish-
ermen of former times kissed their loved ones goodbye on this rock before 
venturing out to sea. An entirely concocted "legend," this story bears no 
relationship to the reality of a Newfoundland outport, where the sexes lead 
quite separate lives that do not include traditions of public displays of affec-
tion. Evidently our hostess cared nothing about authenticity; a clever busi-
nesswoman, she simply made the best of what she considered an eyesore. In 
fact, several photos on the wall of guests standing on that rock indicated that 
she had created a real attraction, a "sight." 
While this may be considered a minor, rather amusing matter, the influ-
ence of our hostess was spreading in the community beyond her property. 
The evening was beautiful, one of the first warm days after a long winter, 
and walking through the village we met people sitting in front of their 
homes, who chatted with us as is the custom in Newfoundland outports. 
Back at the Galecliff Lodge we commented on the pleasant experience and 
our hostess immediately took credit for it by saying that she had told every-
one to be nice to her guests. However, visitors bring news and are therefore 
generally appreciated in outports; assigning a conscious role to the local 
population, to smile for the tourists, is a move toward typecasting the hap-
py, quaint Newfoundlander in the service of commercial interests rather 
than encouraging real encounters. 
The Galecliff Lodge was opened in 1985 with much fanfare and was 
widely touted by the provincial tourism industry as the model of a good bed 
and breakfast operation. Fancier than. the "hospitality homes" that had once 
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existed in just about every outport to accommodate visiting businessmen, 
teachers, clergy, and the occasional tourist, bed and breakfast homes on the 
scale of the Galecliff Lodge are beyond the means of most Newfoundland 
families, while government funds are made available only to the select few. 
In fact, entrepreneurs from outside the province are often given preference 
over local initiatives. Judging by tourism brochures dating from the 1950s to 
the present, locally owned and run hospitality homes have steadily declined 
while new hotels and motels were added to the list of accommodations. 
Tourism planners in St. John's seem to base their ideas of how tourism 
is to be developed on the model of Florida, the most popular travel destina-
tion of affluent Newfoundlanders who congregate there by the thousands 
during the long winter months. A striking example of this attitude is bright 
blue water slides, largely supported by government funds, which opened 
across the island in the summer of 1987. In at least one instance such a 
newly constructed attraction competed directly with an older, local tourism 
project. 
In 1980 an industrious, sociable, middle-aged woman had started to 
build cabins for rent on her husband's farm in the Humber River Valley. 
After several years of hard work, without help from the government, she 
proved successful. Her property includes a brook with a lovely natural 
swimming hole, used by both her guests and the local youths, whom she 
employs occasionally for such jobs as cleaning up the environment and con-
structing simple picnic tables and bridges across the brook. During the an-
nual Strawberry Festival she regularly offers her grounds for picnics and folk 
concerts. Her cabins are mainly advertised by word of mouth. 
Since 1987 the new water slide park less than a mile down the road 
catches the eyes of tourists before they reach her place. Featuring prefabri-
cated cabins, a bulldozed playground and, in the summer of 1988, the added 
roadside attraction of a "baby moose" (a pathetic animal crouched in the far 
corner of a stall), this park is \ poignant example of the government's pref-
erence for large-scale projects and artificial amusements rather than utiliz-
ing, preserving, and enhancing assets unique to Newfoundland, i.e., the 
spectacular scenery, the rich flora and fauna that can easily be observed in 
their natural state, and the somewhat slower, traditional lifestyle that offers 
a contrast to life in the city. 
Unfortunately the tourism industry in Newfoundland is dominated by 
businessmen interested in nothing but profits and by career bureaucrats 
who are transferred from one department to another without acquiring much 
expertise and who often do not plan beyond the next election. However, 
tourism is more than a business, and success cannot simply be measured by 
statistics. Even if a bus tour brings many visitors to the island, much of the 
profit reverts to the mainland bus company and to the international hotel 
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chains they tend to use. Paradoxically tourism destroys tourism; destinations 
lose their attraction when they are overused. Canada has considered tourism 
a potential gold mine and in recent years has spent much money on its 
promotion. Instead of development and exploitation at all costs, the tourism 
industry should be concerned with preservation and careful use of the natu-
ral and cultural environment to ensure its future. 
A Personal Approach to Tourism 
My active involvement in tourism in Newfoundland began quite acciden-
tally. When I traveled across Newfoundland in the summer of 1983 in search 
of a topic for my Ph.D. thesis I simply fell in love with the place, the Nordic 
scenery, the relatively unspoiled landscape, and the ready hospitality of the 
outport. I also realized that the fishery was in decline and that new sources of 
income were urgently needed to insure the viability of the outports. As an 
outsider who has traveled extensively and lived in areas much frequented by 
tourists I soon realized the tourism potential of the island. This was con-
firmed in 1984, when I returned to Germany and noticed that increasing 
numbers of Germans travel to Scandinavia, Ireland, and Iceland, areas that 
resemble Newfoundland in climate and scenery. 
Germans now comprise the largest number of tourists worldwide. Most 
take six weeks' vacation each year; many have become sophisticated trav-
elers who are easily bored with the destinations of mass tourism. After some 
research I felt confident that at least part of the German tourism market 
could be interested in Newfoundland, given adequate information and pub-
licity. They would enjoy Newfoundland as it is because of the contrast it 
offers to industrialized, crowded, polluted Germany. In fact, I decided that 
affluent, adventurous Germans would be particularly appropriate tourists for 
Newfoundland. 
Unfortunately my vision was not shared by the Newfoundland govern-
ment employee in charge of tourism marketing to whom I conveyed my 
ideas after returning from Germany in the fall of 1984. She flatly told me, 
"We are not interested in the German market!" Instead, the American tour-
ist was the main target, notoriously the most demanding customer in terms 
of infrastructure and conspicuous consumption. Even two years later, after I 
had long lost my initial naIvete and enthusiasm and a new director had taken 
over the marketing position, I was again turned away with the very same 
words. 
In my efforts to promote responsible tourism in Newfoundland I soon 
learned that folklorists do not carry much clout in the "real world." Even 
though I referred to my earlier career in business and eventually submitted a 
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marketing plan, strikes against me were my idealistic commitment to a tour-
ism that would benefit the people of Newfoundland who most needed new 
sources of income and the small-scale developments I advocated, whereas 
large and expensive schemes appear more impressive and are funded more 
readily. While I hoped-and still hope-to work for the government (ulti-
mately the only way to be effective), I knew that I first had to establish 
some credibility beyond mere talk and the letters and proposals I wrote. My 
goal became to develop a tour of Newfoundland that would prove my points 
and that could be used as a model for others to follow. 
In the next years tourism became my "sideline." Whenever I traveled 
across Newfoundland for research or other purposes I made efforts to meet 
local tour operators, to identify potential tourism resources, and to introduce 
the idea of small-scale developments such as simple bed and breakfast and 
cabin accommodations, boat rides, and hikes to anyone willing to listen. I 
appeared on the television news and was written up in the provincial televi-
sion magazine to spread my ideas to the public. On several occasions I tried 
experimental tours with friends and designed touring itineraries for visitors. 
During my regular visits to Germany I gave public slide talks on New-
foundland. The enthusiastic response further confirmed my belief that 
Newfoundland would be an attractive vacation destination for many Ger-
mans. However, the slide talks did not result in actual travel, and the Ger-
man travel agents I contacted were either not willing to take any risks or did 
not see enough profit in the tour I offered to include it in their Canadian 
programs. Finally in 1987, after a period of trial and error, I found an almost 
ideal partner in the German nonprofit organization Noturfreunde (Friends of 
Nature). Actively concerned with environmental issues, this association was 
just starting a program of "soft" tourism, i.e., tourism careful of the natural 
and cultural environment. The first small tour I designed and guided for 
them in 1988 proved successful and in 1989 they included my Newfoundland 
tour in their program. Most importantly, the German travel journalist I had 
invited to come along on the first tour, whose expenses were paid by the 
government (a first cooperative gesture),was so impressed with Newfound-
land that he wrote several lead articles for major German newspapers. 
New Ideas on Tourism 
In itself this small tour is not very significant. However, it introduces a 
different model of tourism to Newfoundland at a time when it is still possi-
ble to influence the direction tourism is taking. At this point it is very impor-
tant to educate all concerned so that they can make informed choices how and 
if they want to participate in tourism developments. Consequently tour-
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Table 9.1. Sample Insights on Tourism 
The Host Population: 
We need tourism for our economy: it 
creates jobs and brings income. We know, 
however, that it also represents a danger 
to our culture and our environment. We 
therefore want to supervise and control its 
development so that our country may be 
preserved as a viable economic, social, 
and natural environment. 
The Tourist: 
Away from home and free: it is very 
tempting to do things I would never do 
at home. I shall avoid this danger by 
observing myself critically while on 
holiday, and behave with restraint. I want 
to enjoy myself without offending or 
harming others. 
The Travel Business: 
We see our clients as people who enjoy 
life and who want their holidays to be the 
"most pleasurable weeks of the year." We 
also know that there is an increasing 
number of interested, considerate, and 
environment-conscious tourists. We shall 
try to respond to and encourage this trend 
without "preaching" to our guests. 
We want to keep control over our land. 
We pursue an active planning and land use 
policy. We limit our new construction by 
carefully considered zoning policy. We 
decline to sell land to non-locals. We 
promote and encourage the utilization of 
the exisiting buildings and infrastructure. 
The areas that I visit are inhabited by 
people who have a different culture. I want 
to learn more about the country and its 
population. I shall adjust to the host pop-
ulation instead of demanding the opposite 
and acting like royalty. Asking instead of 
answering, exploring instead of finding. 
We shall bear in mind the interests, 
independence, and rights of the local 
population. We shall respect local laws, 
customs, traditions, and cultural character-
istics. We shall always remember that we 
as travel agents and as tourists are guests 
of the local population. 
Source: Tourism with Insights: Our Proposals by Working Group "Tourism with Insight and 
Understanding." 
ism has become part of my teaching. I have lectured not only to folklore 
classes at Memorial University but also to adult education classes and tour-
ism associations, and I have offered workshops on tourism to Rural Develop-
ment Associations and similar groups. At the same time, tourism is it major 
focus of my Ph.D. thesis, and over the years I have given a number of 
scholarly papers on the topic. 
Much of my thinking has been influenced by the critical trends I ob-
served at the ITB in Berlin, where worldwide trends in tourism are first 
noted. I have joined Gruppe Neues Reisen (Association for New Travel), a 
group formed in 1978 by people from various walks of life who are concerned 
with the problems caused by tourism. At the ITB in 1987 I participated in 
the critical exhibitions and discussions they produced together with thirteen 
other international associations as the working group Tourismus mit Einsicht 
(Tourism with Insight and Understanding). In 1988 four more associations 
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had joined the working group at the ITB. This time critical materials in-
cluded a booklet with thirty proposals, ten each addressed to "the respons-
ible host population," "the tourist," and "the travel business" (see Table 
9.1). Jost Krippendorf, one of the most prominent members of the working 
group, introduced these proposals to the press and leading members of the 
travel industry in a public discussion. The fact that all accepted these pro-
posals, at least verbally, is an encouraging sign that the tourism industry has 
entered a new phase where growth is no longer the only objective and that 
the self-destructive tendencies and the limits of tourism are now widely 
recognized. 
For the host population, proposals include being aware of the dangers of 
tourism developments and participating in the control over tourism in order 
to maintain a viable economic, social, and natural environment. Tourism 
developments should be made by, with, and for the local population. Tour-
ists in turn are asked to behave with restraint, to learn more about the coun-
try and its population, and to adjust to their hosts rather than exploit an 
inherently unequal situation where what constitutes leisure and fun for one 
is hard work and a burden for the other. Proposals for the travel industry 
include respecting local laws, customs, traditions, and cultural characteris-
tics; providing clients with comprehensive information about all aspects of 
the country they want to visit; and advertising honestly and responsibly, 
avoiding the usual superlatives and stereotypes. Many of these proposals 
simply make good, common sense. However, if taken seriously, they could 
change the nature of tourism. It is up to all of us, as tourists, teachers, 
interpreters, or critical scholars to implement these ideas. 
Folklorists' Potential Contributions Toward Responsible Tourism 
Rural, peripheral areas far from the industrialized cities-the regions most 
coveted by tourists-are still the areas most folklorists prefer to study. In 
fact, more or less accidentally folklorists may become precursors of tourism, 
preparing its way with the publications, exhibitions, and festivals they help 
to produce. Fieldwork, too, is a form of tourism: The collecting of folk arts 
and crafts for museums and archives can be considered an early form of 
souvenir hunting. In a sense, therefore, folklorists are deeply involved in the 
rise of tourism. 
The few regions that so far have remained relatively untouched by tour-
ism, such as Newfoundland, may now experience accelerated touristic de-
velopments. By providing the population with information on the dangers as 
well as the benefits of tourism and on alternative models, we can help them 
to avoid mistakes made elsewhere. Above all this is a political issue; only an 
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informed public can make rational decisions and participate actively in the 
making of its own future. It is not enough for folklorists to introduce regions 
to tourists; we must be held accountable for what happens to the people 
afterwards. 
With the knowledge acquired by training in folklore combined with ad-
ditional social and political skills, folklorists can help to change stereotypical 
perceptions, encouraging tolerance and cultural appreciation instead. Be-
cause of their training, values, and orientation, folklorists should be able to 
bring a different perespective to tourism and, hopefully, a more sensitive 
approach. As consultants, interpreters, writers, or tour guides, we can pro-
vide specialized advice and expertise in regard to traditional cultures and 
symbolic behavior. This is an important task, given the tremendous impact 
tourism has everywhere. 
For Further Information 
A tremendous amount of literature exists on tourism. For example, about five 
hundred titles are listed in the annotated bibilography, The Perceptual and Socio-
Cultural Dimensions of the Tourism Environment, published in 1983 by the Travel 
and Tourism Program of the George Washington University and the Internation-
al Trade and Tourism Division, Department of Economic Affairs, Organization 
of American States, Washington, D.C. To mention some of the classics of tour-
ism scholarship, Hans Magnus Enzenberger's essay "Eine Theorie des Tour-
ismus" (in Einzelheiten [Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1%2]) became a precursor of later 
theories by analyzing tourism (particularly mass tourism) as a reaction to repres-
sion. Since the 1970s many more studies of tourism have attempted to analyze 
the tourist according to his attitude toward vacations, expectations, and motifs for 
travel. In 1975 L. Turner and J. Ash published The Golden Hordes: International 
Tourism and the Pleasure Periphery (London: Constable), which explores the history 
and development of tourism as harmful to authenticity and cultural identity. The 
Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Class by Dean MacCannell (New York: Scho-
cken, 1976) provides a semiotic analysis of touristic objects, of "sights." An an-
thology of essays, Hosts and Guests-The Anthropology of Tourism, edited by Valene 
L. Smith (U niv. of Pennsylvania Press, 1977), details the cultural impact of tour-
ists upon the peoples they visit. Many social science journals include articles on 
tourism. A multidisciplinary publication devoted to tourism, Annals of Tourism 
Research (New York: Pergamon), appears twice each year. 
While interest in tourism is rising among North American folklorists, it is not 
yet considered a special field of study. Particularly Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 
has dealt with the thorny issue of authenticity in relationship to tourism. Among 
German folklorists, tourism has been mentioned in connection with folklorism. 
Recently a paper by U tz Jeggle and Gottfried Korff, "On the Development of the 
Zillertal Regional Character: A Contribution to Cultural Economics," which an-
alyzes the process of folklorism culminating in tourism developments, has been 
published in German Volkskunde-A Decade of Theoretical Confrontation, Debate, and 
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Reorientation (1967-1977) (edited and translated by James R. Dow and Hannjost 
Lixfeld [Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1986], 124-39). Another study on 
"Tourism and Folklorism," a chapter from Hermann Bausinger's textbook Volks-
kunde (Tiibingen: Tiibinger Vereinigung ffir Volkskunde, 1979), 159-79, will 
soon be available in translation as part of the book Folk Culture in the World of 
Technology, to be published by Indiana Univeristy Press. In Germany, folklorist 
Dieter Kramer introduced a new approach in his book Der sanfte Tourismus 
(Wien: Oesterreichischer Bundesverlag, 1983). Building on the idea of "soft" 
technology that had become a commonplace in the 1980s, Kramer explores the 
reasons for tourism developments in the Alpine regions and points to nonprofit 
organizations, such as the Alpine Club, to counteract purely commercial tourism 
efforts with socially and environmentally sound "soft" tourism. Since then 
Kramer has initiated a section on "Tourism and Cultural Relations" at the 1987 
meeting of German folklorists and has subsequently called for the formation of a 
working group Kulturwissenschoft/iche Tourismusforschung (Scholarly Cultural Re-
search on Tourism). 
On yet another level, the work of economist Jost Krippendorf as director of 
the Institute for Leisure and Tourism Research at the University of Berne, 
Switzerland, includes suggestions, strategies and scholarly programs for action, 
although Krippendorf admits that a large discrepancy still exists between schol-
arly programs and what can be done in concrete situations. One of his books is 
now available in translation, The Holiday Makers: Understanding the Impact of Lei-
sure and Travel (London: Heinemann, 1987). In the United States similar goals 
are pursued by the North American Network on Third World Tourism, which was 
formed in 1987 by members of the travel industry, ecumenical and academic 
circles, and other concerned individuals. The contact address is The Center for 
Responsible Tourism, Virginia T. Hadsell, Director, 2 Kensington Road, San 
Anselmo, CA 94960. 
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Serving the Public: 
An Assessment of Work in 
Public Sector Folklore 
BETTY J. BELANUS 
Folklore applied to the public sector is nothing new in the United States. 
Whether one traces the birth of this work back to Henry Schoolcraft in the 
1840s or Benjamin Botkin in the 1930s, most folklorists will agree that the 
public sector folklore "boom" of the 1970s and 1980s has firm roots in the 
history of the discipline. What is relatively new is the large number of aca-
demically trained folklorists being hired on a temporary or permanent basis 
by national, state, regional, and local agencies. The projects and programs 
these folklorists carry out range from focused internships to general surveys 
of regional folklore; from the creation of school or museum educational units 
to being a member of an interdisciplinary "cultural resource management" 
team. 
As an academically trained folklorist who has worked in many capacities 
in a variety of cultural agencies, I believe that an examination of my own 
career in public sector folklore serves in some sense as a microcosm of work 
in the field. Such an examination allows an assessment of the present state 
of public sector folklore in general, including methods of training future 
professionals, the types of projects and programs currently practiced, and a 
forecast of the future of the field. My views represent not only the experi-
ence of twelve years in the field, but observation of my fellow public sector 
folklorists, and a critical stance developed during the writing of my doctoral 
dissertation evaluating public sector folklore. I will first chronicle and com-
ment on my own career in public sector folklore, and then conclude with the 
lessons that I feel my own career can offer the field in general. 
Academic and Practical Training 
Many people working in public sector folklore do not have advanced folklore 
degrees. However, the "credential" of an M.A. or Ph.D. in the field gives 
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the public sector folklorist a definite advantage-not because it looks im-
pressive on a resume but because of the experience that these degrees rep-
resent. Although students interested in work in the public sector may 
sometimes wonder how the "historic-geographic method" and the "oral-
formulaic theory" are going to help them, a solid graduate education in 
folklore theory and technique offers students a deeper understanding of the 
material common to both academic and public sector folklore. Work in the 
public sector requires not only practical experience but a thorough knowl-
edge of the field including all of those seemingly arcane models and para-
digms. Besides, academic folklore training has its practical side as well: 
training in research techniques, the analysis of problems, and the relation of 
single items to larger contexts. 
Even before entering graduate school, students can draw from their un-
dergraduate training in preparing for a career in public sector folklore. My 
own undergraduate degree in American studies gave me a background in 
American history, sociology, and literature that proved useful in researching 
the regions of the United States in which I have worked. Of course, many 
students do not discover folklore studies, and the possibility of a career in 
the field, until they are almost through their undergraduate studies. But, 
fortunately, the interdisciplinary nature of folklore in general, and public 
sector folklore work specifically, allows a wide range of undergraduate stud-
ies to become relevant in a student's later career. 
Early exposure to practical work situations, in my opinion, is as impor-
tant as academic study. As an undergraduate, my first career-related job 
came in the form of a work-study position at the Northampton Historical 
Society, Northampton, Massachusetts. In this position, I accessed and cata-
loged items in the collection, gave tours of three historic houses, and assem-
bled two small exhibitions. I was later able to build on this introduction to 
museum work in graduate school, working at the Indiana University Muse-
um of Anthropology, History and Folklore (now the Mathers Museum), first 
as a volunteer, and later as a work-study student and a graduate assistant. 
The understanding of museum work gained during these years has proven 
invaluable in developing exhibitions and museum education programs. 
During the summer before I began graduate school, I served as a volun-
tary intern at the Archive of Folk Song (now the Archive of Folk Culture, 
part of the American Folklife Center) at the Library of Congress for one 
month. My main project as an intern was preparing a number of boxes of 
R.W. Gordon's papers for microfilming. (Gordon had been the first head 
and virtual founder of the Archive of Folk Song in the late 1920s.) This brief 
experience introduced me to archival work and stressed the importance of 
making folklore collections accessible to the public. 
Once in graduate school, I encountered the attitude among my pro-
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fessors that the ideal for the serious folklorist was teaching on the university 
level while working on one's own research, publishing widely in academic 
journals and in book form. I learned at the same time, however, that univer-
sity teaching jobs were becoming more and more scarce, and that some 
scholars were being "forced" into public sector positions because of this 
academic work shortage. By that time I already knew enough about public 
sector folklore to desire a career in this aspect of the field. Luckily, a num-
ber of my fellow graduate students were also interested in public sector 
work, and we helped each other acquire skills necessary for this work and 
kept each other informed about summer positions and available grants. At-
tending graduate school at a large and diverse university offered us oppor-
tunities to acquire necessary skills through courses in other departments, 
according to our interests. Photography and film courses, arts administration 
courses, and the aforementioned museum studies were some of the aca-
demic routes to obtaining these skills. Folklore department assistantships 
in editing a journal, archiving, and teaching an introductory course were 
others. 
Fortunately for folklore students presently in graduate school, public 
sector folklore does not hold quite the stigma it had in the recent past. 
Graduate programs are now actively seeking public sector internships and 
jobs for their students, enlisting the help of former students such as myself. 
Nevertheless, students interested in public sector careers are well advised to 
lay their own groundwork by pursuing the skills needed for such jobs, and 
keeping well informed of opportunities for part-time and summer employ-
ment in the field. 
Applications 
The first paid position in public sector folklore serves as the "rite of pas-
sage" into professionalism. Often, this opportunity comes during the sum-
mer while a student is still in graduate school. Such a position usually 
consists of conducting folklore or oral history fieldwork and either preparing 
a written report or planning a public program. 
My own first paid public sector job was fairly atypical of most. I was 
hired by a firm called Soil Systems, Inc.-a private company that bid on 
government contracts to do anthropological surveys and excavations. Under 
the Moss-Bennett Act of 1974, these companies were eligible to bid on proj-
ects that impacted potential archaeology sites by such government actions as 
the building of a dam. The site was surveyed to determine its importance, 
and if it was judged to be significant, an excavation was planned. In this 
case, the Army Corps of Engineers was building the massive Tennessee 
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Tombigbee Waterway on the Tennessee River through major portions of the 
South, impacting a large number of important archaeological sites (not to 
mention farm land, homes, and whole communities) in its wake. 
The particular site in question was part of an antebellum northeastern 
Mississippi plantation site including archaeological remains of slave (and lat-
er sharecropper) homes and commercial buildings. My job was to conduct 
oral history interviews with former residents who remembered living and 
working in the area when the community still existed. Many people recalled 
stories transmitted from slave days, and their insight into the later sharecrop-
ping community was very valuable to the understandings of the archaeolo-
gists' findings. Although bringing interviewees to the field laboratory to 
identify specific artifacts proved inconclusive, general information about the 
types of cookware, tools, clothing, and other household goods used within 
peoples' memories aided in the analysis of artifacts. People also remem-
bered the buildings, their placement and modifications, and their approxi-
mate dates of habitation. More important than information about artifacts 
and buildings, however, was the human dimension the oral histories added 
to the project. Stories of family and community life, tales of local ghosts and 
humorous characters, and accounts of the seasonal cycle of cotton cultivation 
gave flesh and blood to the story told by artifacts, post-holes, and flora and 
fauna samples. 
The atypical parts of this job, as I later found out from more experience in 
public sector work, were (1) the opportunity to work as part of an inter-
disciplinary team including historical archaeologists and traditional historians, 
and (2) the chance to work on a "cultural resource management" project 
fueled by government funds not often available to folklorists. I was at that 
time oblivious to the fact that the American Folklife Center had turned down 
portions of the same Tennessee Tombigee project after lengthy negotiations 
and moral problems with the nature of the project and its funding. Instead, as 
a young folklorist with no political savvy, I saw the job as a great opportunity 
to hone my interviewing skills, test my knowledge of narrative and material 
culture, and put other information gained in my graduate classes to practical 
use. The resulting report for the Army Corps Df Engineers successfully 
blended historic archaeology, oral history, and traditional history to form a 
picture of the Waverly area from the days of slavery through the 196Os. Only 
later, at a discussion among graduate students and Professor Richard Dorson, 
did I discover the scandalous nature of the "tainted money" that I had been 
paid as a participant in this project. Controversy aside, I believe that folklor-
ists have a great deal to offer this type of project that combines the viewpoints 
of several disciplines. The American Folklife Center itself has participated in 
many such projects, albeit through other funding sources and with other mo-
tives than "salvage archaeology." 
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My next paid position, as a fieldworker and presenter for the Tennessee 
State Parks Folklife Project (TSPFP) during the summer of 1980, was a 
much more typical public sector venture. The TSPFP was conceived of by 
Robert Fulcher, a state park district naturalist and amateur folklorist. The' 
project was partially funded by the National Endowment for the Arts' Folk 
Arts Program. 
Three academically trained folklorists were hired to collect folklore 
around two state parks apiece and to plan programs at the parks. Like many 
other public sector folklorists, Fulcher's goals were to increase awareness of 
and appreciation for Tennessee traditions, to attract the local community to 
park programs, and to collect a body of material for future use. He felt that 
much of the knowledge .held by older tradition bearers would die with them, 
since most younger community members were not interested in or aware of 
the songs, stories, and occupational and craft skills still practiced or living in 
memories of older people. He also recognized the fact that local people 
often viewed park programs as serving only tourists and felt unwelcome. 
Collecting information that would be placed in the State Library and Ar-
chive and presenting programs based on this information in the parks 
seemed like excellent ways to achieve Fulcher's goals, which were totally 
within the goals of the NEA Folk Arts Program as well. 
As is common in public sector work, we were really doing four jobs in 
one: collecting folklore by means of audio recordings and photography, pre-
liminary archiving of the material (logging tapes and photos, collecting 
background information about informants), planning programs, and doing 
all of the publicity for the programs to insure an audience. Fulcher was an 
inspiring supervisor who made us feel that the work was urgent and impor-
tant. This job added to my field collecting experience and taught me pre-
sentation and publicity skills (mostly by trial and error). Ultimately, I 
decided to use the TSPFP as a case study for my dissertation. The writing 
of the dissertation gave me the chance to step back from a public sector 
project with which I was intimately involved, and make some critical obser-
vations. I will draw from some of these observations in the conclusion of 
this article. 
The next summer I carried out two shorter fieldwork projects, one in 
Indiana and one in Mississippi, both for arts organizations. Through these 
projects I was introduced to two frustrating elements all too typical of many 
short-term public sector positions: lack of time to do one's best and lack of 
the fulfillment that comes from personal follow-up. During the Mississippi 
job, I had two weeks in each of two locations to collect information and 
suggest participants for a week's worth of library programs, to be carried out 
later that year. This involved going into a countywide area with very little 
background information, learning as much as possible about the type of 
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traditions found there, and then locating and interviewing individuals who 
could present these traditions in a library setting. Unlike in my former work 
in Mississippi and Tennessee, I turned my material over to another folklorist 
without a chance to process it through publication or presentation myself. 
Although I met and interviewed many interesting tradition bearers and felt 
that I made good recommendations for the programs, more time and back-
ground in the communities would have made the work more satisfying and 
relevant to myself and to the communities involved. 
In 1982, after finishing my Ph.D. qualifying exams, I took a full-time 
position as state folk arts coordinator for the Indiana Arts Commission. In 
this job, I was able to use skills I had obtained in graduate school and 
during my summer employment. But perhaps even more important was a 
new skill I learned-the complex negotiations of office politics in the mer-
curial world of arts administration. I worked in this capacity for a little over 
two years, during which time I carried out the day to day work of adminis-
tering grants to communities and created two projects of my own through 
"special projects" funds from the National Endowment for the Arts' Folk 
Arts Program. 
The first·of these projects was a library project based on the Mississippi 
model. I hired two folklorists to do the fieldwork, thus graduating from 
fieldworker to administrator and thus perpetuating the aforementioned sins 
of not allowing my fieldworkers enough time to really dig into the folklore of 
the counties I assigned them to. As a grant writer and administrator, I found 
that this was often a necessary evil based on keeping costs down while at-
tempting to serve as wide an area as possible in a limited time frame. I did, 
however, manage to lay more groundwork for the fieldworkers by visiting 
the counties and meeting with community leaders beforehand, collecting a 
list of possible traditions and gathering the names of many potential tradi-
tion bearers beforehand. Following the fieldwork period, I used the recom-
mendations of the fieldworkers to plan week-long library programs in six 
libraries in underserved areas of the state, which pleased the agency. Several 
of the librarians planned follow-up projects (including one who applied for a 
grant from the arts commission to fund a booklet on local traditions), which 
pleased me. 
The second project was the creation of four slide-tape programs, which 
allowed me to do some follow-up on the fieldwork carried out for the library 
project. (My integration into the arts world through the medium of arts ad-
ministration was proven when I commissioned an original synthesizer score 
from a young composer who had applied for a fellowship at the arts commis-
sion for one of the programs.) The programs were offered to libraries, 
schools, clubs, and other organizations around the state at a nominal rental 
or purchase cost. Although they were never heavily used, I recently checked 
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on the programs and found them still available and intact, despite the fact 
that the Indiana Arts Commission no longer has a folk arts coordinator. Dur-
ing the course of my work in Indiana, I found that the materials generated 
by some earlier community projects funded by the Arts Commission had 
met less fortunate fates, with slides, tapes, and reports relegated to shoe 
boxes on dusty shelves, or permanently misplaced after a folklorist leaves 
the project. 
After two years, I ventured into another phase of public sector folklore 
work as an independent contractor. Resigning our full-time jobs, a friend 
and I began work on a project documenting the folk craftspeople of the state 
of Indiana, toward a publication and an exhibition. We drew upon much of 
the fieldwork done during the library and slide-tape projects and other folk-
lore projects carried out in the state over the years. Simultaneously, I be-
came the part-time coordinator of a project administered by the Indiana 
Historical Bureau called "Folklore in the Classroom." My job was to edit a 
workbook and set up teachers' workshops. Carrying out our own research 
and planning an innovative traveling exhibition was very rewarding. Working 
with teachers and other educators on Folklore in the Classroom thrust me 
into a new world of folklore and education. However, the pay was low and 
juggling two projects at once was exhausting. 
When funds ran out for the Folklore in the Classroom project, we were 
still engaged in research, writing, and administering our exhibition as it trav-
eled to six sites in Indiana. I was hired for another part-time contract, this 
time at the Indianapolis Children's Museum to work on a project called the 
"Mysteries in History Toolbox" -a resource kit for teachers based on the 
museum's revamped American history gallery, funded in part by the Indiana 
Humanities Committee. The kit had sections on artifacts, archaeology, ar-
chitecture, oral history and folklore, and visual and written documents. I 
wrote background booklets for each of these subjects and created a number 
of activities for students. I also helped plan workshops to show teachers how 
to use the kit. 
The pay for this project was even worse than the Folklore in the Class-
room job, but the work was interesting and built upon many of my aca-
demic and practical skills. For instance, as an undergraduate and graduate 
student I had always had a special interest in historic photography and its 
impact on family folklore. One of the activities I prepared for the Toolbox 
was a series of cards that helped students research their family photographs, 
taking the history of photography from daguerreotypes to instant photos. 
More important, I learned more about museum education. Through contact 
with teachers during the course of preparing both the Folklore in the Class-
room material and the Mysteries in History toolbox, I learned that they were 
anxious to have access to hands-on activities for their classes, and I also 
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learned more about their criteria for using those materials in the classroom. 
After the Mysteries in History project ended, I decided it was time to 
"get serious" about finishing my dissertation. Such a delay in finishing 
one's degree is a chronic dilemma among public sector folklorists who are 
seduced by interesting money-making projects or full-time employment in 
the field. This tends to perpetuate the feeling among more academically-
oriented colleagues that public sector folklorists are less serious and less 
motivated than those who finish their degrees in shorter time periods. The 
truth is that, in public sector folklore, work experience and completed com-
munity projects count more than the Ph.D. Often, finishing the Ph.D. of-
fers no incentive (such as increased salary or standing) but becomes instead 
a personal goal and opens academic doors should the folklorist wish to teach 
part-time on the university level. 
During the time I worked on finishing my dissertation, I began substi-
tute teaching, which gave me plerity of time for dissertation writing and 
offered experience in classrooms with students ranging from first graders to 
seniors in high school. The exposure to a wide variety of teaching tech-
niques, lesson plans, and curriculum materials helped in future folklore and 
education work. However, I do not recommend substitute teaching for any 
lengthy time period, since the pay is very poor and many classes seem deter-
mined to drive their substitutes mad. 
By the time my dissertation was in sight of being finished, finding a 
full-time job again became necessary to get out of debt and resume my 
career path. I was hired by the Smithsonian's Office of Folklife Programs as 
Curator for the Massachusetts Program of the 1988 Festival of American 
Folklife. I had had some previous experience with the Festival, having 
worked for two weeks in 1986 as a presenter for the Tennessee Program. 
The chance to work in Washington, D.C. on a project that I would be re-
sponsible for shaping, and the relatively large salary, lured me away from 
Indianapolis and a possible chance to work at the Children's Museum full-
time as Director of the Resource Center. 
Planning and executing the program drew on many of my skills, since 
the work involved supervising an extensive field collection, and synthesiz-
ing that collection into a combined exhibition and live presentation. The 
scale of the program was rather frightening, with over 100 participants, an 
estimated 1.S million visitors, and a budget of $600,000. Despite the size of 
the program, the most problematic aspect was how properly to represent the 
folklife of an entire state. Since Massachusetts on the whole is a very politi-
cally aware state, no matter how many ethnic groups and regions were to be 
represented, there were always people demanding to know why their particu-
lar group or region was being excluded or shortchanged. Also, there was great 
resentment toward the Smithsonian, a national agency, making the final deci-
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sions on how the state was to be portrayed. As curator, I was often torn 
between the creation of a coherent program, the attempt to include as many 
groups and individuals as possible, keeping within the budget, and pleasing 
administrators in our office and at sponsoring agencies in Massachusetts. For-
tunately, in the end, the program was well-received by most visitors and 
administrators, and especially by the participants from Massachusetts. 
During the course of the year and half I spent working on the program, I 
also continued to develop my interest in folklore and education, getting to 
know some of the education specialists around the Smithsonian, and work-
ing with educators in Massachusetts. The acting director of our office en-
couraged me to apply for a Smithsonian Educational Outreach grant to act as 
education specialist for the office. Since I wrote the grant, I also wrote the 
job description and planned to work on projects of my own devising. The 
job would have seemed like a dream come true, if it had not launched me 
into another realm of funding snafus-given the fluctuating budget of the 
Office of Folklife Programs, the job never became permanent, relying on a 
patchwork of grants, Festival funds, and private money I raised for various 
projects. 
One such project, the Folklore Summer Institute, was definitely worth 
my tenuous status as a Smithsonian employee. Essentially a training program, 
the institute allowed a group of "community scholars" -individuals who have 
been collecting and presenting folklore in their home communities for a num-
ber of years-to come to Washington, D. C. to meet with folklore scholars and 
each other, exchange information and expertise, and learn about resources 
available for folklore projects. This project involved me in the important 
work of "empowering" (or, "enabling") community researchers to carry out 
their own research with the full knowledge, aid, and support of professional 
folklorists. An extremely varied group of individuals were accepted into the 
program during the two years I directed it, representing remote rural loca-
tions as well as the inner city, working at small museums, local arts agencies, 
elementary and secondary public schools, social service organizations, pho-
tography studios, and volunteer organizations. The groups chosen repre-
sented a wide variety of other ethnic backgrounds, and work in the public 
sector including planning annual festivals, exhibitions, and performances 
featuring local folk artists, the marketing of folk crafts, the writing and edi-
ting of publications, and the creation of curriculum materials. The things 
they had in common were an interest in preserving and presenting folklore 
in their communities and the desire to learn how to go about doing so more 
effectively. The Folklore Summer Institute brought me full circle from my 
own academic training and experience following the "proper channels" of 
work in the public sector. These folks were out in their own communities, 
doing work in many cases more effective than most public sector folklorists, 
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and certainly with more lasting impact than much of the work I had done in 
the course of my career. 
After the last Summer Folklore Institute, I became a victim of govern-
ment funding cutbacks during the fall of 1990 and carried out some contract 
work for both National Public Radio and the Allegheny Highland Heritage 
Project in Western Pennsylvania while I was temporarily out of a job at the 
Smithsonian. Then, I curated another Festival program for the Office of 
Folklife Programs in 1991, this one on Family Farms in the Midwest. I am 
currently working on a contract basis with the OFP, continuing the work I 
began as education specialist. There is a chance that this position will be-
come permanent soon. 
A Career in Public Sector Folklore 
Though no one career can be said to be "typical" of public sector folklore 
work in general, I believe that mine offers insight into the evolution, present 
state, and future problems of the field. Toward this end, I will list several 
implications for the field as a whole that I feel can be derived from my own 
experience: 
1. The true public sector folklorist is "born, not made." By this I 
mean that, despite the advanced academic degrees, political know-
how, and honed skills of fund-raising and administration, most public 
sector folklorists who have stuck with the often frustrating tmde began 
their careers wonting to work with the general public instead of in the 
world of academia. They consciously set out, sometimes from their 
undergraduate years, to gain the skills and experience that would lead 
them into public sector work. I cannot speak for everyone's motiva-
tions in this pursuit, but my own reflect a perhaps idealistic desire to 
reach as many people as possible with information about tmdition 
bearers and the communities they live in, in order to encoumge per-
petuation of folklore throughout the United States and the world. One 
could argue that many folklorists working in a purely academic setting 
share this desire, and carry it out through teaching and publishing. 
However, public sector folklorists seek to reach an infinitely wider 
audience through media concerts and festivals, films, exhibitions, cur-
riculum materials accessible to teachers in public schools, and articles 
in popular or regional publications. This work, in my opinion, takes 
different skills and a different type of commitment from those re-
quired of a career devoted mainly to teaching and writing on the uni-
versity level. 
2. In order to perpetuate their own careers, and the field in gen-
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eral, public sector folklorists need to become masters of many job-
related "worlds." While some public sector folklorists may find a niche 
early in their careers and stick with one job (say, working within an arts 
agency) their entire work lives, most of us move from one position to 
another because of the circumstances of available funding, changes in 
personal life, or the desire to try something new and more challenging. 
This requires gaining appropriate skills that neither academic training 
nor previous experience has prepared us for. Thus, within one career, 
we may learn skills as diverse as mastering the nuances of a Stereo 
Nagra to obtain a broadcast-quality recording in the field, writing good 
exhibition labels, administering a large federal grant, helping a teacher 
manage a visit by a folk artist to a fourth grade class, and ushering a 
senator through a folk festival featuring his or her constituents. In 
short, the public sector folklorist must remain extremely flexible and 
willing to learn throughout his or her career. 
3. Education, experience, and skill do not necessarily ensure a sta-
ble, well-paying job in the location of one's choice in the field of 
public sector folklore. Sometimes this is the fault of the folklorist, as 
in my case when I took low-paying jobs that interested me, or "went 
freelance" in order to choose my own projects and schedule. Unfor-
tunately, more and more often, the relatively small number of avail-
able public sector jobs and a current funding squeeze on all levels of 
public and private cultural agencies have caused the "choice factor" to 
dwindle. Many public sector folklorists find themselves stringing to-
gether a series of temporary jobs, or looking outside the field for work 
that (ironically) builds on some of the experience they have gained as 
public sector folklorists (becoming museum administrators, pursuing 
careers in media production or publishing, working as professional 
fund-raisers, and so forth). It does not bode well for a field when many 
of its most able workers are receiving pink slips and pursuing other 
career paths. > 
4. Public sector folklorists need to broaden their support base, 
stretching the field much further than its current boundaries. Many 
public sector folklorists have assumed a proprietary stance toward their 
work, legitimizing some types of folklore over others and shutting out 
local enthusiasts who are not familiar with the materials of "authentic 
folklore." I am not advocating that we embrace "fakelore," but I am 
appealing for more programs that offer training and a forum for infor-
mation exchange to "kindred spirits" such as community scholars. 
Many projects that I worked on, including the Tennessee State Parks 
Folklife Project, imposed a structure created by public sector folklor-
ists and agency administrators on a community, with little recognition 
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of what that community may have been more interested in receiving 
from such a project. Working with communities and with people al-
ready involved in the collection and perpetuation of folklore on the 
inside of those communities is one way to broaden support and serve 
the public more effectively. 
Since I began graduate school in the mid-1970s, the field of public sec-
tor folklore has certainly seen rapid growth and maturation. State folklorists 
or state folk arts coordinators are now well established in nearly every state 
and a number of territories of the United States. Some state programs have 
grown to include staffs of a dozen or more folklorists, and many local agen-
cies have hired folklorists on a more or less permanent basis. More impor-
tant, perhaps, is the critical assessment that the field has undergone in the 
past half-dozen years, in publications, at American Folklore Society meet-
ings, and during special conferences. I hope that this assessment of the 
nature of public sector folklore careers, using my own career as a case study, 
has added to this critique. The future of public sector folklore work depends 
on such direct gazes into the mirror, checking flaws as well as admirable 
traits. 
For Further Information 
A definitive, critical history of the applied folklore and public sector folklore 
movements is yet to be written. The first volume devoted entirely to aspects of 
public sector folklore history and case studies is Burt Feintuch, ed., The Conser-
vation of Culture: Folklorists and the Public Seaor (Lexington: Univ. Press of Ken-
tucky, 1988). Unpublished treatments of this history can be found in Peter 
Thomas Bartis's Ph.D. dissertation, ''A History of the Archive of Folk Song at 
the Library of Congress: The First Fifty Years" (University of Pennsylvania, 
1982), and my own dissertation, "Evaluating Public Sector Folklore: The Ten-
nessee State Parks Folklife Project" (Indiana University), both available through 
University Microfilm. Archie Green, who served as lobbyist for the American 
Folklife Center, has written often on the early history of applied folklore; see 
his "Introduction," in Linda Coe, ed., Folklife and the Federal Government (Wash-
ington, D.C.: American Folklife Center, 1977), 1-9, and "Public Sector Atten-
tion to Folklife in the United States," in Nicholas Spitzer, ed., Louisiana 
Folklife: A Guide to the State (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Folklife Program/Division 
of the Arts, 1985), 245-51. Although dated, the debate between socially con-
scious folklorists and Richard M. Dorson concerning the ideals of applied folk-
lore will still fascinate folklore students; see Dick Sweterlitsch, ed., Papers on 
Applied Folklore (Bloomington, Ind.: Folklore Forum, Bibliographic and Special 
Series 8, 1971). 
Two issues of the Kentucky Folklore Record report on work in public sector 
folklore: Volume 26 (1980) and Volume 32 (1986). The former includes a work-
ing definition for professional folklorists, a report on folk arts in the schools 
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programs, and a provocative essay on reasons not to produce a folk festival by 
folklorists Timothy Lloyd and Charles Camp. The latter volume includes eval-
uations of programs in the public sector, with an excellent article suggesting 
goals for public programs by folklorist Doris Dyen. Many publications, films, 
records, and other products of state folklore programs are listed in Henry Will-
ett, '~ Survey of State Folk Cultural Programs," a publication of the Public 
Programs Section of the American Folklore Society.(jan. 1986), available from 
the National Endowment for the Arts Folk Arts Program, 1100 Pennsylvania 
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20506. Ormond Loomis's Cultural Conservation: 
The Protection of Cultural Heritage in the United States (Washington, D.C.: Ameri-
can Folklife Center, 1983) gives a good overview of work in the public sector. 
The best "finger on the pulse" of public sector folklore since 1984 is the bian-
nual Public Programs Newsletter, available by joining the Public Sector Section of 
the American Folklore Society. The newsletter includes reports on state and 
national folklore programs, discussions of important issues, job announcements, 
and listings of new publications and products. 
A good introduction to folklore and education projects initiated by folklor-
ists is Marsha McDowell, ed., Folk Am in Education: A Resource Handbook (Mich-
igan State University Museum, 1987). This work includes descriptions of proj-
ects (including more information about my own project, "Folklore in the Class-
room"), as well as sample materials and an excellent bibliography. Copies of 
"Folklore in the Classroom" are available from the Indiana Historical Bureau, 
140 North Senate, Indianapolis, IN 46204. The "Mysteries in History Toolbox" 
is administered by the Indianapolis Children's Museum Resource Center, but it 
does not travel out of state. 
The Smithsonian's Office of Folklife Programs offers a number of free pub-
lications, including its annual Festival of American Folklife Program Book and 
monographs in the Folklife Studies Series, available from the Office of Folklife 
Programs, 955 L'Enfant Plaza SW, Suite 2600, Washington, D.C. 20560. The 
American Folklife Center issues a newsletter, Folklife Center News, quarterly, a 
handsome Annual, and a number of project reports, including Mary Hufford, 
editor, One Space, Many Places: Folklije and Land Use in New Jersey's Pinelands 
National Reserve (1986), which illustrates the interdisciplinary nature of much of 
the AFC's work, all available from American Folklife Center, Library of Con-
gress, Washington, D.C. 20540. 
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Promoting Self-Worth 
among the Aging 
DAVID SHULDINER 
Within the communities they study, folklorists have long sought out aged 
members as rich sources of cultural information. In doing so, these field-
workers have tended to reinforce (or reassert) a traditional veneration of the 
aging. Yet, equally important, the process of encouraging elders to talk 
about themselves and their communities has served as an important source 
of personal validation for older community members. In developing public 
cultural programs for older adults-first as the Connecticut Humanities 
Council scholar-in-residence at the Connecticut State Department on Aging 
[CSDA], and presently as the humanities program coordinator with the 
CSDA-I have made ample use of the tools of the folklorist's trade in devel-
oping curricula and models for educational programs. 
Techniques employed by fieldworkers to encourage their research "sub-
jects" to share cultural knowledge are quite applicable to the implemen-
tation of educational programs that invite participants to share their own 
views and memories. I have made use of them in devising strategies for 
eliciting reminiscence and review of personal and social experience utilizing 
readings, films, and other materials and formats. In this way, I have stimu-
lated meaningful dialogue on a wide range of subjects, including local history, 
immigration and ethnicity, and traditional arts and music. In the course of 
such programming, elders are able to assert their sense of self and community 
belonging, as reflections of their continued vitality and engagement. 
I offer the story of my own involvement in public humanities programs 
for the aging as an illustration of the ways in which the outlook and meth-
odology of the field of folklore are ideally suited to this collaborative effort 
of scholarship and public programming. By describing my entry into, and 
involvement with, the community of elders and the network of those who 
provide services to older adults, I wish to demonstrate the ways in which my 
training as a folklorist has been generously applied to a task whose most 
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tangible benefit has been the promotion of self-esteem among the aging 
through programs that emphasize mental vitality and "wellness." 
Roots of the Program 
This is also the story of a successful collaboration between two public insti-
tutions not usually involved in each other's affairs: a state humanities coun-
cil and a state agency on aging. It is the tale of the Connecticut Humanities 
Council's major entry into the aging field, and the Connecticut State De-
partment on Aging's initiation into the humanities, reflecting a growing rec-
ognition of the contributions that humanities scholars can make to the aging, 
and the role that public agencies may play in translating that potential into 
programs of quality and substance for older adults. 
The Connecticut Humanities Council has, in recent years, reassessed 
its pattern of grant-giving for public humanities projects. Two factors con-
tributed to that reassessment: (1) the rapid increase in population of the 
state's elderly, and thus the emergence of a growing constituency for its 
programs; and (2) the large attendance of older persons at council-funded 
programs, in particular local library-sponsored book discussions. The council 
made a special effort at program outreach, contacting various aging agencies 
and community sites, encouraging them to take advantage of program mate-
rials offered by the council's Resource Center and to apply for grants to 
bring programs to sites where elders meet. To accelerate this process, the 
council took an unprecedented giant step further down the road, through 
the vehicle of its longstanding "scholar-in-residence" program. 
Over the past several years, the Connecticut Humanities Council has 
collaborated with state agencies and other public organizations in sponsoring 
scholars-in-residence whose work is intended to bring a "humanistic" per-
spective to the programs and policies of the institutions to which they are 
attached. The council did, in fact, indirectly set a precedent in presenting 
aging concerns through this program with the placing of a scholar-in-resi-
dence at Connecticut Public Radio. This scholar (who happened also to be a 
folklorist), in the course of his activities at the stations, contributed to a 
twenty-six-part radio series entitled "New Rules for the Old," consisting of 
interviews with older people in Connecticut from various walks of life. It 
was a compelling next logical step for the council to reach a statewide au-
dience with its most ambitious venture into aging: a proposal to fund a 
"humanist-in-residence" with the State Department on Aging. 
The Connecticut State Department on Aging (CSDA), for its part, has 
had a record of developing and supporting innovative programs and ap-
proaches to addressing the needs of the state's elderly population, such as 
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job training for older adults, a nursing home ombudsman program, and a 
minority advisory council. Yet, the CSDA is largely assigned the onerous task 
of being the "watchdog" agency for the state's aging network, making sure 
that all funds dispersed and services provided for the state's elderly conform 
to standards. When approached by the Humanities Council about the possi-
bility of applying for a grant to place a scholar-in-residence with the agency, 
the CSDA welcomed the possibility of providing a direct community service 
in the form of humanities programs for elders. However, neither the CSDA 
nor the Humanities Council had a clear vision of what programs, approaches 
and subjects in the humanities might best be received by an elder audience, 
or of the nature and extent of available resources for program development. 
A Folklorist in the Community of Elders 
As this process was unfolding, my scholarly activity was laying the ground-
work for the new career upon which I was about to embark, but as yet knew 
nothing about. As a doctoral candidate in folklore and mythology at UCLA, 
I specialized in American immigrant and ethnic history and culture, occupa-
tional folklore, and folksong, and I had a growing interest in the field of oral 
history. For my dissertation I chose to examine forms of expression of ethnic 
and class identity among a group of elderly Jewish immigrants who were 
active in labor and political movements in Eastern Europe and the United 
States. During the process of conducting interviews, mostly with women 
and men in their seventies and eighties, I grew to appreciate not only the 
great privilege of sitting at the feet of these repositories of iiving history but 
also the importance of providing an opportunity for those with whom I met 
to share the stories of their lives with me. 
In the fall of 1984-a few months after completing my degree in folk-
lore-I responded to an announcement in the Chronicle of Higher Education 
of a ten-month position for a "Humanist in Residence" with a state agency 
on aging. Typical of the "gypsy scholar" fresh out of the academic mill with 
yet another arcane degree, I was, at the time, holding down two tenuous 
part-time jobs-teaching election year politics at a private high school and 
history at a Jewish Sunday school. The advertisement-surprising for its 
appearance in an academic trade journal-stirred memories of an earnest 
but vague yearning to combine scholarly pursuits with community service, a 
desire difficult to articulate in ways that would lead to gainful employment. 
The Connecticut Humanities Council, whose mission it has been to bridge 
the gap between "the academy" and the "the public" had presented, in this 
brief ad, the seeds of a fruitful synthesis. 
At this point I began to reflect not only upon my work among the aging 
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as a scholar (which partly inspired me to apply for the job) but also upon the 
ways in which my training and outlook as a folklorist might have prepared 
me for the position offered. To begin with, folklorists and others who con-
duct fieldwork have long developed skills not only in academic discourse, 
but also in communication with the "folk" -those members of the general 
public who have been their primary research subjects. Among that public 
are members of ethnic and occupational groups whose cultural wisdom and 
life experience are their "degrees," and whose outlook and forms of expres-
sion are the "data" upon which the scholarly species thrive. It is this very 
mediation between academic community and general audience-between 
scholarly and conventional discourse-that is the essence of public human-
ities programming. 
From another perspective, it has long been the aged within traditional 
communities who have been sought after by folklorists as the richest of cul-
tural resources whose memories may yield portraits of worldview, lifestyle, 
local history, and the like. By seeking out aged community members as 
sources of "primary data," folklorists have tended to reaffirm a traditional 
respect for elders as bearers and guardians of communal knowledge. By 
treating elders as valuable repositories of cultural wisdom, fieldworkers in-
still in them a sense of worth of comparable importance to the information 
gleaned from them. 
Perhaps one of the most vital roles played by the folklorist is that of 
stimulating the very process of reflection among interview subjects that has 
yielded those precious "gleanings from the field." It has long been said that 
life review and reminiscence are important ongoing activities engaged in by 
people as they age-a poignant process, not simply of summing things up, 
but of maintaining a sense of self and community belonging, signalling a 
continued vitality and involvement in the present. By encouraging elders to 
talk about "the old ways," folklorists have been made aware of the crucial 
role that such reminiscing plays in establishing (or reestablishing) vital links 
between present and past experience. Folklorists with skills in the meth-
odology of oral history would find themselves ideally prepared to develop 
and lead public humanities programs for the aging, since the techniques 
used in eliciting life stories may be brought to bear in encouraging elder 
participants in educational programs to contribute their experiences as vital 
program components. 
The Department on Aging Hires a Folklorist 
In October 1984 I went for an interview held at the State Department on 
Aging's office in Hartford, Connecticut, and conducted by the director of 
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the Connecticut Humanities Council and two administrators from the de-
partment. The questions they asked were open-ended-clearly this was a 
"fishing expedition" for fresh ideas on how to set up a model for humanities 
programs for older adults. I spoke to them of oral history, of programs that 
would encourage elders to share memories and traditions. They must have 
been won over by the folklorist's approach to their problem, for in Novem-
ber, I found myself employed by the Connecticut State Department on 
Aging as their "humanist in residence." 
My marching orders (as the director of the Humanities Council liked to 
call them) were broad: to develop and implement cultural programs for older 
adults throughout the state. I worked under the supervision of the director 
of the Community Services Division of the Department on Aging, but I was 
(and continue to be) left pretty much to my own devices. As a neophyte, not 
only in the Nutmeg State but also in the aging field, my first task was to 
visit local senior centers and other sites where successful programs in the 
humanities had already been conducted, and to learn from them how they 
went about finding and utilizing resources for program development. I dis-
covered that much innovative work had been accomplished by a number of 
inspired senior center directors, therapeutic recreation directors in nursing 
homes, and the like, and that a variety of resources were known and utilized 
at various sites in scattered parts of the state. 
I began the task of gathering information from these local sources as 
well as from individuals and institutions across the country. Eventually I 
compiled an inventory of resources and potential program presenters (Hu-
manities Programs For Older Adults: A Resource Guide) that could be distributed 
to anyone interested in developing humanities programs for Connecticut's 
elders. (In addition to providing information on films, traveling exhibits, 
historical societies and museums, as well as speakers directories of local col-
leges, I also exercised the folklorist's prerogative by listing storytellers, folk 
singers, and other sources of "vernacular education.") Once again, in the 
process of developing and presenting programs among older adults in com-
munities throughout the state, the tools of the folklorist's trade were drawn 
out of their kit bag, sharpened and utilized. I established as a common 
denominator-and driving force-in my work an emphasis upon interaction 
between participants and program presenter, much like the conversational 
style of the field interview that provides a comfortable setting for communi-
cation, aimed at stimulating people to share personal experience and inte-
grate it with particular themes addressed (be they subjects about which 
information is sought from an interviewer or topics of group discussion). In 
effect, by making life review and reminiscence vital components-standard 
operating procedure-of humanities programs for older adults, I made an 
effort to select materials and design program formats that encouraged reflec-
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tion upon life experiences as a means of stimulating the fullest audience 
participation. This process was naturally enhanced when the specific subject 
matter under discussion reflected folkloristic concerns (e.g., local history, 
traditions, values, and arts). 
The first model program I worked on was a film discussion series pre-
sented in cooperation with the Stamford Commission on Aging as part of a 
celebration of Black History Month in February 1985 that also included 
guest lecturers and a "soul food" luncheon planned by the Commission. 
Two films on black traditional culture and religion ("Yonder Come Day," a 
portrait of Bessie Jones, a black American traditional singer from St. Simon 
Island, Georgia, and "Two Black Churches," a comparison of worship ser-
vices in rural Mississippi and New Haven, Connecticut) were borrowed from 
the Connecticut State Library (an invaluable source of program materials) 
and shown at several sites. Audiences ranged from all black to all Anglo-
American and offered a variety of responses. Encouraged to relate what they 
had viewed on screen to their own experiences, several black audience 
members offered touching stories of baptisms in a Stamford river, and even 
one off the shore of Long Island Sound, as well as memorable rites of con-
version and recollections of the sense of wholeness that characterized the 
traditional church-centered community. Though some white audience mem-
bers found it difficult to accept the demonstrative nature of these black wor-
ship services, they came to see, during discussion periods, the ways in which 
other parts of their lives provided needed outlets for expressive behavior. 
After viewing the film, "Yonder Come Day," in which children's game 
songs were depicted, one viewer, an Anglo-American woman, tearfully re-
called seeing a game she had taught to her daughter being taught in turn to 
her granddaughter. 
In March 1985 I presented a slide program, "Hartford Changes," bor-
rowed from the Connecticut Historical Society. After consulting with an 
active member of a social club that meets regularly at a senior center in an 
outlying community, it was decided that the slides, which depict changes 
that have taken place in eight Hartford sites during the last 150 years, be 
shown in such a way that program participants could break in at any point 
during the presentation to make comments about what they saw on screen. 
Since most members of the audience were longtime residents of the great-
er Hartford area and/or held lifelong jobs in the city, murmurs of recogni-
tion swept across the room as the photographs depicted scenes that came 
within the scope of living memory of audience members. The script pro-
vided with the slides was utilized only after initial responses were elicited 
concerning each historic site being viewed. The presentation was rapidly 
transformed into a moderated collective "oral history" of Hartford's old 
neighborhoods. The success of this event prompted a request from this 
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group for another program on a different historical theme but using the 
same format. . 
Among my special interests as a folklorist have been the nature and role 
of the traditional arts and music. Materials on this subject in a form readily 
available for public programs are relatively scarce, so I approached the State 
Library with the suggestion that they acquire several films about older tradi-
tional artists and musicians. They agreed to rent the films so that I could 
arrange "preview" showings of them before a cross-section of older adults 
throughout the state. I took this opportunity to organize a film discussion 
series on ''Aging and Creativity," which I brought to audiences at over two 
dozen sites across Connecticut. Among the films shown were a five-part se-
ries entitled "Visions of Paradise" -portraits of older American naive artists 
(including painters Harry Lieberman and Minnie Evans, and environmental 
artist Tressa Prisbrey) from Light-Saraf Films; two titles by ethnographic 
filmmaker Les Blank: "Well Spent Life" (featuring Texas sharecropper/ 
singer Mance Lipscomb) and "Sprout Wings and Fly" (a portrait of Appala-
chian fiddler Tommy Jarrell); and the Appalshop film "Sourwood Mountain 
Dulcimers" (with J.D. Stamper and John McClutcheon). Some of the issues 
raised in discussions were (1) the character of creativity; (2) formal versus 
nonformal training; (3) the influence of personal and social background in 
creative expression; and (4) the place of artists in their community and in 
society at large. Audience members were encouraged to recall lives spent in 
their communities of origin, and the role that music and traditional arts 
played as integral parts of social life in an earlier era. 
One of the most popular programs that I shared with Connecticut elders 
was a series of showings of "The Road Between Heaven and Hell: The Last 
Circuits of the Leatherman," a videotape funded in part by the Connecticut 
Humanities Council and broadcast over public television. The film looks at 
the character of folklore and historical memory in stories about a famous 
tramp who walked a 36S-mile route through Westchester County, New 
York, and southern Connecticut every thirty-four days for some thirty years 
in the mid- to late nineteenth century. Among those offering commentary in 
the film about the "Leatherman" (so-named for his raiment, fashioned ex-
clusively from leather remnants) is folklorist Gerald Warshaver, who talks 
about the ways in which legend attempts to explain the mystery surrounding 
a real-life figure, as well as the role of legend in conveying a sense of impor-
tance to the teller and his or her locale. Following each showing, audience 
members were invited to share their recollections of incidents relating to the 
. Leatherman (some were old enough to have heard stories of direct sightings 
of the tramp by elders when they were very young). One person recalled a 
retired schoolteacher telling her about dismissing class when the Leather-
man appeared in town (such an incident was mentioned in the film). Another 
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man mentioned his grandfather-a very matter-of-fact Yankee farmer-who 
dutifully noted the regular appearance of the Leatherman in his journal over 
a twenty-year period. After one showing, a man related a story told by his 
great-uncle whose farm was visited by the Leatherman. The vagabond was 
asked by the farmer to skin a dead horse that had become bloated; he slit 
the belly with some difficulty and, being one who rarely spoke, simply de-
clared: "Ripe." 
It is worth mentioning an incident reported to me by the director of a 
senior center where I presented the "Leatherman" film. It was a back-
handed compliment of sorts on the program; moreover, it was a tribute to 
the compelling character of local legend. A group of card players at one 
senior center where the film was shown refused to break up their game to 
view the program. They did overhear it, however, and gradually got in-
volved in a discussion about the Leatherman; >the center director noted that 
the card players, as well as those who actually participated in the program, 
were still talking about it several days later. 
Among the most successful printed materials used have been a series of 
anthologies entitled "Self-Discovery Through the Humanities," issued by 
the National Council on the Aging. Each unit consists of selected readings 
from literary works, philosophical essays, poetry, and oral histories address-
ing a variety of central themes, from American social history, the work expe-
rience, and the environment to issues of et~ics, the family, and constitu-
tional law. They are designed to be digested in several weekly discussion 
sessions. Copies of the anthologies are loaned to group participants for the 
duration of a "course." Discussion leaders' guides (with suggested ques-
tions, additional readings and activities, and so forth) are also provided, as 
well as other materials. One unit, ';In the Old Ways," focuses on American 
ethnic traditions, with individual sessions devoted to the life cycle, food-
ways, holidays, and the like. 
One highly popular unit of the self-discovery series is "Exploring Local 
History." As a discussion leader at a senior center in Bristol, Connecticut, 
which was celebrating its bicentennial in 1985, I led an enthusiastic group of 
local residents (most of whom were Bristol natives; one of them still lives in 
the house in which she was born) through this eight-part anthology, which 
included reminiscences of youthful days spent in towns throughout the 
United States, photographs of families, and house interiors and local archi-
tectural styles, as well as poetry and short stories. We visited the Bristol 
Historical Society, whose docents took us on a guided tour, in period dress, 
of their museum. We also took a walking tour of Federal Hill (two blocks up 
from the senior center), original site of the town green, where troops trained 
during the Revolutionary War and around which the town's central figures 
built homes and churches. In one session, participants were asked to draw 
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floor plans of their childhood homes; in another they were invited to bring in 
old family photographs and memorabilia. 
Among the most exciting projects with which I have been involved were 
ones in which I acted as consultant to a theater scholar, Christine Howard 
Bailey, who specializes in "oral history theater" among older adults. A group 
of participants in the Parkville Senior Center in Hartford, Connecticut, were 
invited to explore the social and historical roots of their community through 
the vehicle of a dramatic presentation based upon their own memories. The 
project, sponsored by OPUS/Arts and Aging (a nonprofit organization that 
places artists-in-residence at selected sites in the greater Hartford area) re-
ceived private funding for theater training sessions, and a grant from the 
Connecticut Humanities Council to conduct oral history workshops and in-
dividual interviews in which the life stories of workshop participants, as well 
as other community members, were recorded. These narratives were trans-
formed into a script that served as the basis for "Parkville Days," a play that 
was performed at several local sites, as well as taped by Hartford Commu-
nity Television (along with a group interview of the cast and "crew"). In 
post-performance discussions, audience members were invited to contribute 
their memories about the Parkville neighborhood. 
On the heels of this enthusiastically received venture, another oral his-
tory theater production about Jewish farmers in Colchester, Connecticut 
(also funded in part by the Connecticut Humanities Council) was com-
pleted and performed in Colchester and in Hartford. Dr. Bailey has most 
recently completed a production recalling the events of "The Flood of 
1955" as witnessed by the residents of Winsted, Connecticut, and enacted 
both by residents of Winsted (including a sizable "Greek chorus") and 
members of the original troupe from "Parkville Days" (some of whom, 
having acquired the acting bug, have appeared in as many as four oral histo-
ry theatre productions). 
With the "humanist-in-residence" program with the State Department 
on Aging in Connecticut, a great precedent has been set for the active 
involvement of folklorists and other humanities scholars in the educational 
enrichment of the lives of that community of elders whose cultural riches 
have been so often tapped by them. Turning the tables in more than one 
way, the valorization of my role as folklorist/educator brought me as much 
self-esteem as I hope to have instilled in elder humanities program par-
ticipants. 
On another level, the project has provided a model with far-reaching 
implications for the development of meaningful and challenging-yet ac-
cessible-public agency-sponsored humanities programs reaching a broad 
cross-section of the aging community. The National Endowment for the 
Humanities rewarded the Connecticut Humanities Council for its initiative 
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in funding public humanities programs for elders by granting it an "exem-
plary project award" in recognition of the success of the "humanist-in-resi-
dence" project. The State Department on Aging in its turn embraced the 
goals of this project by giving it permanent status with the creation of the 
staff position of humanities program coordinator within their Community 
Services Division. Under this new title, I have acted as overall project direc-
tor of the Humanities Council's NEH-funded project, which has brought 
over one hundred scholar-led book and film discussion series, as well as 
traveling exhibits, to sites throughout the state. 
In addition, I have begun to collaborate more actively with scholars in 
the region to develop and fund a wider range of innovative, and culturally 
enriching, educational programs. Among these is a project-funded by the 
Connecticut Humanities Council-to develop an anthology of readings on 
Connecticut Life and culture consisting largely of primary materials: ex-
tracts from oral histories, diaries, journals and archival documents. (Among 
the proposed chapters are those on Native Americans, immigrants and eth-
nics, legend, folk songs, and traditional arts.) A precedent has been set in 
Connecticut for humanities scholars-folklorists, philosophers, historians 
and the like-working with state aging agencies to reach a special audience 
whose wellspring of experience may provide rewards both for those offering 
programs and those who follow the path of lifelong learning. 
For Further Information 
The booklet Humanities Programs for Older Adults, mentioned in this chapter, is 
designed primarily for use by program planners in Connecticut. However, a sep-
arate short work has been prepared, based on the Connecticut model, that offers 
a general approach to establishing public humanities programs for elders in any 
region. It presents a selected list of potentially helpful national institutions, a 
"generic" guide to finding local program resources, and profiles of successful 
projects from several states. Entitled Humanities for Older Adults: A Brief Guide to 
Resources and Program Development, it is available· at no cost by contacting the 
Humanities Program Coordinator, Connecticut State Department on Aging, 175 
Main Street, Hartford, CT 06106 (tel. 203-566-4810). 
There are at present no books or articles that deal specifically with the 
application of the skills and insights of the folklorist to the development of hu-
manities programs for older adults. But the materials described in this chapter all 
reflect in one way or another issues and subjects of concern to folklorists. As 
mentioned, NCOA's "Self-Discovery Through the Humanities" contains at 
least two units with much folklore material: "Exploring Local History" and "In 
the Old Ways." Copies of these and all of the NCOA anthologies are available on 
loan to any community group for use in programs for older adults (or for inter-
generational programs). Many states have local repositories of NCOA materials. 
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For further information, contact the National Council on the Aging, 600 Mary-
land Avenue, S.W., Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20024 (tel. 202-479-1200. 
A few of the publications about older people and their lore are Roger D. 
Abrahams, Almeda: A Singer and Her Songs (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. 
Press, 1970); Joanne Bock, Pop Wiener~' Naive Painter (Amherst: Univ. of Massa-
chusetts Press, 1974); Sara Selene Faulds and Amy Skillman, "Biographies," in 
Simon J. Bronner, ed., American Folk Art: A Guide to Sources (New York and Lon-
don: Garland, 1984),96-116; Simon J. Bronner, Chain Carvers: Old Men Crafting 
Meaning (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1985); George Carey, "The Sto-
ryteller's Art and the Collector's Intrusion," in Linda Degh, Henry GIassie, and 
Felix J. Oinas, eds., Folklore Today: A Festschriftfor Richard M. Dorson (Bloom-
ington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1976),81-91; Richard M. Dorson, Negro Folktales in 
Michigan (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1956); Verni Greenfield, MakingDo or 
Making Art: A Study of American Recycling (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1986); 
Alan Jabbour, "Some Thoughts from a Folk Cultural Perspective," in Priscilla W. 
Johnston, ed., Perspectives on Aging (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1981), 139-49; 
Michael Owen Jones, Craftsman of the Cumberlands: Tradition and Creativity (Lex-
ington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1989); Jennie Keith, "'The Best Is Yet To Be': 
Towards an Anthropology of Age," Annual Review of Anthropology 9 (1980): 
339-64; Roberta C. Krell, "Folklore and the Elderly: Aging, Creativity, and Com-
munity" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1986); and 
Barbara Myerhoff, Number Our Days (New York: Dutton, 1979). 
The reader might want to examine several other works as well. Charles L. 
Briggs's "Treasure Tales and Pedagogical Discourse in Mexicano New Mexico," 
Journal of American Folklore 98 (1985): 287-314, indicates how the "elders of 
bygone days" teach younger generations. See also Bess Lomax Hawes, "Folk 
Arts and the Elderly," in Thomas Vennum, ed., Festival of American Folklife 
Program Book (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1984); Mary Huf-
ford, Marjorie Hunt, and Steven Zeitlin, eds., The Grand Generation: Memory, 
Mastery, Legacy (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1987); Sharon R. 
Kaufman, The Ageless Self: Sources of Meaning in Late Life (Madison: Univ. of Wis-
consin Press, 1986); Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, "Objects of Memory: Ma-
terial Culture as Life Review," in Elliott Oring, ed., Folk Groups and Folklore 
Genres: A Reader (Logan: Utah State Univ. Press, 1989),329-38; Patrick B. Mul-
len, Listening to Old Voices: Folklore, Life Stories, and the Elderly (Urbana: Univ. of 
Illinois Press, 1992); and Dana Steward, A Fine Age: Creativity as a Key to Success-
ful Aging (Little Rock: August House, 1984). 
While aging itself is not usually the central theme of programs I have orga-
nized, I have sought out materials for discussion programs that feature positive 
portraits of older persons. As an example, for a film discussion series on "Tradi-
tional Arts and Music" ("traditional" being broadly defined to include naive, 
environmental, outsider, and so forth), one may choose among a wide variety of 
film portraits of older artists and musicians. Appalshdp (P.O. Box 743A, Whites-
burg, KY 41858 [tel. 606-633-0108]) alone has several titles. Among them are 
"Chairmaker" (22 min., color, 16mm/video), which depicts eighty-year-old 
Dewey Thompson talking about and demonstrating his craft of furniture build-
ing; "Oaksie" (22 min., color, 16mm/video), a portrait of basketmaker, fiddler 
and harp player Oaksie Caudill; "Quilting Women" (28 min., color, 16mm/ 
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video), which traces the art of quiltmaking from piecing to the finale of a 
quilting bee; "Sourwood Mountain Dulcimers" (28 min., color, 16mm/video), 
featuring master dulcimer player J.D. Stamper passing on his skill to a young 
musician, John McCutcheon. 
The Center for Southern Folklore (P.O. Box 40105, 1216 Peabody Ave., 
Memphis, TN 38104 [tel. 901-726-4205]) is another good source of films. It 
distributes such titles as "Leon 'Peck' Clark: Basketmaker" (15 min., color, 
16mm/video), which presents scenes of basketmaking blended with reminis-
cences of Leon and Ada Clark's long life. together; "Four Women Artists" (25 
min., color, 16mm/video), a look at the memories and traditions of novelist Eu-
dora Welty, quilter Pecolia Warner, embroiderer Ethel Mohamed, and painter 
Theora Hamblett; and "Bottle Up and Go" (18 min., color, 16mm/video), show-
ing the lifestyle and music of a rural Mississippi black couple, Louis and Annie 
Mae Dotson. 
Les Blank's Flower Films (10341 San Pablo Ave., EI Cerritto, CA 94530 
[tel. 415-525-0942]) is another treasure trove, featuring such portraits of elder 
musicians as "Hot Pepper" (54 min., color, 16mm) celebrating the Louisiana 
zydeco music of Clifton Chenier; "Sprout Wings and Fly" (30 min., color, 
16mm), a document of old-time Appalachian fiddler Tommy Jarrell; and "A Well 
Spent Life" (44 min., color, 16mm), a tribute to the legendary Texas songster 
Mance Lipscomb. 
Well worth viewing is a series of five films on older American naive and 
environmental artists, collectively titled "Visions of Paradise" (29 min. each, 
color, 16mm). Individual tiles include: "The Angel That Stands By Me," a 
portrait of an 88-year-old black visionary artist from Wilmington, North Caroli-
na; "Grandma's Bottle Village," featuring 84-year-old Tressa Prisbrey's famous 
compound of fifteen houses constructed of bottles and full of creatively dis-
played found objects; and "Hundred and Two Mature" depicting Harry Lieber-
man, at age 102, sharing his art, philosophy, and love of life. 
Another film worth mentioning for its sensitive portrayal of the creativity 
of people who happen to be old is "Water from Another Time" (29 min., color, 
16mm/video), a documentary set in south central Indiana, that introduces three 
older artists: Lotus Dickey, composer and banjo player; Elmer Boyd, diarist 
and clock repairer; and Lois Doane, poet, painter, and batik maker. Produced 
by filmmaker Richard Kane and folklorist Dillon Bustin, it is available from 
Terra Nova Films Inc. (9848 S. Winchester Ave., Chicago, IL 60643 [tel. 
312-881-8491]). 
A film recently produced by Wes Graff for the University of Vermont is 
worth noting. "On My Own: The Traditions of Daisy Turner" (28 min., color, 
1fz" and 3/4" video) is a portrait of a remarkable 102-year-old black woman, living 
in rural Vermont, who shares a rich body of family traditions and stories with 
Vermont folklorist Jane Beck. Many other films on older creative individuals are 
available; a good clearinghouse for information on films dealing with aging (in-
cluding elder traditional artists) is the Educational Film library at the Brookdale 
Center on Aging of Hunter College, New York City (tel. 212-481-4330). 
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When folklorists move from academe or public sector work to take jobs in the 
business world, the path is not always a straight one. Before assuming my 
current public relations position with an association representing county gov-
ernments, I meandered through several fields of folklore-related activity. 
Those jobs included government contract work, consulting for arts organiza-
tions, and temporary teaching positions. I had seven jobs or consultancies in 
the three years following completion of my doctorate in folklore. These post-
Ph.D. travails were not what I expected, but they represent a common pat-
tern for young scholars, a kind of school of hard knocks I once heard described 
as the "purgatory of itinerant employment." 
Finally I did come to rest somewhere, as the communications specialist 
for the Pennsylvania State Association of County Commissioners (PSACC) 
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The PSACC represents the chief elected offi-
cials' in Pennsylvania's sixty-seven counties plus their chief administrative 
and legal officers, known respectively as chief clerks and county solicitors. 
Its membership totals about 350 people. The association provides lobbying, 
education, and research services on a nonprofit, nonpartisan basis. As com-
munications specialist, my responsibilities include writing and editing a 
monthly newsletter and producing less frequent publications such as con-
ference programs, yearbooks, a history of the association, and various re-
ports and surveys. A second major task is meeting planning, which includes 
promoting spring, summer, and fall conferences and coordinating their 
speakers, special events, trade shows, and hospitality activities. My third re-
sponsibility is supervising the office's main computer system as well as a 
second system that operates a telephone-based electronic bulletin board for 
our members. 
Although relevant in several respects, the word "folklorist" is not in my 
job description; neither is "association management and public relations" 
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likely to occur to folklorists as an employment opportunity. While I know of 
folklorists who do possess public relations and computer skills, they exhibit 
them either in government agencies or in business settings, not associations. 
Perhaps my nearest role models are the folklorists who have become involved 
in the study of corporate culture for I bring similar types of skills and tools, 
analytical and applied, to a new arena. Not only do I serve PSACC members 
as a technician but I also serve as a guide to help them understand their 
professional identity and their role in Pennsylvania's political networks. The 
commissioners ostensibly have the same occupation and address many of the 
same issues (taxes, prisons, elections, courts, social services, environmental 
concerns), but they need encouragement and a sense of common purpose in 
order to succeed in their jobs. The association, and my work in it, facilitates a 
feeling of belonging, of working together to achieve mutual goals. The 
PSACC is an organization with its own traditions and sense of history. 
What Do Associations Do? 
Folklorists and people working in related fields may best understand the 
role of associations by considering their own membership in professional 
societies such as the American Folklore Society, the American Anthropologi-
cal Association, or the Modern Language Association. Collectively known as 
trade and professional associations, these groups represent a mind-boggling 
array of occupations, hobbies, and special interest groups. They include 
doctors, restaurant owners, stamp collectors, peach growers, retired persons, 
teachers, bankers, journalists, and dog owners. There are 21,000 national 
associations in the United States alone, representing more than 173,000,000 
individuals and firms. Approximately 567,000 people are employed by na-
tional associations, for an aggregate payroll of $15.6 billion. On the local, 
state, and regional levels, there are about 500,000 additional associations, 
although some have little or no paid staff, according to the American Society 
of Association Executives. 
Association management is an industry in itself and is one of the growth 
areas for employment in the 1990s. Association staffs have their own support 
groups, such as the American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) and 
its state and local chapters. ASAE is particularly known for its CAE program, 
a course of study, training, and testing, plus practical experience, which 
leads to a member's designation as a Certified Association Executive. 
Trade, professional, or special interest associations perform a variety of 
functions and employ a wide range of people. Their emphasis is on external 
and internal promotion of the group's cause, product, or service. Associa-
tions seek visibility and understanding of what their members do. This goal 
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frequently manifests itself in lobbying state or federal agencies or legisla-
tures for money, changes in regulations, or creation of new programs. Exter-
nal activities include outreach efforts to educate a broader public about the 
group's concerns. Such activities include outright marketing campaigns, 
such as the Beef Industry Council's ads describing beef as "Real Food for 
Real People," or more altruistic concerns such as health screenings by the 
American Heart Association. 
For the folklorist, one of the most intriguing aspects of associations is 
their internal work. Associations stimulate a sense of identity, of working 
toward common goals. They are excellent vantage points from which to ob-
serve group patterns of work or behavior. Associations formalize the idea of a 
folk group, a collection of people sharing a common bond and expressing it 
in a variety of ways. This may be accomplished via political action or presen-
tation of information or opinions. But association members also share speech 
or slang expressions, stories and anecdotes, group history, ceremonies and 
festivities, songs and costumes; all are genres easily recognized as traditional 
expressions of group identity or behavior. 
Folklorists have frequently studied work groups with a well-established 
sense of tradition, a long history, and/or obvious symbolic displays of group 
identity such as sailors, loggers, miners, cowboys, and railroaders. In recent 
years more modern professional groups have become the focus of folklorists' 
attention (e.g., trial lawyers, doctors, firefighters, even folklorists them-
selves), along with special interest groups such as science fiction fans. But 
researchers have paid scant attention to associations representing these 
groups. I would have ignored them too had I not stumbled into this job. I 
recognized the potential power of an association to shape (or reshape) its 
members' perceptions and actions, and the behavior of a "folk" group. This 
power is bestowed, however, by the group itself. The association must re-
spond to its members' basic beliefs and ways of acting or else the formal 
organization will be abandoned. The following review of my work with the 
PSACC details some methods in which occupational identity, group aware-
ness, and expressive behaviors are displayed, acknowledged, reinforced, or 
modified in an association setting. 
The Role of a Folklorist 
Many of the activities and events that can influence the county commis-
sioners' sense of identity either originate in or are delegated to my office. 
My title, communications specialist, makes this rather obvious. It would be 
difficult for commissioners, chief clerks, and solicitors to share common 
goals and a sense of cohesiveness if they did not communicate with one 
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another, especially since the 350 members are scattered among 67 counties. 
Social, economic, and political issues can vary dramatically from county to 
county. What binds commissioners together are (1) statutory designations of 
the responsibilities of the office of county commissioner; (2) commissioners' 
expressed need to unite against a common enemy, usually proposed legisla-
tion or state agencies' regulations; and (3) their desire for continuing educa-
tion on how to do their jobs more effectively. By law, commissioners share 
the same duties. But the creation of new laws and regulations often makes 
their jobs more complex. There is no "school" or established course of 
study for new commissioners, except the training offered by the PSACC. By 
law, anyone can be a commissioner as long as she or he has been a resident of 
the county for one year, is eighteen years of age, and has not been convicted 
of certain crimes. Commissioners' jobs are considered full-time, but com-
missioners often continue to practice their other occupations, whether they 
are farmers, lawyers, teachers, sales representatives, mechanics, dentists, 
nurses, or truckers. Given these disparate backgrounds the Pennsylvania 
State Association of County Commissioners is even more important in coor-
dinating group efforts toward mutual goals and in creating a sense of com-
mon ground. 
If commissioners must work together, they need to feel connected to 
one another. The association serves as a focal point, disseminating infor-
mation and coordinating public and private action to accomplish collective 
objectives. Each staff member supplies special skills in this regard. My con-
tribution to developing this sense of purpose and group identity for commis-
sioners concentrates on three areas: meetings, publications, and informal 
contacts. In folklorists' terms, I work primarily with ceremonies and fest-
ivities and oral history, as well as what I call informal encouragement of 
group identity. 
Association Ceremonies 
The commissioners are physically in the same place at the same time only 
three times a year. These infrequent contacts are of necessity very intense. 
Much information is conveyed and actions are planned within a limited 
amount of time. Part of my job is to convince the members to attend these 
meetings. I then help orchestrate the events so that the attendees have am-
ple opportunity to meet one another, share information (often anecdotal and 
repeated, and in the form of stories), make contacts, agree on joint action, 
and recognize the group's success and individuals' contributions. 
The highlight of the year is the PSACC's Annual Conference (known in 
the vernacular as "the convention"), which has been held continuously 
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since 1887. It is attended by about 250 members plus spouses, children, 
other county and state officials, and vendors, bringing the total attendance 
to approximately 550. It begins on a Sunday afternoon in early August, fol-
lowed by three and a half days of speakers, breakout sessions, committee 
meetings, the annual business meeting, luncheons, receptions, awards cere-
mony, trade show, sporting events, and tours, and culminating in the annual 
banquet. The association's budget for this meeting is approximately $70,000 
and does not include commissioners' room and travel costs. (Commissioners 
are reimbursed by their counties for their expenses but must pay for family 
costs.) Interestingly, one of the reasons the commissioners sought legislation 
that "officially" created the PSACC in 1913 was to authorize the expenditure 
of public funds to defray these convention costs. 
The annual conference is anticipated by the membership all year. An 
illustration of the members' involvement in the event is that they in fact select 
the site. This is done three years in advance and is based on recommendations 
from the executive committee. The members do not blindly follow the com-
mittee, however. While paying heed to the need to rotate locations through-
out the state, and selecting from downtown, suburban, and resort properties, 
the membership has been known to override committee choices. 
The annual conference is recognized as the one event that brings most 
everyone together. The importance of this concept is dramatically expressed 
by the desire to be "under one roof," meaning all participants housed in one 
hotel. This qualification often conflicts with the conference's other require-
ments. The association needs a facility with at least 310 rooms and extensive 
meeting and banquet space. Outside of downtown Pittsburgh and Phila-
delphia, there are only a handful of hotels, mainly resorts, that can meet this 
requirement. If we were to abide strictly by our members' preferences there 
would be a conflict with rotating the conference to various parts of the state. 
But when the "one roof rule" was first broken by selecting two hotels in 
Erie (a somewhat hard-to-reach city in the northwestern corner of the state) 
for the 1989 annual conference, there was, and continues to be, considerable 
grumbling and threats of boycotts. However, the selection of an unfamiliar 
site has encouraged other groups of counties to lobby for conferences in their 
areas where multiple properties will have to be used. The situation reveals 
an issue of fundamental importance-the need for unity (being together) 
and the desire for fairness (going to all parts of the state). A few counties 
cannot dominate an issue, including the choice of sites for the Association's 
major meeting. 
Once a site is selected the planning of the annual conference reverts to 
the staff, with guidance from the executive committee (officers, regional 
representatives, committee chairs). My main responsibilities include (1) co-
ordinating the program of speakers, sessions, meals, and special events as 
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well as producing a printed program; (2) scripting introductory remarks and 
major presentations such as the awards luncheon and banquet; (3) directing 
the trade show with approximately thirty-five vendor booths; (4) soliciting 
sponsors for conference items and events (briefcases, printing costs, coffee 
breaks, meals, receptions, outings); (5) coordinating evening hospitality 
suites; and (6) working with other staff on family and recreational events. 
This type of work draws on my own talents and interests in planning 
and attending to detail, but it also is affected by my training as a folklorist, 
particularly my professional interest in festival, ritual, and ceremony. I have 
long been interested in American celebrations, from major holidays to smaller 
expressions such as birthday parties. As a potential avenue of research, con-
ventions intrigue me as a kind of "secular ritual" or a celebration of special 
identities, from Beatles fans to Shriners, plastic surgeons, or Daughters of 
the American Revolution. Now, instead of doing "pure" research, I find 
myself putting my knowledge of celebratory behavior to work. 
What I do is more than just the nuts and bolts of meeting planning. I 
have to consider what the members want to accomplish in terms of group 
action, training, or information sharing. It is not enough just to bring them 
to the same place and engage in the same activities. There has to be occa-
sion for personal interaction, for recognition of special achievements, for 
humor, and for venting frustration at the people and things that get in the 
way of commissioners doing their job. Despite the possibility of the press 
perceiving the convention as a perk or junket, we must offer many types of 
social events as well as formal sessions with speakers and panel discussions. 
People talk more over a meal or on a boat trip than they do sitting in neat 
rows in a meeting room. We schedule "cracker barrel" discussions in which a 
panel of commissioners introduces topics of general concern and the attend-
ees can complain, compare notes, and offer alternative approaches, often 
expressed in the form of stories, traditional expressions, and other folklore. 
We encourage audience participation routines in selecting banquet enter-
tainment because commissioners love being in the limelight, especially 
among a group of their peers. This tendency is also reflected in the annual 
awards luncheon in which commissioners are recognized for things as varied 
as their commitment to conservation and transportation safety to their prow-
ess on the tennis court or the golf course. Recognition of incoming and out-
going officers occurs at the annual banquet. Both events, held on the same 
day at the end of the conference, instill feelings of pride, accomplishment, 
and success in a group endeavor. They do not occur, however, without a lot 
of behind-the-scenes work. Yet ultimately the success of the ceremonies is 
in the hands of those who attend. They never falter in their mission to 
congratulate themselves and the individual contributions of service to the 
group. 
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The success of the annual conference and the staff work involved in 
producing is evident in the high attendance, the year-round anticipation, and 
the compliments the staff receives. But to provide continuity in bringing the 
members together, the Association also produces two other conferences, one 
in spring and one in late fall. They are smaller (200-250 attendees) and shorter 
(one and a half days) and are always held in Harrisburg so that commissioners 
can meet with legislators and in order to reduce pressure on the staff. These 
meetings have many of the same goals as the annual conference-information 
sharing, networking, informal discussion over meals or in hospitality suites. 
They are less intense but serve to keep the feeling of community alive in the 
intervals between the annual conferences. Folklorists might compare the sit-
uation to the effect of meetings of local and regional folklore societies, often 
held in the spring as a way of bringing people together at a time other than the 
American Folklore Society meeting in October. 
When I plan a conference I do not spend much time consciously think-
ing about applying the theories of festivity I learned in school. But familiar 
patterns of celebratory behavior are an integral part of the conferences. 
These include feasts (the banquet); a sense of being in a special, well-
bounded time and place; a spirit of playfulness (outings to baseball games or 
theme parks or on-site events such as barbecues); an occasion for excess 
(after-hours drinking); egalitarian participation (all members are welcome), 
and functions as a seasonal marker (looking forward to August as "conven-
tion time"). 
These components are built into the meetings. They are expectations 
that must be met, slots that must be filled. I acknowledge the importance of 
the commissioners' conference traditions but also conduct the backstage me-
chanics by which the public event is produced. Since I know what the mem-
bers like and want in their meetings, my work is similar to that involved in 
any celebratory function-publicizing the event, procuring food and drink, 
coordinating entertainment, planning the program, and ensuring ritual cor-
rectness. It is on a larger scale than a birthday party or family holiday obser-
vance but makes use of the same planning skills and reveals many of the 
goals common to celebrations everywhere. 
Association Publications and History 
A second major area of my job that involves reinforcing the commissioners' 
sense of group identity is in publications. It is not the regular publications 
that accomplish this as much as some of the specialty items I have produced. 
A monthly newsletter does help to maintain communications and keep ideas 
flowing. It establishes ties between individual members and the idea of the 
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association, specifically the information coming from the headquarters, the 
staff, the corporate entity that serves them. The newsletter examines com-
mon problems and goals, but issues of group identity and behavior are not 
paramount (except perhaps in photographs or publicity items relating to the 
conferences).The publication that has done the most for Association/com-
missioner identity is the Centennial History of the Pennsylvania State Association 
of County Commissioners, published in 1986 as part of the organization's 100th 
anniversary celebration. I conducted the oral history interviews that served 
as the basis for writing the history. A grant from the Pennsylvania Historical 
and Museum Commission subsidized the cost of tapes and my travel around 
the state to interview current and former county commissioners and PSACC 
staff about the association's history and the changes experienced in the posi-
tion of county commissioner. In addition to the interviews I also collected 
archival evidence on the association's past-yearbooks, membership directo-
ries, minutes of meetings, platform statements-and did background read-
ing on the growth of county government and on state and local relations in 
general. 
Published in an 8 W' x 11" paperback format, the book has twenty-six 
pages and eight photographs. It reviews the growth of the Association from 
an informal self-help group founded in the late nineteenth century to its 
"re-creation" by the state legislature in 1913, its use of volunteer staff and 
administration by committee in the 1940s and 1950s, the acquisition of a paid 
staff in the 1960s, and tremendous growth in size and clout in the 1970s and 
1980s. These changes are paralleled by the assumption of new respon-
sibilities on the part of commissioners, beginning with social pressures cre-
ated by increasing populations in the post-World War II era, the Great 
Society programs emanating from Washington, changes in the state constitu-
tion in 1968, and the growth of state-mandated human services programs in 
the 1970s. 
Production expenses for the book were subsidized by a corporate contri-
bution. It was published in time for the 1986 Annual Conference, the asso-
ciation's l00th such meeting. A special yearbook with individual county 
pages featuring group photos and text on county history and tourist attr~c­
tions was also published for the first time since the mid-1970s. (Publication 
had ceased because of problems with IRS regulations that have since been 
resolved.) 
The history was very well received and has gone into a second printing. 
Since there is frequent turnover in the commissioner's office (a rate of about 
40 percent in each of the last quadrennial elections) there are few commis-
sioners who have been in office for more than eight or twelve years, al-
though there are some members who were honored in 1986 for twenty, 
thirty, and even fifty years of service (the latter was a chief clerk). Given the 
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limited time in office and the fact that many commissioners' contact with 
the association is limited to newsletters and meetings, the centennial pub-
lications provided a significant opportunity to instill a sense of history in the 
members, not only with regard to the office of commissioner but also in 
terms of the association. This point is an important one that became much 
clearer through the solicitation of oral history. There is identity as a county 
commissioner and identity as an association member. The first is broader, 
more open to variation and idiosyncrasy. It depends on citizens' perceptions 
of the office and the officeholder and it is influenced by local political net-
works and social and economic climates. Commissioner identity is shared 
with fellow commissioners, but the sense of being a group is nurtured within 
the context of the association. It is in association activities that commis-
sioners more clearly display their sense of cooperation and mutual efforts. 
And it is the Association staff that produces the ceremonies and written texts 
and orchestrates opportunities for replaying personal experiences. 
As the researcher and author of the Centennial History I made consider-
able use of my fieldwork experience in developing contacts in a community 
and conducting interviews, as well as using technical skills involving photo-
graphic and sound recording equipment and doing tape transcriptions. I 
needed to know about the grants process (sources, budgets, follow-up re-
ports) and about archival procedures. On a limited scale, I produced the 
kind of company history that has been popular with businesses in recent 
years. Since "doing a history" is so much more understandable to people 
than "collecting their folklore," it was an excellent way of getting to know 
commissioners and understanding the workings of the association, both for 
me and for them. It was also published at the same time as a special Report of 
the Committee on the Future of Counties, a document produced by PSACC offi-
cers and staff that detailed the current state of many county programs and 
offered recommendations for change. The Centennial History and the Com-
mittee on the Future's report complemented each other during the associa-
tion's toOth year. The group's strength was enhanced by an awareness of 
where it had been and by presenting a blueprint for what it wanted to be. 
Informal Exchange 
In addition to formal actions on my part as the communications specialist, I 
also find myself dealing with the issue of association culture or commis-
sioner culture on a more informal basis. I come into contact with commis-
sioners frequently, usually on the phone but sometimes on their home turf, 
as when I interviewed people for the oral history, or at committee meetings 
or conferences. When they request information or answer my own ques-
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tions the issue at hand is not only the particular problem being addressed 
but also how the response is conveyed. I act as a clearinghouse or point of 
reference but often suggest they contact other commissioners for advice or 
examples on how a problem was solved elsewhere. Information sharing is 
alsb encouraged in high-tech fashion with Access, the association's electron-
ic bulletin board that commissioners can use with a touch-tone phone. 
They can record requests for information or listen to updates on legislative 
activities, conference agendas, and committee meetings. It will never re-
place the face-to-face interaction and exchange of ideas found at the con-
ferences. But as an association service, it does call attention to the organi-
zation as an entity that responds to commissioners' problems or need for 
information. 
Other Skills 
In addition to my particular job responsibilities outlined above and the adap-
tation of folklore-related concepts and methods, I also use some general 
skills that I acquired or refined in the process of getting my Ph.D. These 
include the ability to research an issue, gather background information and 
raw data, and then analyze and interpret it. My writing skills are obviously 
necessary for the publications I produce, although writing newsletters is a far 
cry from obtuse academic prose. (I did get my start on newsletters, however, 
by producing a folklore department newsletter when I was at UCLA and 
editing The Digest, a foodways newsletter, while I attended the University of 
Pennsylvania.) The application of research abilities, analytical thinking, or-
ganizational skills, attention to detail, and written and verbal communica-
tions skills to "real world" jobs is nothing new for ex-academics. It is not 
what many expected to do with their training, but, because of the state of 
the academic job market, well-trained people have been forced to examine 
other opportunities. By and large they have thrived in them. 
Organizational Communications and Folklore 
The opportunities for professionally trained folklorists have been steadily 
expanding over the last ten or fifteen years. Employment can be sought in 
federal, state, and some local agencies, in museums, arts organizations, and 
even in the corporate sector. Folklore, which started as a field of study and 
then turned into a profession, has now become an industry. Its interdis-
ciplinary nature produces workers who are well prepared to succeed in more 
than one setting. 
I be.lieve I am the only folklorist working in a trade association; I am not 
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the only one employed in a situation where my primary occupational identi-
ty is not as a folklorist. I describe myself as a PR person, or as being in 
association management. I took this job in part because I was disillusioned 
with trying to get a more recognizable "folklore job" that would pay a de-
cent salary and last for more than twelve months. But despite my seren-
dipitous employment opportunity with the PSACC I have found ways to put 
my training to good use. I have to be careful about how I present things 
sometimes, especially to fellow staff members. I often warn them when I 
am about to start "talking like an anthroplogist." (Many people have little 
idea what a folklorist is. The identities "anthropologist" and "historian" are 
fraught with problems, too, but sometimes seem preferable, depending on 
to whom one is speaking.) 
I was lucky to have job skills that are in demand in the association 
management marketplace (and in the public and private sectors). I know 
something about computers and word processing. I had an internship in a 
corporate setting (producing a multi-ethnic festival for employees). I can 
write a clear and grammatically correct sentence. My having written a disser-
tation demonstrates an ability to take on a project and complete it. 
Association managers will rarely understand the value of hiring an em-
ployee with folklore training without an effective presentation by the job-
seeker. The same situation exists with regard to executives in other indus-
tries who are hiring specialists in organizational communications. They need 
to be convinced that someone with a folklore background will be a better 
choice than other candidates with more mainstream experience. Points to 
keep in mind for such "presentations of self" include: 
1. The interdisciplinary nature of folklore can be conveyed as the 
potential for versatility on the job. Associations are almost always un-
derstaffed so someone hired to edit a newsletter may soon find herself 
writing summaries of research reports or producing a specialized pub-
lication. A prospective employee needs to emphasize the many things a 
folklorist does: researching background data, writing grant proposals, 
going to new communities and getting to know people, conducting in-
terviews, making public presentations, analyzing data, and preparing 
material for publication. Since it is obvious that this individual is chang-
ing career areas, it is important to stress the ability of the folklorist to 
evaluate and adapt to new situations, again by offering fieldwork exam-
ples. Because of her or his educational background, it is usually obvious 
that a folklorist has the intellectual capacity to handle a new job. What 
needs to be demonstrated are the accompanying social skills and com-
mitment to accepting new responsibilities. 
2. Folklorists in career transitions are fortunate that the concept of 
corporate (or organizational) culture has become more than just a buzz-
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word. Because of publicity in the popular press, most executives un-
derstand basic notions of worker identity, at least as it applies to large 
organizations. They may not have applied such concepts to members of 
their own association (or company) but will probably understand the 
train of thought when a folklorist-potential employee presents it. By 
doing so, the folklorist demonstrates creativity and an openness to new 
ideas. An employer will value these with regard to any worker but may 
also be intrigued by the potential application of the concept of cultural 
identity to the members of a specific association. 
The folklorist, however, still needs to provide concrete examples of 
how cultural identity can be assessed and utilized for the association's 
purposes, such as increasing membership, planning more effective edu-
cational programs, or initiating outreach efforts to the general public. By 
administering Questionnaires, conducting interviews or small group dis-
cussions with an association's members, or researching an association's 
history, the folklorist can elicit concrete evidence of what members 
think is important about their work (or hobby or cause) and determine 
what kinds of support and services are needed to nurture that identity. 
3. In addition to the folklorist's general understanding of notions of 
community is the ability to recognize associated forms of expression, 
such as stories, songs, customs, and ceremonies. Again, the association 
employer will want the folklorist to provide examples of practical applica-
tions to a particular group of people and the organization that represents 
them. In such instances, the folklorist-worker should be prepared to dis-
cover and describe the ways in which people express themselves within 
the context of the association and how new forms might be created, intro-
duced, and evaluated for success or failure. What must be emphasized is 
the folklorist's contribution to the success of an association via increased 
membership and participation in association activities. These changes 
affect the bottom line in terms of dues, conference registration fees, and 
subscriptions to publications. The folklorist can contribute innovative 
approaches that are also income producing. The executives of non-profit 
associations understand this outcome as well as any other manager. 
Conclusion 
Although a folklorist may be intrigued, and ultimately satisfied, by the pos-
sibilities presented by nontraditional employment, there are less positive 
aspects to be considered as well. For me, it is not always easy to accept the 
fact that I have abandoned the academic career path that once seemed so 
certain. While I envision a good future for myself in association management 
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I sometimes wonder if I made the right choice. The demands of my new 
field also limit my involvement in the old. I go to fewer folklore meetings, 
do less research and writing, find myself somewhat out of touch with col-
leagues. But by choosing employment in association management I also an-
ticipate gaining more experience in the very issues that induced me to study 
folklore. Perhaps that is the festival specialist in me dreaming about the 
future, but it always has been an integral part of my personality to love 
parties and celebrations. It is what led me to studying festivals in the first 
place. Although I cannot discount the effect my training has on my job per-
formance, I must acknowledge preexisting inclinations as well. 
This is an issue to be considered whatever folklore students and scholars 
set out to do. We are attracted to folklore for very personal reasons, and they 
will continue to affect our choice of what to do with it. I have always been 
interested in what makes people come together, how they form bonds and 
live and work and play together, be it families or friends or colleagues. Bya 
very roundabout way I have now found an environment that allows me to 
satisfy my curiosity about issues of personal significance, and for which I 
have the training and skills to explore. No matter what the area of expertise, 
any worker would be grateful for such a reward. 
For Further Information 
Most of the general works on nontraditional employment for former academics 
are focussed on corporate jobs. One book that reviews several university pro-
grams for "retooling" people with Ph.D.'s is Teaching and Beyond: Nonacademic 
Career Programs for Ph.D.'s, edited by Kevin P. Reilly and Sheila A. Murdick 
(Albany, N.Y.: Teaching and Beyond Project of the University of the State of 
New York, 1984). As a basic guide for job hunting, resume writing, and image 
building I have relied on Marcia R. Fox's manual, Putting Your Degree to Work 
(New York: Norton, 1979). A broad model of my involvement in creating and 
reinforcing an organization's image is that advanced by Terrence E. Deal and 
Allan A. Kennedy in Corporate Cultures: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life 
(Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1982). 
The American Society of Association Executives (1575 Eye St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005) has produced several publications of interest to read-
ers interested in tlie profession, including Principles of Association Management, A 
Professionafs Handbook, 2nd ed. (1988), Fundamentals of Association Management: 
Conventions (1985), Policies and Procedures in Association Management (1987), Man-
aging Membership Societies (1979), and A Coming of Age, A History of the Profession of 
Association Management (1987). Also of help is a pamphlet entitled ''A Career 
Guide to Associations" published by the Greater Washington Society of Associa-
tion Executives. 
For job-hunting purposes an excellent source is the Encyclopedia of Associa-
tions, 22nd ed. (Detroit: Gale Research Company, 1988). 
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One of my first forays into the use of folklore beyond the ivory tower was as 
an expert witness in a trial involving the display of nativity scenes on govern-
ment property. A review of my experience can be found in Sue Samuelson, 
"Folklore and the Legal System: The Expert Witness," Western Folklore 41 
(1982): 139-44. 
There are several theoretically-inclined sources that examine concepts of 
festivity that can be applied to conventions and meeting planning. They include 
Richard Allen Chase, "Fairs and Festivals," Man-Environment Systems 7 (1977): 
117-44; Harvey Cox, The Feast of Fools (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1969); 
and Sally F. Moore and Barbara Myerhoff, eds., Secular Ritual (AsseniAmster-
dam: Van Gorcum, 1977). 
Folklorists have studied many groups of people, social settings, and sets of 
experiences. Much of the research is reported at scholarly meetings before it is 
published, if it is published at all. At the American Folklore Society meeting in 
1976, for example, Michael Taft read a paper on "Draft Dodgers in Canada: A 
Large, Uncommunicative Group." Among the presentations at the AFS meeting 
in 1984 were Charmaine Grey, ''Another Man's Treasure" (on garage sales); Karin 
E. Becker, "Getting the Moment: Newspaper Photojournalists at Work"; Robert 
Modrow, "Survival Symbols: Managing the Culture ofa M.A.S.H. Unit"; Joseph 
P. Goodwin, "Real Men Don't Use Vaseline: Humor and Conflict in the Gay 
World"; and Roberta Krell, "The Folklorist and the Elderly." At the 1985 AFS 
meeting there were papers on the traditions and lore of lawyers, punk rock per-
formers and followers, the elderly, textile mill workers, housewives, and the ill 
and disabled. 
For published sources, see Jan Harold Brunvand, The Study of American Folk-
lore: An Introduction 2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 1978), especially Ch. 3, "Folk 
Groups: Bearers of American Folk Tradition"; Richard M. Dorson, ed., Hand-
book of American Folklore (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1983), particularly 
articles in the section called "American Settings"; and Elliott Oring, ed., Folk 
Groups and Folklore Genres (Logan: Utah State Univ. Press, 1986). 
For publications about folklorists themselves as subjects of research, see 
Richard Reuss, "That Can't Be Alan Dundes. Alan Dundes Is Taller Than That!" 
Journal of American Folklore 87 (1974): 303-17; Richard A. Reuss and Jens Lund, 
eds., Roads into Folklore: Festschrift in Honor of Richard M. Dorson (Bloomington: 
Folklore Forum Bibliographic and Special Series, No. 14); and Lee Haring, 
''' ... And You Put the Load Right on Me': Alternative Informants in Folklore," 
in Gerald Cashion, ed., Conceptual Problems in Contemporary FolkloreStudy (Bloom-
ington: Folklore Forum Bibliographic and Special Series, no. 12, 1974), 64-68. 
i-panel at the American Folklore Society meeting in 1986 combined the 
topic of folklorists as subjects of research with issues of applied folklore. Called 
"Music, Live and Analyzed: Folklorists as Performers," the panel was chaired 
by Graham S. Kash with Thomas A. Adler as discussant. Twenty-minute pre-
sentations included "Folklorist as Performer: Pros and Cons," by Richard Blaus-
tein; "Performing Blues for Fun and Profit," by David Evans; "The Folklorist 
as Guest Artist in the Public Schools: Music to Teach and Entertain," by Bettye 
C. Kash; and "Harping on Harmonica Tradition," by Graham S. Kash. 
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Helping Craftsmen and 
Communities Survive: 
Folklore and Economic Development 
PATRICIA ATKINSON WELLS 
In the two decades following the publication of Michael Owen Jones's semi-
nal article "Folk Craft Production and the Folklorist's Obligation" (1970), 
folklorists have been plagued by the problem of how simultaneously to in-
sure the economic survival of individual folk artisans and to preserve the 
traditions and culture of which they are a part. Much has been written on 
the history and impact of crafts assistance programs in the United States and 
on the role of the folklorist in marketing folk art, most notably in a special 
issue of New York Folklore (1986). However, we are still faced with the funda-
mental dilemma-are individual economic security and cultural survival 
mutually exclusive? Do we imperil tradition when we advocate expanding a 
maker's market? Can we mitigate or minimize the effects of our well-
meaning cultural intervention and, if so, how? 
Another group of professionals, with very different training, expertise, 
and purview have encountered a parallel problem in their work. I am speak-
ing of rural development specialists. Like folklore studies, rural develop-
ment is an interdisciplinary field. Depending on the region and the project, 
agronomists, economists, environmentalists, sociologists, bureaucrats, cap-
italists, and a host of other specialists may all be concerned with or involved 
in the development of a rural area. (Although I am focusing on rural devel-
opment, folklore studies relates to the broader concept of "community de-
velopment" inasmuch as folklorists can go into any community, rural or 
urban, and contribute to the analysis and solution of many of the commu-
nity's problems and needs.) 
A tension exists between the very real problems of contemporary rural 
economies and the need to develop public policies that sustain rural ways of 
life. The problem, then, is how to strengthen communities economically 
while preserving their culture and environment. 
Historically, rural economies have been founded on land-based busi-
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nesses, such as forestry and agriculture, and home-based businesses, includ-
ing the production of handmade objects. The small family farm is no longer 
economically viable in many areas of the country, and large-scale farming 
has also become a financial disaster for many in the wake of changing gov-
ernment policies. Rural development specialists are looking increasingly at 
the raising of specialty crops and rare livestock breeds, as well as the pro-
duction of fine foods and indigenous crafts, to provide economic bases in 
rural areas while sustaining the aesthetic Qualities of country living. 
This chapter is a brief analysis of the politics of economic development 
in a rural area of western Massachusetts. The nexus of rural development 
and folklore-crafts marketing-presented through a case study, serves as 
the focal point. 
The Hilltown Projects 
As stated previously, the economic development of rural areas is a thorny 
problem. Many small towns suffer from economic decay and would welcome 
growth and new jobs. On the other hand, growth often threatens the Quality 
of rural life. Land is developed or put to uses that may not be in the long-
term public interest, and the aesthetic Qualities of the countryside rapidly 
alter amid added roads and housing developments. Community economic 
development, no matter how benign or well-intentioned, is a type of cultur-
al intervention and, as such, has the potential to enhance or disrupt the life 
of the community. 
The Hilltown Community Development Corporation 
The Hilltown Community Development Corporation (HCDC), a private 
nonprofit organization dedicated to rural economic development, was foun-
ded in 1981 after a study conducted by the Center for Rural Communities at 
the University of Massachusetts (Amherst) showed a hidden economy of 
small businesses within a ten-town area of Hampshire County known as 
"the Hilltowns." Business owners in these sparsely populated areas face ob-
stacles inherent in every business (such as arranging credit and financing, 
promotion, marketing, and advertising), as well as the difficulties created by 
the very rural nature of the area. In addition, the majority of Hilltowners do 
most of their business outside the hilltowns, in the nearby urban centers of 
Pittsfield and Northampton. 
Funded primarily through grants from state agencies, the HCDC's mis-
sion was, and is, to support and build on the Hilltown economy by "help-
ing people to help themselves." They set about this by offering a wide 
range of loan programs, technical assistance and courses to educate the 
small business person, pilot studies and programs to begin or expand land-
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based businesses, the publication and distribution of a Hilltown Business 
Directory, and, more recently, through job training and housing rehabilita-
tion programs. 
The Hilltown Artisans Guild 
In 1984, I went to work as a consultant and project director for the HCDC. I 
was selected for this position because my particular combination of skills and 
experience as a folklorist-among which were a knowledge of traditional 
arts, crafts and festivals; experience with community, educational, and cul-
tural organizations; and the ability to communicate through writing, editing, 
teaching, and public presentations-were deemed desirable by the HCDC 
and appropriate to the particular job. I was charged with organizing a nas-
cent association of artists and craftspeople with a view toward forming a 
marketing cooperative. The HCDC had previously incubated a successful 
association of local bed and breakfast operators and was also attempting to 
organize marketing groups for agricultural producers-focusing on the ma-
ple and honey industries. 
Spurred by the suggestions of a board member who was both a crafts-
person and a small business owner/operator, the HCDC held an open meet-
ing to determine the number of craftspeople living and working in the Hill-
towns, the range of crafts represented, and whether there was an interest in, 
and need for, the formation of an organization of Hilltown craftspeople. 
Nearly fifty people attended this meeting, many bringing samples of 
their work. These products ranged from clothing to pottery, stained glass, 
jewelry, weaving, painting, and sculpture. They also included "folk arts" 
and other revivalist Americana like tole paintings and quilts as well as au-
thentic traditional forms such as baskets and wood carvings. Some artists 
had been academically trained; some had learned their crafts traditionally 
within their families or as apprentices; others were self-taught. Some had 
well-established businesses, while others were attempting to make the tran-
sition from avocation to vocation with their crafts. Their needs were corre-
spondingly varied. Some people were looking primarily for an informational 
and/or communicative network through which to share problems, advice, 
and strategies; some were in need of business counseling or aid in finding a 
market for their products; and some were looking for potential collaborators 
to help them develop and market new product lines. All seemed to believe 
in the power of an organization to achieve their desired goals. The Hilltown 
Artisans Guild was born. 
Though I expected to use my administrative experience in helping this 
group organize, I initially gave little thought to the ways in which my folk-
loristic training might be of use. In my two-year tenure as "coordinator" of 
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the Hilltown Artisans Guild, I found myself relying increasingly on tech-
niques and perspectives of folklore study, particularly in matters of organiza-
tion development and policy analysis. I was simultaneously a fieldworker, a 
cultural architect, and a cultural interpreter. My job was to help clarify and 
codify the identities, needs and desires of individuals into an ethos for the 
Hilltown Artisans Guild and to serve as the spokesperson and liaison for the 
group. 
The executive director of the HCDC had great plans for the Hilltown 
Artisans Guild, including the opening and operation of a cooperative gallery 
and shop with ongoing crafts demonstrations, and mail-order marketing 
through a Hilltown catalog. Her ideas were, to a large extent, predicated on 
what was potentially "fundable" -for the kinds of pilot projects that gov-
ernment agencies would grant operating and administrative funds. Politi-
cally, the HCDC needed to establish a track record of highly visible and 
successful projects and of successful funding proposals. The Hilltown Arti-
sans Guild seemed a natural for grant support for several reasons: (1) crafts 
marketing deals with the production and aesthetic qualities of material ob-
jects and is therefore highly visual; (2) most craftspeople have low incomes, 
and many of the Hilltown Artisans could be officially designated as "rural 
poor"; (3) precedent has been set historically for crafts assistance programs 
in community economic development; and (4) tourism and the marketing of 
native products had strong support in the state administration of the time. In 
fact, there was just one stumbling block to the merchandizing of Hilltown 
crafts-the Hilltown Artisans Guild. Guild members were neither willing 
nor able to engage in such grandiose schemes at this early stage in the devel-
opment of their organization. 
Unshared Visions 
In her cogent article "Unshared Visions: Folklife and Politics in a Rural 
Community" (1988), Jean Haskell Speer analyzes the politics of public pro-
gramming in a three-year oral history and folklife project in a rural area in 
Virginia. She discusses the conflicting public and private agenda for cultural 
change and points out that within a community there are both congruent 
and divergent points of view, cultural assumptions and cultural self-images. 
Speer also makes reference to the "public persona" of the project-the pub-
lic presentation or collective vision of the project's accomplishments as op-
posed to daily operations, conflicts and challenges, decisions and dilemmas 
that reveal the political dimension of the project. 
The concepts of public persona and unshared vision are germane to the 
study of any organization and are particularly important in understanding 
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the relationship of external (or exoteric) agencies and/or projects to the com-
munity or communities that they intend to serve. 
Members of the board of directors and administrative officers of the 
Hilltown Community Development Corporation, as it existed in 1984-1985, 
were primarily non-native Hilltowners. Former urbanites who were part of 
th~ latter-day back-to-the-Iand movement, the prime movers were political 
activists and therefore well-versed in government bureaucracies and grants-
manship. While they did represent the most recent wave of migration to the 
Hilltowns, and the transition of many of those towns from farming commu-
nities to bedroom communities, they were not representative of the tradi-
tional native residents in those communities they wished to serve. While 
these newcomers were sincere in their wish to preserve country living, they 
were often at odds with native Hilltowners over what aspects of rural life 
were valuable and worthy of preservation. The HCDC was distrusted as a 
bunch of "do-gooders" by many of the more conservative Hilltowners, who 
viewed government grants either as charity or a waste of tax money-to be 
despised and avoided. Despite the number of Hilltowners who became vot-
ing members of the HCDC (over 300), the organization and its projects and 
programs were regarded by many Hilltown residents as having little to do 
with them, and not to be taken too seriously. 
My position as coordinator of the Artisans Guild was rather unusual. 
Although I am not a native, I did marry a fifth-generation native Hilltowner. 
We were living on the family farm and I had worked with and studied Hill-
towners and Hilltown culture for nearly a decade. Thus, I was accorded a 
sort of "honorary native" status. I knew and understood native points of 
view, although I did not necessarily share them. 
Developing the Hilltown Artisans Guild into an organization that had 
meaning for, and provided the desired services to, its members was a long 
and challenging process. Though members agreed that they wanted to form 
a guild, there was a lack of agreement regarding the function of that guild. 
Predictably, the group went through a period of idealism, intense enthusi-
asm, and energy, followed by one of disillusionment and frustration, cul-
minating in a new vision of purpose and priorities-a commitment to practical 
and do-able goals and objectives. This pattern of development was compli-
cated by pressures from the parent or sponsoring organization (HCDC) to 
meet its goals and objectives for the guild. 
Crafts Marketing: The Hilltown Solution 
Though all marketing has sales as an ultimate goal, the variables of what 
goods and where, how and by whom they will be sold make the develop-
ment of marketing strategies highly individual. What works for commercial 
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products is not necessarily appropriate for fine handcrafted objects; nor is 
the way to sell a quilt necessarily effective for baskets or jewelry. How then 
does one form a marketing plan for an organization of people who make a 
diverse variety of items? 
The HCDC's solution was to focus on place. The work of guild mem-
bers would be sold under a Hilltown label and logo from a central location-
a Hilltown gallery and/or a catalog. However, this plan did not take into 
account the enormous difficulty of mass-producing handmade objects; nor 
did it satisfy the makers' desire to have their products reflect their personal 
identities rather than a somewhat anonymous "Hilltown" designation. For 
the artists, individual identity and recognition in relation to their art held 
primacy; for the HCDC, group identification was primary. 
Another approach is that of developing new products-as in so-called 
"tourist art" -which can be sold as souvenirs of a particular locale. 
Folklorists who have advocated the involvement of their profession in 
the marketing of folk art have tended to approach the problem from two 
tacks: (1) directly, either as agents for craftspeople and their wares, or as 
entrepreneurs, actually buying and reselling objects; and (2) more circum-
spectly, attempting to broaden the market for folk arts by educating the 
general public regarding the forms and their aesthetic qualities and the com-
plexity and skill required in the technical processes of object production, 
through exhibits, demonstrations, fairs and festivals, and folk artist residen-
cy programs. While the long-term goal of changing the status accorded folk 
artists and their creative output is both necessary and laudable, such pro-
grams do little to help the individual folk artist sell his or her wares. 
With the Hilltown Artisans Guild, we tried yet a third approach. Rather 
than selling their products or attempting to create a market for them, we 
provided the artists and craftspeople with business and marketing education 
and aided individuals in making their own informed marketing decisions. 
The University of Massachusetts (Amherst), through the Department 
of Continuing Education, has an excellent Arts Extension Service that spe-
cializes in arts advocacy and teaches a variety of arts management courses. 
Working with their director and chief education officer, I was able to devel-
op a series of workshops to fit the specific needs of the Hilltown Artisans. 
The workshops included such topics as pricing, targeting markets, test mar-
keting and market surveys, product development, promotion and publicity, 
portfolio development, how to work with an agent, display techniques, how 
to sell at fairs and festivals, and the jurying process (and how to survive it). 
Rather than becoming a marketing association as originally envisioned by 
the HCDC, the Hilltown Artisans Guild was primarily an educational and 
advocacy organization. The guild became a network for information ex-
change and mutual support and, as a body, was able to tap into larger art and 
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craft networks. For example, the organization joined the American Craft 
Council and received its journal (American Croft), newsletter, and quarterly 
information on major shows. Through such professional publications, the 
guild was able both to advertise its existence and to research other commun-
ity-based craft organizations and fairs or festivals that might be appropriate 
markets for guild members' wares. Having an organizational identity also 
allowed the Hilltown Artisans to be computer-listed by the Arts Extension 
Service in a New England-wide data base of arts service/advocacy organiza-
tions. Through this channel, the guild was placed on a variety of mailing 
lists and received notices of arts and crafts activities from sources throughout 
the region. 
By means of a monthly newsletter, guild members were kept abreast of 
the activities of individual members-who was showing where, who was 
having an open studio on what date, who had received travel/study fellow-
ships, and so forth-and both current and future educational, marketing, 
and financial opportunities. Information on fairs and festivals, newly opened 
or recently discovered galleries and shops, professional studio courses, arts 
administration workshops, apprenticeships, grants and fellowships were fea-
tured and updated in the newsletter. 
Guild members held a meeting each month, with the site rotating and a 
different Hilltown hosting each meeting. In addition to conducting business 
and socializing over shared foods, an individual guild member would present 
a program at each meeting. Programs included a slide/lecture by a potter on 
her experiences as a potter's apprentice in Japan, a workshop on production 
sewing by a quiltmaker, a slide/lecture on mosaic techniques as taught in 
Ravenna, Italy, a demonstration of the techniques of metal sculpture, and a 
program on herbs and dried flowers, to cite just a few. This kind of program-
ming allowed Guild members to learn more about one another, to ask ques-
tions about each other's work-both technically and in regard to market-
ing-and to share knowledge and experience with their fellow artisans. 
By providing individual artists and craftspeople with business and mar-
keting education, the HCDC was implementing a method that helped to 
ensure self-determination for the Artisans Guild. Artists and craftspersons to 
whom purity of tradition is important learned how to target and reach mar-
kets that would allow them to continue the production of traditional objects. 
Some were able to place their work in galleries and shops that feature tradi-
tional art, while others-through "networking" - became associated with 
living history museums such as Hancock Shaker Village and Old Sturbridge 
Village, teaching and/or demonstrating the tools and techniques of their art 
as well as selling pieces through museum shops and catalogs. 
On the other hand, artisans who wished to be more receptive to the 
demands of consumers gained knowledge of market surveys, product devel-
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opment, and test marketing. One potter scouted crafts fairs in the region to 
find out what sold, and where, then created a "bread and butter" line of 
simple, inexpensive dishes intended for daily use that could be both made 
and sold in greater volume than her more complex and individual pieces. 
The sales of this line could then support her more artistic and expensive 
works, which she previously could create only as commissioned pieces be-
cause of the cost and time involved. An herbalist, tapping into the com-
muter market, developed an all-natural car deodorizing product which she 
called "Car-Pourri" and which sold in country stores, gift shops, and the 
like. Another potter and a sculptor who worked in metal collaborated on a 
line of bird baths, which could be sold in galleries and at craft fairs but also 
by lawn and garden businesses. With emphases on communicative networks 
and education, individual members of the Hilltown Artisans Guild were 
equipped to make their own marketing decisions. 
Folklore and Community Development: Shared Concerns 
In approaching the marketing of folk art, the folklorist's central concern has 
been the development of strategies and policies that improve the life of the 
folk artist economically while simultaneously conserving traditional culture 
and protecting traditional forms of expression from commercial exploitation. 
The development of ruml communities has mised similar issues; cultural 
conservation has become as important a concern as the preservation of the 
environment. 
In what ways can the principles and techniques of folklore study con-
tribute in the evolution of policies for community development that help to 
strengthen rural culture while simultaneously recognizing the needs of and 
assisting individual members of the community? 
Strategies 
"Rural development" and "economic development" are not identical. The 
economy is one facet of a culture, albeit an important and influential one. 
"Rural development" entails the cultivation and strengthening of rural cul-
ture as a whole. Strategies for rural development must flow from the answers 
to the following questions: 
1. What are the important characteristics and traditions of the areal 
community that must be preserved and/or developed? 
2. What type of economy will weaken local culture? What type will 
strengthen it? 
3. Why is an understanding of tradition, expressive forms, and sym-
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bolic interaction and communication vital to serving the community? 
Forms of folklore generated in community settings constitute a source 
of information regarding the values, attitudes, and tastes of those commu-
nities. Oral forms such as stories and jokes may also provide insight into 
both existing and desired conditions and relationships. Celebrations, festi-
vals and rituals, as well as helping fulfill needs for fellowship, reward and 
recognition, may reenact community myth-the "public persona" of the 
community. Through observation, analysis, and understanding of tradition-
al expressive behavior, rural development specialists will be better able to 
enact policies and invent strategies that address the complex needs of the 
community. 
Knowing the cultural characteristics of a community or area can also 
help organizations and agencies in the development of their public persona 
and in creating programs and policies compatible with community ethos. 
A cultural profile of the Hilltowns would include the following: 
1. There is a strong tradition of self-help, of taking care of one's 
emotional and economic needs oneself or in association with family and 
friends: 
2. Cooperation is of great value and importance; 
3. The tradition of local democracy, as exemplified in the town 
meeting, is still strong; 
4. Value is placed on technical expertise in hand work; 
S. Efficiency is regarded as necessary-"Waste not, want not;" 
6. Family is the centrarcore of people's lives; 
7. Value is placed on unpretentiousness-competition for material 
wealth and its symbols is viewed as a threat to community comfort and 
equality; 
8. The elderly are valued for their knowledge and expertise, and as 
living links with the history and traditions of the community. 
Knowing these things about Hilltown culture, I was able to apprise the 
HCDC of economic development plans for the Artisans Guild which were at 
odds with Hilltown ethos, and evolve policies that centered on cooperation 
and self-determinism in the marketing of art and craft. The Hilltown Arti-
sans Guild, four years later, is a viable, independent organization whose foci 
are still education and communicative networks. Individual artisans have 
bettered their lot without the negative impact on their communities that 
increased tourism or mass production might have had. 
How are the administrators of rural development projects and agencies 
to go about getting this kind of cultural information? One way is to sponsor 
or engage in community-based oral history and folklife projects. This kind 
of public recognition of the importance of their history and culture not only 
stimulates the community to present what they feel is of value but demon-
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strates the agency's awareness of and commitment to indigenous culture. 
Such projects can be undertaken in partnership with local community groups 
of all ages. Scouts, ~-H clubs, church groups, arts councils, and local historical 
societies can provide both volunteers and a wealth oflocal knowledge. Anoth-
er way is to integrate the board of directors, project staff, or advisory group 
with "natives." Representatives of the rural culture are the best sources of 
information about that culture. 
Folklore, or traditional human expression, can be regarded as a resource 
in solving both interpretive and managerial problems. In developing public 
policies that sustain rural ways of life, an understanding of folklore serves as 
the key both to rural culture and to ways of preserving that culture that are 
both effective and acceptable to members of the community. 
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